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EVALUATION OF THE MICROBIAL INHIBITION PERFORMANCE OF GAS
TYPE ANTIMICROBIALS (CHLORINE DIOXIDE AND ALLYL-
ISOTHIOCYANATE) WITH MODIFIED ATMOSPHERE PACKAGING (MAP), AND
THE EFFECT OF CHLORINE DIOXIDE EXPOSURE ON THE PHYSICAL
PROPERTIES OF PLASTIC FILMS

I~
I, ABSTRACT

i,
Listeria monocytogenes and Salmonella Typhimurium are major pathogenic bacteria associated with

poultry products. The consumption of pathogen contaminated food can cause illness or even death. In addition,

spoilage microorganisms can lead to premature loss of product quality. The objectives of this study to evaluate

the effectiveness of a combination treatment of modified atmosphere packaging and antimicrobials (chlorine

dioxide and allyl isothiocyanate) in inhibiting Listeria monocytogenes and Salmonella Typhimurium on raw

chicken breast at 4°C, and to determine the effect of chlorine dioxide (oxidizing gas) exposure on the mechanical,

barrier, and thermal properties of plastic packaging jilms.

Chicken breast, obtainedfrom a local source and handled to prevent gross contamination is inoculated

with a mixture of Listeria monocytogenes and Salmonella Typhimurium (I06 log cfulml) and placed into a

multilayer barrier tray. Chlorine dioxide containing sachets or allyl isothiocyanate containing sachets were

placed into the heads pace of select packages containing chicken breast, inoculated with the pathogenic bacteria,

and gas flushed to closure with 30%CO:l70%N2• In the same manner, control packages are prepared minus the

antimicrobials. The sealed packages are then stored at 4°C. Microbial growth (pathogens and spoilage), color,

and pH of chicken breast were evaluated every 3 days for 21 days. The effect of the antimicrobials on growth of

pathogens and spoilage organisms and the effect of MAP and antimicrobials on the quality of fresh chicken

breast were determined

Package jilms were treated with chlorine dioxide gas at various concentrations, and their mechanical,

barrier, and thermal properties were evaluated The treatedjilms were evaluated using an Instron (universal testi

ng machine), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and oxygen and water vapor analyzers.

INTRODUCTION
Antimicrobial packaging is a significant technology which can improve food quality and enhance

product safety against microbial agents. Chlorine dioxide (CI02) and allyl isothiocyanate (AITC) are attractive

gas type antimicrobials because of their excellent microbial control performance at very low concentration. The

application of antimicrobials in a packaging system at a minimum constant release could have importance in

control of pathogens and spoilage organisms. An antimicrobial package system should also be more effective

when it is combined with conventional modified atmosphere packaging.
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Poultry meat in the US has an annual growth rate of7% and is a huge ($ 17.5 billon) market segment.

However, it is a highly perishable food and deteriorates within 10 days after slaughtering, even under chilled

conditions. Microbial contamination of the product may occur in post processing and during distribution.

Salmonella Typhimurium and Listeria monocytogenes are two major pathogenic organisms associated with fresh

chicken. Antimicrobial packaging has many potential advantages over conventional packaging in that it may be

also reduce microbial risk and extend shelflife. To control these microorganisms, knowledge about minimum

inhibition concentration is important to design the system.

CI02 is a very strong oxidizing agent. Oxidizing gas can cause the formation of free radical

functional groups and the degradation of polymer chains. Thus, exposure to CI02 may cause changes in the

properties of polymeric materials. To avoid packaging integrity or sealing problems, knowledge of the

relationship between CI02 gas concentration and physical degradation of polymers is important to know.

OBJECTIVE
I. To determine the minimum concentration of CI02 and AITC needed to control growth of Salmonella

Typhimurium and Listeria monocytogenes

2. To evaluate the effects of CI02 and AITC in combination with 30%C02170%N2 modified atmosphere

packaging on growth of Salmonella Typhimurium and Listeria monocytogenes at 4°C.

3. To investigate the effect of CI02 exposure at various concentrations and treatment times on the mechanical,

barrier, and thermal properties of food packaging polymers.

MATERIAL & METHOD
Culture and growth conditions

L.monocytogenes (1002, 1176, 1304) and S.Typhimurium (G 10127, G 10601, G 10931) cocktails were

prepared, and subcultured twice in 10 ml tryptic soy broth (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, MI) containing 0.6%

(w/v) yeast extract (Difco) at 35°C for 24 hr before being used. Cultures were serially diluted in 9 ml of 0.1

peptone water to yield 101_106 microorganisms.

Antimicrobials

Chlorine dioxide was obtained from ICA Trinova. The release rate was designed to be 3uglhr.g (at

25°C) for 31 days by the original manufacturer. Allyl isothiocyanate was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical

Co., Milwaukee, WI. For the AITC sachets, the AITC regent was mixed with com oil, and added to a 20 ml glass

vial. The vial was closed with a orificed screw cap on PE film. The com oil was used to depress AITC vapor

pressure in the vial. The AITC release rate was adjusted to 8-12ug/day by changing the orifice size and the com

oil.

Minimum inhibition concentration of the chlorine dioxide (CI02) and allyl isothiocyanate (AITC)

950 ml glass canning jars were purchased and sterilized with 70% ethanol. The metallic lids of the jars

were modified to accommodate headspace concentration analysis. The CI02 concentrations were measured using

a detector tube and pump system (MSA Inc., Pittsburgh, PA). The lids were modified to contain two holes (0.25

in) and tygon tubing was attached to the holes using 3/8 in diameter brass fittings. The tubes were closed using

laboratory pinch clamps. To determine AITC concentration, the metal lids were equipped with 3/8 in diameter
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septum adaptors. An orifice in the middle, sealed by silicon rubber, served as a septum for sampling the

headspace gas. 1ml of sample gas was injected into a GC (HP 6890) which was attached to a 30 m long, 0.32

mm o.d., 0.25 urn cross linked 5% PHME column (Supelco, Bellefonte, PA). The flow rates of the nitrogen

carrier gas, hydrogen and air to the FID detector were 30, 30, and 240 mllmin, respectively. The column

temperature was increased at 60°C Imin from 45°C (4.5 min) to 230°C (5 min). The temperature of the injection

port and detector were set at 250°C and 290°C respectively. For the standard curve,1 ul of a known amount of

AITC in hexane was used. 0.1 ml each of prepared cocktails (L.monocytogenes and S.Typhimurium) were

inoculated onto agar plates (60 mm x 15 mm). Glass jars were used to hold plates with different dilutions,

ranging from 101 to 106
. Modified Oxford agar (MOX) for L.monocytogenes and Xylose Lysine Deoxycholate

(XLD) for S. Typhimurium were used as the growth media. After the lids were tightly closed, the glass jars were

flushed with 100% nitrogen to simulate MAP, and stored in an incubator (37°C) for 48 hrs. Lack of growth in the

inoculated plates (101_106
) was considered to be due to inhibition of the inoculum by the respective

antimicrobials.

PREPARATION OF CHICKEN AND PACKAGING
Fresh boneless, skinless chicken breast was obtained from a local retail store. The chicken was

aseptically cut into a standard size, weighting approx. 200g. The two and three-strain cocktails were diluted to

106 CFU/ml, and 1 ml of each cocktail was inoculated evenly onto the chicken. The cocktails from L.

monocytogenes and S. Typhimurium were inoculated onto separate chicken pieces in order to avoid any

undesirable interaction. The inoculated chicken was placed into a multilayer barrier tray (5 in x 6 in x 1.5 in),

obtained from Cryovac Sealed Air Corporation (Simposonville,SC). The tray was sealed with a multilayer

barrier lid (Cryovac lid 1050) after a 30% C02170% N2 gas mixture was flushed into the tray using a T-200

vacuum tray sealer (Multivac Inc, Kansas, MO). The chicken was stored at 4°C, and 3 trays from each treatment

were removed on days 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, and 21 and analyzed for microbial counts, color change, and pH

change as a function of storage time.

MICROBIAL ANALYSIS
The whole chicken piece was placed into a stomacher filter bag after 109 was removed for pH analysis.

It was diluted with 200ml of 0.1 % peptone water, and homogenized for 1 min in a stomacher. Serial dilutions

were then prepared in peptone water and plated on Modified Oxford agar (MOX) with TSAYE overlaying for L.

monocytogenes, and Xylose Lysine Deoxycholate (XLD) with TSAYE overlaying for S. Typhimurium. For total

aerobic bacteria analysis TSAYE was also used. All colony counts were expressed as 10gJOcolony forming unit

(cfu/g).

pH
109 from each chicken piece was removed prior to microbial analysis, diluted with 90ml of distilled

water (I: 10 dilution), and homogenized in a blender for 2 min. Measurements were taken with a Coming

model 430 pH meter and electrode. (Coming, USA).



THERMAL PROPERTIES

COLOR
The surface color of the chicken breast, taken from three random locations on the chicken was

measured with a colorimeter (Minolta Chroma Meter Measuring Head CR-300). An average value was obtained

for each sample surface. They were recorded as "L","a", and "b" values, and total color change (LlE).

CL02 TREATMENT FOR PHYSICAL PROPERTIES ANALYSIS
Pre-conditioned (23 DC/SO%RH) films (PE, PP, PS, Nylon, and Cyovac 1050) were placed into a 4 liter

glass container. 1 liter aqueous CI02 solution (made by ICA Trinova) was added and sealed tightly with a metal

lid. Films were hung from the lid of the container above the solution, and exposed to CI02 gas. The equilibrium

headspace concentrations of CI02 were ranged from 10-1000 ppm using different concentrations in an aqueous

solution. The headspace concentration was checked using an Idometric titration method. 200ml headspace gas

was withdrawn through a 1/4" silicon septum in the lid of container, and titration analysis performed.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
Tensile properties (TS), elongation at break (EB), and toughness toughness were determined according

to ASTM 0882. Tests were performed using an Instron 4201 (INSTRON Corporation, Canton, MA). Film

samples were tested in both CD and MD.

BARRIER PROPERTIES
To investigate effect of CI02 on barrier properties, oxygen transmission rate (OTR) and water vapor

transmission rate (WVTR) were tested. OTR (ASTM 0 398S) was determined using an Oxtran 8001

(MOCON/Modem Controls, Inc., Minneapolis, MN). WVTR (ASTM 895) was determined using The Permatran

3/31 (MOCON Inc.).

Differential scanning calorimetery (TA Instrument, New Castle, DE) was used to investigate thermal

characteristic changes caused by CI02 treatment. Samples were heated from 0 to 150DCat a rate of 10DC.Tg, Tm,

and enthalpy of fusion (LlHf) were determined according to ASTM 03417-97 and ASTM 03418-97. Results

were used to calculate cristallinity of the films.

RESULT & DISCUSSION
Inhibition effectiveness of CI02 and AITC

In Figure 2 is shown the effectiveness of CI02 and AITC, against Salmonella and Listeria on agar

plates. Listeria was far more sensitive to CI02 treatment. Listeria was reduced more than 2 logs with a 1g sachet

while salmonella was resistant until 4g were used. However, Salmonella was more sensitive to AITC treatment.

O.S ul AITC/ml oil reduced salmonella by more than 3 logs, while listeria was resistant until 2.5 ul AITC/ml oil

were used. The headspace concentrations were determined with empty containers.

Figure 1 is equilibrium headspace concentration in empty canning jar (vol= I qt) without agar.

4
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Mechanical properties
Changes In TS and EB of packaging films (PP, PS, Nylon, LOPE, Cyovac-

I050)are shown in figure 3 .. After 3 days ofCI02 treatment, the EB ofPP increased 18% when treated with 200

o ppm. The TS and EB of LOPE increased 6% and 15% respectively. Another study also reported that the EB of

plastic films can increase due to film oxidation [17]. The mechanical properties of PS and Nylon were significant

Iy decreased by CI02 treatment. Polystyrene's EB and TS decreased around 50% and 12% respectively, and for

Nylon they decreased around 30% and 11%. Film degradation was visually obvious. In this study Cryovac-

1050 film was used as lidding stock for the chicken trays. No significant difference in TS and EB were found wit

h CI02 treatment. In the films subjected 10ppm, none of the films had any mechanical property changes.

5
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CONCLUSIONS
I. CI02 and AITC are effective antimicrobial agents against Salmonella and Listeria on agar plates. Listeria is

more sensitive to CI02 and Salmonella is more sensitive to AITC.

2. Both CI02 and AITC in combination with 30%C02170%N2 modified atmosphere packaging were more

effective than conventional MAP to prevent Salmonella Typhimurium, Listeria monocytogenes, and total aerobic

bacteria on chicken at 4°C. However, too high a concentration can negatively change the color of the chicken.

3. CI02 treatment (2000 ppm)caused significant changes in the mechanical properties of PS, PP, Nylon, and

LDPE films. At low levels of treatment, no changes were found.
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Modified Atmosphere Packaging of Chinese Quince

ABSTRACT
Plastic films covering a wide range of gas permeabilities were used for packaging individual Chinese quinces

at 10 and 0 dc. Chinese quinces can be categorized as low respiration fruit, as are apples and citrus fruits.
Chinese quinces showed higher respiratory quotients at higher temperatures. Packages containing Chinese
quinces and wrapped in highly gas-permeable polyolefin film PD 941 attained, with progressive decreases in
volume, 8.1% O2 and 2.4% CO2 at 10°C, and 9.5-10.2% O2 and 1.3-1.8% CO2 at 0 DC,which could preserve
the fruit at acceptable quality for 50 and 152 days at 10 and 0 dc, respectively. Less gas-permeable packages
built up high CO2 concentrations (above 15.8%) and low O2 concentrations (less than 1.8%), which causedfree
volume expansion and eventual dark discoloration of the fruit. The storage life realized by packaging with
polyolefin film PD 941 can allow the quince to be available in winter and/or spring to be used as a sweet-
smelling ornament or for other uses in the fresh state. .

INTRODUCTION
Chinese quince fruits (Pseudocydonia sinensis Koehne) have been widely used in Korea for tea, sugar

preserves, and alcoholic drinks (1,2). They may be used in fresh produce or dried after slicing for long-term
storage. They have been used as oriental medicinal ingredients for their pharmacological effects, some of which
are digestive aid, vomit sedative, and antispasmodic. Fresh Chinese quince fruits are also used in the living
room or car as an ornament and for its fragrance. Today, there is some demand for fresh quince fruits all around
the year; however, there have been few trials on their storage and packaging. Therefore, this study was
undertaken to investigate the potential of keeping the fresh Chinese quince fruits for long periods by using low
temperatures and packaging.
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MATERIALS AND METHOD
Chinese quinces

Mature yellow quince fruits (Pseudocydonia sinensis Koehne), weighing 420--540 g (average weight, 480 g),
were purchased from a farm in Cheongdo-gun, Korea

Measuring respiration rate
Respiration of quinces at 0, 5, 10, and 20°C was measured in terms of O2 consumption and CO2 evolution by

the closed system method (3).

Packaging and storage of Chinese quince fruits
Individual quince fruits were packaged by heat sealing with plastic film (20 x 20 cm), and stored at 0 and 10

DC. Free volhme measured by immersing the package in water was 402±67 mL. Humidity conditions were 85%
(range 80-90%) and 70% (range 60--80%) at 0 and 10°C, respectively. Plastic films with a variety of gas
permeabilities were selected for packaging materials. These were polyolefins of PO 941 film 20 ~m thickness
and PO 900 of 50 ~m thickness (both manufactured by Cryovac Division of Sealed Air Corporation, Duncan, SC,
USA), and polypropylene of CPF 30f.1mthick (ST Corp, Seoul, Korea). The film permeabilities to O2 and CO2

were measured by the quasi-isostatic method. A control perforated polyolefin package of PY85 with 15 ~m
thickness (7200 perforations of I mm diameter on the total package surface area of 0.08 m2

) was prepared and
compared with the other packages in the quality evaluation. During the storage period, three packages for each
treatment were taken out periodically, measured for O2 and CO2 concentrations, weight loss, soluble solid, pH ,
titratable acidity, ascorbic acid content of the juice and surface colour of the quinces



Polyolefin PO

941

(20 f.1IIl)

o 5.49 ± 0.34 29.10±0.45 5.30

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION

Respiration of Chinese quinces

Table I shows respiration rates measured over O2 concentrations of 21-10% and the corresponding CO2

concentration changes in the air of the jar containing the quinces. The Chinese quince may be categorized as a
low respiration fruit or vegetable, as are apples, beets, citrus fruits, potatoes and watermelons (4). Higher
temperatures increased the levels of respiration and the respiratory quotient (RQ, molar ratio of CO2 produced
relative to O2 consumed) for the Chinese quince. Higher temperatures were reported to give higher levels of
respiration and RQ in oranges with thick peel and/or wax coating (5). A characteristic of the Chinese quince is a
heavy slimy natural wax on the fruit surface.

Table I.Respiration rates for the Chinese quince at different temperatures.
Respiration quotientTemperature (DC) Respiration rate

(mmol kg-I h-I)

O2 consumption CO2 evolution

0 0.108 ± 0.008 0.053 ± 0.001 0.49

5 0.256 ± 0.000 0.146±0.001 0.57

10 0.339 ± 0.116 0.234 ± 0.060 0.69

20 0.516 ± 0.003 0.781 ± 0.029 1.51

Effect of packaging

Table 2 shows the O2 and CO2 permeance of plastic films used for packaging Chinese quince fruits.
Polypropylene CPF film had the lowest gas permeability and polyolefin PO 941 the highest value. These
different degrees of gas permeability were thought to cover the range of available plastic films used for fresh
produce packaging (6,7), and, therefore, were used for packaging Chinese quinces in this study.

Table 2. Gas permeability of plastic films to O2 and CO2 at 0 and 10 DC
Film thickness Temperature Permeance Permeability

(mmol atm-I m-2 h-I) - %ratio (Pem )
-------------------------------------- P02

O2 CO2

10 11.03 ± 0.02 50.98 ± 0.15 4.62

Polyolefin PO

900

(50 Jlm)

o 1.14 ± 0.01 6.50 ± 0.55
..................................... _ _ _._-

5.70

10 2.23 ± 0.17 10.09 ± 0.42 4.52

Polypropylene

CPF

(30 Jlm)

o 0.67 ± 0.04 1.93 ± 0.10 2.88

10 1.21 ± 0.06 3.81 ± 0.04 3.15

Tables 3 and 4 show the changes in package atmosphere and several quality attributes of quinces stored at 10
and 0 DC. Polyolefin PO 941 packages of high gas permeability progressively shrank in volume and the contact
with the fruit surface was so tight as to make measurement of the package atmosphere impossible. Polyolefin
PD 900 and polypropylene CPF packages resulted in very high CO2 concentrations even after short-term storage
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of less than 15 days at both temperatures, and they were blown due to free volume expansion after further
storage. The time taken for the PO 941 package to be tightly shrunk and for visual discoloration of fruit in the
PO 900 and CPF packages was shorter with higher temperature. The soluble solid content of Chinese quinces in
most packages decreased, pH increased, and titratable acidity decreased with storage time, with greater changes
at higher temperatures (Tables 3 and 4). All the non-perforated packages (PO 941, PO 900 and CPF) showed
only slight weight loss, with little difference between packages. After 21 and 32 days at 10 and 0 DC,
respectively, the perforated control package exceeded 5% weight loss, which is the critical level of visual wilting
and shrivelling (8). At both temperatures, Chinese quince fruits were best preserved by the PO 941 package; the
quinces could be stored at a visually acceptable quality for 50 and 152 days at 10 and 0 DC, respectively. The
well-kept visual appearance with this packaging is supported by its small surface colour change (~E, obtained by
the Hunter colour values) at the final storage times. At 10°C, the PO 900 and CPF film packages caused a build-
up oflow O2 and high CO2 concentrations after 12 days, which could damage the fruits physiologically (Table 3)
(4). The quinces in these two types of packages did not show any visible symptom of CO2 injury but there was
some volume expansion and an appreciable loss of ascorbic acid up to 21 days, after which the fruit became
darkened and discoloured. On the other hand, the PO 941 package attained a modified atmosphere of only
moderately lowered O2 and a slight accumulation of CO2, which preserved the quince fruit for up to 50 days at
10°C. The PO 941 package also had the highest retention of ascorbic acid for most of the storage period. The
package atmosphere at 0 °C gave a trend similar to that at 10°C but with less accumulation of CO2 (Table 4).
CO2 accumulation above 15% under anoxic conditions over 15 days of storage eventually resulted in
physiological injury and discoloration after 103 days for the PO 900 and CPF packages.

Table 3. Changes in package atmosphere and quality" at 10°C

time (d) type

Storage Package Package Weight Soluble

solid

pH Acidity Ascorbic

(%) acid (%)

3.15 2.14 99

3.27 1.54 118

3.25 1.59 III

3.44 1.09 79

atmosphere (%) loss (%)

12 Control

PO 941

PO 900

CPF

21 Control

PO 941

PO 900

CPF

39 Control

PO 941

PO 900

CPF
...._ .... __ .....-..... _ .._ ..... _

50 Control

PO 941

PO 900

CPF

Air

8.1

1.8

1.0

2.4

32.8

56.2

2.6

0.4

0.7

0.9

5.9

0.8

1.3

1.4

15.5

13.6

13.3

13.5
....... _ .._ ........... _.__ ....... _ ....... _._. ............. __ ..__ .__ ....- ......................... _._-_ .._

13.1 3.30 1.54 99

13.7 3.26 1.46 104

13.4 3.40 l.l6 89

12.3 3.50 0.95 76

Colour

change

Tightly shrunk

Visually discolouredb

Visually discolouredb

(~E)

0.5

3.6

3.8

2.7

0.8

1.4

2.9

3.5

Air

Tightly shrunk

Air

Air

Tightly shrunk

.................... _ ..... _ .._ .................... _ ..__ .._ ..._-_ ..._.__ ...__ .__ .__ .... ........•.. __ .._._ ......... _ ............................ _

7.2 14.8 3.39 I .44 84 0.5

I .7 14.3 3.29 I .52 90 0.7

10.7

1.8

15.1

13.3

88

93

3.43

3.37

1.35

1.42

Visually discolouredb

Visually discolouredb

1.3

0.6

"Initial quality attributes: soluble solids of 14.5, pH of 3.25, acidity of 1.96%, and ascorbic acid of 110
mg/IOOg. bpackages were blown up due to free volume expansion.

The PO 941 package with an atmosphere slightly modified from air could preserve the quinces for 152 days
with acceptable weight loss, ascorbic acid retention, and changes in soluble solids, pH, and acidity. The internal
atmospheres of the PO 941 package established at 0 and 10°C (8.1-10.2% O2,1.3-2.4% CO2, Tables 3 and 4)
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(liE)

are very different from that usually observed for fresh produce packaging with plastics. The attained atmosphere
is attributed to the low RQ of quince respiration and high CO2/02 permeability ratio of the PD 941 film (Tables I
and 2). Because the respiration of quinces follows a climacteric pattern, the interaction between produce
respiration and gas permeation to build up the package atmosphere would be very complex and difficult to
clearly understand from a simple theoretical basis. A more comprehensive study is required for a thorough
understanding ofthe interactive mechanisms.

Table 4. Changes in package atmosphere and quality" at 0 °C

time (d) type

Storage Package Package Weight Soluble

solid

PD941

PD900

CPF

32 Control

PD941

PD900

CPF

55 Control

PD941

PD900

CPF

103 Control

PD 941

PD900

CPF

atmosphere (%) loss (%)

Air

9.5

1.8

1.1

1.8

15.8

39.3

Air

Tightly shrunk

Air

Tightly shrunk

Air

3.2

0.4

0.3

0.5

14.4

14.3

13.8

14.2

pH

3.30

3.18

3.17

3.41

Acidity Ascorbi Colour

(%) c acid change

1.67

1.55

1.79

1.24
.... _ ......•• _ ....•••••.•..•...............................•.......................... _ _ -.- ..--

5.4 14.8

0.5

0.8

0.7

7.9

1.0

1.6

1.5

20.6

2.3

Visually discolouredb

Visually discolouredb

152
....•............................................•....••.•.•... -._

Control Air

PD941

PD900

CPF

Tightly shrunk

..... _

13.8

1.81

Visually discolouredb

Visually discolouredb

14.3

13.8

12.I

13.6

13.0

13.1

13.0

14.6

13.9

3.22 1.77

3.23

3.48

3.5 I

3.55

3.50

3.62

3.55

3.24

3.47

1.79

1.06

1.07

1.30

1.40

0.94

1.13

(%)

102

110

110

lOS

104

110

95

76

92

104

67

70

1.1

0.7

0.7

1.1

0.5

1.1

3.2

3.5

1.5

0.5

2.7

2.5

1.07

.............................................•.......•••.••••.•• _ -._._ _ •.....

I.3

1.2

1.43 141

lOS

13.0

................................... _ _ _ .........................................••••.••.......•........ _ -
13.4 3.23 1.5 I 77 0.4

1.73.26 1.34 88

"Initial quality attributes: soluble solids of 14.5, pH of 3.25, acidity of 1.96%, and ascorbic acid of 110
mg/IOOg. bpackages were blown up due to free volume expansion.

CONCLUSIONS
MAP of individual Chinese quinces with the highly gas-permeable polyolefin film PD 94 I could preserve the

fruit quality for 50 and 152 days at 10 and 0 °C, respectively. These periods of storage life may make it possible
for quinces to be available in winter and/or spring for use as a sweet-smelling ornament or for other uses in the
fresh state. This study is a first step towards the development of MAP for the Chinese quince. A more elaborate
packaging design would be required for further extension of its shelf life with fresher quality.
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Packaging of dry, sweet preserved tomatoes for marketing
Sineenart Chariyacbotilert, Chutamart Lelasriwatana, Nimmida Kunwatanasophon

ABSTRACT,
Dry, sweet preserved tomatoes were usually on sale without labeling in flexible PP pouches closed with
stapling. The characteristics of products were at 0.628 a"" 13.34% moisture content, and 70 % Brix. Five
alternative packages for domestic marketing were considered, i.e. transparent PP pouch, metalized PET
pouch, PS cup with LDPE press-on lid, PP jar with PP screw-on lid and HDPE bucket with HDPE press-on
lid The result from 100 consumers' questionnaires showed that the HDPE bucket was the most preferred
package from the criteria of aesthetics, filling size, convenience in handling and the image of a present. The
PP jar was preferable for its reclosability function. The shelf life of packaged products was about 20 days at
ambient temperature. The deterioration was observed as color darkening and fermented flavor. The lowest
aw at 0.732 and moisture content at 18.12% were evident in products packaged in HDPE buckets which
received the highest scores in sensory evaluation for color, flavor, texture and overall preference attributes.
The bucket was eventually utilized for marketing of other kinds of preserved fruits.

INTRODUCTION
The objective of making fruit glace is to maintain the original shape of the fruit while raising the total

soluble solids of that fruit to a level that is self-preserving; normally 72% or above. The popular glace products
include cherries, apricots, ginger rhizomes, and citrus peel. The sugaring process is applied by the immersion of
fruit pieces in successively stronger sugar solutions. For some old fashioned household processes done in Asian
countries, the syrup is drained from the products and strengthening by the addition of more sugar and boiled
before being added back to the products while hot (Arthey and Ashurst, 1996). Some glace products have been
made from local Thai fruits, for examples mangoes and plums, and sold as both dry and moist products.

Food dehydration refers to the nearly complete removal of water from foods under controlled
conditions to the final moisture of about 1-5%. Highly important in food dehydration is nonenzymatic browning
reaction which is favored by high temperature. This reaction proceeds most rapidly when the food moisture
content decreases to the range of about 20-15% (Potter and Hotchkiss, 1995). Intermediate-moisture foods or
semimoist foods contain moderate levels of moisture at 20-50% which is less than those normally present in
natural fruits, vegetables, or meats. Water activity (a,.) of foods affects the growth of microorganisms. Most
bacteria require a,. values of 0.90-1.00, while yeasts and molds require lower values. Molds will grow well at a,.
of about 0.80. At a,. below 0.65, mold growth is completely inhibited (Potter and Hotchkiss, 1995). Semimoist
textured foods require a,. values between 0.70and 0.85. Though these values are sufficiently low to inhibit
common food spoilage bacteria, they are not sufficiently low for long-term inhibition of mold growth.

Tomato is one of the most popular and widely grown vegetable crops in the world. It is a very versatile
vegetable for culinary purposes. Ripe tomato fruit is consumed fresh and utilized in the manufacture of
processed products such as ketchup, soup and juice. Tomato medicinal properties have been widely investigated
and found that tomatoes protect against cancers of the digestive tract and prostate. This benefit may be because
tomatoes are good sources of lycopene and vitamin C which are effective antioxidants (Madhavi and Salunkhe,
1998). Even tomatoes are highly nutritious but Thai people do not eat many fresh tomatoes or processed
products. Some consumers dislike the typical tomato flavor or soft texture. A processed product has been
developed for Thai cherry tomatoes utilizing the principles of making fruit glace and food dehydration. Dry
sweet tomatoes are shiny reddish orange in color and rubbery in texture with sweet scented in odor. The product
is another way to get nutrition values from tomatoes. It is expected to be recognized as a nutritious snack and
introduced to consumers who used to dislike tomatoes especially young children. The general packages for this
product are stapled PP pouches which is inadequate in providing product protection and consumption
convenience. The purpose of this study was to develop alternative retailing packages of dry sweet preserved
tomatoes for product protection and sales promotion.



MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sweet tomatoes with 70% Brix were made using the principles of making fruit glace (Arthey and

Ashurst, 1996) and dried at 60°C for 5 hours. They were weighed and filled in 5 different packages namely
transparent PP pouch (500g), metalized PET pouch (200g), PS cup with LOPE press-on lid (IOOg), PP jar with
PP screw-on lid (300g), and HOPE bucket with HOPE press-on lid (400g). Package tomatoes were stored at
27°C and 40°C and tested for water activity (aw) using the Testo 650 instrument, moisture content using a
moisture analyzer (Sartorius MA 40) color using the Minolta CM3500d Chromameter. Each test was done in
triplicates. They were sensory evaluated for color, flavor, texture and overall acceptance by 100 random
consumers using the 7- point Hedonic scale. The packages were also evaluated by consumers using
questionnaires for preference in package appearance and functions. The labeling for the selected package was
also developed. The results were analyzed with Duncan's multiple range tests.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
The moisture awand total soluble solids of dry, sweet tomatoes were initially at 13.34%, 0.628, and

70% respectively. Though their initial moisture content was higher than that of typical dehydrated foods which
was at 1-5% (Potter and Hotchkiss, 1995). They were usually sold inexpensively in small PP pouches closed with
staples with a 100g net weight. The pouches carried no labels since the products were distributed in the nearby
areas by the product manufacturers themselves. The usual packages were unattractive and could not
appropriately protect the product. Color change of product due to browning reactions was the obvious damage
occurring within two weeks storage time at ambient temperature. A longer storage could also yield visible mold
growth on products. Since the increase of product moisture content favored molding and oxygen accelerated
browning reactions, the metalized PET pouches which were apparently moisture and oxygen barriers were used
to replace PP pouches in terms of flexible packages. Three other rigid plastic packages were also tested from the
criterion of consumers' convenience.
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Figure2 Water activity of stored dry, sweet preserved tomatoes

Figures 1-2 showed the insignificant increases of moisture content and aw of stored tomatoes as storage
time prolonged at 27°C. Metalized pouches and HOPE buckets showed less moisture increments than other
packages because they were good moisture barriers. At the end of the storage some values of moisture content
exceeded 20% while those of aw were also higher than 0.7. These risky increases changed the status of the
products from being dry to semimoist foods and made them more sensitive to microorganism damages. Mold
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growth was visually observed on products in PS cups and PP jars after 24-day storage. This could be caused by
the looseness of their lidding application. On the contrary, high temperature storage at 40°C caused the decrease
of tomato moisture content leading to the hardening texture of the products in most tested packages. The
moisture content of products in metalized pouches was exceptionally steady during 24-day storage.

The color measurement of products in every package showed a great variation in L, a, and b values
during storage at both temperatures (Figure 3). Color changes were shown as the decrease of a values for
redness but the increase ofb values for yellowness. The combination effect yielded dully brown color caused by
browning reaction commonly found in other dehydrated foods. Color changes were more prominent at 40°C than
at 27°C because nonenzymatic browning reaction was favored by high temperature (Potter and Hotchkiss, 1995).
Packages from transparent PP and PS showed low L values for whiteness and high b values for yellowness.
Intermediate color change occurred in translucent HOPE buckets. Opaque metalized pouches could retain much
of the original reddish orange color from the high values of both a and b measurements. Hence high temperature
storage of tomatoes in transparent packages should be avoided.
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Figure 3 Color measurements of stored dry, sweet preserved tomatoes
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Table 1-2 were the result of sensory evaluation for stored tomatoes. Consumers could recognize the
differences in flavor and texture among products more than in color. Products in HOPE buckets gained high
scores in every characteristic. The scores for overall acceptance of HOPE buckets were the highest for both
storage conditions. All scores at 27°C were higher than those at 40°C. Therefore the suitable storage condition
should be at 27°C in order to restore the eating quality attributes providing that the packages were also moisture
barrier to prevent product molding.
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The consumer survey for packages revealed that HOPE buckets were the most preferred packages from
the standpoints of rigidity, beautiful appearance, including convenience features from bucket handles for
carrying and lid reclosability for mUltiple consumption. Consumers also recognized the bucket benefit for using
as a gift pack. The paper labels for HOPE buckets were designed in the forms of a front and back labels. Red
and white colors in successive orders were used as background to enhance the picture of reddish orange
tomatoes. The available buckets came in many shapes and sizes and were applied to some other products such as
cookies and moist, sweet crushed pineapples.

Table 1 Sensory evaluation for dry, sweet preserved tomatoes stored at 27° C

Scores from sensory test
Packages

Color Flavor Texture
Overall

acceptance
PP pouch 5.10" 5.008b 4.978 4.838

Met pouch 4.73" 4.50b 4.80" 4.57-
PS cup 5.17" 5.07"b 5.07- 5.20-
PP jar 5.00" 5.27" 5.33- 5.17-

HOPE bucket 5.17" 5.178b 5.138 5.23-

Table 2 Sensory evaluation for dry, sweet preserved tomatoes stored at 40° C

Scores from sensory test
Packages

Color Flavor Color
Overall

acceptance
PP pouch 4.23- 4.30ab 4.57- 4.238

Met pouch 4.50" 4.70-b 4.77" 4.53"
PS cup 4.60" 4.07b 4.57" 4.07"
PP jar 4.13" 4.97" 4.87" 4.608

HOPE bucket 4.80" 4.80" 4.53" 4.67"

CONCLUSION
Storage of dry, sweet preserved tomatoes at 40°C resulted in dully brown colored and hardened textured

products. Conversely storage at 27°C increased the moisture content and Clw of tomatoes but reduced the color
changes. Utilization of packaging materials with moisture and oxygen barrier properties was beneficial to
tomatoes. HOPE buckets with HOPE press-on lid which received the highest score in preference tests were the
selected retailing packages developed for the dry, sweet preserved tomatoes to provide both product protection
and consumers' convenience.
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Use of dry ice in modified atmosphere storage

Dylan M.- T. Chen, Barbara Y. Chuo, and Shaun C. Chen

ABSTRACT
MAP has been widely used to extend shelf life of high value products. In this study, the gas composition of

storage environment was modified the sublimation of dry ice, and shelf life was therefore extended In order to
establish an optimal storage condition, a hermetic containers equipped with a pressure regulator was
constructed in the model study to evaluate the effect of dry ice on modifying gas composition. Roses, strawberry,
lettuce and raw fish (sashimi) were selected to be stored under modified atmosphere at room temperature or
refrigeration. Shelf lives of fresh roses under 20~30% CO2 storage were 113 longer than controls, and the
respiration rates were suppressed that resulted in the delay of blooming. Strawberries were placed in corrugated
box, and then stored in a gas impermeable container at 4"c. Respiration rate of strawberries stored in 15~25%
CO2 atmosphere was decreased, and appearance and firmness were retained for 7 days. Shredded lettuce
packaged in 20~30% CO2 atmosphere showed less browning and microbial growth than control. We therefore
concluded modifying atmosphere with dry ice is beneficial to extend the shelf life.

,.
I

INTRODUCTION
Use of low level of O2 and high level of CO2 in package headspace suppress the respiration rate, ethylene

sensitivity and its production, decaying and physiological changes of horticultural products, consequently
extending the storage life. However, the process for modified atmosphere packaging requires gas packaging
machinery and is time consuming. A novel modified atmosphere process was developed for horticultural products
in this study, the modified atmosphere storage was accomplished by depositing dry ice in a drum container and/or
a pouch installed a pressure releasing component, which was a Swag-Lok valve and/or a one-way degassing
valve, respectively. Headspace pressure was increased due to evaporation of dry ice, and then adjusted by
manually opening the Swag-Iok or pressure-activated degassing for drum container and pouch, respectively.
During the depressurizing, oxygen was carried out, and a modified atmosphere environment was achieved. The
goal of this study focused on the development ofa simple, rapid and low-cost modified atmosphere packaging
process using dry ice, and the effects of modified atmosphere were also determined.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Modified Atmospbere Systems

A

Fig I. Modified atmosphere packaging systems (A) schematic diagram of drum container (HOPE 35 cm x 60 cm
x 0.25cm, dia. x L x thickness, ca 58 liter capacity) used to store horticultural products; (8). photogram of
flexible pouch (HDPE 30 cm x 20 cm x 60 mm, L x W x thickness, 1600 ml capacity, Thomson Printing &
Packing Co., Taiwan) installed a one-way degassing valve used to pack lettuce.

a. clamp
b. pressure gauge
c. pressure control yalye
d. COlllual1ll1eut .tor drv ice
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B. Principle of modified atmosphere storage preparation
I. Modified atmosphere process was based on the ideal gas equation PV = nRT, therefore,

to generate O.latm CO2 from dry ice: WOI = 4.4V/RT,
where WO.1 is the weight dry ice required, V is headspace volume, R is ideal gas constant, T is absolute
temperature

2. calculation of dry ice required to process modified atmosphere storage
The modified atmosphere storage was achieved by placing dry ice in the storage container and adjusting the

inside pressure by depressurized valve. Valve was manually open when the headspace pressure reached 1.1 atm,
and allowed to depressurize to I atm.

The amount of dry ice to create a desired modified atmosphere storage:
W = WO.1 x {In(l-a)/ln(lO/Il)} = (44VIRT) x {In(l-a)/ln(lO/II)},
where a = CO2 content in headspace (0 :S a :S I)

C. Determination of physiological properties
I. Gas composition in headspace: oxygen by Checkmate 9900 Oxygen Analyzer, (TO PAC Co. USA), carbon

dioxide by CO2 Analyzer (Servomex, USA). The production of CO2 and/or consumption of O2 during storage
were used to determine respiration rate.

2. Color: Sphere Spectrophotometer SP60 (X-Rite, Inc., USA).
3. Firmness: Texture Analyzer TA-XT2i (Stable Micro Systems, Ltd, UK).

Control (air)

MAP I (30%C02 + 15% O2)

MAP 2 (20%C02 + 18% O2)

2.88 ±0.21"

2.31±0.12b

1.48±0.15c

2.17 ±0.15"

1.85 ±0.08b

1.58 ±O.12c

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Effect of modified atmosphere on rose

Table I.Respiration rate of rose stored at room temperature for 5 days.

CO2 production

(g CO2 / kg . day)

O2 consumption

(g O2 / kg . day)

*Values are means of three replications. 20 rose (55 cm stems) were stored in each drum container.
abcvalues within the same column with different superscripts are significantly different (p<0.05).

Table 2. Changes of physiological properties of rose stored at room temperature for 5 days.

Duration (day) Control MAP I MAP 2
Diameter of petal * (cm) 0 3.15±0.46 3.08 ±0.47 2.79 ±0.48

3 3.93 ±1.25 3.55 ±0.71 2.87 ±0.33
change 24.76%" 15.26%b 2.87%c

L value 0 27.82±0.80a 27.66± 1.97" 27.23±0.90"
3 27.22±0.31" 25.58±0.99b 27.06± 1.70"
5 25.68±0.70b 25.78±2.13"

a value 0 47.67±1.28" 46.96±2.18" 45.80±2.69"
3 47.64±2.28a 44.56±2.99b 45.90±3.07a

5 43.88±2.43b 44.58±3.65a

* no measurements were conducted on the 5th day due to abscission of petal in controls
abcvalues within the same row with different superscripts are significantly different (p<0.05)
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B. Effect of modified atmosphere on strawberry

, Table 3. Respiration rate of strawberry during storage at 4°C for 7 days

CO2 production

(mg CO2 / kg . day)

O2 consumption

(mg O2 / kg . day)
Control (in air)

MAP I (15%C02+ 16% O2)

MAP 2 (25%C02 + 13% O2)

83.5 ±4.2a
63.5 ±3.0b

57.5±9.lb

66.9 ±3.la
48.9 ±4.3b

46.4 ±1.6b

* Values are means of three replications. Five stacks of carton, each containing I kg strawberry, were placed in
each drum container

"b values within the same column with different superscripts are significantly different (p<0.05).

Table 4. Color quality of strawberry stored at 4°C for 7 days.

~ Quality aspect Treatment Storage time ( days )
0 3 5 7

Control 36.95 36.26 36.06 35.55 36.31
L value MAP I 36.95 37.27 36.30 36.63 35.25

~ MAP 2 37.89 36.37 35.05 35.20 35.67

Control 41.82" 42.78" 42.59" 43.48" 43.32"
a value MAP I 41.82

b
42.66

b 43.85" 42.15b 43.63", MAP2 43.59" 42.76
b 41.31

b 42.11 b 42.59"

Control 26.95
c 25.84

c
22.93

d 23.17" 24.9l
b value MAP 1 26.95

c 25.81
c 26.31 c 25.52

c
27.59

c

MAP2 30.04
c 27.64 c 23.20

d 25.39
c

26.75
c

Values are means of five replications.
"-d values within the same column with different superscripts are significantly different (P<0.05).

1200

1000

~ 80000
'--'
Vl
Vl
(1) 600s::1
§.-~ 400

200

0

0

-control -MAP (15%C02)

storage time (days)

Fig l.Effect of modified atmosphere storage on firmness of strawberries. (Values are means of six replications,
and vertical bar represents standard deviation)
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O2 consumption· (mg O2 / kg . day)

C. Effect of modified atmosphere on lettuce

Table 5. Respiration rate oflettuce during storage at 4°C for 3 days

Control

MAP (20%C02 + 10% O2)

78.76±3.78a

47.14±1.98b

* Values are means of three replications. 500 g lettuce (5 cm x 5 cm) were placed in each drum container
ab values within the same column with different superscripts are significantly different (p<0.05).

65

_Control _MAPro L- ~

o 0.5 I 1.5
Time (day)

2.5

30

15

_Conol_

10L_----4-----~----~

Time (day)

_Control _MAP

-2

g-4
d ~~~--~~
;>
0:1-6

-8

-10 L- =- --1

0.5 2.51.5

Time (day)
------

Fig 2. Color quality of lettuce stored at 4°C for 3 days. (MAP: 20% CO2 + 10% O2),

(A) Fresh lettuce

\

(B) Control 3 days (C) MAP 3 days

Fig 3. Visual appearance oflettuce stored at 4°C for 3 day. Brownness was observed on the cutting edge of both
samples.
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CONCLUSIONS
A simple, rapid and economic modified atmosphere packaging process using dry ice was accomplished in this

study, and the present process was found to be beneficial to extended shelflives of horticultural products.
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Development of Antimicrobial Film by Incorporating Silver Nanoparticles on
LDPE

The 15th IAPRI World Conference on Packaging

Po-Chun Huang, Shin-lie Lin, Shaun C. Chen

ABSTRACT
Many studies have worked on embedding silver nanoparticles into polymer to fabricate antimicrobial packaging

materials, since FDA granted silver as an antimicrobial agent. However, those antimicrobial agents entrapped within
polymers may not directly contact with food, which limits antimicrobial activity. This study aimed to develop an
antimicrobial film suing a technique to link silver nanoparticles onto LDPE surface by peptide. LDPE was treated by
surface modification process using a UVITiO/OJ method, and polar functional groups (such as -C=O, or -C-O)
introduced on the surface of LDPE were determined by FT-IR. Silver nanoparticles were then linked on the LDPE using
peptide, and an active antimicrobial film was completed. IR absorbance at 1297.86 cm-J (-C-O) and J 704.76 cm-J

(-

C=O) werefound on LDPE in association with duration ofUVITiO/OJ process, indicating the surface modification is
accomplished. This modified LDPE (1 cm2

) was found to be able to incorporate with 0.27ppm peptide linker.
Antimicrobial activity ofnano-silver incorporated LDPE was then determined by inhibiting the growth of E. coli and
air-borne microorganism. The significance of this study is beneficial to fabricate an antimicrobial film which is
reusable andfree ofmigrant.

22

INTRODUCTION
Developing antimicrobial films intended for food packaging applications is one of the emerging research activities in

the fields of both applied microbiology and packaging. The active component of these antimicrobial systems can be
either organic or inorganic. In particular, the inorganic systems are based on metal or metal ions such as silver
nanoparticles. Silver nanoparticles are highly toxic to microorganisms showing strong biocidal affects on as many as 16
species of bacteria including E. coli. But Silver nanoparticles have low toxicity to mammalian cells. Many data are
available concerning the safety of silver nanoparticles, and in United States, FDA has added to the list of food contact
substances an silver-based system as antimicrobial compounds for use as an additives in food contact polymers.
Although, some study that silver nanoparticles concentrations higher than 10 ppm may be toxic to human cells,
indicating the silver nanoparticles have toxicity in high concentration. In fact, the silver nanoparticles are really safety
for human. The mass transfer ofan active substance incorporated into a film or coating, with different applications. The
incorporation of an antimicrobial substance into a food packaging system can take some approaches. One is to embed
the antimicrobial agent into the film by adding it in the extruder when the film or the co-extruded film is produced. The
disadvantage of this system will be damage mammalian cells since antimicrobial agent release into the food. Another
one is a packaging using antimicrobial agent immobilized on the surface of packaging film. The significance of the
present report is that owing to the antimicrobial agent linking with nitrile group (C=N). And the functions of this system
are 1. Antimicrobial agent should be beneficial to enhance antimicrobial activity due to the greater contact area. 2.
Linker preventing the loss or consumption of antimicrobial agent. 3. Surface Modification on PE or PP film to introduce
polar functional group on the surface of polymer, therefore, lead to increase affinity to linker. 4. This system has more
stability in the wet environment. To sum up, we can realize that those antimicrobial agents entrapped within polymers
may inhibit microbial growth and extend the shelf life in traditional packaging industry. However, this system may not
directly contact with food, which limits antimicrobial activity. The purpose of my study is fabrication of an
antimicrobial film using silver nanoparticles linked on the surface of packaging film, and suggest this film would has
better antimicrobial activity and safety.



MATERIALS AND METHODS

I. Oetennination of silver nanoparticles using the Dynamic Light Scanner(ZetaPlus, Brookhaven Instruments
Corporation, USA)

2. Identification of surface modification on LOPE and the crosslinkage with peptide using FT-IR (Horiba, FT-730,
Japan)

3. Confonnation of peptide linked on surface modified LOPE using Scanning Electronic Microscopy(JSM 5600, JEOL
Ltd., Japan)

4. Peptide linker: n-Asp-Phe-Pro-Arg-GIy-Phe-Gly-Ala-Gly-Arg-c, the concept of linker between polymer and active
compound was originated from Suzuki and others (1998).

5. Surface modification was achieved by a UV/OiTi02 process (Fig I).
6. Incorporation ofnano Ag on LOPE was completed through peptide linkage (Fig 2).
7. Cell count: 3M Petrifilm ( Aerobic Count Plate and E. Coli Count Plate, 3M, USA)

Ut'iflnl!J,
i"!\'

Polyethylene film

Polyethylene fih1l Formation of electron - hole :lair

c____>

Fig. l. Proposed surface modification mechanism using UV/OiTi02• Active oxygen species (e.g. ·OH and .02) were
generated using Ti02 activated by UV, and then attached to PE surface layer.

Fig.2. Proposed mechanism of silver
nanoparticles linked to surface
modified LOPE via peptide. Peptides
were used as the crosslinkers to linked
silver nanoparticles on the surface of
LOPE, peptides bound to modified
LOPE by H-bond on one end and
grabbed silver nanoparticles on the
other end.peptide
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Surface modification on LOPE by UV/03ffi02

100.~------------------------------------------------------------------------~

control

~
6 hr \..,,-.....r:.-..--------'~~ v.i(---~,

~ 12 hr 1
\\\~\

\
\
I

I
I
I

1

3000 2000 1000 400.0

Wavenumbers (em")

Fig. 3. FT-IR spectra of LOPE modified by the UVITi02/03 process using double ultraviolet lamps. IR transmittance at
1700-1720 cm-J (--C=O) decreasing associated with UVITi02/03 duration indicated surface modification on LOPE.

2. Conformation of peptide linked on LOPE film

24

Fig. 4. Scanning electron microscopic image of modified LOPE incorporated with (a) blank, (b) 10 ppm, (c) 30 ppm,
(d) 50 ppm peptide, after ultrasonication for 30 minutes.



3. Incorporation of silver nanopartic1es on surface modified LDPE

100~-----------------------------------------------------------------.
__ modified LOPE

modified LOPE + 50ppm peptide
-- modified LOPE + 50 ppm peptide + 10 ppm nano-Ag r-'-- -~ !r-~·~·"-r-/''v~.

,/ \' J
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t
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Wavenumbers (em-!)

Fig. 5. FT-IR spectra of modified LOPE incorporated with silver nanopaticle using peptide as linker. IR transmittance at
1590-1650 cm -I and 1130-1190 cm-I indicate -NH2wag and -C-N functional groups, respectively. Absorption at
400-500 cm-I range shows the Ag incorporated on LOPE film.

99.00,--------------------------------------------------------------------------,

---~-
..-------_.-

!>~~k.-------~-------------
I m

73.44 ~--~--~--~--~----~--~--r_--._--~--~--~--~--_r--~--~--~--~--~
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\¥avenumbers (em·')

Fig. 6. FT-IR spectra of silver nanoparticles: (a) blank (control); (b) 10 ppm; (c) 102 ppm; (d) 103 ppm; (e) 104 ppm on
KBr. Absorption of IR at 400-500 cm-I was associated with the silver nanopaticle, therefore the spectra was used to
identify Ag.

4. Antimicrobial activities of nano-Ag incorporated LDPE on E. coli and air borne microbes

Fig 7. Growth of E. coli incubated at 370C for 24 h in contact with packaging film: (A) Blank, (B) Control (LOPE film),
(C) 10 ppm silver nanoparticles contained antimicrobial film. (white spots on agar plates indicated microbial growth)
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Fig 8. Growth ofairbome microbes on 3M Petrifilm™ Aerobic Count Plates incubated in contact with (A) Blank, (B)
Control (LOPE), (C) 10 ppm silver nanoparticles linked antimicrobial film. Petrifilms were exposed to air for 30 min

and then incubated at 37 °c for 48 h. Each red dot indicates a microbial colony.

26

Fig 9. Effect of repeated use on inhibitory activities of silver nanoparticle linked film (stability test): (A) Control, (B)
first, (C) second, (0) third time use. (E. coli was inoculated and incubated at 37°C for 24 h).

CONCLUSIONS
I. UV I03/Ti02 shows a efficient process to modifY the surface properties of LOPE
2. Nano silver particles were incorporated with surface modified LOPE using peptide
3. Nano-Ag incorporated LOPE may be used as an antimicrobial packaging material.
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Modified Atmosphere Packaging using High Permeable Films to Extend
Shelf Life of Chili

Vanee Chombenchobl*, Yada Chantarasomboon2
, Wannee Chinsiriku13

, Asira Fuongfuchae

The modified atmosphere packaging using high permeable films in establishing equilibrium modified

atmosphere to maintain quality and extend shelf life of fresh chili was studied. Fresh chilies were

treated with 100 ppm chlorine solutions and packaged in various plastic bags. High permeable films

with various gas permeability (C4, C5, and C9) were compared with the common films (perforated and

non-perforated polyethylene) currently being used for chili packaging. In-package oxygen and carbon

dioxide levels were monitored during storage at 5 and lOoC.Quality changes of fresh chilies (weight

loss, color, firmness, pH, titratable acidity, percentage decay and sensory quality) were evaluated during

storage. Chilling injury was observed in chilies stored at 5°C. The results showed that chilies packaged

in C4 and C5 had the most acceptable quality during storage. The equilibrium modified atmospheres

were 12%02 and 2%C02 and 7%02 and 3%C02 in C4 and C5 packages, respectively. Time to reached

equilibrium was shortest in C4 and C5. The results suggested that shelf life of fresh chilies could be

extended using high permeable films.
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Effects of Moisture Content on Pumpkin Crackers in Different Packages

Pomchai, Rachtanapun*, Nantapom, Kumsuk,
Kasameand Thipo, Panicha, Lorwatcharasupapom

Department of Packaging Technology, Faculty of Agro-Industry,
Chiang Mai University, Muang, Chiang Mai, Thailand, 50100

ABSTRACT

The effect of moisture content on shelf life of pumpkin crackers in different packages (HDPE, OPP,
P VDC and metallized Al pouches) was investigated Shelf life of food products can be determined by setting
sensory test. However, it is costly for determining some long shelf life products, which last for years. Therefore,
using model to predict their shelf life is more useful. Samples were placed in different percentage relative
humidity to study their moisture absorption behavior. The sorption isotherm curve was used to determine (Mc).
Next, the water vapor transmission rate (WVTR) of the pouches was measured Finally, the models (constant,
linear, middle point, log and GAB model) were taken for shelf life prediction. The most suitable model for
pumpkin crackers is middle point model because the different between shelf life of pumpkin crackers in HDPE
(pumpkin crackers in other pouches have their shelf life longer than 2 months) from sensory test and shelf life
from this model is only -8.70% differently. Thus, the shelf life model is very useful and convenient for food
companies to predict the shelf life of their products in a short time.

Corresponding author: Pomchai Rachtanapun, p.rachta@chiangmai.ac.th

INTRODUCTION

Shelf life is the length of time that a container will remain in a saleable or acceptable condition under
specified conditions of storage. Factors that influence a given shelf life are product characteristics, package
system and distribution environment. The principles of shelf life testing hold for virtually any product/package
combination. Food products are stored at given condition (23°C 50%RH for u.S. as defined by TAPPI) to
determine the actual shelf life by sensory evaluation. However, it is costly and time consuming. Therefore,
Models are used to predict the product shelf life. Predicted models yield the most cost-effective packaging
design. For the moisture sensitive product, the product is analyzed for changes that occur on exposure to
moisture, which is defined as the mode of failure for the product. The packaging material is analyzed for it s
barrier properties against that parameter. The models are then used to combine the protective aspects of package
with the sensitive properties of the product. Due to the packaging materials and product characteristics and
storage parameters are entered independently, it is possible to test the effect of different packages simply by
entering the new packaging materials [1]. Products with low moisture content such as crackers and flakes have a
crispy texture, which contributes to their consumer appeal. Loss of crispness and softening during storage under
high relative humidity conditions are due to increase water content in products [2]. Katz and Labuza [2] studied
on effect of moisture content on snack products. They found that the critical water activity (Ac), the water
activity (Aw) at the unaccepted point of snack product, was normally around 0.35-0.50. One of the major
sources of change that occurs during processing, distribution and final preparation of foods is oxidation. Liendo-
cardenas et al. [3] use models to fit the experimental moisture sorption data of potato flakes and sweet potato
flakes. They found that GAB model best fitted the experimental data for both products for the whole range of
water activity (0.11 to 0.92). Rachtanapun [4] studied the shelf life of salted crackers in HDPE pouch stored at
25°C, 50% RH and compared the actual shelf life with computer simulation models. The predicted shelf life
was over the actual shelf life around 50%.

Pumpkin crackers are one of moisture sensitive products. Uptake of water vapor is the most important
factor to cause the product deterioration. Package is needed to function as water vapor barrier during the storage
time. In this experiment, the shelf life of pumpkin crackers in different plastic pouches was determined by

mailto:p.rachta@chiangmai.ac.th
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sensory test and compared with the predicted shelf life by models. The effect of oxidation was controlled by
adding oxygen absorber in HOPE, OPP, PVDC and metallized aluminum pouches.

METHOD

Initial Moisture Content (Ml) and Equilibrium Sorption Isotherm of Pumpkin Crackers
Prepare moisture analyzer balance machine before using about 30 minutes. Then, grinded pumpkin

cracker (1 g) was placed in an aluminum dish. Sample was put into moisture analyzer balance machine. The
result was reported after 10 minutes.

A sorption isotherm for the product was determined at 24°C. Dishes contained approximately 2 grams
of sample were placed over the saturated salt solutions in the closed desiccators. Five different relative humidity
(35.5,44.5,65.1, 76.4 and 79 % RH) were used. These samples were weighed every 3 days until weight constant
was observed. Determine the equilibrium moisture content (Me) of samples at each specific relative humidity.
Construct a sorption isotherm was contracted by plotting between % RH and Me [4].

Storage Stability of Packaged Product
Five individual pouches with oxygen absorber sachets were weighed. 15 grams of pumpkin crackers were

placed in each pouch. Additional empty pouches were sealed as control samples. Those samples were hanged
on the rope in a storage room at 24°C, 64.3 % RH. Samples were reweighed 3-day intervals until weight gain
reached constant. A graph between storage time and weight gain was plotted to observe the trend of moisture
absorption in each package [4].

Permeability Property of Packages
The method was same as determining storage stability of packaged product but use desiccants as a

sample. A graph between storage time and weight gain was plotted, and then the slope was divided with surface
area of the pouch which represents the water vapor transmission rate (WVTR) of pouch [4].

Determining Shelf Life of Pumpkin Crackers by Using Predicted Models
The sorption isotherm of pumpkin crackers and permeability constants of each pouches were gathered

for shelf life prediction with AP constant model and AP inconstant models [linear model, middle point model,
log model and Guggenhein-Anderson-de Boer (GAB) model] [4-5] shown in Table 1. The details of calculation
in each model are described in elsewhere [4-5].

Sensory test
The pouches (HOPE, OPP, PVDC and metallized AI) contained pumpkin crackers were kept in the

storage room at 24°C, 64.3% RH. Crispness of pumpkin crackers were tested every week for 2 months by 16
panels.

Table 1. Models Use for Shelf Life Prediction [4-7]

AP constant model qxl
I~~~--

AxPpxM'

AP inconstant models

Linear ,~ IWJ)P In( Awo -AW .I~O )

PpAPs AWo-Aw.l~o

1~/W/))l!Mi)
PpA t~1j

H
I~~

ex

Middle point

GAB

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Determining sorption isotherm for pumpkin crackers
A sample of pumpkin crackers with 2.2% initial moisture content (Mi) was placed in a closed container at

a given relative humidity (RH). In the first 3 days, the crackers rapidly absorbed moisture. Then, absorption rate
was slowed down and became stable and reached their equilibrium point. Weight gain of pumpkin crackers
increases when relative humidity increases (Figure 1). To obtain a sorption isotherm curve value of equilibrium
moisture content (Me) and relative humidity at equilibrium were collected. Plotting between percent Me and
time at difference relative humidity will provides the sorption isotherm curve as shown in Figure 2. The sorption
isotherms gave the characteristic S shaped curve of normal moisture adsorption isotherm similar to those
observed for flakes [3] starches [8-9]. The pumpkin crackers that had been kept in the condition of 65.1 % RH
were soft and unacceptable. Therefore, the condition of 44.5% RH is defined as a critical point for these
pumpkin crackers, because it is the last point that the crackers were still crisp. The moisture content at the
critical point is called "critical moisture content (Me)" which is 5.25 from the sorption isotherm curve. The



CONCLUSION

amount of moisture that pumpkin crackers can absorb to reach their critical point is about 3.68 g/IOOg dry
product.

Determining storage stability of packaged product
Graph between weight gain of pumpkin crackers in different packages and time shown in Figure 3. The

lowest weight gain was from pumpkin crackers in metallized AI pouch. In the other hand, the highest weight
gain was from pumpkin crackers in HOPE pouch, followed by OPP, PVOC and metallized AI pouches,
respectively. Weight gain of pumpkin cracker is dependent on WVTR of pouches.

Determining permeability property of the packages
Graph between weight gain of desiccants in different packages and time shown in Figure 4. The lowest

weight gain was from desiccants in metallized AI pouch same as packaged product. In the other hand, the
highest weight gain was from desiccants in HOPE pouch. The slope of the graph is the amount of moisture
increasing by absorption of desiccants per day. The slope of HOPE, OPP, PVOC and metallized AI pouch are
0.0285, 0.0145, 0.0118 and 0.0028 g/day, respectively. If the pouch has low water barrier property, its slope will
be high value. These slopes are usable in determining WVTR of pouches shown in Table 2. HOPE pouch had
the highest WVTR followed by OPP, PVOC and metallized AI pouch, respectively. These results are due to the
structure of the packaging materials. Metallized AI has the lowest WVTR because there is very small free
volume between polymer chains in AI coated layer. The barrier properties of metallized AI pouch are similar to
metal sheet. PVOC also has low WVTR because its high intermolecular force and strong crystallinity provided
the small free volume in polymer chain. OPP and HOPE have higher WVTR than others because of low
intermolecular force. However, OPP is improved by the biaxial orientation process, therefore, its barrier
properties are better than HOPE [5, 7].

Moisture content is one of the main factors that influence shelflife of pumpkin crackers. The moisture
barrier property of package is very important to control the amount of moisture absorbed by the pumpkin crackers.
The information from both sorption isotherm and moisture barrier property of package is gathered to determine
approximate shelf life of pumpkin crackers by using predictive models.

Sensory test
The shelf life of pumpkin crackers was indicated by sensory test. Graph between average crisp scores of

pumpkin crackers in different packages and time is showed in Figure 5. In the first 2 week, average crisp scores
of pumpkin crackers in every package decreased which means pumpkin crackers started to absorb more moisture
from environment. Since the third week, pumpkin crackers in OPP, PVOC and metallized AI pouch have the
average crisp scores over 3 units which mean their texture was still crisp. While pumpkin crackers in HOPE
pouch continue to decrease in the average crisp score and finally get 0 crisp score from 8 panels in the forth
week. The unacceptable level of pumpkin crackers in this test is when they get 0 crisp score from 2 panels.
Therefore, to measure the sharp shelf life of pumpkin crackers, the sensory test was reset to evaluate crispness of
pumpkin crackers in HOPE pouch every 2 days from third week to forth week. Pumpkin crackers in HOPE
pouch on 23rd day got 0 crisp score from 3 panels, thus, as a conclusion, the shelf life of pumpkin crackers in
HOPE pouch is about 23 days. The Me from sensory test is Me of pumpkin crackers at the day before they
became soft (21st day) which is about 6.97%.

From the sensory test, the shelflife of pumpkin crackers in different packages was measured. The shelf
life of pumpkin crackers in sensory test was only from HOPE pouch because pumpkin crackers in the other
pouches were still crisp; their shelflife was longer than seventh weeks. Therefore, approximate shelflife of
pumpkin crackers in OPP, PVDC and metallized AI pouch can be determined by using models.

Shelf life modeling of pum pkin crackers
The predicted shelf life of pumpkin crackers from several models and WVTR of different packages are

shown in Table 2. The pumpkin crackers in metallized AI pouch have the longest shelf life. In the other hand,
pumpkin crackers in HOPE pouch has the shortest sheIflife. These results are due to the water barrier property
of the pouches. The pouch which has the highest WVTR, gives the lowest in the protection of water to the
pumpkin crackers. So the pumpkin crackers in the pouch that has the highest WVTR will have the shortest shelf
life. The deviation between the predicted shelf life and the shelf life from sensory test was mostly affected by
the sorption isotherm and the critical moisture content. However, according to the Table 3, the model which is
suitable for prediction shelf life of pumpkin crackers in HOPE pouch is middle point model, because it provides
the nearest approximately shelf life of pumpkin crackers compared with the shelf life from sensory test. The
different between shelflife from both methods is only -8.70%. Thus, as a conclusion, shelf life of pumpkin
crackers in OPP, PVOC and metallized AI pouch, which can not be measured from sensory test, can be predicted
by using this model which is the best alternative for shelf life prediction of pumpkin crackers.

The shelf life of pumpkin crackers is due to the moisture barrier property of pouch (WVTR).
Metallized Al pouch which has the lowest WVTR provided the longest shelf life of pumpkin crackers, followed
by PVDC, OPP and HOPE pouch, respectively. From the sensory test, shelf life of pumpkin crackers was only
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from HDPE pouch which was 23 days. Pumpkin crackers in the other pouch have their shelf life over 2 months.
Therefore, sorption isotherm of pumpkin crackers and permeability constants of each pouches were gathered for
shelf life prediction by constant model, linear model, middle point model, log model and GAB model. The
appropriate shelf life predicted model for pumpkin crackers is middle point model, because the difference
between shelflife from sensory test and from middle point model is only -8.70%.
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Pouches WVTR Shelflife from The predicted shelflife model (day)
(g/m2.day) sensory test (day) AP Constant Linear Middle point Log GAB

HDPE 0.6597 23 15 18 21 28 10
OPP 0.3364 - 31 36 42 56 20
PVDC 0.2592 - 40 47 55 72 25
MetAl 0.0535 - 202 238 275 363 129

T bl 3 Th fth d' d h Inti fr dId h Inti fra e e summery 0 e pre Jcte s e J e om mo e san s e J e om sen so__!}'_test
Simulation methods Shelf life of pumpkin crackers Different between shelf life from

in HDPE pouch sensory test and shelflife from
(day) models (%)

Sensory test 23 -
AP Constant model 15 -34.78
Linear model 18 -21.74
Middle point model 21 -8.70
Log model 28 21.74
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Production and Properties of Cassava-Starch-Glycerol-Beeswax Edible
Films

Benjamin Arroyo; Susan E. Selke, and Rafael Auras*

ABSTRACT
Cassava-starch has been gaining considerable attention as a raw material to produce biodegradable

films due to its large world production and low processing costs. Unfortunately, virgin cassava-starch films are
brittle and susceptible to water solubility. The aim of this work was to produce cassava-starch based polymer
films containing glycerol as a plasticizer (1.0-2.5-5. O%wt/wt) and beeswax (0.25-0.5- I. O%wt/wt) as an additive
to control water-vapor-permeability and solubility.

Control films were produced by heating a mixture of glycerol, starch, and water, while experimental
films were produced by the addition of beeswax/ethanol solutions. Solutions were kept at temperatures between
70°C and 75°C during amalgamation, and once congealed, were placed in a vacuum oven for one hour at 90"C.
Solutions were then spun on 7-inch diameter non-stick disks in a commercial spin-coater, allowed to dry, and
conditionedfor one tofour days at 23°C and 50%RH.

Glycerol improved elongation while decreasingg tensile strength. Adding beeswax to the starch matrix
of thefilm decreased tensile strengthfor beeswax concentrations other than 0.25%. Increasing glycerolfrom
1.0 to 5.0 % increased the water-vapor-permeability from O.15+0.03 to 0.3 7±0.03 g*mm. hr". m·2.mmHg-'.
Addition of beeswax further increased these values from 0.18±0.02 (0.25% beeswax/I. 5% glycerol) to 0.52±0.07
(1.0% beeswax/5. 0% glycerol) g*mm. hr-'.m-2

.mmHg-' but decreased UV transmission. Addition of glycerol and
beeswax did not significantly change the XYZ yellowness indicator color values. These results suggest that
biodegradable films can be produced using glycerol-beeswax-starch and that adding beeswax produces a stable
film structure.
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INTRODUCTION
Cassava starch has gained considerable attention as a main material to produce edible and

biodegradable polymer films due to its large world production and low processing cost. The major tuber and
cereal starches that are being considered as substrates for edible films or other polymers are corn, sweet potato,
potato, waxy maize (corn), wheat, and pea. Cassava starch has been studied less extensively compared to corn
and sweet potato. However, cassava production is on the rise. The major regions for cassava exports are Sub-
Saharan Africa (production of 87.8 million metric tons in 1993), Latin America (production of 30.3 million
metric tons in 1993), and Southeast Asia (production of 42.0 million metric tons in 1993). Sub-Saharan Africa is
projected to have the most growth at 2.6% per year up until 2020. This increase in production is due to the
increasing attention cassava is gaining from the political leadership of Africa. There are a vast number of cassava
varieties, which researchers have condensed into 89 groups based on morphology of the plants [I].

Starch-based films have shown promise in packaging applications such as breathable films for produce,
moldable trays, trash bags, and disposable silverware. Starch films, obtained from renewable resources, can have
comparable properties to petroleum based films. Unfortunately, virgin cassava starch films are brittle and
susceptible to water solubility. To overcome these drawbacks, plasticizers and additives can be used. Starch
granules are mainly constituted of amylose and amylopectin. Amylose is responsible for film strength and
flexibility; as the amylose content increases the stronger and more flexible is the film [2].

The objective of this work was to produce cassava starch-based films and to quantifY the optical,
mechanical, and barrier properties as they relate to the composition of these materials.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
1. Materials

Tapioca starch (Erwan Marketing LTD 164/84 4th Floor, Bangkhunnon Rd. Bangkoknoi, Bangkok
10700, Thailand) to produce the films was obtained from a local store. Glycerol (99+%) and ethanol (absolute
200 proof, 99.5%, A.C.S.) were procured from Aldrich Chemical Company (Milwaukee, WI). Beeswax paraffin
(Yaley Enterprises, Redding, CA ) was obtained from a local store. Stearyl alcohol was produced by Spectrum
Chemical MFG (Gardena, CAl. De-ionized water was obtained at the School of Packaging.
2. Plasticizer and Lipid Selection

The selection of the plasticizer was based on solubility parameters. Table I shows the solubility
parameters of some plasticizers and lipids. ~8 > 5.0 MPal/2 indicates lower miscibility between the plasticizer
and the starch matrix. Tn the case of the additives all the ~8 values were higher than 5.0 MPa1/2

• So, low
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miscibility was expected and the production technique for making the films was modified. Glycerol was selected
as the main plasticizer of choice due to solubility, availability and cost considerations, and beeswax, stearyl
alcohol and paraffin were selected as trial lipids.

I

Solubility Parameters a/MPa1
/
2

Additive lid lip lih lit 4li

Control Films: Control films were
produced by adding glycerol to cassava starch
previously mixed with de-ionized water (100
g H20/J 0 g starch) at three different
percentages: 1.5%, 2.5%, and 5.0% wtiwt.
This solution was mixed on a magnetic
hotplate stirrer ( -70°C, 400 rpm) and heated
for 20 minutes. After being removed from the
heat source, the solution was placed into a
vacuum oven (90°C, 30 mmHg vacuum) for
1.5 hours to remove air bubbles, and then
drawn up into 30 cc syringes in preparation
for film production. Next, films were
produced on a Laure)) Technologies 640B
Lite Spin Coater using a seven inch non-stick
wafer. Figure I shows the production
technique for the three type of films.

Treated Films: Treated films were
produced using a similar technique as the
control films. The only difference was that
the lipid was added in the form of an ethanol-
lipid solution during the stirring, to improve
its dissolution in the mixture.

Homogenization Step: Homogenized
films containing 0.25% beeswax (glycerol concentrations of 1.5%, 2.5%, 5.0%) were produced for comparison
with treated films without homogenization, to determine whether properties (tensile strength and wvp) would
improve. The homogenized films were prepared in the same manner as the films without homogenization, with
the exception that they were mixed in a homogenizer in place of being heated in the vacuum oven.

T bl 1 S I bT

glycerol
sorbitol
lactic acid sodium
urea
ethylene glycol
diethylene glycol
Bees wax (animal)
Stearyl Alcohol
Parafin Wax (petroleum/mineral)

3. Experimental Design
The experimental design was based

on the retrospective 3 x 4 factorial statistical
model. The determination of the optimum
ratio of starch/glycerol, starch/lipid, and
starch/glycerol/lipid content was done by
evaluating different concentrations. Finally,
glycerol content was set at 1.5%, 2.5%, and
5% wtiwt and lipids at 0.25%, 0.50%, and 1%
wtiwt.

4. Film Production

17.40
15.14
12.77
20.90
17.00
16.20

n/a
15.63
18.02

12.10 29.30 36.20 7.69
21.43 29.28 39.32 5.24
8.13 17.70 23.29 13.09
18.70 26.40 38.50 8.34
11.00 26.00 34.90 7.93
14.70 20.50 39.10 7.75

n/a n/a n/a n/a
1.50 7.73 25.09
0.00 0.00 32.46

~
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5. Film Characterization
I. Starch analysis: Starch analysis was performed using a Megazyme amylose/ amylopectin assay kit

created by Megazyme International Ireland Ltd. (Bray Business Park, Bray, Co. Wicklow, Ireland). The kit was
used in conjunction with a Perkin Elmer Lambda 25 UVNIS Spectrometer (Norwolk, CT).
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2. Light Microscopy: Control, treated, and homogenized films wre inspected using an Olympus CX41
Microscope fabricated by Optical Analysis Corporation (Three Bud Way, Nashua, NH).

3. Transmission ofUV and Visible Light: The transmission of visible and UV light was measured with a
Perkin Elmer Lambda 25 UVNIS Spectrometer with an RSA-PE-20 Integrating Sphere for Transmittance and
Reflectance, from Perkin Elmer (Norwolk, CT). The samples were scanned at 480 nm/min in a range of 190 to
800 nm to cover visible and UV light.

4. Color: A Hunter Lab Colorimeter 45/0 system from Hunter Associates Laboratory, Inc. (Reston,
Virginia) was used to determine the color difference and yellowness index of samples using L*a*b* and XYZ
color parameters.

5. Tensile properties: The tensile properties of the different polymers were measured by an Instron
Tensile Tester 5565 from Instron (Canton, MA). Five specimens in the case of isotropic materials and ten
specimens in the case of anisotropic materials were used. The calibration and the testing procedure was
according to ASTM D882.

6. Oxygen permeability: Oxygen permeability was measured at 23°C and 50% RH using an Ox-Tran
Model 2/21 from Mocon (Minneapolis, MN), according to ASTM D3985.

7. Water Vapor Permeability: For identification of water permeability parameters, ASTM E96 (standard
cup method) was used. Films were attached to plastic cups equipped with rubber o-rings, and weighed every 24
hours until eight to nine measurements were taken. Water permeability was assessed at 23°C and 50% RH by
ASTM E96
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RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Cassava starch films were produced as previously described and then characterized and their optical,

physical, mechanical and barrier properties measured.
I. Starch analysis: Cassava contains approximately 70% moisture, 24% starch, 2% fiber, 1% protein,

and 3% trace minerals. The starch structure has about 8 - 45% crystallinity (depending on the source). The
starch granules come from the tubercles of the cassava, which are large knobby portions of the plant's roots.
Cassava starch granules are described as elliptical and truncated in shape, with diameters ranging from 7 to 14
11mwith some granules appearing to be compounded and varying in size from variety to variety. The two main
components of the starch granules are amylose and amylopectin. Both components are made from alpha-D-
glucan, but the differences are found in the linkages of the molecules. Amylose (molecular weight 0.2-2
million), is a linear alpha-D-(1-4)-glucan, while amylopectin (molecular weight 100-400 million) is a branched
alpha-D-( 1-4) glucan with alpha-D-( 1-6) linkages at the branch points. Amylose/amylopectin ratios differ among
the different tubers and varieties. Amylose and amylopectin affect the properties of the resulting end film.
Amylose (water soluble) is the linear glucose chain component of starch and is usually 13.6 -23.8% of the starch
content, whereas amylopectin (water insoluble) is the branched glucose chain portion and comprises the rest of
the starch granule. The starch analysis performed on the cassava starch samples in this study indicated that the
amylose composition was 25% ± 6%.

2. Microscopy: Figure 2 shows an optical microscope image of the films. Films produced with glycerol
and beeswax show h· ·bili and a more structure.

Figure 2. Light microscopy of control films (a), paraffin (b), stearyl alcohol (c), beeswax (d), and beeswax films
without (e) and with (b) homogenization step

Films produced with glycerol have a clear and transparent appearance. 1.5% glycerol control films were
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dry, brittle, and more plastic in handling. 5% glycerol control films, on the other hand, were moist, flexible, and
more elastic. Treated films were more opaque in appearance and rough to the touch.

3. Transmission ofUV and Visible Light: The transmission of visible and UV light was measured.
Figure 3 a and b show the transmission of visible light (>400 nm) and UV (190 nm), respectively. All the films
transmitted more than 90% of the visible light, and films with 2.5% glycerol blocked the highest amount ofUV
light.
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Figure 3. (a) Transmission of visible light (>400nm) (b) transmission of UV (190nm) as a function of glycerol
content for the different beeswax concentrations (0, 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 %)

3, Color: The visible light band ranges from 400 - 700 nanometers. Many different systems are used to
characterize visible light transmission and color. One of the most common systems for color is the L*a*b*,
system, also referred to as the CIELAB system. The CIELAB system can be visualized as a cylindrical
coordinate system in which the axis of the cylinder is the lightness variable L* , ranging from 0% to 100%, and
the radii are the chromaticity variables a* and b*. Variable a* changes from green (negative) to red (positive),
and variable b* changes from blue (negative) to yellow (positive). The variables L, a, and b are defined in
different norms, such as ASTM D 6290-98el

, and DIN 6176-03. Various standard parameters can be calculated
from the L*a*b* system variables, The color difference between two points, D-E*ab = [(M *)2+ (D-a*)2 +
(D-b*)2(2, and the yellowness index can be calculated according to ASTM D 6290-98el

• Figure 4 shows the
yellowness index and the color difference with respect to a white standard sample. The concentration oflipid and
glycerol did not have a significant effect on the yellowness and the color of the films.
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Figure 4. (a) Yellowness Index and (b) Color difference between two points CD-E),as a function of glycerol
content for the different beeswax concentration (0, 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 %)

Tensile Properties: The tensile properties of the films were measured and the modulus of elasticity
calculated. Figure 5 shows the tensile strength and the elongation at break for the different films. Glycerol
content decreased tensile strength for control films. Beeswax addition at 0.25% increased tensile strength, but
decreased it at higher concentrations. Extension at break increased for each lipid group, with a significant
increase in the 5% glycerol content group. Homogenization of films showed mixed results.
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Figure 5. (a) Tensile strength and (b) Extension at break, as a function of glycerol content for the different
beeswax concentrations (0, 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 %)

4. Water vapor permeability: WVP was measured according to ASTM E-96. Figure 6 shows the WVP
values as a function of glycerol content for the different beeswax concentrations. Overall WVP increased. This
result was unexpected since the addition of lipids to the starch-glycerol matrix is supposed to reduce the
transmission of water. One of the reason why this did not happen could be because the lipids were not
completely integrated into the film, as shown in Figure 2 e. Therefore, films produced with a homogenization
step were investigated. Figure 6 b shows the WVP values for these films. Surprisingly, this did not reduce
WVP; on the contrary, it increased. Further research is being carried out to understand this behavior, and to be
able to control and reduce the WVP of these films.
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Figure 6. (a) Water vapor permeability as a function of glycerol content for the different beeswax concentration
(0, 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 %); b) Water vapor permeability as a function of glycerol content for 0.25% beeswax
concentrations for films without and with homogenization step as indicated in Figure I.

5. Oxygen Transmission: Oxygen values for all films were calculated at::::5 x 105 cc/mm2/day

CONCLUSIONS
Successful cassava starch films were produced using glycerol-beeswax & starch. Beeswax was

determined to be the best additive to produce a stable structure. Further research is needed to improve the barrier
properties of these films. These films can be used as edible coatings due to their quick drying time and elasticity.
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ABSTRACT
Demandfor flavor intensive products is growing with the market attention turning towards the younger

generation. These flavor intensive products require effective package system providing adequate barrier to their
complex flavor systems. So far the studies on barrier properties of polymers have not always included the
changes due to conversion of resin! sheet to containers. The objective of this study was to find out (i) if the
package configuration affects the barrier efficiency (ii) and if the loss offlavor through sorption and permeation
is enough to trigger differential sensory perception.

Simulated cherry drink (benzaldehyde: flavor compound) was packed in semispherical and polyhedron
thermoformed poly propylene containers (equal surface area). The product stored at 23'C and 50% RH, was
subjected to sensory study involving triangle tests after each storage stage. Residual amount of benzaldehyde in
the product was measured by HPLC and morphology changes involving Tg and crystallinity in different parts of
the containers were studied using thermal analysis.

It was found that the solubility coefficient of benzaldehyde in poly propylene depends on the container
configuration. The corners and the walls of a container absorb the flavor compound at different rates and to
different extents.

INTRODUCTION
One of the main challenges in the food industry today is to identify an adequate packaging system that

provides a good barrier and assures a specific shelf life. Most of the barrier properties to gases, aromas, and
moisture are assessed with flat sheets or films and then extrapolated to containers. Containers with different
shapes and configurations are not considered similar without discretion as long as they are made with the same
grade of same polymer. To this effect, there have been many studies on the barrier properties of a polymer
individually as resin, film and containers, but to the best of the authors' knowledge there has not been a true
study relating the effect of processing and different shapes on the barrier properties of the polymer when
converted to different configurations. Besides, when it comes to the barrier to organic compounds, it becomes far
more essential to assess such effects since the starting concentration of such compounds is already very small. In
this work, we study the effects of processing on the barrier properties of a polymer towards an organic flavor
compound when it is processed into different shapes of containers. Furthermore, it was evaluated if the
difference in barrier properties translate into differential sensory perception of the product by the consumers. The
main objectives of this work were:
* To determine if the processing conditions affect the barrier properties of the polymer.

* To determine if the containero configuration ~ffecfts the flavor
retention propertIes 0 the polymer

Making the molds * To determine if the different container

o Making containers
_ A·'._r~ "'A_'~ A A"" .• '.'~' • _

Cast extruding the
plastic sheet

configuration and their respective
barrier performance are significantly
different to impact the consumer
perception

Thermoforming th-e
containers

Sensory

Project Overview
In order to find out if there is

any relation between the container
configuration and the barrier properties
of a polymer towards organic
compounds, the first step was to identify
a suitable polymer resin and an organic
flavor compound that would allow us to
pursue the study in a reasonable time
frame. After that, the polymer was

Making the drink

FIlling the product in
package and storage

Product Evaluation

Instrumental
Analvsis HPLC

Figure J. Flowchart of the project
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converted into sheets and then thermoformed containers using molds. The threshold of flavor compound was
measured in an appropriate simulant system in order to make a palatable drink. The drink was stored in
thermoformed containers of different configurations for various time storages and then analyzed with HPLC and
with sensory techniques. Figure 1 shows an overview of the project flow

MATERIALS AND METHOD

1. Identifying a suitable polymer and organic flavor compound: Poly(propylene), PP, was selected for
the purpose because of its wide use in packaging applications and its being known for not so good flavor barrier,
making the study feasible to be completed in reasonable timeframe. Benzaldehyde was chosen for the flavor
compound for it being a commercially important compound as a flavor as well as an ingredient for the
pharmaceutical industry. Benzaldehyde is a character impact compound for almonds and cherry and is a
contributory item for many other fruits like apples, plums, peaches etc.
2. Making Containers: Male molds for the different shapes were created using Renwood blocks. The
shapes decided were semi-spherical and polyhedron with equal body surface area (Figure 2). The difference
between the two shapes was that one had no comers (semi-spherical) while the other had 6 comers. It was
assumed that presence of comers would have differential stresses and thus differential morphology in
polyhedron structure.

The designs for the containers were prepared in "Rhinoceros 3.0" and exported in .stl format. These
design files were processed using "Deskproto 4.0" and manufacturing parameters were attached. The program
file in ".ncm" format was used by the controller program of the desktop milling machine to manufacture the
molds. The molds were then sanded and holes for vacuum suction were drilled in the body of molds.

7 .2~~_.,J__ --_. ,

Figure 2: Semi-spherical and Polyhedron containers (All dimensions in cm)

The poly(propylene) resin was cast extruded into 12 mil sheet using a Killion KLB 1000 extruder supplied by
Davis-Standard, Pawcatuck, CT. Poly(propylene) grade used was PP 4612 E2 provided by Exxon Mobil, Texas.
The three zones of the extruder had a temperature of 400 OF(204°C). The adapter and die temperature were kept
at 410 OF(210 0c) and 390 OF(199°C), respectively. The screw speed was kept at 75 rpm. With this profile, melt
had a temperature of360 OF(182°C). The chill roll was kept at a temperature of75 OF(24°C)while it was set at a
speed of 85 rpm. The rubber roll was set at a pressure of 30 psi ( MPa) and the rewinder unit was set to run at 40
rpm. With these conditions, a sheet of 12 ± 5 mils was cast.
The poly(propylene) sheet of 12 mil was thermoformed using Hydro-trim 1620 thermoformer manufactured by
Hydro-trim Corp., West Nyak, NY into the two desired shapes. The sheets were heated for 45 s with top and
bottom platen having a temperature of 420 OF(216 QC). The forming time was set at 25 s and forming pressure
was 40 psi. A total of 108 containers in all of the two shapes were produced
3. Measurement of Sorption: Sorption isotherm for benzaldehyde in poly(propylene) was developed.
Solubility coefficients were found and a comparison of sorption characteristics for resin, sheet, semi-spherical
and polyhedron containers was carried out using a VTI microbalance with Rubotherm microbalance. Vapor
activities from 0.1 to 0.9 were used with a steps of 0.2. Solubility coefficients were also calculated for the
sorption of benzaldehyde in various poly propylene formats.
4. Making the Drink: A simulant system for cherry drink was created and threshold of benzaldehyde was
measured in that system in accordance with ASTM E 679-91 [I] with 30 panelists. Threshold of benzaldehyde in
the proposed simulant system was found to be 22 ppb. To have enough allowance to be able to detect the
differential loss of the flavor without going below the threshold of benzaldehyde in the simulant drink it was
decided that the concentration be 66 ppb. Besides, during the sensory threshold study, by interviewing the
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panelists informally, it was found that the product with 63 ppb of benzaldehyde was most likeable. The product
was produced in the pilot plant at MSU with following composition:
Benzaldehyde 65 ppb Sugar 40gms/ 16 oz
Gum Acacia: 0.066% a-tocopherol: 2000 ppm
A total amount of20 liters of such drink was produced
S. Filling the Product in Package and Storage: The product was filled in the containers manually. A

sealing top lid with
the following
structure was
developed for the
purpose.
This type of
structure ensured
that there was
virtually no contact
between the drink
and the sealant
material of the top
layer. The contact

was only between AI foil and the product so that avoiding any chances of the sorption of flavor by the sealant
material. Sealable foil with universal heat seal coating was received from Tolas Healthcare, PA.
The sealing of the containers was carried out in-house using a hydraulic pressure blister heat sealer. The
conditions applied were 275 OF (135°C) for 10 seconds at 100 psi (0.689 MPa). The container filled with the
product was placed in an identically shaped cavity. The lid was placed on top of the container and sealed. The
containers and the lids were sanitized just before filling and sealing using a 6% Sodium Hypochlorite solution in
water. It was made sure that the sanitizing solution dried before filling. The product was stored for 2 days and 7
days under 23°C and 50% RH. The containers were placed in rectangular partitions made with C-fluted
corrugated board to avoid contact with each other and the floor.
6. Product Evaluation:
HPLC Technique: An HPLC technique was developed for the quantification of Benzaldehyde in the drink. The
product was analyzed with a Waters 2695 HPLC with 2487 dual channel UV detector from Waters Corporation,
MA, USA. Following are the specifications:
• Column Used: Waters Nova Pak C 18

Citric Acid: 0.5 gms/ 16 oz.
Water: Balance of 16 oz.

Sealable Foil

Sealant

Adhesive

Adhesive
backed Foil

Figure 3. Lid configuration

• Solvent Composition: 10% Methanol + 25 % Acetonitrile + 65% water
• Flow rate: 0.1-0.5 mLl min
• Run length: 12 mins
• Detection Wavelength: 201 nm
Sensory Analysis: Sensory analysis was carried out after each of the 2 days and 7 days stages. Forty panelists
participated in each stage and an incomplete block design triangle test was conducted. The consumers were
provided 3 samples, two of which came from the same container and the third sample belonged to the other
container configuration. The product was served in identical containers with unique 3 digit codes for
identification. The panelists were asked to pick the odd product out. We decided to have a type I error rate (a)=
0.05, proportion of distinguishers (pd)= 30% and power of test =0.80, and with these parameters, the required
number of panelists was 40.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Gravimetric Analysis: Following are the results of gravimetric analysis [2]. Figure 4 shows the
sorption and desorption isotherms of benzaldehyde in poly propylene resin at 25°C. Hysterisis is visible and
there is fraction of benzaldehyde that starts to permanently reside in poly propylene. Figure 5 shows solubility
coefficient of benzaldehyde in various format of poly propylene. It is apparent from the graph that as the
polymer goes through various stages of processing, the benzaldehyde mass uptake by the polymer increases and
thus the solubility coefficient increases. Another significant result is the difference between in solubility
coefficient in polyhedron and semi-spherical containers. The polyhedron container with 6 comers absorbs more
benzaldehyde than semi-spherical container.
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Figure 5: Solubility coefficient of Benzaldehyde in various Poly propylene formats

Below is the tabulated data previously shown in FIG 5 for solubility coefficients of benzaldehyde in
various PP forms. This clearly outlines the effect of processing and configuration on the sorption of
benzaldehyde in poly propylene. The difference between Semi-spherical and Polyhedron containers is also
remarkable especially at higher vapor activities (numbers in bold).

Table 1: Solubility coefficients of benzaldehyde (xl03 Kg.m-3.Pa-1
) in various poly propylene formats

Vapor Activity Resin Sheet Semi-spherical Polyhedron
0.1 4.64 6.95 9.85 6.95
0.3 5.60 12.17 17.00 17.39
0.5 6.14 25.03 36.51 42.88
0.7 7.95 30.88 40.48 63.41
0.9 11.07 45.14 42.04 99.80

2. HPLC Analysis: The HPLC analysis show that the residual amount of benzaldehyde in the drink
changes immediately after the storage time starts.

Table 2: Residual Concentration of Benzaldehyde in product after storage
Container Configuration 0 Days 2 Days 7 Days

Semi-Spherical, ppb 65±0.22 64±0.78
Polyhedron, ppb 65±0.22 60±0.77

Expected on Similar
lines
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The above results shown that the product stored in polyhedron container is losing benzaldehyde at a rate
faster than the product stored in semi-spherical container. The phenomenon is so profound that even after two
days, the two products were statistically different (at a=0.05) as far as residual amounts of benzaldehyde are
concerned.

3. Sensory Analysis: Results of triangle tests conducted after each storage stage are presented below. The
table lists the no. of correct responses from a total of 40 consumers and its statistical significance.

Table 3: Triangle test results after each storage stage
2 Days 7 Days

No. of Correct Responses
Statistical Inference

14/40 20/40
No Significant Difference in Perception

0.40
Significant Difference in Perception

<0.05p=value

The above table shows that the products stored in two different container configurations become
significantly different as far as flavor is concerned to be detected by the consumer panel.

As a summary, in this research a product (cherry flavored drink) was stored (23 DC and 50% RH) in
ambient conditions in packages thermoformed with same polymer with same surface area. The shapes of the
containers were different with one of them having 6 comers while the other one having no comers at all. The top
lid was prepared with a complex structure of foils with adhesive and sealant as coatings, making sure that
product has contact only with AI foil. At the end of 7 days' storage, the consumers were able to pick up the
difference in flavor of the products packed in different packages. This was also confirmed by the HPLC analysis
conducted after every storage stage. HPLC results showed that the product differed in their overall residual
flavor (Benzaldehyde) concentration. Therefore, this experiment showed that the container configuration has a
final effect on the barrier properties as much as to change the consumer's sensory perception about the product.

Future work involves repeating the study for a longer time and consequently validating the results with
a mathematical model to explain the effect of polymer morphology in barrier properties. Ultimately, this work
would be used to be able to predict the changes taking place in barrier properties because of changing the
container configuration.

CONCLUSIONS
Gravimetric results proved that there is differential sorption of benzaldehyde by poly propylene in different

container formats. The solubility coefficients for the two shapes were also different, especially at higher vapor
activities. The sensory results confirmed that the differential solubility of benzaldehyde in poly propylene are
large enough to impact the sensory characteristic of the product. Though the consumers could not pick up a
difference in the two products at the end of two days, the triangle test confirmed the difference in the products in
sensory qualities at the end of 7 days' storage in products of two different packages (a=0.05). The residual
concentration of benzaldehyde in the products in the packages, as analyzed by HPLC method is also in
confirmation. The difference in the benzaldehyde content of two products was visible even after two days of
storage.
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Analysis of Water Vapor Sorption on Poly-Lactide Using a Quartz Crystal
Microbalance

Nitin Gulati, Rafael Auras *, Maria Rubino

ABSTRACT

Poly(lactide) or PLA polymer is a new biodegradable packaging polymer which is currently finding
more interesting applications as food packaging material. Interaction of poly-lactide with water present in the
environment may have a considerable effect on PLA performance and may even affect the product contained
with in. The aim of this study was to analyze the sorption of water vapor on PLA at a temperature of 10,23, and
40°C and relative humidity rangingfrom 20 % to SO % with a new gravimetric technique.

For measuring the sorption of water vapor on PLA, a new system based on quartz crystal
microbalance (QCM) was built. QCM is based on the principle of piezoelectricity that when a quartz crystal is
placed under the effect of alternating electric field, quartz crystal oscillates at a certain frequency, and when any
mass is allowed to be adsorbed on the surface of the crystal, there is a decrease in frequency. This decrease in
resonant frequency can be correlated quantitatively with the change in mass on the polymer film coated on
crystal's surface. One of the main advantages of this technique is that it can detect changes in mass lower than I
ng/cm2

•

For this purpose I % wl/wt PLA was dissolved in THF at 35°C, and the polymer film was produced on
the surface of the crystal using spin coating. After spin coating the polymer on the crystal, coated crystals were
kept in the vacuum ovenfor 5 hours at 60°C. Polymer films having a thickness of2.S±0.3 microns were obtained
with a crystallinity of 21.,3 :t 2.3%, a glass transition temperature of 62.3 ± I. 4°C and melting point temperature
of 151.5 ± I.O°C. Then, coated crystals were kept inflow cells housed in a peltier chamber and water vapors
produced in a computer control humidity generator were allowed to flow the cells. For instance, water diffusion
coefficients between 9.1 to 31.5 x 1(Ji4 m2.s-1 and permeability coefficients between 1.1 and 3.3 x 1(J17kg.m.m-
2.s-l.pa-1 were determined at 23°C.

Equilibration time requiredfor determining barrier properties of polymer was reduced significantly
with this technique as compared to traditional methods. Mass uptake of polymer film was determined on nano
gram level with great accuracy. QCM technology was successful in measuring water vapor sorption in PLA.

INTRODUCTION
As in commercial food and pharmaceutical packaging applications, preservation of quality of products

stored inside the package depend a lot on the performance of polymeric materials, which are characterized by
the mass transfer interactions between the polymer and the permeants. Mass transfer interactions can be
categorized as sorption, migration and permeation. It becomes quiet interesting and challenging to understand
the mass transfer processes or the interactions taking place between the polymer, product and the environment in
order to predict polymer performance and product shelf life. Disregarding obvious discontinuities such as cracks
or pin holes in the material, permeants would be transferred through the packaging materials in a specific way
depending on the; permeants affinity for the polymer, packaging material characteristics, and environmental
conditions. In order to predict the mass transfer process in a package it is necessary: (a) to estimate the solubility
ofa permeant on the polymer, and (b) to characterize the diffusion coefficient ofpermeant through the polymer.

Several conventional methods such as gravimetric technique, vapor pressure lowering, isopiestic
technique, isostatic and quasi-isostatic permeation methods, and thermal stripping and desorption methods have
been developed to measure polymer/permeant interactions. However, as new high barrier membranes are
becoming available, it is becoming more challenging to assess their barrier performance since equilibration times
required in current methods are too long and current techniques are only able to detect mass changes on a
microgram level. Moreover, even small amounts of permeant sorption on the surface of the polymer may result
into changes in the structure of the polymer and may even trigger the permeation mechanisms for other
permeants present in the environment. Therefore, it becomes necessary to use a technique and a methodology
which can shorten the equilibration times requires to measure sorption of permeants and also can measure the
mass uptake in polymer films in the order of nano-gram level accurately and precisely[3, 4] . Keeping these
issues in mind, quartz crystal microbalance technique has been suggested to study the mass uptake on polymer
films, which can detect mass uptake in the order of the nano-gram.



QCM technology is based on the principle of piezoelectricity that when a quartz crystal is placed under
the effect of an alternating electric field, then due to the mechanical vibrations it oscillates at a certain frequency.
When any type of mass is adsorbed on the surface of crystal there is a decrease in its resonant frequency. This
shift in the resonance frequency of a quartz crystal can be correlated quantitatively with a change in mass on the
polymer film spin coated on the quartz crystal surface according to the Sauerbrey equation:

~f = - 2Fo2 !Mn

A~JLqpq
(I)

where Fo is the resonant frequency of the crystal, Ilq is the shear modulus of the quartz crystal, Pq is density of the
quartz crystal, ~m is the mass uptake and A is the area of the quartz crystal. When the water vapor sorption is
allowed to take place on the polymer film coated on the crystal surface, the frequency change, and this change in
the frequency is a sum of incremental frequency shift resulting from specified flow pressure ~fp and the
frequency shift associated with the sorption of vapor ~fs on the polymer film:

~ f= Mp+Ms (2)
Since the adsorption of small quantities of water vapor under different conditions of temperature and

relative humidity may have an effect on the barrier properties on Poly (Lactide), this research mainly focused on
studying the adsorption of water vapor on PLA at a temperature of 5, 23, and 40°C and relative humidity
ranging from 20 % to 80 % under varying conditions of relative humidity and temperature using a QCM and
then comparing the data obtained with other conventional techniques used for it.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
1. Materials

For this study poly (Iactide), PLA resins made with 94 % L-Lactide provided by Nature Works ® LLC
were used for measuring the sorption of water vapor on these films. The physical characteristics of the PLA
resins used in this study are shown in Table I.

Quartz crystals of 5 MHz base frequency, crystal holders, flow cells were obtained from Maxtek Inc.
(Santa Fe, CA). A humidity generator RH -200 which was used to generate the required relative humidity for the
experimental work was obtained from VTI Corp (Hialeah, FL). A Peltier chamber used to control the
temperature between 5° and 600 C with a precision of 0.10 C and house the flow cells with the coated and
uncoated crystal was obtained from Sable Systems International Inc. (Las Vegas, NV). Tetrahydrofuran (THF)
which was used for making the polymer solution was obtained from Sigma -Aldrich (San Louis, MD). Spin
coating machine used coat the polymer films on the quartz crystal was obtained from Laurell Technologies
Corporation (North Wales, PA).

A system to measure water sorption was built and calibrated. The apparatus for measuring the sorption of
permeant on the polymer consists of six parts: a) water vapor activity generation system b) flow cells, c)
temperature control chamber, d) quartz crystal microbalance, and e) data acquisition system. A complete
schematic of the apparatus is shown in Figure I.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the Quartz Crystal System
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2. Methods
Polymer Coating: For measuring the sorption of water vapor on the polymer film it is required to produce a
uniform and homogeneous polymer film on the surface of the quartz crystal. For this purpose polymer resins
were dissolved in THF at 35°C and a solution 1 % wt/v concentration was made. Before doing the coating,
quartz crystals were thoroughly cleaned with acetone to remove any particles on their surface which can have an
affect on the resonant frequency of the crystals and their resonant frequencies were measured. After washing off
the crystals they were spin coated with the 1% wt/v polymer solution to produce a uniform polymer coating. The
spin coating started off with mounting the crystal on the chuck and then rotating it at 100 rpm for 5 seconds
which was then followed by dispensing the polymer solution on crystal spinning at 200 rpm with in next 5 was
and extra 5 seconds are given to allow the polymer solution to spread on the crystal surface uniformly. The last
step was drying the solution for another 5 seconds with the crystal rotating at 50 rpm so as it allows the solution
to evaporate off from the surface. In addition to this coated crystal were kept on mounted on the stationary chuck
for period of 10 minutes providing enough time for the solution to evaporate. After this the coated crystals were
kept in a vacuum chamber for a period of 5 hours at a temperature of 60°C. This temperature treatment was
done for allowing the polymer chains to relax, remove any impurities present on the surface and further drying it
producing a uniform polymer film on the crystal. After vacuum drying the coated crystals were taken out in a
desiccator for measuring the thickness of the polymer film. The thickness of the polymer film coated on the
crystal was evaluated by measuring the frequency shift associated with the coating of the film on the crystal
surface.

Where I is the thickness of quartz crystal, Afis the frequency shift associated with the coating of the polymer
film on the crystal and fa is the resonant frequency of the crystal before coating. Table 1 shows the physical
properties of the films, and Figure 2 shows a sketch of the basic methodology to produce each films before
measuring the water vapor sorption.

Table 1. Properties of films produced by spin coating
Property Resin Films
Thickness, J,lm
Glass transition Temperature, °c
Melting Temperature, °c
Crystallinity, %

NIA 2.86 ± 0.52

Uncoated crystal
Spin coating machine

Figure 2. Basic methodology followed for the water vapor sorption runs

Sorption runs: As the dry nitrogen gas is flown into system, it is split in two branches one flowing into the RH-
generator and the other one flowing into the flow cells. As soon as the polymer coated crystals are placed in the
flow cells after being thermally treated, the flow cells are purged with dry nitrogen gas for a period of90 minutes
to dry off the surface of the polymer film on the crystal. As the target humidity level is reached the flow of dry
nitrogen gas is stopped by closing the four way valve which opens the flow of wet stream of nitrogen gas into the
flow cells. Before the wet stream of nitrogen is entered in the flow cells, it is split into three branches, entering
the flow cell at a constant flow of 20 sccm (standard cubic centimeter per minute). As soon as the wet stream
enters into flow cells it results in a frequency change and mass is deposited on the polymer film. The water vapor
sorption on polymer film is allowed to run for a period of 60 minutes. The frequency shift and the change in
mass associated with the crystals during the experimental run is recorded by the RQCM and is logged into the
software and is recorded in the computer attached

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As the sorption of permeants on the polymer film is a thickness dependent phenomenon, it is required to

produce the polymer films of uniform thickness. Thickness of films was controlled during the spin coating
process by performing each step with extreme precision, allowing the polymer film to spread off uniformly on
the crystal surface at proper rotation speed. The thickness of the polymer films was calculated using equation 4
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and the polymer films having a thickness of 2.86±0.52 microns were obtained using the previously described
spin coating method (Table 1). With the help of previously explained spin coating method, polymer films of
nearly same crystallinity were obtained, which would further help to eliminate the variability in diffusion
phenomenon. As the water vapors are allowed to enter in the flow cells containing the coated and uncoated
crystals, there is a mass uptake on the surface of the film due to the adsorption of the water vapors on the
polymer film. Figure 3 (a) shows the change in resonant frequency of the quartz crystal as a function of time,
which was further used to calculate the mass of water vapor deposited on the polymer film in accordance with
the equation I (Figure 2 b).
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Figure 3. a) Delta frequency vs time for the reference and coated crystal at 60% RH (Pv=1684Pa) and 23°C; b)
Mass uptake in f.lg/cm2 vs time in min calculated by the Sauerbrey equation (I) and corrected by the water vapor
sorption by the reference and uncoated crystal.

As the ad/absorption of water vapor on polymer starts taking place, there is an mass uptake on the polymer
film which is recorded as a function of time, and this process of mass uptake on the polymer film can be
assumed to be taking place in two steps transient and the steady state. As soon as sorption of water vapor starts
up on the polymer, there is a significant increase in the mass uptake marking the transient stage. After certain
time there is no significant increase in mass uptake which corresponds to the steady state or equilibrium state
(mass at t= 00, see Figure 3 b). Mass uptake on polymer film at any time t is normalized by dividing it by the
mass uptake at steady state time (t = (0) and is plotted against the square root of time elapsed divided by
thickness of the film. They were found to be linear in the region until M, / Moo < 0.4 as shown in the Figure 4.
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D = 7r (slope)2
4

(4)

Figure 4. M/ / Moo vs. (time}JI2/d (d is the thickness of the film). The inside graph was used to calculate the

diffusion coefficient when the slope of M/ / Moo <0.4 vs (time/12/d

The initial phase of the mass sorption curve for M/ / Moo < 0.4 was used to determine the diffusion

coefficient according to Crank [5] (in this case through one side of the film) which is

Solubility coefficients are calculated by dividing the mass uptake at the steady state (t = 00 ) by the density
of the polymer sample and the vapor pressure at respective relative humidity coefficients. Diffusion (D) and
solubility (S) coefficients for different temperature and relative humidity conditions were obtained which were
further used to calculate the permeability coefficients using P=DS at respective temperature and relative
humidity conditions. Table 2 shows the values of D, S and P obtained after the experimental work.

Table 2. D, S & P values of poly (lacitde) films at of ](1,23°,40° C and the relative humidity ranging from 20 %
to 80 %, Diffusion XIOI4

, m2/s; Solubility x103
, kgH20/kgPLA.Pa; Permeability x 1015

, kg. mlm2.s. Pa
T , °C RH 20 % 40 % 60% 80%
10 D 2.5±0.2 6.6 ±1.7 2.2 ±O.4 3.8 ±0.3

S 7.8±3.3 0.4±0.1 1.5±0.1 1.9±0.6
P 0.2 ±O.I 3.3 ±0.9 0.4 ±0.2 2.2 ±0.8

23 D 9.1 ±2.4 19.3 ±9.6 20.1 ±14.1 31.5 ±23.4
S 9.1 ±0.6 9.8±1.4 10.3 ±J.J 7.8 ±0.5
P 1.1 ±0.3 1.5 ± 1.4 2.6 ±1.6 3.1 ±2.2

40 D 6.3 ±2.0 9.9 ±1.7 11.2 ±3.2 9.8 ±0.2
S 2.3 ±1.4 2.1 ±1.2 2.1 ±1.2 2.6 ±O.3
P 11.3 ±0.7 1.9±0.9 2.6±0.8 1.4 ±O.I

The variation in the values of diffusion, solubility and permeability coefficient value observed in Table 2
can be explained by not taking into consideration the significance of the visco-elastic effects on frequency shifts
in the AT-cut quartz crystals. In addition, since the Sauerbrey equation can be applied without restriction for
films less than 90 nm in thickness tested in the glassy state, some errors can be produced by testing films of
around 286 nm. Moreover, the diffusion process governing this sorption process may be better described as a
two component process which contributes to the fact that there is always an increase in the mass uptake as it is
always observed to increase with the time elapsed. Further analysis of the data is being carried out to find
different models that can better predict the experimental data.

CONCLUSIONS
This study demonstrates how QCM technology can be used to determine barrier properties of polymeric

packaging materials which are in demand these days. Moreover, it is a fast technique that allows measuring
diffusion, solubility, and permeability coefficients of polymers in a short period of time. Further, research is
being carried out to characterize the complete understand the mass uptake phenomenon on thinner polymer films
on basis of two dimension diffusion process.
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ABSTRACT
The flexible packaging industry has been essentially successful in capturing a variety of applications in

the food, health care, cosmetic, pharmaceutical and a host of related industries. Their exponential growth has
put an ever increasing demand on polymers, the major market of which is packaging. The traditionally used
polymers serving the packaging industry are non-renewable fossil fuel hydrocarbon based ones, which have
raised global concerns related to the environmental issues associated with it. With the growing awareness for a
clean and better environment bio-based products are now finding applications in fuels, chemicals, construction,
and an array of other products and packaging is no exception to that. Polylactide (PLA) polymer one of the bio
based polymers has recently been drawing attention of the industry which is extending its market to food
packaging. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a tool which relates a materials performance to its sustainability as
an environmentally viable option compared to its functional contemporaries. LCA of bio-based products
historically have shown favorable results in terms of environmental encumbrance and energy use when
compared to petroleum based products.

The present paper is a precursor to an overall project which looks at an LeA of PLA in comparison
with PET and OPS containers used for packaging of fresh produce, investigated from cradle to grave. The
inventory data collected so far has been successful in comparing the three materials in their resin form, based
on the CO2 emissions, the total water consumption and the gross electric energy use during their production
from cradle to gate. In addition to considering the other mentioned impact categories for the cradle to gate
segment, the second part of the study will continue from the gate to the grave and take into consideration global
warming potential, acidification, eutrophication, fossil fuel depletion, (habitat alteration) water intake, criteria
air pollution-solid particles, smog, ecological toxicity, ozone depletion, and human health as impact categories.

PLA resins are derivedfrom the corn based ethanol industry, and hence they are 100% biobased Its
overall performance in terms of CO2 emissions, water and electric energy use shows reduced environmental
impacts compared to the PET and PS resins.

INTRODUCTION
Hydrocarbon based polymers have been traditionally used for various applications in the food industry

including packaging of fresh produce. Among these thermoformed polyester terephthalate (PET) and oriented
polystyrene (OPS) containers are quite commonly used. These containers are manufactured from crude oil which
is obtained from fossil non renewable resources. These polymers have good mechanical, optical, and barrier
properties not limited to the product compatibility. Studies have been carried out to quantify these properties
based on which the selection of these containers for this application is justified [I].

Biopolymers are considered to be environmentally viable material since they are 100% biodegradable
and are made from renewable resources [2]. The depletion of the fossil based resources used in the
manufacturing of the hydrocarbon based polymers and the environmental concerns have driven the market to
consider biopolymers as an option for more applications in the food industry [I]. Some of the commercially
available biopolymers which have created a space for themselves in the packaging sector are NatureWorks
Polylactide (PLA), Nodax, Biomax and Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHV) [3].

Polylactide (PLA), derived from the lactic acid obtained from com, was introduced by Cargill Dow and
have been commercialized for the application of food packaging and textiles fibers [3]. PLA has shown a
tremendous rise in its demand takes due to being 100% produced from renewable resources and 100%
biodegradable. The properties of PET and OPS have been compared to that of oriented PLA (OPLA). Results
proved that the functional properties ofOPLA were between PET and OPS, and it can be successfully used for
packaging of fresh produce [I].
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However, studies showing comparison between PET, OPS and OPLA containers are scarce[I].
Moreover, studies looking at these containers performance related to its sustainability are not existing. Although
LCA of bio-based materials and products historically have shown favorable results in terms of environmental
encumbrance and energy use when compared to petroleum based products, studies considering the different
waste disposal routes for these materials are limited. Therefore, the goal of this project is to carry out an LCA
study to compare PET, OPS and OPLA trays for the application of packaging of fresh produce from cradle to
grave.

Methodology

The following standards ISO 14040, 14041,14042,14043,14049 and ASTM D 7075 were used to
define, conduct and interpret the LCA. More details of these standards can be founded elsewhere [4-9]. BEES
3.0 software (Building for Environmental and Economic Sustainability) was used to obtain the characterization
factors for all the inventory data emissions obtained for the emissions of the PET and PS resins[10]. Data from
Ecoprofiles from Plastics Europe was used to obtain the inventory data emissions for manufacturing of I Kg
polymer of bottle grade PET and general purpose polystyrene GPPS. The inventory data for the comparison
contained the contribution of the processes to air and water emissions and the water and the gross energy use was
obtained from APME [11]. Data for PLA was extracted from literature [12].

The functional unit for the cradle to grave study is taken as the performance involved in packaging of
I Ib of fresh produce and has considered global warming potential, acidification, fossil fuel depletion, (habitat
alteration, water intake, criteria, air pollution-solid particles, photochemical smog, ecological toxicity, ozone
depletion, and human health as impact categories. However, the present progress report of the study limits the

analysis from cradle to gate
situation of PLA, PET and
PS containers from com
growing in case of PLA and
crude oil for the petroleum
based polymers through
their production until their
ready to ship resin form. The
cradle to gate analysis has
chosen the functional unit as
the environmental
encumbrance posed by
manufacturing of I kg of
PET, PS and PLA resins, and
it has considered three
impact categories, which are
the global warming potential
manifesting the data on CO2

emissions, the total
consumption of water, and
the gross electric energy use
during the production. The
geographical scope of the
data covers the US based
industries for PLA, and the
data sources for the PET and
PS production covers the
plants in the Western Europe
[11,12]. Figure 1 shows a
flowchart for the actual study
emphasizing on the modified
system boundary for the
cradle to gate section.
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Figure 1: Process flow diagram for the cradle to grave study showing the system boundary
for the cradle to gate analysis covered in this paper. (T) Refers to transportation
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RESULTS
The study done so far included a cradle to gate analysis of PLA, PET and PS resins. The study for PLA

was done from com growing through the production until the resin manufacturing, and for PET and PS was
done from crude oil to the pellet manufacturing. The present paper included the analysis of the three resins for
three different impact categories.

Greenhouse gas emissions: The emissions contributing to the global warming were classified and characterized
to CO2, which was chosen as the impact category indicator, and it was calculated to obtain the final values.
Characterization values were obtained from BEES software. The classification was done for the PET and PS
emissions from the Ecoprofiles taken from the Plastics Europe Industry whereas the data for PLA was procured
from literature [11,12]. The air and water emissions found to be less than I mg were assumed to be negligible,
and they were not included in the study. The carbon dioxide emission for PLA was found to be 1.8 kgs as
compared to 2.6 kgs for PS and 2.9 kgs for PET per kg of the polymers [11,12]. Figure 2 shows the equivalent
CO2 emissions for the three resins.
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Figure 2: Contributions of CO2 to the greenhouse gas emissions for PET, PS and PLA resins.

Water use: This part of the study represented the consumption of water per kg of polymer and was sourced from
the public supply, canal, river, sea and well water, and it was accounted for water used in the cooling and
processing during the manufacturing. Figure 3 shows the amount of water consume per kg of polymer.
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Figure 3 : Gross water use during the manufacture PET, PS and PLA resins
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For PLA the total water use also included the water used for irrigation during the com production which fonned
the major amount of water consumption for PLA apart fonn the cooling and the processing operations.
Specifically, it shows the demarcation of the water use for the irrigation of PLA during the com growing stage
which accounts for about 50% of the total water use. PS consumed the highest amount of water which was 174
kgs followed by PET with 66 kgs and PLA with 50 kgs [11,12].

Gross energy consumption: Figure 4 shows the contributions of gross energy consumption for PET, PS and
PLA containers. The total energy comprising of both fossil and feedstock energy for PLA was found to be 82.5
MJ/kg. The energy for the hydrocarbon based polymers was 82.71 MJ/kg for PET and 90 MJ /kg for PS. The
renewable energy for PLA was the feedstock energy of 28.4 MJ/Kg which made the actual energy consumption
for PLA to be 54.1 MJ/Kg which was accredited to the gross fossil energy. Coal, gas oil and nuclear were the
most contributing factors for the energy use in all the three polymers [I I, I2].
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Figure 4 : Contributions of gross energy consumption for PET, PS and PLA containers.

In summary, the scenario covered by this paper only accounts for three impact categories since not much data
was available for PLA in order to compare the three polymers on the basis of the other impact categories.
Currently, literatures with the complete data on the impact categories like global warming potential, ozone
depletion potential, eutrophication, acidification, fossil fuel depletion, (habitat alteration) water intake, criteria
air pollution-solid particles, smog, ecological toxicity, ozone depletion, and human health on the PLA production
are scarce or not available. Complete inventory data for the PLA production could fonn a finn basis so as to
detennine the environmentally viable polymer among the three contemporaries. The second part of the paper
will attempt to carry a complete LCA which will primarily emphasize on collecting data for PLA production
which will include the emissions due to the inputs used for the com growing and harvesting namely seed com,
fertilizers, insecticides, herbicides and the land use, which specifically will contribute to the overall emissions of
the biobased polymer. It will also cover the converted fonn of the resin in the container fonn followed by the
usage, distribution and the disposal stages of the life cycle journey of the three polymers.

CONCLUSIONS
In view of consideration of all the three impacts studied, PLA had the least contribution towards the

greenhouse gas emissions. It also had the least water consumption despite the fact that water used in the PLA
manufacturing was the highest during the irrigation for com growing in addition to the processing and cooling
water. Also the energy consumption for PLA manufacturing was comparatively better than the petroleum based
polymers. The energy values for PLA and PET were found to be almost the same. Among PET and PS, PS was
found to be having high values of water and energy use while PET contributed higher amount of carbon-di-oxide.
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ABSTRACT

Gliadin-chitosan acetate composite films have been developed by the casting technique using gliadin in 70%

ethanol solution to which was added chitosan acetate in different ratios (4:I, 4:2, 4:3, 4:4 (w/w)). The

transparency of the gliadin-chitosan films decreased after blending and acquired a yellowish colour which

increased with the content of chitosan in the blend Distinct from pure gliadin films, blends maintained their

integrity after immersion in water. The loss of weight of blend films could be measured and was found to be

close to the quantity of glycerol incorporated in the films. Water absorption and swelling of the films increased

with the percentage of chitosan in the blend These results indicate that gliadin:chitosan blends could be used as

coatings on other surfaces or as self-standing films for food packaging applications

INTRODUCTION

Gluten is a biodegradable and renewable material with noteworthy potential for a wide range of technological

non-food applications. Previous studies undertaken on gluten proteins have shown that gliadins and glutenins

can be exploited separately to maximize their range of industrial uses (1). Films made from gliadins are very

glossy and transparent but have poor mechanical resistance and they disintegrate upon immersion in water which

limits their application as a packaging material. Since proteins have a large number of reactive side-groups

susceptible to physical, chemical or enzymic modifications, covalent cross-linking of polypeptide chains is a

valuable mechanism for providing greater physical integrity to gliadin networks in aqueous media (2-4).

Blending proteins with other biodegradable polymers could be an alternative pathway to modify the functional

properties of films. Chitosan (poly 13-(1, 4)N-acetyl-D-glucosamine) is a biodegradable non-toxic biopolymer

produced industrially by chemical deacetylation of chitin, the major component of crab and shrimp shells,

although it also can be obtained directly from the cell walls of some plant-pathogenic fungi (5). Chitosan is

soluble in aqueous acidic solutions becoming a cationic polyelectrolyte having antimicrobial properties, and

possesses excellent film-forming properties which make it a potential candidate for food packaging applications.

The purpose of this study is to blend gliadins with chitosan acetate in varying ratios, and to explore their effect in

some physical characteristics such as transparency, color, loss of weight in water, water uptake and thickness

swelling ratio.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reagents

Crude gluten from wheat (80% protein, 7 % fat and 8.1% moisture content on a dry basis), high molecular

weight chitosan, glycerol, ethanol and acetic acid, all laboratory grade, were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (Spain).

Preparation of blend solutions and films

Gliadins were extracted from wheat gluten in 70% ethanol solution as describe elsewhere (I). Chitosan was

dissolved in 0.5% (w/w) aqueous acetic acid at a concentration of 1.5% (w/w). The solution was filtered with

cheesecloth under vacuum to remove residues of insoluble particles. Gliadins and chitosan solution were mixed

in different ratios (4: I, 4:2, 4:3, 4:4 wt"10 gliadin:chitosan) with a homogenizer (Ultra Turrax T 25 basic, Ika,

Germany) at 15,000 rpm for 3 min. Glycerol was then added as plasticizer to the film-forming solution at 25%

(giIOO g blend). The mixed blend solutions were left overnight at room temperature to ensure that trapped air

bubbles were removed. Gliadinlchitosan solution was poured onto a horizontal flat polystyrene tray and dried at

30 DCfor 2 days. Films were also obtained from pure gliadin and chitosan acetate plasticized with glycerol. Dry

films were peeled from the casting surface and preconditioned in a chamber at 23 ± 2 DCand 50 ± 5 % relative

humidity for at least 72 hours prior to testing.

Characterization of films

Color and optical transmittance. Film color was determined with a hand-held Minolta ® Chroma Meter

CR300 (Minolta Camera Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan) set to 065 iIIuminant 1100 observer. Film specimens were

placed on the surface of a white standard plate and the CIELAB color space was used to determine the

parameters: L* (0 black to 100 white), a* (- greenness to + redness; b*(-blueness to + yellowness). Color can

also be expressed using polar coordinates L* C* H* where L* is the same as previously, C* is chroma or

saturation index and H* is hue. The optical transmittance spectra of the films was recorded by a Perkin Elmer

UV-VIS spectrometer Lambda 16 scanning in the wavelength range of 400--800 nm. The average transmittance

was calculated by taking the average value of the transmittance over 400--800 nm range of each film. Five

measurements were taken of each sample and three samples of each film were measured.

Loss of weight, water uptake and thickness swelling ratio. Film specimens (3x3 cm2
) were dried in a

desiccator containing dry calcium sulfate for two weeks. Dry film samples of about 500 mg were immersed in

beakers containing 50 ml of distilled water at 23 DCduring 24 hours. Films were removed from the water, wiped

off with a paper towel, immediately weighed and the length of a side was measured. Samples were replaced in

the desiccator until they reached a constant weight in order to obtain the final dry weight. The percentage of

weight loss of the films in water (% WL) was calculated using the following equation:

% Weight loss = [(Initial dry weight - Final dry weight) I Initial dry weight] x 100

water uptake and swelling ratio were obtained according with equations 2 and 3, respectively:

% Mass swelling = [(Swollen weight - final dry weight)1 final dry weight] x 100

% swelling thickness = [(swollen thickness - original thickness) I original thickness] x 100
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Composite films were prepared by the casting method mixing gliadin with chitosan acetate at different ratio and

employing glycerol as plasticizer. All the blended films were homogeneous to the naked eye (no visible phase

separation), and presented smooth surfaces. Thickness of all polymeric films fell between 55 and 65 11m. Table I

shows L*, a*, b* hue and chroma color coordinates, for gliadin and chitosan films and composites. As can be

observed the lightness of the composites gave similar values to those observed for gliadin and chitosan films.

Chitosan films presented a more yellow color compared to gliadin films as indicated by the greater values of the

b* coordinate, while the blends studied had intermediate b* values between those of chitosan and gliadins,

increasing with the content of chitosan in the blend. Blended films acquired a more vivid color than gliadins as

indicated by higher values of chroma and were fairly constant between blend ratios. The hue coordinate also

increased in the blends as compared with gliadins. Figure I shows the transmission spectra and average

transmittance of films in the visible region (400-800 nm). Chitosan acetate and gliadins presented good optical

transparency with an average transmittance up to 70 and 90% respectively. Average transparency of gliadin

films decreased as the content of chitosan in the blend increased. Average transparency reduction was found to

be 25% for the blend 4: I and 53% for the 4:4 blend with respect to gliadin film. Loss of film transparency could

be explained by light scattered and reflected in the interface between the two materials. It should be noted that

the greatest values of optical transmittance were obtained at 800 nm for all the blends.

Table 1. Color coordinates of blend gliadin-cbitosan films.

Film L* a* b* C* H*
Gliadin 95.9± 0.2 0.26 ± 0.01 3.6 ± 0.1 3.6±0.1 88.5 ± 0.01
Gli:CsAc 4: 1 95.8 ± 0.1 -0.69 ± 0.04 6.9 ± 0.1 7.0 ± 0.1 91.5 ± 0.01
Gli:CsAc 4:2 95.6 ± 0.2 -0.47 ± 0.01 7.0 ± 0.1 7.0 ± 0.1 91.5 ± 0.01
Gli:Cs 4:3- 95.8 ± 0.2 -0.63 ± 0.02 7.0 ± 0.2 7.0±0.2 91.5 ± 0.01
Gli:Cs 4:4 95.8 ± 0.1 -0.75 ± 0.06 7.5 ± 0.4 7.5 ±0.2 91.5 ± 0.01
Chitosan 95.6 ± 0.2 -0.10±0.05 9.1 ± 0.3 9.2 ± 0.3 91.6 ± 0.01

I Gliadin AT = 72 :t 4%
Chitosan acetate AT = BB :t 3 %
4:1 Gli:CsAcAT = 54:t 3 %
4:2Gli:CsAcAT=41:t 1 %

• 4:3 Gli:CsAc AT = 38:t 1%
• 4:4 Gli:CsAc AT = 34:t 2 %

500 600 700 BOO

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 1. Transmission spectra and average transmittance (AT) of blend gliadin-chitosao acetate films.
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Percentage of loss of weight in water, water uptake and thickness swelling of chitosan acetate films and

composite films at 23°C and pH 7 are reported in Table 2. These parameters could not be measured for gliadin

films since they disintegrate in water. When gliadins were blended with chitosan acetate employing glycerol as

plasticizer, the resulting films did not losetheir integrity after immersion in water. The loss of weight of the

films was similar for all the blends, having values around 26% and slightly lower than that for chitosan acetate

films. Since water promotes the leaching of the plasticizer glycerol, a large percentage of the weight loss

corresponded with the percentage of glycerol incorporated in the film composition (20g glycerol/IOOg dry

matter). The loss of weight of chitosan acetate films was slightly greater than that for blended films. Contrary to

what is observed, a greater loss of weight of blended films could have been expected since chitosan acetate is

water soluble. This behaviour can be explained by a loss of acetic acid during the storage of the films which

could be promoted by the incorporation of glycerol in the films since previous studies have shown that gliadin-

chitosan acetate blends and chitosan acetate films without glycerol dissolve in water. Water uptake and

thickness swelling of films are shown in Table 2. The water absorption capacity of a polymer matrix gives an

indication of its hydrophilicity. Since chitosan is more hydrophilic than gliadins, water uptake increased with

the content of chitosan incorporated into the films. As reported above, no values for these parameters could be

obtained for gliadins. Consequently, blends could not be compared with pure gliadin films. Experimental data

found in the bibliography report water gain for gluten films of 50%, and the gliadin:chitosan 4: I blends

presented values not far from that. Thickness swelling gives information about the dimensional stability of the

films. The results are shown in Table 2. Films swelling increased with the concentration of chitosan acetate in

the film. This parameter correlates quite well with water uptake (linear coefficient regression r = 0.9614).

Table 2. Loss of weight in water, water uptake and thickness swelling of the films at 23°C.

Film Weight Loss (%) Water uptake (%) Thickness Swelling (%)
Gliadin
Gli:Cs4:1 26.3 ± 2.1 73 ± 15 33.6 ± 9.5
Gli:Cs4:2 27.6 ± 2.4 118 ± 7 69.4 ± 8.6
Gli:Cs4:3 26.5 ± 0.9 141 ± 6 81.9 ± 2.5
Gli:Cs4:4 26.7 ± 2.5 152± I 95.8 ± 6.4
Chitosan 33.3 ± 1.6 275 ± 10 144.5 ± 7.3
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CONCLUSIONS

Perliminary studies are shown on the fabrication of gliadin and chitosan acetate blended films. The films

developed are visually homogeneous and water resistant. Incorporation of 25% chitosan acetate (grams chitosan

acetate/IOOg gliadins) is enough for gliadin films not to disintegrate in water, whilst not excessively decreasing

their transparency. Water uptake and thickness swelling of the blend increased slightly. Furtherwork is

underway in order to study the interactions between gliadins and chitosan acetate in more detail.
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New Food Packaging through Form Shrink Technology

Mikio Tanaka, Seiichi Ibe, Tsuyoshi Ayaki, Kazuhiko Hirose and Takashi Uchiyama

ABSTRACT

Form Shrink technology is a combination of automatic thermoforming and tight jitting with a high barrier

shrink jilm for food packaging. This new technology provides some advantages over conventional shrink bags or

deep-draw thermo-forming packages, the advantages are as follows: 1) Better presentation with no wrinkles, no

excess jilms at sealing ends by its excellent shrink property, 2) Labor cost saving by better productivity, 3) Less

material consumption owing to a uniform deformation of the shrink jilm during thermoforming and an enough

strength of corner thickness. Form Shrink system has already been applied for fresh meats, processed meats

and cheese, the system is reputed to bring significant benefits to the processors.

INTRODUCTION

Shrink pack of foods, meat products in particular is very popular because the skin-tightness provides excellent

appearance and preventing juice separation from the food like fresh meat. On the other hand, deep-draw

packaging is also popular in food packaging. It brings more wrinkles and lower fitness to food than shrink pack,

but its automatic thermoforming and packaging (with easy loading) has big advantage of productivity over

shrink bag packaging. The concept of Form Shrink technology is incorporation of shrink pack into deep-draw

pack technology. It is a new generation of shrink package with versatility. In this report we introduce the

features of Form Shrink technology and applications in food packaging.

FEATURES OF

FORM SHRINK TECHNOLOGY

l)PROCESS

Bottom webs are thermoformed into deep trays in-line

from a base flat film that has shrink-ability. Food is placed

in the thermoformed tray and upper webs are heat-sealed

under vacuum or modified atmosphere condition to form a

lid. Then the pack is heated for a second longer to make

bottom and upper webs shrunk and fit to the food.

Comparison between conventional packages and Form

Shrink package are shown in Fig.l.

Fig.l Conventional packages and Form Shrink package
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Form Shrink packaging is much more economical than shrink bag packaging because Form Shrink system

can produce a higher output, save the packaging material by using very thin shrinkable films and save labor

costs by automation process

2) THERMO FORMABLE SHRINK FILMS: KREHALON FS SERIES

Krehalon FS series were developed for Form Shrink packaging. The film structure is PET/PAIEVOWPO, and

the properties are shown in Table 1. The Krehalon FS 50 series are designed for upper web and occasionally for

bottom web in case of shallow-draw forming, and FS 90 series are designed for bottom web with deep forming

depth. They are epoch-making ''thermoform-able shrink films" with excellent properties as mentioned below:

- Good shrink properties provide excellent appearance (no wrinkles, no excess films at sealing ends) of the

products as if they had no plastic film skin. Owing to the shrink properties, it can flexibly pack different shape

of products with single mould size in a thermoforming machine.

-Uniform deformation during thermoforming brings a final package with

relatively even film thickness. It makes thickness control at comers

easier and gives enough film strength to avoid puncture (Fig.2).

- The film has extreme strength against puncture even thinner gauge,

it contributes to reduce industrial waste.

-Superior transparency and gloss provide excellent clarity and Fig.2 Corner of Form Shrink package
see-through presentation to products.

-Excellent seal-ability with wide process window and good seal strength provides seal reliability during

production and distribution of products.

Table I. Film propertics of FS 50 series and FS 90 series
FS 50-M FS90-M

Item Condition Unit
No.2, 3, 4, 5, 7,9 No.4, 5, 7, 9, 13

Thicness (approx.) microns 25,30,40,50,70,90 40, 50, 70, 90, 130

Tensile strength Uf 23°C,50%RH kglmm2 12110 10 III

Ultimate elongation Lff 23°C,50%RH % 170/140 200/150

Secant modulus LIT 23°C,50%RH kglmm2 65/60 40/45

Haze % 2-8 6 - 10

Gloss Lff % 140/130 1301120

Shrink-ability Lff at 90°C % 35/40 25/30

Water vapor transmission 40°C,90%RH glm2'day 15 - 30 10 -20

Oxygen transmission 23°C,80%RH mllm2. day' atm 15 - 35 10 - 15

Carbondioxide transmission 23°C,80%RII mllm2. day' atrn 90 - 175 70 - 100

APPLICATIONS

l)VACUUM PACKAGING

Vacuum packaging is the most popular application among Form Shrink packages. The advantages of Form

Shrink pack over conventional shrink bag pack and deep-draw pack are described above. Vacuum pack samples

produced by Form Shrink system are shown in Fig.3 (No.1-No.5).

2)MAP

Modified atmosphere packaging (MAP) is also possible by Form Shrink packaging system. MAP is applied to

perishables like poultry, fish or other products with cavities, which may collapse and cause deformation of the

package under vacuum condition. We are successfully developed consumer pack for whole chicken using

mixture of O2 and CO2 gas. A MAP sample of whole chicken by Form Shrink system is shown in Fig.3 (No.6).
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Fig.3 Samples of Form Shrink package

1. Fresh beef portion-A, 2. Gouda cheese, 3. Fresh beef portion-B

4. Liver sausage, 5. Pizza, 6. Whole chicken (MAP)
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Development and packaging of sugar coated orchids

Sineenart Chariyachotilert, Supanee Kumcharoean,and Pavinee Chuntan

ABSTRACT

Sugar coated orchids (Dendrobium) were developed to make use the over-supply of fresh orchids during the
rainy season in Thailand They were edible and could be utilized as souvenirs and garnish in foods. The
products with equilibrated moisture content of 2.9% were packaged in four-side-sealed inner pouches made of 4
different materials, namely 25 Jl CPP, 60 Jl PE, 80 Jl LLDPE and 120 Jl OPPIPEILLDPE and storedfor a month
at 5° and 2rc. Quality inspection was done every 2 days for color and moisture changes. A slight color change
of orchids stored at 5° C was observed The high temperature storage significantly damaged the color of
packaged orchids in every pouch. The decrease of a* but increase in b* values confirmed the loss of purple hue.
The moisture content and aw values of orchids in the OPPIPEILLDPE pouch from both storage conditions
showed the lowest values at about 3% and 0.57 respectively. Outer packages were folding cartons made of
duplex paperboard with 317 glm2 in basis weight. The shell and slide style carton was square in shape with
compression strength of 1,273.2 Nlm2. The pouches were placed as two tiers of2x2 per carton.
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INTRODUCTION
Food dehydration refers to the nearly complete removal of water from foods under controlled

conditions to the final moisture of about 1-5%. The maximum rate of deterioration of dried fruits was observed
at a moisture content of 5-8%, and deterioration at 24°C was twice as fast as at OOC(Van Arsdel and Copley,
1964). Water activity (Clw) of foods affects the growth of microorganisms. Most bacteria require a water activity
of 0.90-1.00, while yeasts and molds require lower values. Molds will grow well at Clw of about 0.80. At Clw below
0.65 mold growth is completely inhibited (Potter and Hotchkiss, 1995). Anthocyanin pigments are a group of
plant chemicals imparting the purple, blue, and red colors to flowers, fruits and vegetables. Browning reactions
are common during food dehydration and may be caused by oxidation of polyphenols in foods (Potter and
Hotchkiss, 1995).

Crystallized flowers such as violets or rose petals were produced by coating flowers in a solution of
gum arabic before dusting with icing sugar and dried. The preserved products were sweetly edible flowers used
for cake decoration (Arthey and Ashurst, 1996). Budgen (1988) demonstrated the process of making sugared
flowers from violets, sweet peas and rose petals. Egg white was utilized as base coating material in place of gum
arabic. After sprinkled with sugar, flowers were dried in an airy place or in an oven at 150°C for 10 minutes. The
products were utilized as garnish on cakes, desserts and homemade chocolate.

Flowers have been used as constituents in some traditional Thai foods such as soup and sour curry.
Kitkarune (2002) suggested that orchid flowers were edible and sources of dietary fibers since their petals were
thick. Some cooking recipes for orchid flowers were also provided. Thailand is reputed in orchid growing and
has exported orchid bunches as ornamental flowers. Dendrobium is a variety of orchid flowers mostly available
in Thailand. The abundance of orchid flowers during a rainy season, i.e. from June to October reduces their
prices. The purposes of this study were to develop the manufacturing process and the packaging for edible sugar
coated orchids from Dendrobium. This new product was aimed to utilize the over -supply of fresh orchids so that
the orchid price was sustained. Moreover, the marketing for orchid flowers could be extended and increased in
value if they could be further developed as export products.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Individual orchids were cleaned in tap water, soaked for 5minutes in 1% NaHCOJ solution to firm the

flower flesh and cleaned again in water. After leaving to dry at ambient condition, they were thoroughly brushed
with egg white solution. Refined sugar of 40 mesh crystal size was sprinkled onto the petals. They were heated
in an oven at 100°C for 5 minutes. While equilibrated at room temperature dried orchids were tested for moisture
content according to AOAC 925.45 B, water activity using the Testo 650 water activity tester and color change
using the Minolta 3500d Chroma meter. When reaching 3% moisture content, sugar coated orchids were
individually packaged in flexible pouches made of 60~ PE, 25~ CPP, 80~ LLDPE, and 120~ OPP/PE/LLDPE,
and stored for 4 weeks at SOand 27°C. The water vapor transmission rate (WVTR) of pouch materials according
to ASTM E96 -80 and oxygen transmission rate using the Illinois 8500 OTR tester were performed. The



packaged products were tested in duplicate for moisture content, water activity and color changes every two days
for 4 weeks. Unit packages for sales were designed in six forms of folding cartons and tested for compression
strength with the Micro 350 Testometric Universal Testing Machine. The label graphic design was also
developed. The results were statistically analyzed with Duncan multiple range test. The consumer tests were
done to evaluate both the developed products and packages.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
There were many varieties of Dendrobium grown in Thailand. The one chosen for this study was dark

pinkish purple in color which was the major quality factor required to maintain. Sugar crystal of 40 mesh was
found to be the suitable size for coating on orchids. If it was finer than this, e.g. 60 mesh, the appearance of the
coated products turned dull from sugar dust covering. On the contrary, too big the crystal could not cover the
flower thoroughly. The oven heating of orchids after sugar sprinkle was done at 100°C for 5 minutes instead of
150°C for 10 minutes as stated by Budgen (l988) for violets or sweet peas. Orchids showed severe shriveling
and looked dull after passing through heating experiments at 150°C for 10 minutes. During dehydration, dry
fruits were usually held at ambient temperature for a few days to allow for equilibration of moisture among
individual pieces (Van Arsdel and Copley, 1964). This practice was also done for a week to dry sugar coated
orchids to get uniformity in product properties as shown in table I. Inner pouches of 7x7 cm in dimensions were
made from 4 different materials (table2) to package one coated orchid per pouch and stored at 5° and 27°C for a
month.

The moisture content and Clw of coated orchids during storage increased gradually in both conditions
(Figure 1 and 2). No significant differences were observed between values from varying storage temperature or
packaging materials. This was the result from choosing materials with barrier properties. All polymers used for
pouch making allowed very low moisture transmission. After storage, the moisture content and Clw of coated
orchids in OPP/PE/LLDPE pouches showed the lowest values at 3.00% and 0.57, followed by those in CPP,
LLDPE and PE pouches respectively. The increase of Clw for all stored orchids which started from 0.52 to 0.70
made them less sensitive to microorganism deterioration (Potter and Hotchkiss, 1995).. Mold growth was
expected in PE and LLDPE pouches in a longer storage due to the great increase of Clw.
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Figure 2 Water activity of sugar coated orchids

During storage, the flowers turned pale and light purple in color. Figure 3-5 were the color
measurement of stored orchids. The color change was significantly different (p < O. 05) and may be caused by
the oxidation of pigments (Potter and Hotchkiss, 1995). The decrease of L* values showing the loss of
whiteness was low in CPP and OPP/PE/LLDPE pouches which were oxygen barriers. The decreases of red color
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(a*) and blue color (-b*) followed the same trend. On the contrary, stored orchids in PE and LLDPE pouches
showed severe color change since their OTR values were high. The effect of temperature on stored food qualities
was revealed on the color attributes of coated orchids. The color change at 5°C was less than at 27°C condition.
The result conformed with the faster spoilage of dried fruits at 25°C than at OoC(Van Arsdel and Copley, 1964).
Therefore the OPP/PE/LLDPE pouches should be utilized for packaging of sugar coated orchids up to a month
to keep both moisture content and color change during storage minimum.

Table I. Properties of sugar coated orchids equilibrated at ambient condition

Property of coated orchids After manufacture After 7 days equilibration
% Moisture content 28.51 2.90

Water activity 0.83 0.52
L* 65.36 62.36
a* 13.36 12.30
b* -7.15 -6.23

Percent Brix 7 7

Table2. Properties of plastic materials for making inner pouches

~
!
!

Plastic materials WVTR(g flmlmL -hr) OTR(cc flmlm2/day) Thickness(flm)
PE 240.60 189,120 60

LLDPE 229.60 212,800 80
CPP 116.25 92,050 25

OPP/PE/LLDPE 81.60 79,680 120
!

I"

A random consumer survey at Kasetsart University in Bangkok for a retail package design showed that
consumers preferred paperboard folding cartons (72%) to plastic trays (12%), metal box (12%) and plastic
cylinder (4%); and would like to get 8 pieces of product in one purchase. The survey also revealed the good
consumer acceptance of this product from the standpoints of creativity and beauty. The suggestion to use coated
orchids as edible garnish on cakes, desserts, and beverages was highly appreciated. Six styles of folding cartons
were designed (Table 3). The shell and tube style with the highest compression strength of 1,273.2 N was chosen
to provide the crush and breakage resistance to brittle coated orchids. Labels of inner pouches and outer cartons
were designed using the hue of pink and purple referring to Dendrobium colors. The picture of a glittering sugar
coated orchid enhanced the aesthetic and valuable appearance of the label.

Color of coated orchids
left: at 27 C; right: at 5 C

2 3 4 1

SlDrage (weeks)

2 3 4

Figure 3 L* values of sugar coated orchids
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Table 3 Paperboard cartons for filling 8 individually packed pouches of orchids

Carton forms Carton dimensions (mm) Compression strength of carton (N)

Rectangular carton with square IOOx310x40 373.2
window on top panel

Square carton with shaped 140x200x40 844.2
window on top panel

Square carton with square 140x200x40 899.3
window on top panel

Square carton with windows on 100xlOOx75 567.2
side panels

Rectangular carton without 170x170x40 1273.2
window in shell and slide form

Rectangular carton without 140x140x40 978.2
window in tray form
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CONCLUSION
The process for making sugar coated orchids with 2.9% moisture content was developed. Retail

packages were paperboard carton in the style of shell and slide capable of holding 8 individually packed orchids
in OPP/PE?LLDPE pouches. No significant differences in moisture content and Clw of products were observed
during storage at 27°C and SoC for a month. However, the retention of product color was better at SoC.
Therefore, sugar coated orchids stored at SoC would remain in good quality for I month.
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Determination of the aromatic profile of different kind of natural and
synthetic "corks"

Juan Cacho, Laura Cullen:! and Vicente Ferreira

ABSTRACT

The sensory properties and the aromatic composition of macerates (in wine-like medium) from different
types of cork (5 synthetics, 2 composites and I natural) have been determined After the sensory description of
the macerates, these were extracted using a customary head space technique to obtain extracts, which were
analyzed by semiquantitative Gas Chromatography-Olfactometry (GC-O). With the help of this technique the
active odorants present in the macerates were determined and classified attending to their potential importance.

From the sensory point of view, the 8 samples can be grouped into 4 categories showing very distinctive
sensory properties. The first group is formed by non-synthetic corks, described with the terms "sweet ",
"toasted", "sweet wood" and "flowery-muscat". Remarkably, all these sensory terms are normally used in wine
tasting. The second category includes one of the synthetic sample, smelling of rubber, the third includes two
synthetic samples, smelling of alcohol and harsh, pungent, and the forth category groups the other samples,
smelling like cork/mushroom. The results ofGC-O are much in accordance to the sensory study.

INTRODUCTION

Must taint, traditionally known as cork taint, is one of the most unpleasant organoleptic defects in wine
and one of the biggest problems in the production of wine and cork stoppers today. The chloroanisoles,
especially 2,4,6-trichloroanisole (TCA), are the main responsible compounds for this defect. Buser et al. (1) were
the first to detect this molecule in wines characterized by this taint. Other volatile organic compounds such as 1-
octen-3-ol, l-octen-3-one (mushroom aroma), guaiacol (smoky, phenolic aroma), geosmin, (compound identified
by Darriet et al. (2) as responsible of earthy aroma), 2-methylisobomeol (earthy aroma), 2-methoxy-3,5-
dimethylpyrazine (musty aroma) (3) and, more recently 2,4,6-tribromoanisole (4) have also been reported as
being responsible for cork taint (5). This organoleptic defect is usually associated with a musty, mouldy aroma
and taste (6).

The main objetive of this work, is therefore, to study the aroma of different corks (synthetic, composites
and natural cork) by quantitative Gas Chromatography-Olfactometry (GC-O) and sensorial analysis. Thus, the
main goal of this paper is to give, for the first time, an olfatometric profile of the volatile compounds found in
corks. A second goal is to carry out a comparative study of the aromatic profiles of different kind of corks.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Samples of corks: Eight samples of cork have been choosen for this study: 5 of them are synthetic corks,
2 are composite corks obtained through different purification processes and the last sample corresponds to a
natural cork.

Sensory analysis: The sensory panel was composed of 8 women, 20 to 50 years of age, all of them
belonging to the laboratory staff and having a long experience in sensory analysis. Two specific sessions were
carried out before the panel had evaluated the macerates. Nine terms that were selected for further descriptive
analysis were: synthetic, alcoholic/stabbing, sweet/matured fruit, toasted, sweet wood, spicy, phenolic,
corkihumidityimushroom and flowery/muscat. The data processed was a mixture of intensity and frequency of
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detection (what we labelled as - "modified frequency"- MF), which was calculated with the formula proposed by
Dravnieks (7).

Gas chromatography-olfactometry (GC-O)
Preparation of extracts: The volatiles of the macerates were collected using a purge-and-trap system

following the headspace strategy proposed by Campo et al. (8). The panellists were asked to rate the intensity of
the eluted odor using 4-point category scale (0= not detected; 1=weak, hardly recognizable odor; 2= clear but no
intense odor, 3= intense odor), allowing half values. The quantitative ability of this technique has already been
proven (9).

Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS)
Preparation of extracts: Standard polypropylene SPE tubes (1 mL) were packed with 50 mg of

LiChrolut EN resins (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) to form a compact bed. The beds were washed with 2 mL of
dichloromethane, 2 mL of methanol and 2 mL of water/ethanol mixture (12% v/v). After this, 15 mL of macerate
was passed through the SPE cartridge at 2 mLimin. The SPE cartridge was then washed with 5 mL of a 40%
methanol (v/v) aqueous solution containing 1% NaHC03• Analytes were recovered by elution with 600 ilL of
dichloromethane.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sensory analysis

The aroma of eight different macerates was described by the sensory panel using 9 different aroma
descriptors. Results of the sensory analysis are shown in Table 1. As can be seen in this table, two main
categories can be distinguished: synthetic and non synthetic corks. The profile obtained in the case of synthetic
corks has been less aromatic than the profile corresponding to non synthetic corks.

The first category formed by synthetic corks is characterized by high scores (%MF 50 - 80%) in the
following aromatic descriptors: "synthetic/rubber", "cork/mushroom" and "alcoholic/pungent". Two of these
descriptors ("synthetic/rubber" and "cork/mushroom") are considered as negative nuances while the
"alcoholic/pungent" is not necessarily be a undesiderable note.

The second category, formed by composites and natural corks, presents a far more complex aromatic
profile. Four aroma terms have been scored with intensities equivalent to %MF higher than 30: "sweet/matured
fruit", "toasted", "sweet wood" and "flowary/muscat". All these sensorial descriptors are usually employed in
tasting wine, being responsible to positive aroma. The aromatic profiles of these group of samples are very
similar, although some little differences can be found: the sensory scores of one of the composite samples (C 1)
are in most cases smallest. Therefore, it can be concluded that the macerate corresponding to this sample cork
(Cl) is the most neutral of this group.

Table 1. Sensory evaluation of all the macerates (Modified frecuency percentage (MF%)

Synthetic corks Composites Natural cork

SI S2 S3 S4 S5 Cl C2 NC
* Synthetic / rubber 50 7 10 9 7 0 0 0
Alcoholic / pungent 59 71 78 52 59 32 31 31

* Sweet / matured fruit 7 13 7 5 13 59 61 68

* Toasted 22 0 7 14 7 47 66 59

* Sweet wood 29 22 18 14 7 55 64 66
Spicy 0 7 16 14 16 5 7 5

Phenolic 7 5 10 10 9 0 0 0

* Cork /mushroom 23 5 20 68 74 13 25 25
* F10wary / muscat 41 41 38 29 32 79 85 88

* Odorants in which olfatometric intensities differ significantly (95%) - X2 test -
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Gas chromatography-olfactometry (GC-O)

The GC-O experiment was carried out on extracts obtained in a dynamic headspace system. This strategy
allows to made it possible to obtain simpler and cleaner olfactograms than those obtained in previous studies, in
which extracts were obtained by Solid Phase Extraction (10,11). In the present case, the recorded GC-O signal
has been evaluated in terms of frequency of detection of an odorant. For greater simplicity, odorants not reaching
a maximum GC-O score of 30 % in any of the macerates were not considered. After this operation, the number
of odorants was reduced to 24 as shown in Table 2. The following conclusions have been extracted from the
results of this study:

1) The olfatometric profiles of synthetic corks are extremely simple, with only one or two relevant
odorants and another 4 or 5 secondary odorants. On the other hand, non synthetic samples are characterized by a
far more complex aromatic profile. More than 14 odorants with MF% values higher than 30 have been found in
these samples.

2) The olfatometric profiles of non synthetic corks are dominated by odorants usually present in a healthy
wine. These aromatic compounds can be classified according to their biochemical origin:

a) Compounds related to aminoacid synthesis (ethyl isobutyrate, ethyI2-methylbutyrate, ethyl isovalerate,
isobutanol and 2-methylbutyl acetate).

b) Compounds formed during the synthesis of fatty acids (ethyl butyrate and butyl acetate).
c) Phenolic compounds such as guaiacol, cresol, vanillin, methyl vanillate and ethyl vanillate.
d) Terpenes such as a-terpineol, Iinalool and borneol.
e) Compounds related to fatty acid degradation (l-octen-3-one, octanal and maybe diacetyl).

The less aromatic non synthetic sample is the composite that has been purified by process I (C1). Its aromatic
profile is characterized by only 5 odorants with intensity scores corresponding to %MF higher than 30 (ethyl
isobutyrate, butyl acetate, ethyl isovalerate, vanillin and ethyl vanillate). Moreover, this sample is free
fromterpenes and some cork taint odorants such as guaiacol and 1-octen-3-one. On the other hand, the composite
sample purified by process II (C2) differs from the other ones by presenting high amounts of diacetyl and octanaL
This suggest that these odorants can be formed during this process by fatty acids degradation. Therefore, it can
be concluded that this second purificated process decrease the content of terpenes and guaiacol compared to the
natural cork.

3) On the other hand, the most important odorants found in synthetic corks are not present in a healthy
wine. These molecules are responsible for negative aromas.
Profile of S 1 is rich in rubber due to the presence of two powerful odorants: m-cresol and an unknown
compound (RI 1886-1894) characterized by ''rancid, synthetic, rubber" nuances. Profiles of S2 and S3 are rich in
alcohollharsh notes. This nuance can be caused by the presence of an unknown compound (RI 2506-2514)
described with the "dry grass" aromatic term. Finally, profiles S4 and S5 are richest in cork/mushroom nuances
due to a powerful odorant found by GC-O analysis. This compound (RI 1223) with a potent mushroom aroma
could not be identified.
It can be concluded that all these nuances are caused by trace amounts of extremely powerful odorants non-

natural to wine (leaving aside m-cresol). These odorants could be easily detected in the GC-O systems, but not in
the GC-MS instruments.
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4) None of the corks studied have presented relevant cork taint compounds such as TCA and TBA.

Table 2. Odorants found in the six macerates studied: Gas chromatographic retention data, olfactory description,
chemical identity and modified frecuency percentage (MF (%».

I,

RI Descriptor Identity SI S3 S5 Cl C2 NC

955 Fruity, strawberry * Ethyl isobutyrate [2] 22 0 55 39 85 85
984 Alcoholic Propyl acetate [2] 39 22 27 25 12 25
1000 Buttery, cream Diacetyl [2] 0 0 0 0 57 0
1056 Fruity Ethyl butyrate [2] 0 0 31 0 25 31
1069 Fruity, green apple Ethyl 2-methylbutyrate [2] 0 0 22 0 39 33
1100 Grass Butyl acetate [2] 0 0 0 33 41 0
1109 Flowery, anise Isobutanol [2] 0 0 0 0 43 0
1150 Fruity, anise 3-Methylbutyl acetate [2] 17 0 0 24 22 31
1181 Fruity, anise Ethyl isovalerate [2] 0 0 0 31 0 0

1223 Mushroom * NI [3] 0 0 97 0 0 0

1237 Fruity, anise * NI [3] 0 0 67 0 0 0

1318 Lemon * Octanal [2] 0 10 0 10 76 10
1323 Mushroom I-Octen-3-ona [2] 22 26 26 10 38 35
1565 Flowery / muscat Linalool [I] 0 0 0 0 22 33
1741 Anise a-Terpineol [I] 0 0 0 22 31 61

1748 Camphor, anise * Borneol [I] 0 0 0 0 0 42
1758 Synthetic, rubber NI [3] 43 0 0 0 0 0

1890 Phenolic, spicy * Guaiacol (1] 0 0 0 0 47 70
2123 Bitumen, leather m-Cresol [2] 57 22 0 0 29 0
2510 Dry herb, strong NI [3] 0 42 0 0 0 0
2630 Vanillin Vanillin [I] 0 0 0 44 46 37
2649 Vanillin Methyl vanillate [I] 0 0 0 0 33 38
2666 Flowery, vanillin Ethyl vanillate [I] 0 0 0 31 0 34

Abbreviations: S I, S3 and S5 are different synthetic corks; C I and C2 are two different composite and NC
correspond to a natural cork
• Odorants in which olfatometric intensities differ significantly (95%) -X2 test.
[I] Identification based on coincidence of gas chromatographic retention and mass spectrometric data with those
of the pure compound available in the lab.
[2] Identification based on coincidence of chromatographic retention data and on the similarity of odors. The
compound did not produce any clear signal in the mass spectroometer because of its low concentration.
[3] NI, not identified compounds

CONCLUSIONS
It has been demonstrated that all kinds of "corks" studied (natural, composite and synthetic), are able to

release into a wine-like medium the necessary amount of aroma compounds to impart characteristic nuances to
this medium. The aroma profiles (sensory and olfatometric) of synthetic corks are extremely simple, and three
different types can be found. Profile of S I is rich in rubber, profiles of S2 and S3 are rich in alcohollharsh notes,
and profiles of S4 and S5 are richest in cork/mushroom nuances. These nuances are caused by trace amounts of
extremely powerful odorants that are non-natural to wine (leaving aside m-cresoI). These odorants could be
easily detected in the GC-O systems, but not in the GC-MS instruments.

On the other hand, the aroma profiles of non-synthetic corks are far more complex, being defined by sensory
descriptors very close to (or even exactly the same) those usually employed in wine tasting; "sweet/fruity",
"toasted", "sweet wood" and "floraVmuscat". The aroma profiles of the three samples (natural, composite 1 and
composite 2) are very similar, with the single difference that the sensory scores of one of the composites (CI) are
in most cases the smallest.
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ABSTRACT

,

There is a long history offood being tainted by packaging, rangingfrom compounds in the primary package
migrating into the food, through taints arising from the inks or secondary packaging such as corrugated cartons,
to pallets and containers. Much of our knowledge about the origin and nature of these taints was based on
research performed in the 1970s and 1980s; since then there have been relatively few reports in the literature.
However, this does not mean that tainting is no longer a problem. On the contrary, taints from, for example,
organohalogens and photoinitiators are still occurring and few companies take the necessary precautions to
avoid such taints. This paper will review recent cases of tainting offoodfrom packaging with particular
emphasis on organohalogens and photo initiators and describe ways in which the food industry can avoid such
taints.

INTRODUCTION & DEFINITIONS

A taint is a taste or odour totally alien to the food and nonnally arising from external sources, in contrast to an
off-flavour or off-odour which is an atypical taste usually associated with internal deteriorative changes to
components in the food [Robertson 2006]. The odour or taste threshold of a taint is defined as the lowest
concentration ofa compound detectable by a certain proportion (usually 50%) ofa given group of people,
although note that not all the reported threshold values for organohalogens have been detennined this way. The
threshold is not an inherent property of the chemical because the threshold for any substance will vary with the
medium in which it is present (i.e. the food or drink) and between different people. The threshold concentration
difference between the most sensitive 5% and the least sensitive 5% of a population is nearly 2000-fold.

ORGANOHALOGENS

The major organohalogens (organic compounds containing chlorine, bromine or iodine) of interest to the food
industry are the halophenols and haloanisoles, the structure of two of the most common being shown below:

2,4,6- Trichlorophenol 2,4,6- Tribromoanisole

(a) Halopbeools

Numerous cases of contamination have been reported in the literature with "disinfectant" or "medicinal"
descriptors. The problem is generally traced back to the presence of halo phenols in very small amounts. These
compounds have low sensory thresholds and can impart taints to foods at concentrations in the ppb (parts per
billion) or ppt (parts per trillion) range.
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(b) Haloanisoles

Chloro- and bromoanisoles are produced by fungal methylation of the parent halophenols under humid and warm
conditions, xerophilic fungi requiring a moisture content of between 12 and 16% and a temperature between 25
and 35°C for germination and growth. They impart "musty" and "mouldy" taints to foods at extremely low
concentrations (see Table I). Haloanisoles are also responsible for the well-known "cork taint" in wine [Sefton &
Simpson 2005] and the "Rio flavour" in coffee [Czery & Grosch 2000].

(c) Sensory Characteristics
Table I

Sensory Cbaracteristics of Selected Organobalogens

Odour threshold Taste threshold

Organohalogen Olfactory flg/L flg/L

Sensation (ppb) (ppb)

2-CP Iodine/medicinal 0.368; 2b 0.1°;0.148

4-CP Iodine/medicinal 208; 60b 398

2,4-DCP Iodine/medicinal O.4b;298 0.3°; 0.98"

2,6-DCP Iodine/medicinal 3.5b 0.00628; 0.2·

2,4,6-TCP Iodine/medicinal 300· 2·; >128

2,4,6-TCA Earthy/musty 9 X 10-48 0.02d; 0.0258

2-BP Phenolic, iodine 0.1b 0.03c

4-BP Phenolic 4b 23c

2,4-DBP Iodoform 0.5b 4c

2,6-DBP Phenolic 0.1b 5 x 10-40

2,4,6-TBP Iodoform 0.1b 0.6c

2,4,6-TBA Earthy/musty 2 x 1O·5d ND

PCP Phenolic 238; 1600· 8"; 30·

Phenol Phenolic 318; 4000· <28; 300e

Key:
2-CP: 2-Chlorophenol; 4-CP: 4-Chlorophenol; 2,4-DCP: 2,4-Dichlorophenol; 2,6-DCP: 2,6-Dichlorophenol;
2,4,6- TCP: 2,4,6- Trichlorophenol; 2,4,6- TCA : 2,4,6- Trichloro anisole; 2-BP: 2-Bromophenol; 4-BP: 4-
Bromophenol; 2,4-DBP: 2,4-Dibromophenol; 2,6-DBP: 2,6-Dibromophenol; 2,4,6- TBP: 2,4,6- Tribromophenol;
2,4,6- TBA: 2,4,6- Tribromoanisole; PCP: pentachlorophenol; ND: not determined.
a. Young, W.F.; Horth, H.; Crane, R.; Ogden, T.; Amott, M. Wat. Res. 1996; 30: 331-340.
b. Hofer, T. Wat. Res. 1998; 32: 3505-12.
c. Whitfield, F.B. Wat. Sci. Tech. 1988; 20: 63-74.
d. Whitfield, F.B.; McBride, R.L.; Nguyen, T.H.L. J. Sci. Food Agric. 1987; 40: 357-365.
e. Dietz, F., Traud, J. Gas-u. Wassfach. Wass. Abwass. 1978; 119: 318-325.
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RECENT AUSTRALIAN EXPERIENCES

(a) Case Study 1- HDPE Resin and Milk

HOPE (high density polyethylene resin) was imported into Australia in 2005 in a shipping container as a bulk
load inside a LOPE liner supported by fibreboard walls and floor. The resin spent approximately 6 weeks inside
the container until it was unloaded and blow moulded into bottles which were then filled with milk. Consumer
complaints resulted in a product recall and subsequent analysis of the resin and the affected milk revealed the
presence of the organohalogens shown in Table II.

Table II

Concentrations ofOrganohalogens in HDPE Resin and Milk·

Odour Taste
Thresholds Resin Milk

Organohalogen ~g1L (ppb) ~g1L (ppb) ~g1L (ppb)

2-Chlorophenol 0.4 0.1 0.4 0.9 -3.36

4-Chlorophenol 20 39 nld nld - 1.88b

2,4-0ichlorophenol 0.4 0.3 2.1 1.14 - 12.59

2,6-0ichlorophenol 3.5 0.0062 9.6 nld-29.16

2,4,6- Trichlorophenol 300 2 3.0 nld - 0.42b

2-Bromophenol 0.1 0.03 0.7 0.28 -1.07

4-Bromophenol 4 23 3.0 nld-O.Olb

2,4-0ibromophenol 0.5 4 1.3 nld

2,6-0ibromophenol 0.1 0.0005 0.7 nld

2,4,6- Tribromophenol 0.1 0.6 33.9 1.09 - 272

• 12 different samples which gave rise to consumer complaints
b Below odour and taste threshold concentrations in water

With the exception of 4-Bromophenol and 2,4-0ibromophenol, all the halophenols detected in the contaminated
HOPE resin exceeded their taste thresholds in water; six also exceeded their odour thresholds. No anisoles were
detected, indicating that the container floor was probably quite dry. Although samples from the container floor
were analysed, the results have not been released by the importer of the resin who commissioned the analysis. To
avoid repeat incidents, rigorous container inspection procedures prior to loading have been introduced by the
resin supplier and a foil laminate sheet is used to cover the container floor. In addition, sensory testing methods
of in-coming resin prior to unloading into silos at the blow moulding site have been upgraded.

(b) Case Study II - Canned Beer

Consumer feedback incidents in 2005 cited a musty aroma in a single brand of freshly canned beer and
subsequent analysis identified TBA as the primary entity at levels between 10-40 ppt. Further investigations in
the brewery identified the same musty taint in an unbroached pallet of empty can bodies. The can bodies were
made in Australia and transported to the brewery by sea-freight - ajourney lasting 10 days. Climatic conditions
during transport and production periods were warm and humid (>30° C and often >60% RH over 14 consecutive
days).
An audit of the production facilities found no evidence of atmospheric TBA contamination within the packaging
operations of the brewery. A number of fibre-based raw materials within the can manufacturing supply chain
pool were assessed and found to contain TBP (Table III). Specifically, TBP was found at moderate levels in
fibreboard dividers, the paper stock used to make fibreboard dividers and the timber supply used to manufacture



top frames and pallets. The shipping container used to transport the can bodies was tracked to the port of Jakarta
and the timber floor found to contain TBA at very high levels (Table III). This was the most likely origin of the
main TBA taint in the batch of canned beer, the TBA and/or TBP arising either as residues from previous cargo
or cleaning materials in combination with microbial methylation. Of interest was the random detection ofTBP
within pallet timber, potentially due to environmental contamination as the timber mills sampled in this
investigation did not employ TBP directly as a timber treatment.

Table III

Concentration of Organobalogens in Beer and Packaging Materials

Sample Beer A Beer B; C Pallet Local Local Imported Container
andD Timber paper Divider Divider Floor

TBA 10-40 3-5 (nglL) - 20-370 nJd -160 3000 15 million
(nglkg) (nglL)

mean 40

TBP - - 260- 9100 7500- 8900 43 million
(nglkg) 17300 28200

SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS

The Australian government research organisation CSIRO has recommended a number of solutions over the last
20 years:

• Where biocides need to be used, they should be completely free of chlorophenols and their derivatives,
and phenol and chlorine should never be used simultaneously for the sterilisation of plant and
warehouse [Whitfield 1986].

• Container floors should be covered with an inexpensive disposable metal-plastic laminate film as a
barrier to avoid chlorophenols contamination [Whitfield et al. 1989].

• Only virgin kraft fibreboard with greatly reduced chlorophenol levels should be used in cartons for the
packaging of dried fruit [Tindale & Whitfield 1989].

• Fibreboard cartons and timber pallets be removed from storage areas before such areas are cleaned with
agents containing hypochlorite and not returned until the areas are dry [Tin dale & Whitfield 1989].

• Surfaces of pallets should be covered with a metal-plastic laminate foil to act as a barrier against
possible contamination of foods by alien chemicals in timber [Tindale & Whitfield 1989].

• All shipping containers should have a foil laminate liner; layer divider boards should be oflow moisture
virgin kraft; and pallets should be lined with a foil laminate barrier material [Lambert et al. 1993].

PHOTOINITIATORS

Since the 1980s the use by the packaging industry of UV -cured inks containing photoinitiators has become
widespread, largely in response to legislation limiting the emission ofVOCs. As early as 1995 the Ministry of
Food & Fisheries in the UK alerted the food industry to the fact that UV curing agents such as benzophenone
could migrate from inks into and through carton board into food. Benzopheneone has a sweet odour, which has
been described as 'geranium-like'. In 1996 a book chapter on food taints and off-flavours [Tice 1996] stated that
''there is usually a residue of the photoinitiator benzophenoene left after the curing process Residues
remaining in the printed packaging can be released slowly into the packaged food. Reported minor reaction by-
products from UV printing include benzaldehyde and alkyl benzoates. These substances are highly odorous and
would be expected to cause food tainting if formed in sufficient quantities."

The results ofa study [Johns et at. 2000] of the migration ofbenzophenone from printed cartonboard at freezer
temperature and during microwave heating found that it migrated to the packaged food, even from LDPE-coated
board. After 1 week at -20°C, migration was readily apparent. Benzophenone was detected at levels which
corresponded to a 1-2% transfer from the printed board.

In October 2000 the Food Standards Agency in the UK published a Food Survey Information Sheet entitled
Benzophenone from Cartonboard (Number 06/00). Benzophenone was detected in food samples packaged in
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printed cartonboard. Although there were no health concerns, the Food Standards Agency stated that they "were
taking action to ensure that consumers are protected. Industry has been directed to keep migration of
benzophenone from carton board into food to a minimum". An extensive analysis of350 UK retail food samples
in cartonboard food packaging [Anderson & Castle 2003] found that 41% had significant levels ofbenzophenone
(>0.05 mg dm·2); the highest level was 7.3 mg dm·2 in chocolate confectionary.

In 2002 UHT milk packaged in HDPE bottles was recalled in Australia due to the presence ofbenzophenone (10
flg L·1) and benzaldehyde (25 flg L·1) which had migrated from the printed labels into the milk giving rise to
taints and consumer complaints.

In 2002 a method was published [Papilloud & Baudraz 2002] to ascertain the level of UV ink ingredients
(including the photoinitiator ITX or isopropyl thioxanthone) potentially available to migrate into food simulants.
A 24 November 2004 patent application in the US by Sun Chemical noted: "In recent years, thioxanthone
derivatives, particularly ITX and diethylthioxanthone, have been extensively used in UV curable printing ink
applications. However, these are not entirely satisfactory because, following curing, unreacted thioxanthone
derivatives of this type have a tendency to migrate from printing inks into, for example, packaged foodstuffs".

In 2005 Nestle undertook a recall in four European countries of UHT baby milk packaged in plastic foil laminate
cartons because of the presence ofthe photoinitiator ITX and the related chemicaI2-ethylhexyl-4-
dimethylaminobenzoate (EHDAB). The level ofITX ranged from 120-305 flg L·) for baby milk and from 74-
445 flg L-1 in milk for babies aged 12 months and over; ITX was found at 600 flg L·) in a single sample of
flavoured milk tested. ITX was also found in chocolate and cocoa milk products sourced from Austria; in
grapefruit juice and pineapple juice produced within Italy, and in milk and cocoa beverages from Germany.

ITX is not prohibited for use in food packaging by the EU; it is also not listed on the WHO's prohibited list. The
European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) said scientific evidence indicated that the presence of the chemical in
packaged foods does not pose a health risk. Tetra Pak (manufacturer of the Nestle cartons) has stated publicly
that it is no longer using ITX in its printing inks.

CONCLUSION

Despite considerable research over the past 30 years, tainting of food from organohalogens and photoinitiators is
still occurring. Food companies need to improve their risk management procedures, read and understand the
relevant literature and take the recommended steps to avoid or at least minimise the incidence of such taints.
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ABSTRACT

The quality of a food product can be monitored via sensors and indicators reacting directly to the
chemical substances produced at the deterioration of the product. Sensors and indicators monitoring conditions
such as temperature, relative humidity and atmospheric composition at which the products are kept can
communicate values indicative for the product quality.

Printing inks containing certain reactive substances and suitable for ink-jet printing onto plastic
materials have been produced at VTT. The work includes oxygen, freshness, and a humidity indicators.
Formulation and design of the ink-jet inks have been carried out. A large number of raw material combinations
have been tried out to find reliable and cost-effective systems.

Inkjet printing places high demands on the quality of inks: they must be low in viscosity to apply readily,
they must not dry out and nor must the ingredients flocculate as the fine nozzles will become blocked Further,
the inks must interact with the substrate to spread and adhere in the desired manner. The active substances must
retain their reactivity, and the final printed surfaces must withstand the conditions for which they are destined

INTRODUCTION

Intelligent packaging devices attached onto a food packaging e.g. using printing techniques offer enhanced
possibilities to monitor the product quality, trace the critical points, and give more complex information
throughout the supply chain. The indicators can give information about the product directly, about the package
and its headspace or about the storage conditions of the package. There is a distinct need for the production of
variable information such as 'sell by' dates and batch numbers on packages. Flexibility of inkjet printing offers
great possibilities in on-demand printing. Compact inkjet printing devices can be combined with packaging lines
to print small areas extremely rapidly and on most different substrates. Quality information can be coupled to
packaging identification data.

PRODUCT QUALITY INDICATORS

Many foods today are packed in protective oxygen-free atmosphere. Oxygen sensitive sensors attached inside the
package can be used to show whether the package has been damaged. Various promising substances presenting
colour change in redox-reactions and enzymatic systems have been identified. The colour change reaction of the
enzymatic indicator system has been studied using different types of enzymes in water-borne binder systems.
Freshness indicators attached inside the package indicate directly the microbiological quality of the product. The
indication is based on a reaction between substances in the indicator and volatile substances from chemical,
enzymatic and/or microbial spoilage reactions in the product. Other types of intelligent packaging systems are
e.g. time-temperature indicators and humidity indicators. The most important requirement for product quality
indicators is the correlation of the sensor indication with the product quality. The colour change or the reading
must be irreversible and easy to understand. First product quality indicator systems are already commercially
available, and it is foreseen that they become more common particularly when they can be read at a distance.
Visually readable indicators can be seen also as an intermediate phase at the introduction of the remote readable
concept.



FORMULATION OF INK

The most crucial part of inkjet printing technology is probably the ink and its physical properties, in particular
the viscosity and surface tension. The viscosity should be suitably low, typically below 20 mPa·s, preferably
round 10 mPa·s. The surface tension is responsible for the spheroidal shape of the liquid drop emerging from the
nozzle. The wetting behaviour of fluid and nozzle material is of importance for the spray formation. Inkjet
printability correlates with the rheological properties of a polymer-containing ink, and therefore with the
polymer structure, molecular weight, and concentration.
Normally non-porous materials (metals, plastics) are printed using solvent based or UV-curable inks, while
aqueous inks are suitable on highly porous materials (paper). Disadvantages for aqueous based inks can rise from
the behaviour on non-absorbent material, drying time, solubility of active substances and binder, wet fastness.
Solvent-based inks are commonly used on nonporous substrate. Because no absorption or penetration occurs, the
printed image relies on quick evaporation of the ink solvent to be fixed on the substrate.

Ink system requirements:
Ink: viscosity, surface tension, non-foaming, non-corrosive, stable (shelf-life), non-toxic, no bacterial growth
Jetting: constant drop size, shape and velocity, good restart properties
Image: good adherence, quick drying, good dot shape, high colour density, light and moisture resistant, smear
resistant
Indicator performance: reliable colour change, sensitivity, stability during ageing, absence of interfering
reactions, reliable operation in various working conditions, humidities and temperatures, irreversibility

The primary application for indicators would be food and pharmaceutical packages, and therefore the polyolefins
would be the most probable surface material in the end uses. It was found that in many cases moisture is an
important feature in the colour development and in these cases the printing inks should therefore be water-based,
or at least contain some water. In order to prepare a printing ink for plastics, however, binders are necessary. Out
of several commercial binder systems the suitable ones have been identified. In the case of water-based inks the
spreading on the plastic surface is another challenge. Wetting of the plastic surface by the ink is necessary for
good adhesion between the printing ink and the substrate. As the surface tension of plastics is low, corona
treatments are needed to improve the adhesion.
In the development of solvent-based inks new binder systems were searched and found to be printable using a
wide variety of solvents (alcohols, esters, etc.). The wetting and adhesion of the solvent-based binder systems on
polyethylene is remarkably better than that of the water-based since the surface tension of the solvents is much
more compatible.

INDICATOR SYSTEMS DEVELOPED

VTT has developed various low-cost indicator technologies for consumer packages. Printing inks containing
certain reactive substances indicating oxygen, and suitable for ink-jet printing onto plastic materials has been
produced (Figure I). This kind of indicator signals for package leakage and can be used e.g. for perishable foods
in modified atmosphere packages. One of the recent approaches has been to combine biotechnology and
information technology aiming at development of diagnostic inks printed directly onto (plastic) packaging
material and automatically read at a distance (Figure 2) .

•

Figure 1. Oxygen indicator detecting leak. Figure 2. Reading an indicator on distance.
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Attention has also been paid to the concept of freshness indicators. Every indicator system is based on a
distinctive chemical reaction. Thus, several active substances have been identified and tested, and the most
promising systems chosen for further development. The formulation and design of the ink-jet ink has been
carried out. A large number of raw material combinations have been tried out to find an effective, reliable and
cost-effective system (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Testing indicator substances for freshness indicators.

In an on-going EU project, Sustainpack, humidity indicators are developed (Figure 4) .

Figure 4. Indicator reacting for humidity.
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Migration of photo-initiators from printing inks into food by set-off

Lionel Spack, Herve Simian, Carlos De la Cruz, Stephane Papilloud, Julien Veyrand, Andre Mandanis

ABSTRACT

Components of printing inks that are applied outside a packaging can be a source of migrants into food The
migration occurs either by diffusion through the packaging if the compounds are soluble in the packaging
material or by set-off. The set-off is observed when printed packaging materials are stacked or winded. Recently,
photo-initiators, used for the curing of UV inks, were found in the inside of a packaging made of paperboard
laminate that contained aluminium as functional barrier. The presence of photo-initiators in food was the fact of
set-off only and the level found was not expected from packaging suppliers. The results of photo-initiators
migration into food and analytical methods are presented.

INTRODUCTION

On autumn 200S, traces of ITX (isopropylthioxanthone) were found in a liquid milk packed in brick type
packaging made of paperboard laminate with aluminium.
ITX (usually a mixture of isomers 2- and 4-) is a photo-initiator (PI) for inks used in UV-cured offset printing.
Its role is to provide an effective source of photo-chemically generated radicals to start the polymerisation
process aiming to harden the ink film of the substrate, i.e. paperboard. The ITX is always mixed with a co-photo-
initiator. This co-photo-initiator is mainly EHDAB (2-ethylhexyl-4-dimethylamino benzoate).
In the paperboard laminate the aluminium acts as a functional barrier. The only way of contamination possible of
the food was by the set-off of ITX from the printed (outer) layer to the food contact (inner) layer during storage
of the wound packaging material. The set-off is the transfer of compounds of ink from the printed surface to the
non-printed food-contact surface when material is stored in stacks or reels. The photo-initiator itself is not fixed
in the polymer matrix and is transferred in the reel from the external layer to the inner (sealing) layer. The
problem of set-off is possible when the migrating compound is soluble in the inner layer as with paperboard
laminate brick where ITX and EHDAB were soluble in the inner PE layer.
This study was carried out to estimate the order of magnitude of the set-off of photo-initiators and their
occurrence in liquid foods packed in paperboard laminates.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
Reference compounds ITX (mixture of 2 isomers) and EHDAB were obtained from ALDRICH. Solvents were
trace analysis grade.
Disk of0 42mm of unused packaging material was placed in the screw cap ofa 100m I glass bottle. Food contact
(inner) layer and printed (external) layer were analysed. The packaging samples were extracted overnight with
methylene chloride. Then methylene chloride was concentrated to I ml and injected into the GC-MS.
The bottle containing the liquid food has to be well shaken. Then 20 mL of liquid product were poured in a
measuring cylinder. The aliquot of liquid was then transferred into a ISO mL glass tube for centrifugation on
tarred laboratory balance and the weight of liquid measured. Three mL of ammonia solution 2S% are added. The
tube is closed and shaken by hand 30 seconds. An additional 20ml of ethanol are added the tube is again closed
and shaken by hand 30 seconds. Finally 30mL of cyclohexane are added, the tube is closed, shaken shortly and
reopened for degassing. Then tube is tightly closed and shaken on a horizontal agitator 10 min. The glass tube is
then centrifuged at ISOO rpm during Smin at ISoC. The upper layer is pipetted into a 2S0 mL conical flask
equipped with a 0 10 cm funnel plugged with glass wool and filled with 109 of anhydrous sodium sulphate.
The extraction with cyclohexane has to be repeated twice. If there is no separation after the centrifugation,
30 mL more of cyclohexane could be added in the tube and the tube is again centrifuged.
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After having transferred the three aliquots of 30 mL of cyclohexane, the funnel is rinsed with another 20 mL of
cyclohexane. The solvent is evaporated to dryness in a rotary evaporator: 200 mbars, 40°e. The conical flask is
finally well dried with a gentle flux of nitrogen.
The GC-MS analysis was performed on an Agilent 6890 GC coupled with a Agilent 5973N Mass Selective
Detector. The chromatographic column was a 5% Phenyl 95% Methyl polysiloxane (DB-5MS, 30 m x 0.25 mm
x 0.25 f.lm). One microliter was injected at 230°C in splitless mode at a constant flow of 1.2 mLimin of Helium.
The oven was programmed as follow: I min at 40°C, then to 300°C at 7°C/min, finally 22 min at 300°e.
Temperature of MS interface was at 300°C and MS source was at 230°e. The MS analysis were performed in
scan mode from 50 to 750 m1z.

Liquid chromatography coupled to fluorescence detection (LC-FLD) was used as a confirmation method for ITX.
The analyses were performed on an Agilent LC 1100 series. The LC chain was composed of a binary pump,
automatic injector and a fluorescence detector equipped with a flash lamp. Column: Zorbax Eclipse XDB-C 18
(Agilent) 4.6 mm x 50 mm x 5 mm
Mobile phase: Gradient; Solvent A: water / Solvent B: methanol
The LC pump was programmed as follow: 0 - 10 min: isocratic 90% B, 10 - 15 min gradient from 90% B to
100 % B, 15 - 35 min, isocratic 100 % B 35 finally 40 min: gradient 100% B to 90 % B. Flow rate: 0.5 mLimin
and Injection volume 20 Ill. For detection by fluorescence the excitation wavelength was 260 nm and emission
was recorded at 440 nm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The set-off was evaluated by comparing the extractable amount of compound inside with the extractable from
the outside layer. This set-off varied from 30% to 50%. This large order of magnitude could be explained by the
structure of packaging and the storage in big rolls. The paperboard laminate that was used for bricks content has
two layers of PE: One layer outside, just above the printed cardboard and one layer inside in contact with the
food. For the curing ofUV ink approximately 6% by ink weight of photo-initiators are used. The reaction is not
stoechiometric, therefore near the half of the photo-initiators content does not react. However, these residues are
normally included in the cured ink (unused photoinitiator are trapped in a dense 3D network of polymerized
acrylic esters, pre-polymers, which are present in wet ink formulation). Because the ITX and EHDAB are
soluble in PE, they could migrate through the layer just above the printed cardboard. Then, due to the storage in
rolls of the printed packaging, the two PE layers are in close contact. The compounds could then migrate towards
the inside PE layer.

Several different liquid foods were analyzed: flavoured milk, adapted milks and soup. In the table I are
summarized the results obtained on products. The level of contamination was in the f.lg/kg order. The highest
concentration was measured in a flavoured milk.

a e oncentratlOn 0 an In commercIa pro
Product Pack volume ITX EHDAB

[Liter] [f.lg/kg] [~g/kg]
Liquid soup I 90 140
Adapted milk type I 0.2 170-250 150-210
Adapted milk type 2 0.2 280-340 170-220
Flavoured milk 0.2 600 400

The content of EHDAB was always below ITX except for the liquid soup. The level of migration was higher for
milk product than for the liquid soup. The migration was most likely influenced by the ratio between the surface
in contact with food and the volume of the packed food. For a 0.2 Liter brick the ratio was 12 dm2/Liter when it
was 7 dm2/Liter for a I liter brick.

According to results published by the EFSA (see table 2), The migration is not only influenced by the fat content
but also by the presence of solid particles. In the juice without particles ITX and EHDAB were not detected.
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Product Pack volume Fat content ITX EHDAB

[Liter] % [Jlg/kg] [Jlg/kg]
UHTMilk 1 3.8 142 71
UHTMilk 1 1.5 177 92
UHTMilk 1 0.1 54 27
Apple juice with pulp 0.2 - 45 16
Apple juice without pulp 0.2 - <5 <5
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The analytical method for packaging was applied to the control of empty new packaging. During the analysis of
electron beam (EB) printed paperboard laminate, false positive was observed. The false positive was due to the
fact that for low detection level the GC-MS was used in single ion monitoring mode (SIM). Fragments acquired
in SIM mode for ITX are 254 mlz and 239 mlz. A peak with these two fragments at the same ratio was present in
the EB packaging extract. For this reason a LC-FLD method was developed for ITX detection. Consequently, for
doubtful cases we applied systematically the LC-FLD when detection at low level was required.

I, CONCLUSIONS

, The level of set-off was not expected by ink suppliers neither by packaging suppliers. The set-off was amplified
by the presence of the two PE layers that could enter in contact for long time, i.e. several months of storage in
rolls. The solubility of the ITX and EHDAB were enough to allow them to dilute in PE layers and consequently
to pass from the outside layer to the inside layer.

I
~
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ABSTRACT

Objective of this work is to develop the lightweight rectangular shape 2-liter PET bottles for tea products. First,

Aseptic-jilling system was required to avoid heat shrinkage when lightweight bottles were used. Second, it was

required to take the balance among the column strength, the body appearance, and the bottle usability. Bottle

shapes have been studied such as the base structure, and the rib structures by using the computer simulation

technique. The weight of newly designed 2-liter PET bottle was 42g, and it achieved 30% reduction of both

energy consumption and carbon dioxide emission. The column strength was more than 600N, and it was superior

to the conventional 2-liter PET bottles. In addition, empty bottles were easily crushed to one-third in volume

after consumption.

INTORODUCTION

In the Japanese beverage market, PET bottle usage has been growing very rapidly while other packages such as

glasses; cans and paper packs remain stable.

PET bottles depend on the oil as its resources, and because of consumers' high concerns for environmental

problems, it is required to develop the lightweight PET bottles to reduce material consumption. In addition, there

are disputes for PET bottles recovery costs. Because it is difficult to crush or compress to reduce its volume by

hands after those are used especially in case of a conventional 2-liter PET bottles, there are opinions that such a

property makes less recovery efficiency of PET bottles than other major packages such as aluminum cans. PET

bottles, which can be crushed easily by hands, is considered to be able to contribute the recovery process, and

reduce the recovery costs.

There are already some lightweight PET bottles products in the Japanese market, for example, 35g for 1.5-liter

PET bottles. Those are imported water products, and those shapes are mainly cylindrical. Cylindrical shapes are

often employed for lightweight PET bottles, because it helps disperse the stress whole over the bottles, and give

enough column strength.

To fulfill consumer needs for environmental matters, KIRIN has already launched 42g lightweight PET bottles

which is square shape and for water product on 2003. This is the lightest PET bottles domestically produced.
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However, there were still requirements for developing the lightweight PET bottles for Tea which sales was much

bigger than water products. The conventional 2-liter PET bottles for tea products are above 60g, and its shapes

are rectangular. Rectangular shapes makes difficult to disperse the stress caused by vertical load and achieve the

structural strength than cylindrical shapes, but on the other hands, it is superior in terms of products

transportation efficiency, which is also one of concerns to make less environmental burden.

In developing the lightweight rectangular shape 2-liter PET bottles, there were some requirements to take

balance each other. To rationalize and accelerate the bottle design process, the computer simulation technique

has been employed.

DEVELOPMENT REQUIRMENTS and TECHNICAL ISSUES

To achieve our targets, two approaches were employed. One was the change of filling process and another was

the optimization of the bottle shape.

1. Filling process

The 2-liter PET bottles for tea has been usually filled by the hot filling process, in which the PET bottles was

filled above 85 degree Celsius that is higher than PET glass transition temperature. To avoid bottle shrinkage by

the high temperature, some amount of PET material was required at least; so that the hot filling process has been

the big constrain to reduce bottle weight. In order to avoid this, the aseptic filling system has been installed and

filing temperature was decreased below 40 degree Celsius.

2. Optimization of the bottle shape

Four requirements have been considered as designing the PET bottles

(1) To reduce weight by 30%

(2) To keep the column strength as much as the conventional 2-liter PET bottles

(3) To achieve requested appearance from the marketing

(4) To consider consumers usability

(5) To maximize palletizing for reducing environmental burden

To optimize the bottle shape with fulfilling the five requirements, there were three main technical issues. To

balance these issues, bottle shapes optimization with rationalized analysis was required, and the computer

simulation technique has contributed through the cooperative works of DAN ONE.

The biggest issue to reduce the weight was the column strength that was important when products were

palletized. To strengthen PET bottle for vertical load, rib structures are usually employed, because rib structures

prevent the stress concentration at specific points that causes big deformation of PET bottles. However if rib

structures are not designed well, deflection behavior for vertical load become large, and this causes carton boxes

large inflation. Then printing on carton boxes wears off during transportation as a result. To avoid such troubles,

optimization of rib structure was required to take balance between column strength and deflection.
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Rib structures help PET bottles to withstand vertical load, but simultaneously rib at shrink label area may cause

damage to the product image, because shrunk label goes into rib and rib under shrink label stands out, and PET

bottles lose smooth face on its appealing area. To avoid such troubles, the depthless rib was employed only at the

comer positions in the label area, and the embowed shape was designed at the front face oflabel and it prevented

standing out of rib shapes.

To consider consumer usability for bottle handling, appropriate strength for gripping was required, and usually

deep rib structures helped PET bottle to have enough strength for gripping. However because deep rib structures

gave damage on its appearance, it was difficult to do that. To balance the strength for gripping and appearance,

the depth at only the center of ribs on each face was designed deeper than usual where the higher stress occurs

when consumers hold the bottles. Then embowed shape was designed at the front face of the label area to give

good functionality for gripping action.

RESULTS

• Conventional 62g-bottles were redesigned into 42g new bottles, and 30% weight reduction has been

achieved.

• Energy consumption and carbon dioxide emission was reduced by 30%.

• Optimized rectangular bottle shape and the rib structures contributed to disperse the stress whole over the

bottles. Newly designed base structure worked as absorbing the increase of pressure inside the bottle while

vertical loading.

• The column strength was 650N compared with 300N of 62g bottles. As a result, new PET bottles have

enough strength to put over one palletized product on another.

50 55 60 65

weight g

• NEW KIRIN • OLD KIRIN .•. others
Figure I: Comparison ofthe column strength

• The double depth rib structures and the embowed shape designed on the label area gave good functions for

gripping action while consumer used it, and higher evaluations than 42g square shape PET bottles which

KIRIN has already launched.
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• Modification of bottle dimension optimized the palletizing pattern, and increased the number of palletized

carton boxes on one pallet from 52 to 60.

• Lightweight PET bottles could be compressed easily by hand, and consumers are able to crush one third of

the initial volume after its use. This makes the bottle recovery more efficiency.

before crush after crush

Figure2: Crushed PET bottle by hands

CONCLUSION

Bottle designing is sometimes the work to take the balance between conflicting requirements. One design

solution is not always solution for other bottle developments. But our employed design such as the double depth

rib structures, and the pressure absorbing base structure can be helpful in most of bottle development cases.

Newly developed 2-liter-PET bottle, which is domestically the lightest, has already launched at March 2005, and

it was expected to have some consumer complains caused by the weight reduction. Unfortunately, there were no

serious troubles so far, and many consumers response, which evaluated this PET bottle as less burden product for

environment, impressed the high conscious of Japanese consumers for environmental issues again.
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High Vapour Barrier thin films deposited by R.F.-discarge plasma

enhanced CVD

Yuefei Zhang, Qiang Chen, Yu Wang, Guangqiu Zhang, Yuanjing Ge

ABSTRACT

In this paper, a thin amorphous hydrogenated carbon films were deposited on polyethylene terephthalate

(PET) by means of capacitive coupled RF plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) using a

mixture of CH4 with Ar gas as a source. The chemical composition of the deposited films were analyzed by

fourier transform irifrared (FTlR) spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS), laser Roman spectroscopy(LRS). And the microgram of the film was detected by scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The barrier properties were examined by water vapour

permeation. The results show that the amorphous hydrogenated carbon film can be prepared on PET surface by

plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition with thickness from nm to pm scale, in which Sp2 and s/ hybridized

hydrogenated carbon composed the film. The barrier performance of water vapor permeation in PET coated by

hydrogenated carbon film was decreasedfrom 86.16 (g/m2d) to 10.68 ((g/m2d) in experiments.

KEYWORDS: Plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition; Barrier properties; a-C:Hfilms

INTRODUCTIN

Pure plastic films due to the permeation are limited in many packaging applications. So a thin functional

layer acting as a barrier layer to inhibit gases and water vapor permeation is expected. Since the beginning of the

90's in last century thin functional coatings on permeable polymer films such as metallic and metal oxide/nitride

barrier layers were developed and played an important role in the field of packaging materials [1-3]. But there

still have some problems. A metallic aluminum layer on a plastic film, for example, provides excellent barrier

properties but the re-usable of aluminum coated film is not solved yet, Glassy, transparent coatings like SiD. has

demonstrated the ability to provide good properties of permeation protection but the shortcomings of brittle,

handling damage and delamination from the basic layer obstruct its applications.

Hydrogenated amorphous carbon (a-C:H) films show a attracted considerable attention because of its high

hardness, transparent and inert property to most of materials, which made it widespread use in microelectronics,

optics, wear resistance, and biomedicine[4-5].Recently, some investigations have indicated that a-C:H films have

not only superior mechanical properties but also high gas barrier properties[6-7]. It is known that the a-C:H film

is much flexible and high barrier properties. So it is possible to deposit the film as a barrier layer for the

packages of foods, drinks, wine and soft drinks where the permeation of carbon dioxide, oxygen and water

should be suppressed.

The aim of our research is to deposit an a-C:H functional film in plasma as a high barrier layer on pure

plastic surface against permeation of gases and aqueous solvents. The thin amorphous hydrogenated carbon films

were deposited on polyethyleneterephthalate (PET) by means of capacitive coupled RF plasma-enhanced

chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) in a mixture of CH4 with Ar as gaseous source. The influences of the
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processing parameters such as plasma power, working pressure and bias voltage on the properties of the coatings

for packaging applications were shown in this paper.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
Deposition ofa-C:H films on polymer substrates was performed in a 13.56 MHz low-pressure glow plasma in

the mixture of CH4 with dilution Ar gas. The experiments were carried out in a vacuum chamber of 30 cm in

inner diameter, 10-1 Pa of background pressure. The scheme of the plasma setup is illustrated in Fig.l. The upper

electrode and chamber was the grounded electrode, and the down plate held sample was connected to the RF

electrode. The distance between upper and down electrodes was 100mm, and the area ratio of the two electrodes

was 1600: I. RF power in the range of 0 to 300 W was applied to 10 cm in diameter circular electrode via a

matching network and a blocking capacitor. Gaseous flow rates were controlled by commercial gas flow meters.

The thin films were deposited in different conditions as Tablel listed where a 1211mthickness polyethlylene

terephthalate(PET) films was used as substrate. The circular polymer sheets, approximately 8 cm in diameter,

were clamped to the down electrode. In addition, several n-Si, glass slide and KBr wafers were also held on the

surface. These substrates were used as references for film thickness, wear-resistant and FTIR measurements.

Gas MixtLJre

l
Chambe

+ + +
Substrate--Winck>ws

r
l

Pump •

Matching box RF-Generator

tl
Water

Fig.1 the schematic diagram of the RF-PECVD for a-C:H film deposition

The film thickness and the surface roughness were measured by profilometer (Tailer FTSS2-S3C, Germany).

on silicon substrate. The chemical structure was analyzed by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

(FTlR-8400, Japan), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS: MK II, CuKa, energy 50eV, USA).and laser

Raman spectra (LRS, model, JY-T6400, USA). A semi conduction laser was used as an excitation source in the

light wavelength of 532nm with 10mW output power from 1000 to 2000cm-1 ranges, the resolution is :Slcm-I•

The surface morphology was examined by AFM (AFM: Digital Instruments, Nano Scopellla Dimension 3000,

USA). Water vapor transmission rates (WVTR) of coated films were measured by an isopiestic water permeation

mechanism. As a comparison, the WVTR was also performed on the uncoated sample.

Table 1Typical deposition processing
R.F.: 13.56 ~IHz
PresslU"e: 20-40Pa
CH4IAJ:: 0.1-0.3
R.F. power: 80~ now
Self-bias: o~ 180V
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A: 10Pa
B: 20Pa

l.FTIR characterization

Fig.2 shows FTIR spectra of films prepared on KBr wafers at different pressures. In this case the RF power

and CH4 concentration were fixed at lOOW and 15%, respectively. The absorption bands appeared in the spectra

were identified based on literatures [8-9]. From the spectra it is found that the CH3 asymmetric stretching at

peak 1450±20 cm-! , a very strong peak at 2850-3100 cm·! , -CH3 symmetric stretching at 2870 cm·!, and

asymmetric at 2960 cm-! as well as asymmetric -CHr stretching at 2926 cm·! all were detected in the spectra. ,

which revealed the typical characteristic of a-C:H films deposited in the RF plasma [9].ln 2850-3100 cm-I

region in Fig.2, the influence from working pressures was shown clearly that increasing the pressure, the peak

areas increased. This indicates that the high pressure such as 20 Pa significantly improved the formation of sp3

type carbon bond in the film.
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Fig.2 FTIR spectra ofa-C:H films in (a) different working pressure(l5%CH4 lOOW r.f. power)

2.Surface morphology and surface roughness

Fig.3 the morphologies of the a-C:H film by (a) SEM (b) AFM

Fig.3 (a) shows surface morphologies ofa-C:H film deposited at 20Pa working pressure, 120W plasma power,

180V negative self-bias voltage in 15% CH4 concentration. The a-C:H film with a smooth surface were

identified except a few macroparticles on the surface. In order to analyze the surface microstructures clearly,
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Fig.3 (b) shows the AFM images of the a-C:H film. From the morphology it suggests that the a-C:H film was

made of lots of amorphous carbon clusters.

3.XPS ofa-C:H films

XPS spectrum ofa-C:H films deposited in 20% CH4, 20Pa, l30W, and 140V negative self-bias voltage was

shown in Fig.4 (a). Three elements C, 0 and N were observed. 0 and N elements maybe come from the gas

absorbed on the surface from the air during film preparation.

Fig.4 (b) shows XPS CIs spectra for a-C:H films, which were composed of a asymmetric wide peak. The

bonding energy of CIs was 285.5eV, full width and half maximum (FWHM) was 2.5eV, which were much

broader than those of diamond and graphite, which revealed that these films contained both sp2 and sp3 bonds

[10-11]. By curve fitting, CIs peak could be divided into two peaks in energy 285.5ev and 287.lev. The former

was responding to si carbon bond and the later was Sp3 carbon bond [12].
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Fig.4 (a) XPS full spectra of the a-C:H films, (b) CIs spectra of the a-C:H films

4.LRS of a-C:H films

Laser Raman spectra of a-C:H films were shown in Fig.5 (a) in which the film was deposited at 20 Pa, In

20%CH4 and negative self-bias voltage at 1I0V, 160V, 200V, respectively. It is noticed that a strong peak

between II OOcm-]and 1700cm-] appeared in the spectra .. These bands are usually referred as to D (disorder) and

G (graphitic) bands because of their spectral features which recall the first order Raman spectrum of

polycrystalline graphite[13, 14]

The spectra of the film deposited at -160V was fitted by a Gaussian mode with two Gaussian peaks for G and

D bands as shown in Fig.5 (b):
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Fig.5 Raman spectra of the a-C:H films deposited (a) at different self-bias, (b)fitting Raman spectra for for

-160V self-bias deposition film

The position of G-band shifted to high frequency approaching the frequency of G-band of graphite,

indicates the increase of Sp2bond ratio and the graphitization of the carbon. Meanwhile, it is known that the

FWHM of D-band is associated with bond-angle disorder of the films. The decrease of D-band FWHM indicates
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that more concentration of Sp3bond and a lot of disordered cluster existed in the films.

5. Barrier properties of the a-C:H films

Table2 shows the results of the WVTR properties of coated films varying with the processing parameters.

Although there is a substantial scatter of the data, a clear trend of the results is visible. From these data, it results

that all coated films reduced the WVTR from 86.16 (glm2d) to 10.68 (glm2d) at 38'C, 92%the equilibrium

relative humidity. The WVTR was improved obviously when the working pressure ratio of Ar/CH4 keeping at

4116 where the total deposition pressure was constant at 20 Pa. From the WVTR data and the previous FTIR

spectra analysis it can concludes that the deposition rate, the film composition and the surface microstructure of

the thin a-C:H film can be optimized at 20% CH4 concentration, 20 Pa working pressure. The WVTR decreased

for all coated films with increasing deposition time and CH4 concentration but depending on deposition film

thickness and the quality of barrier film. The reason is, as a first approximation, the transport of small

penetration through bilayer films can be expressed by the following a parallel-type equation [15]:

where h, he and hs represent the coated film, coating and substrate thicknesses, respectively. P is the

permeability of the apparent water vapor of the coated film, and Pc and Ps are the permeability of the coating

and substrate, respectively. From the equation it is known the apparent permeability P of the coated film thus

decreases with the increase of coating thickness. But we have to emphasized that due to the high intrinsic stress

of a-C:H films on polymer substrate there may be many micro-cracks when increasing deposition thickness. The

reducing of barrier properties was probable

Table2 Summary of barrier properties ofa-C:H films.

Sample Ar/CH4 Voltage Time WVTR

(V) (min) (gfln2·d)

O.PET S6.16
I.PET+a-C:H 4/13 SOO 5 71.25

2.PET+a-C:H 4/13 SOO S 54.72

3.PET+a-C:H 4/13 SOO 10 43.2

4.PET+a-C:H 4/13 SOO 15 3936
5.PET+a-C:H 3/15 SOO 30 25.66

6.PET+a-C:H 3/20 SOO 30 20.2S

7.PET+a-C:H 4/20 SOO 30 20.6S
S. PET+a- C:H 4/30 SOO 30 12A2
9.PET+a-C:H 3/16 SOO 40 10.73

10.PET+a-C:H 4/16 SOO 40 10.6S

CONCLUSIONS

Improve factor

In this work a-C:H films were deposited from a mixture of CH4 and Ar by r.f. plasma-enhanced chemical

vapor deposition techniques. The FTIR spectra revealed that strong peak of C-H stretching vibration in the range

of2850-3100cm-1 which is characteristic of a-C:H films.

XPS results prove the formation of a-C:H films. The CIs bonding energy at 285.5eV existing between

diamond and graphite illustrated Sp2carbon and Sp3carbon bonds were predominant in the films.

Raman spectra testified a strong peak between 1100cm-1
- 1700cm-l

• There are prominent G-band (centred

approximately 1543 cm-I) and a smaller G-band (centred approximately 1350 cm-I) , which is a typical laser
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Raman spectra ofa-C:H films.

The barrier properties were examined by water vapor transmission rates at 38·C and the equilibrium relative

humidity 92%. in the optimal parameters, 20%CH4 , 20 Pa and 100W plasma power, the water vapor

permeation decreased to 10.68 (glm2d)
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What's going on inside an antimicrobial active package? Spying its

effectiveness.

Patricia Lopez, Karim Bentayeb, Cristina Sanchez, Ramon Batlle and Cristina Nerin

ABSTRACT

In the world of active packaging, plenty of studies have been carried out describing the nature of the

active substances, how they could be incorporated into the plastic material, and their mode of action; but what's

happening inside the package during the life-time of packaged foodstujJ? We have studied the behavior of our

antimicrobial active packaging used to wrap beef meat. We evaluate the effectiveness of the system from three

different points of view: the packaging, the heads pace and the foodstuff. For this purpose, different analytical

techniques have been applied

In a first step, usefulness of the active packaging options has been checked against an array of food-

prevalent microbes and strong inhibition can be reported Single Drop Microextraction (SDME)-GC-MS is used

to monitor and analyze the evolution of the heads pace generated inside the active packaging.

The more we understand the evolution and interaction of these three aspects of the package the more

we will be able to predict its behavior and improve its effectiveness.

INTRODUCTION
The advantages of incorporating antimicrobial agents in the packaging material to protect foodstuff and prolong

its shelf-life, is one of the most challenge today. Most of the published work in this field only evaluate protection

obtained when direct contact between food i.e. agar media and package i.e. active component occurs. This way,

risks of transferring non-volatile constituents from the polymeric matrix or the incorporated compound to the

foodstuff can occur. Several works have been published concerning vapor phase inhibition. In other

communication (Enhanced antimicrobial vapor-phase effect of natural extracts in active packaging. Is total

protection reached?, C. Sanchez, P. L6pez, J. Romero, P. Gofii, R. G6mez-Lus, R. Batlle and C. Nerin), we have

reported the evaluation of the vapor phase antimicrobial activity of different natural essential oils intended to be

used in packaging materials for increasing the shelf-life of the packaged foodstuffs, minimizing possible

alterations and preventing the use of synthetic chemicals for this purpose.
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The development of active packaging materials and specially those having antioxidant and/or antimicrobial

properties is a challenging area in which several technologies are now under study. The use of natural extracts

from plants is becoming more and more interesting, as the synthetic chemicals should be limited when being in

contact with food. In this frame, our following step was the incorporation of the studied essential oils into the

food packaging material and its technical evaluation. That includes the study of the behaviour of the new

material in food applications, as well as the knowledge about the mechanism of food protection. It is important

to emphasize that no an universal solution can be proposed in terms of antioxidant or antimicrobial active

packaging, as each food application need a different concentration of active components and then each material

should be optimized ad-hoc. This wayan antimicrobial/antioxidant high barrier PE containing oregano essential

oil was manufactured and used for meat packaging without modified atmosphere.

The optimization of the concentration involves the analysis of the active agents in the new material versus time,

in order to evaluate the shelf life of the material and the packaged food. First, package has been evaluated as an

active one. Then, as the active agents are complex mixtures of organic compounds and only some of them are

been recognized as antimicrobial and/or antioxidants, the first task is identification of the individual compounds

with that properties in each case. Then, select the more relevant compound for a more deep study and correlate

these results with package performance.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Microbial Cultures and antimicrobial tests.

The following food-borne microbial strains were selected for their relevance in the meat packaging industry: the

gram positive bacteria Staphylococcus aureus (American Type Culture Collection, ATCC 29213), Enterococcus

faecalis (ATCC 29212), and Listeria monocytogenes (ATCC 7644); the Gram negative bacteria Escherichia coli

(ATCC 29252), Yersinia enterocolitica (CECT 4315), and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (ATCC 27853).

The modified vapor diffusion test used has been already described in detail in reference (8). Briefly, the

solidified agar medium was inoculated with 100 J.1Lof a physiological saline solution containing 105 CFU

(colony forming units) of the microorganism under study. Then, the active film was placed on the medium-free

cover of the dish. The Petri dish was then sealed.

Beef meat packaging using active films.

Beef meat was packaged without modified atmosphere in trays covered either by oregano active film or common

polyethylene film and was stored at 4°C for II days. At the same time, other trays without meat were stored in

order to control the generated atmosphere.

Single-Drop Microextraction (SOME) Extraction and GG-MS analysis.

A 2.5 J.1Ldrop of a 6.7 J.1gper g of verbenone in p-xylene, the injection standard solution, is suspended at the

needle tip of a 5-J.1LHamilton 85RN (26S/51 mm/needle type 2) syringe (Hamilton Bonaduz AG, Bonaduz,

Switzerland). The single drop was exposed for 5 min. to the headspace generated inside either the Petri dish or

the active package. GC-MS analyses were performed on a Hewlett-Packard 6890 gas chromatograph
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(Wilmington, DE, USA) equipped with a 5973-mass selective detector. Carvacrol, the most abundant volatile

compound of the generated atmosphere, is monitorized and quantified.

Thiobarbituric acid reactive substances assay (TBARS)

Meat degradation was screened by thiobarbituric acid reactive substances assay (TBARS) and was expressed as

malondialdehyde (MDA) equivalents. Lipid oxidation was measured in triplicate by the following 2-

thiobarbituric acid (TBA) method. Meat samples of 109 were taken and mixed with 10% trichloroacetic acid

using an Ultra-Turrax T25 (Janke & Kunkel, Staufen, Germany). Samples were centrifuged at 2300 g for 30 min

at room temperature; supernatants were filtered thought quantitative paper (MN 640W, Machinery-Nagel GmbH

& Co. KG, DUren, Germany). Two ml of the filtrate were taken and mixed with 2 ml ofthiobarbituric acid (20

mM); tubes were homogenized and incubated at 97 _C for 20 min in glycerin oil. Absorbance was measured at

532 nm. The concentration of the samples was calculated using a calibration curve. TBARS values were

expressed as mg malonaldehydelkg sample.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Following picture demonstrates the inhibitory effect of the active packaging against one of the selected

microorganism, Yersinia enterocolitica.

Once the package was defined as active, from an antimicrobial point of view, further evaluation was performed.

Different volatile compounds with reported antimicrobial and/or antioxidant effect were found, including p-

cymene, a-terpinolene, carvacrol and l3-caryophyllene. More abundant chemical was identified as carvacrol

which was then selected for further evaluation.

Results obtained are displayed in the following graph. The bars in light correspond to the package containing

meat whereas the dark bars represent measurements taken in the package without meat included. As can be seen,

evolution follows similar trends for short times (up to day 4) whereas a much higher contain in carvacrol was

found in the headspace at longer times, which demonstrates carvacrol sorption by the packaged foods. Thus, an

interaction between the active agent and the food can be highlighted.
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Then, performance of the designed package was evaluated by using the TBARS assay, as described in the

material and methods section. Results are depicted in the following graph, where meat degradation is expressed

as MDA equivalents for trays covered either with a common polyethylene film (continuous line) or oregano

active packaging (discontinuous line). To give an idea about repetitively of the procedure, the relative standard

deviation is also included expressed as vertical bars (n =3).

As can be seen, a clear protective effect was obtained, represented by a straight concentration found for the

active packaging compared to the solid increase of MDA equivalents for the plain polyethylene. The effect was

more pronounced with time, especially after 4 days packaging, which is coherent with the carvacrol levels

discussed previously.

2 4 6 8 10

Time of storage (days)

We believe these results are very promising in order to develop an active packaging concept with both

antioxidant and antimicrobial properties. Further development will include evaluation of other essential oils and

polymeric matrixes as well as expanding the application field to include other foodstuffs, i.e. bakery or

unprocessed or minimum processed foods.
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ABSTRACT

The biocomposites of polymers and biopolymers are of great interest in packaging because they seek, in the case
of conventional polymers, to enhance properties while increasing the amount of biobased components in the
materials formulations and, in the case of biopolymers, to enhance properties while remaining fully biobased
and biodegradable or compostable. Purified alfa cellulose has many advantages as a reinforcing element in that
it is a relatively low cost material and exhibits good mechanic properties; furthermore, it is a more
homogeneous component, generates no color in casting applications, has a higher onset of degradation
compared to other natural or non-purified cellulose fibers and retains all the bio characteristics of interest in
biopackaging applications. Most of the studies carried out using this reinforcing element have been devoted to
enhance mechanical properties and very little is known about the effect on barrier properties to low molecular
weight permeants. This preliminary study presents morphological, thermal and water and limonene barrier
results that prove that purified cellulose fibers can also be applied to enhance the barrier properties of
thermoplastic biodegradable materials such as peL and PHBV.

INTRODUCTION

•
I,
I

~
I
J

Biodegradable plastics are seen as one of many strategies to minimise the environmental impact of petroleum-
based plastics. These biodegradable materials present a number of excellent and promising properties for a
number of applications, including packaging, automotive and biomedical applications. Thermoplastic
biopolymers, such as poly(lactic acid) (PLA), polyhydroxyalcanoates (PHA) and polycaprolactones (PCL),
exhibit an excellent balance of properties, are processable using conventional plastics machinery and for the case
of the first two arise from renewable resources. In order to tailor the properties and reduce material costs, it is
possible to combine them with other more inexpensive substances, such as natural fibers. In this study, the above
biodegradable materials were selected as matrixes. Reinforcement of some of these bioplastics with
lignocellulosic fibers has previously been carried out with the overall aim of increasing its biodegradation rate
and to enhance mechanical properties, i.e. this route led to considerable improvements in the composites tensile
strength. However, to the best of our knowledge there is not prior literature on the use of such composites to
enhance barrier properties in packaging applications. Moreover, lignocellulosic materials appear to be suitable
fillers or reinforcing agents for biodegradable matrices since they exhibit additional properties such as renewable
nature, wide variety of feedstocks available throughout the world, nonfood agricultural based economy, low
energy consumption, low cost, low density, high specific strength and modulus, high sound attenuation of
lignocellulosic based composites, comparatively easy processability due to their nonabrasive nature, which
allows high filling levels and significant cost savings, and finally relatively high reactive surface, which can be
used for grafting specific groups (1).

Thus, the use of lignocellulosic fibers derived from annually renewable resources as a reinforcing phase in
polymeric matrix composites provides positive environmental benefits with respect to ultimate disposability and
raw material use. A major disadvantage must be noted however; cellulose fibers are highly polar solids, making
them sparingly miscible ("compatible") with less polar or nonpolar polymers, such as the thermoplastic
biodegradable materials PCL, PLA, PHA and other commodity thermoplastics (2). Therefore, to develop such
biocomposites with good properties, it has been customary to decrease the hydrophilicity of the lignocellulosic
materials by chemical modification or to promote interfacial adhesion through the use of compatibilizers (3). The
chemical modification is usually obtained through the use of reagents having functional groups that are capable
of bonding to the hydroxyl groups of the lignocellulosic materials (4-5). Another drawback of lignocellulosic
fillers is their high moisture absorption and the resulting swelling and decrease in mechanical properties (6).

mailto:Iagaron@iata.csic.es
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Moreover, the processing temperature of composites is restricted to about 200°C because lignocellulosic
materials begin to degrade above this temperature.
Higher thermal stability, less or no colour, homogeneity and enhanced properties can however be achieved by
using highly purified alfa cellulose fibers. Lignin and hemicellulose residues have been eliminated from the
natural fiber and, therefore, a more robust filler is thus generated (7). Fiber size and processing techniques have
an important incidence on the final properties of the composites, because they define the degree of fiber
dispersion and their impact on matrix morphology. Furthermore, the fiber content in biodegradable polymers is
also frequently associated with the degree of dispersion or the agglomeration of the fibers, because high fiber
contents in the matrix produce fiber agglomeration, caused by the tendency of the filler to form hydrogen bonds
with each other (8). Surface chemical modification of cellulose fibers is a way to better disperse lignocellulose
fibers in biodegradable matrix. Fibers dispersion in the matrix is a very relevant factor to obtain good properties.
The fibers dispersion has a stronger effect in the mechanical properties, which is ultimately reflected on other
potential properties such as barrier properties, because the presence of impermeable crystalline fibers is thought
to increase the tortuosity or detour factor in the materials leading to slower diffusion processes and, therefore, to
lower permeability. Finally, another relevant aspect is fiber size. Thus, by reducing fiber size it is possible to
strongly impact properties with low additions of the fillers because of the high surface to volume ratio, which
promotes a more intimate contact with the matrix. In this context, reduced fiber sizes going down to nanometers
in the fiber section can be achieved through the so-called Micro Fibrillated Cellulose (MFC) (9) or in electrospun
cellulose fibers (10).
This preliminary study presents results that demonstrate that micro-cellulose fibers can also be applied to
enhance the barrier properties of thermoplastic biodegradable materials such as PCL and PHB. An important
reduction in water and limonene permeability and a significant reduction in the limonene diffusion coefficient
were found with the addition of low contents of highly purified cellulose fibers in these biodegradable materials.
Biocomposites were obtained by solution casting and their morphology was characterized by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
The bacterial polyhydroxyalcanoate (PHA) grade was purchased to Goodfellow Cambridge Limited, U.K., in
pellet form. The supplied PHBcoV (Polyhydroxybutirate with 8 mol% of Valeriate) material is a melt-
processable semi-crystalline thermoplastic polymer made by biological fermentation from renewable
carbohydrate feedstocks. Polycaprolactone (PCL) grade FB I00 was kindly supplied in pellet form by Solvay
Chemicals, Belgium. This grade has a density of 1.1 glcm3 and a mean molecular weight of 100,000.
A purified cellulose fiber grade from CreaFiII Fibers Corp. (US), having an average fiber length of 60 11mand an
average fiber width of 20 11m was used. According to manufacturer specifications, these fibers had an alfa-
cellulose content of> 99.5 % and an aspect ratio of3.

Preparation of blends
Solution-cast film samples of biodegradable materials with I, 2, 4, 5 and 10% Wt fiber content were prepared
with a thickness of around 100 11m,using chloroform as a solvent. Polymer and fiber solutions in chloroform
were stirred at 40°C during 30 min and cast onto Petri dishes to generate films after solvent evaporation at room
temperature conditions. All the measurements and experiments were carried out on these polymer films.

SEM measurements
For scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observation, the samples were fractured in liquid nitrogen and mounted
on bevel sample holders. The fracture surface of the different samples was sputtered with AulPd in a vacuum.
The SEM pictures (Hitachi S41 00) were taken with an accelerating voltage of 10 keY on the sample thickness.

DSC measurements
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) of PHBV and PCL and its biocomposites was performed on a Perkin-
Elmer DSC 7 thermal analysis system on typically 7 mg of material at a scanning speed of 10°C/min from room
temperature to the melting point. Before evaluation, the thermal runs were subtracted similar runs of an empty
pan. The DSC equipment was calibrated using indium as a standard.

Gravimetric measurements
Direct permeability to d(+)-limonene of 95% purity (Panreac Quimica, Spain) and direct permeability to water
were determined from the slope of weight loss vs. time experiments at 24°C and 40%RH. The films were
sandwiched between the aluminium top (open O-ring) and bottom (deposit for the permeant) parts of aluminium
permeability cells. A Viton rubber O-ring was placed between the film and the bottom part of the cell to enhance
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sealability. Then the bottom part of the cell was filled with the permeant and the pinhole secured with a rubber
O-ring and a screw. Finally, the cell was placed in the desired environment and the solvent weight loss through
the film was monitored and plotted as a function of time. Cells with aluminium films were used as control
samples to estimate solvent loss through the sealing. Cells clamping polymer films but with no solvent were used
as blank samples to monitor water uptake. Solvent permeation rates were estimated from the steady-state
permeation slopes. Organic vapour weight loss was calculated as the total cell loss minus the loss through the
sealing and plus the water weight gain. The tests were done in duplicate.
The diffusion coefficient of d-Iimonene was estimated during desorption experiments at 24°C and 40%RH by
means of weight loss experiments using an analytical balance Voyager® V11140. Thus, at saturation conditions,
checked by observing no changes in successive weight uptake measurements of the specimens dipped in the
compound, the samples were thoroughly bottled with a tissue to remove the excess of aroma vapour condensed
over the film surface (this step is considered as time zero) and were periodically weighted until they yielded
constant weight. D values were obtained from fitting the experimental data vs. time to the first six sum terms of
the corresponding solution of Fick's second law during desorption experiments (11).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Composites Morphology
Simple naked eye examination of the films obtained by solution casting indicated that a good fiber dispersion
was achieved for low fiber contents whereas films with contents beyond 5% indicated fiber agglomeration in the
matrix. To observe the morphology at the micron and submicron level, SEM experiments were carried out in the
materials. The results showed that the topological dispersion of the fibers in the film depends on the loading
levels. Figure 1 shows the different morphological structure of some of the films prepared by casting with low,
medium and high fiber contents. SEM examination revealed a more homogeneous distribution of the fibers in the
PHBV and PCL matrixes with low fiber contents (1% wt) (Figure 1A and C). In these samples, fibers are hardly
discernible from the matrix, suggesting that a good dispersion and interfacial adhesion has been achieved. On the
contrary, films prepared by casting with 10% Wt fiber content in the PHBV matrix easily revealed the presence
of fibers and fiber agglomerates as a result of insufficient dispersion, likely caused by self-association of the
filler via hydrogen bonding (Figure IB and D).

Figure I. Scanning eleetron micrographs of the cross section of (A) Film prepared by casting of PHBV with 1% wt fiber content. (B)
Film prepared by casting of PHBV with 10% wt fiber content. (C) Film prepared by casting of PCL with 1% wt fiber content
content. (D) Film prepared by casting of PCL with 5% wt fiber content

Thermal Properties
Melting temperatures (Tm) and Enthalpy of fusion (~Hm) corrected for biopolymer content in the biocomposites
were determined from differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) first heating runs. The melting temperatures (Tm)
and enthalpy of fusion of PHBV and PCL blends are summarized in Table 1 for cast films with different fiber
contents. The PHBV copolymer shows two maxima of melting in the entotherm, reflect of the heterogeneity in
the crystalline structure. Tm and ~Hm does decrease in general in the biocomposites. In the enthalpy parameter,
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the value drop is more clearly observed in the samples with lower fiber contents, where more dispersed
morphologies were observed. A more disperse morphology is more likely to hinder polymer chains lateral
rearrangements and hence crystallization. Thus, It appears clear that the fibers impose strong alterations in the
biopolymer morphology generally resulting in a decrease in crystallinity. In principle, a reduction in crystallinity
is not a desirable effect from a barrier perspective, since crystals are impermeable elements in the structure,
however this also indicates that a good interaction is established between filler and matrix and this is a positive
effect with regard to enhancing the impact of the filler in the final properties of the composite and also helps to
reduce excessive rigidity in the blend.

Table 1. DSC melting point and melting enthalpy of the films of PHBV and PCL with 1,2,4,5 and 10% wt fibers prepared by
casting

Sample Mp (0C) Melting Enthalpy (Jig)

PHBV 145.333-156.666 46.727

PHBV + I%fibers 138.866-153.533 28.344

PHBV +5%fibers 137.033-152.866 23.36

PHBV+ IO%fiben 140.533-154.866 36.665

PCL 62.200 96.234

PCL + I%fibers 62.533 62.155

PCL+5%fibers 63.700 68.78

PCL + IO%fibers 62.366 79.025

Mass transport properties

The barrier properties of composites depend primarily on the particle size and shape as well as on the dispersion
and level of interfacial adhesion; furthermore, factors such a changes in matrix morphology are also relevant. 0-
limonene diffusion and water and limonene direct permeability were evaluated for the various biopolymers
(PHBV and PCL) and for their fiber reinforced biocomposites. In the case of polyhydroxybutyrate-co-valeriate
polymer (see Figure 2A) limonene and water permeability show minimum values for samples with 1% Wt fiber
content; with increasing fiber content the permeability of the systems increases to values even higher than in the
neat component. Films ofPHBV with 1% Wt fiber content have a water permeability decrease of71% compared
to the unfilled material, whereas films of PHBV with 10% of fiber sample show a water permeability reduction
of only ca. 52%. It appears that with increasing fiber content agglomeration takes place and the barrier results
are detrimentally affected. A reduction in limonene permeability of ca. 64% and in the diffusion coefficient of ca.
58% are observed in the biocomposite of PHBV with 1% wt fiber content. This indicates that most of the
reduction in permeability for this vapour appears to be related to a reduction in the diffusion coefficient
(tortuosity effect) imposed by the presence of the fibers.

Figure 2B shows limonene and water direct permeability and limonene diffusion coefficient experiments for
films prepared by casting of polycaprolactone reinforced with different fiber content. From the results, a
reduction in limonene permeability of ca. 51%, a reduction in water permeability of ca. 58% and in the limonene
diffusion coefficient of 52% is observed in the biocomposite of polycaprolactone with 1% wt fiber content.
These results are again in agreement with the behavior observed earlier for the PHBV biocomposites.
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Figure 2. D-limonene and water direct permeability and limonene diffusion coefficient as determined by weight loss experiments for
the films of rHBV with 1,2,4,5 and 10% wt fiber contents (A) and the films ofrCL with 1,2,4,5 and 10% wt fiber contents (B)

CONCLUSIONS

The preliminary results of this study indicate that:

I. The incorporation of purified alfa cellulose microfibers to a three of the most widely used
biodegradable polymers, i.e. PCL and PHBV, via solution casting indicated that the best dispersion of
the filler occurred at low contents of fibers, i.e. below 5% wt. Fiber agglomeration at filler contents
around and above 5% wt were observed.

2. The biopolymer crystalllinity was found to decrease in the blends. Higher decrease was also seen for
low fiber content composites indicating that a more effective interfacial interaction occurs for these
particular blends.

3. The fibers were found to have a significant impact in barrier properties without the need for
compatibilizers or other interfacial agents. Low fiber contents, showing best blend morphologies, also
led to the largest enhancements in barrier properties to water and limonene. Increasing fiber content in
the blend did not yield higher barrier improvements due to fiber agglomeration.

In conclusion, this preliminary study has proven that composites of biodegradable polymers and cellulose fibers
are a suitable combination not only to enhance mechanical performance but also barrier properties. Melt
blending routes and barrier modelling work are being pursued at the moment to check whether a similar or a
more optimum behavior can be obtained by conventional melt processing techniques.
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packaging. Is total protection reached?
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Ramon Batlle and Cristina Nerin

ABSTRACT

The aim of this contribution is to analyze and understand the vapor phase antimicrobial activity of different

natural essential oils intended to be used in packaging materials for increasing the shelf-life of the packaged

foodstuffs, minimizing possible alterations and preventing the use of synthetic chemicals for this purpose. In a

first step, three essential oils (EOs), i.e. cinnamon (Cinnamon zeylanicum), thyme (Thymus vulgaris), and

oregano (Oregano vulgaris) were evaluated as a function of their vapor-phase antimicrobial activity against a

wide range of food-borne microbial. Oregano EO gave lower MICs than thyme and cinnamon. This EO also

inhibited the growth of Pseudomonas aeruginosa that were not inhibited by any of the other EOs.

Since persistence of the antimicrobial effect in time as well as "flash" inhibition effect was observed, it is clear

that chemicals which can be responsible for inhibition must be present in both timeframes. The composition of

the atmosphere generated by each EO in both periods is described by using recently introduced Single Drop

Microextraction (SDME) extraction technique and Gas Chromatography coupled with Mass Spectrometry

detection (GC-MS). The more abundant components for thyme EO were thymol, carvacrol, and /inalool; for

oregano carvacrol; andfor cinnamon, eugenol.

According to these results, several chemicals have been selected and screened against Gram + (Listeria

mono0'togenes) and Gram - (Salmonella cholerasuis) bacteria, a mold (Aspergillus tIavus) and a yeast

(Candida albicans). Among them, cinnamaldehyde, thymol, and carvacrol showed the most antimicrobial

effectiveness, so their Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MICs) was calculated and found to be higher than

MICs of the pure EOs.

In order to check possible interactions between components present in EOs, cinnamon EO was fortified with

cinnamaldehyde ant thyme EO with thymol. Afterwards, the antimicrobial activity of the fortified EO was

compared with the pure EO and the individual chemical itself. When adding cinnamaldehyde to cinnamon EO

much lower MICs were obtained with a clear synergistic effect. MICs for the fortified thyme EO decreased

compared to pure EO but never reached the values obtained with oregano and Pseudomonas aeruginosa was

not inhibited.
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INTRODUCTION
Preservation of packaged food in order to increase their quality and shelf-life while minimizing direct food

manipulation or alteration from both objective and subjective (i.e. off-flavors, colors, or odors) is of paramount

relevance in the food industry. Different alternatives such as the use of modified atmospheres (MAPs), high

pressure, electrical pulses, irradiation or combination of them are in use as sterilization processes but still limited

as most of them cannot be applied to the packaged food A concept which has gain acceptance and interest over

the last years is the use of active packaging (I), especially by using natural extracts as active compounds (2-4).

The advantages of incorporating antimicrobial agents in the packaging material to protect foodstuff and

prolong its shelf-life, is one of the most challenge today. Most of the published work in this field only evaluate

protection obtained when direct contact between food i.e. agar media and package i.e. active component occurs.

This way, risks of transferring non-volatile constituents from the polymeric matrix or the incorporated compound

to the foodstuff can occur. Several works have been published concerning vapor phase inhibition (5-7). In a

previous publication (8), we have reported preliminary evaluation on the activity of four EOs (basil, rosemary,

clove and cinnamon) in vapor phase. Very promising results were obtained, especially for fungi and Gram

positive bacteria, on the other hand, very low inhibition against Gram negative bacteria and especially no-

inhibition against Pseudomona aeruginosa was shown.

At this point it is interesting to characterize and compare the generated atmospheres by EOs at different

times meanwhile selected bacteria and fungi strains are cultured. Some of the main constituents of the EOs have

been selected and studied (9). The main drawback of the use of individual aromatic compounds as food

preservative is the high concentration needed to inhibit spoilage which often exceeds the flavor threshold

acceptable to consumers. In that context, combinations of food antimicrobials can be promising looking for

synergistic effects that could increase the natural antimicrobial power of the tested EOs.

Different techniques have been reported for vapor phase sampling. Most of the published works rely on

Solid Phase Microextraction (SPME) an easy-to-use, cheap and environmentally friendly technique which gives

high-quality results in these environments. A new technique which has gain acceptance in vapor phase sampling

is Single-Drop Microextraction (SOME) (10). In this technique, a drop (typically I to 3 JlL) of organic solvent is

suspended on the tip of a micro-syringe as the extraction media and exposed to the headspace to sample for a

known time at a known temperature. After sampling, drop is retracted in the syringe and directly injected on the

gas chromatograph for analysis. Advantages compared to SPME are that the number of solvents which can be

used is huge, the chance to use binary or ternary mixtures and also, it is easy to add an internal (injection)

standard (or derivatizing reagent, if needed) in the drop, improving quantization performance.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
Microbial Cultures. The following food-borne microbial strains were selected for their relevance in the

food industry: the gram positive bacteria Staphylococcus aureus (American Type Culture Collection, ATCC

29213), Bacillus cereus (Coleccion Espanola de Cultivos Tipo, CECT 495), Enterococcus faecalis (ATCC

29212), and Listeria monocytogenes (ATCC 7644); the Gram negative bacteria Escherichia coli (ATCC 29252),

Yersinia enterocolitica (CECT 4315), Salmonella choleraesuis (CECT 4000), and Pseudomonas aeruginosa
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(ATCC 27853); the yeast Candida albicans (ATCC 64550), and the molds Penicillium islandicum (CECT

2762NT) and Aspergil/usjlavus (CECT 2687).

Antimicrobial Activity Tests. The modified vapor diffusion test used in this paper has been already

described in detail in reference (8). Briefly, the solidified agar medium was inoculated with 100 ilL of a

physiological saline solution containing 105 CFU (colony forming units) of the microorganism under study. Then,

10 ! L of each ethyl ether (GC quality, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) dilution of the antimicrobial agent (EO or

individual chemical) was added to 10-mm sterile blank filter and placed on the medium-free cover of the dish.

The Petri dish was then sealed using sterile adhesive tape (Deltalab, Rubi, Spain).

Single-Drop Microextraction (SOME) Tests. A 2.5 ilL drop ofa 6.7 Ilg per g of verb enone in p-xylene, the

injection standard solution, is suspended at the needle tip of a 5-1 I L Hamilton 85RN (26S/51 mm/needle type 2)

syringe (Hamilton Bonaduz AG, Bonaduz, Switzerland). The single drop was exposed for 5 min. to the

headspace generated by evaporating a known volume (5 ilL) of diethyl ether solutions of different concentrations

of the chemicals under study.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION

Following Table shows the antimicrobial activity (expressed as MIC) found for cinnamon, oregano and thyme

essential oils against the selected array of microorganisms. As can be seen, thyme was highly ineffective, unlike

other studies where this EO were one of the most effective whereas oregano showed the highest overall

inhibition against bacteria and cinnamon can be underlined as the most effective against fungi strains.

Cinnamon Oregano Thyme

Microorganism IlLiL IlLldm2 f.!LlL f.!Lldm2 f.!LlL f.!Lldm2

Gram +

S. aureus 34.9 3.1 13.1 1.2 87.3 7.9

E.faecalis 52.4 4.7 34.9 3.2 87.3 7.9

L. monocytogenes 34.9 3.1 26.2 2.4 175 15.7

B. cereus 17.5 1.6 17.5 1.6 131 11.8

Gram-

E. coli 17.5 1.6 13.1 1.2 52.4 4.7

P. aeruginosa - - 175 15.7 - -

Y. enterocolitica 17.5 1.6 4.4 0.4 34.9 3.1

S. cholerasuis 131 11.8 17.5 1.6 131 11.8

Mold

A·flavus 13.1 1.2 17.5 1.6 175 15.7

P. islandicum 8.7 0.9 17.5 1.6 34.9 3.1

Yeast

C. albicans 13.1 1.2 17.5 1.6 26.2 2.4

Therefore, it is highly interesting to correlate these results with the composition of the atmosphere generated

for these essential oils inside the Petri dish so as to a better comprehension of the inhibition mechanisms. There,
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it seemed clear that the atmosphere generated at shorter times was the most relevant. A "flash" inhibitory effect

was obtained when the atmosphere got into contact with the tested microorganisms during their lag phase. On

the basis of those results, a further experiment was carried out. The blank filter was stored, immediately after the

addition of the EO in the dark for 24 h. and afterwards put into the Petri dish containing the cultured

microorganisms. The inhibitory effect was checked. No differences between both experiments are to be reported,

meaning that the responsible chemicals of the inhibition are present in the generated atmosphere for both, long

and short, exposure times.

The more abundant compounds were a-pinene, camphene, l3-pinene, p-cymene and eugenol for cinnamon

EO; a-pinene, camphene, p-cymene and carvacrol for oregano EO and a-pinene, camphene, l3-pinene, p-cymene

for thyme EO. At 24 h the headspace was enriched in the less volatiles compounds: oregano for carvacrol and

eugenol for cinnamon. For these two EOs, no significant differences were found between the blank atmosphere,

without microorganism inoculation, and the ones in presence of microbes. The headspace produced in the Petri

dish by thyme EO, however, is influenced by the presence/absence of microorganism. Whatever microorganism

was previously inoculated, from 0 to 24 h, thymol, carvacrol and linalool are the more relevant compounds,

whereas the blank is characterized by a-pinene and camphene. Some differences in l3-pinene, bornyl acetate and

l3-caryophyllene were also detected. The degree of antimicrobial effects of both cinnamon and thyme EO

followed the order: C. albicans ~ A. flavus > L. monocytogenes > S. choleraesuis. S. choleraesuis, on the other

hand, was more susceptible to the presence of oregano than L .monocytogenes, being the order: C. albicans ""

A .flavus> s. choleraesuis > L. monocytogenes.

Thymol, carvacrol, Iinalool and eugenol, as well as cinnamaldehyde, camphor, estragol, I, 8-cineole, p-

cymene, l3-caryophyllene, and limonene, reported in the scientific literature, were further evaluated for inhibition

in the vapor phase as individuals. Hydrocinnamaldehyde was also added to the test set in order to check how

relevant are minor structural differences (double bond hydrogenation) for the inhibitory capability. Their

inhibitory effect is shown in the following Table. Some differences were found depending on the tested

microorganism.

Microorganism

Chemical S. eholerasuis L. monocytogenes A·flavus C. albieans

Eugenol 18 (25) 0(7) 47 (50) 51 (62)

Cinnamaldehyde 35 (38) 31 (33) "90 82 (85)

Hydrocinnamaldehyde 35 (50) bO (5) 10 (12) 82 (87)

Thymol' 50 (60) 72 (76) 60 (65) "90

Carvacrol 41 (45) 52 (55) 80 (90) "90

Camphor bO bOO bO bO (17)

Estragol bO bO bO bO

1,8-Cineole bO bO bO bO

p-Cymene bO bO bO bO

I3-Caryophyllene bO bO bO bO

Limonene bO bO bO bO

Linalool 9 (12) bO (25) bO 5 (60)

"90mm represents total inhibition. bO mm represents no inhibition
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In short, cinnamaldehyde, thymol and carvacrol were the most effective chemicals. Thus, the Minimum

Inhibitory Concentrations (MICs) for these compounds were calculated. No differences among the three

chemicals tested were found against L. monocytogenes (21.8 JlL per liter of headspace). In the case of S.

choleraesuis and C. albicans, although thymol and carvacrol gave similar inhibition (10.9 JlLlL) that was weaker

than cinnamaldehyde (4 JlLlL), although these differences were not statistically significant. For A. flavus,

carvacrol and cinnamaldehyde gave stronger inhibition (21.8 JlLlL) than thymol (43.6 JlLlL).

Two final options were evaluated. The first one consisted of a cinnamaldehyde-fortified cinnamon essential

oil and the second option was thymol-fortified thyme essential oil. Comparing MICs for the individual and its

correspondent fortified-EO, the greatest antimicrobial activity was obtained for the combination with the only

exception of the cinnamaldehyde and cinnamaldehyde-fortified cinnamon EO for S. choleraesuis. The highly

increased antimicrobial activity found for cinnamaldehyde-fortified cinnamon EO against Gram-negative

bacteria, including the most resistant P. aeruginosa is of greatest relevance. This constitutes a big improvement

from our previous work (8), where reduced vapor-phase effectiveness for the different EO against Gram-

negative bacteria (even no inhibition for P. aeruginosa) was achieved. As for the comparison between

antimicrobial agents, results obtained were similar for the microorganisms tested, with the only exception of Y.

enterocolitica (Gram -) and B. cereus (Gram +), which were much more sensitive to the fortified cinnamon EO

than others Gram - and Gram + strains respectively, and the above-mentioned P. aeruginosa.

All this knowledge about composition, component interactions of the studied EOs and the possibility of

c!JStom-made natural antimicrobial agents has a direct application in the world of the active packaging. As

mentioned in the introduction, EOs can be incorporated into food packaging to prevent food from microbial

proliferation. We believe that this is a first step to obtain an antimicrobial active packaging that could work in

vapor-phase with complete characterization ofthe internal generated atmosphere.
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Zhong Zehui, Zhan Huaiyu and Chen hong

ABSTRACT

The enzymatic deinking and fiber modification of old newsprint paper based on cellulases, xylanase and

white rot fungus Phanerochaete chrysosporium were investigated and the suitable enzymes were selected in this

paper. The results demonstrated that the cellulases and hemicellulases obviously improved the deinking

efficiency andfiber modification.

Keywords: old newsprint paper; enzymatic deinking

INTRODUCTION

As we all know, recycled paper is a very important source of raw materials for pulp and paper industry

because of the problem of resource, environment, energy and its economic benefit, so more and more attentions

have been paid in secondary fiber recycling all over the world. Now the possibility to make newspaper by

secondary fiber is widely accepted.

The shortcoming of the conventional chemical de inking process has become more and more apparent in recent

years with the increase of old newspapers consumption, the enzymatic de inking process seems to be an effective

way to solve this problem. Enzymes are used for deinking old newspaper because of them detachment toner. The

past investigations in this field have showed that compared to the conventional alkaline chemical deinking

process, enzymatic de inking can reduce the consumption of chemicals, decrease the content of COD and BOD in

effluent, and modity the physical strength and optical properties of pulp. Additionally, Deinking with enzymes

brings out their ability to improve dirt count, pulp strength and freeness, and reduce chemical costs for bleaching

and wastewater treatment. There is also the possibility of eliminating the dispersion stage, as well as subsequent

flotation and washing.

The enzymatic de inking pulp has better bleachability. The enzymatic deinking and fiber modification ofYueyang

old newsprint paper treated with cellulose, xylanase and white rot fungus Phanerochaete chrysosporium were

investigated in this paper.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

1 Material
Old newsprint paper: The paper was taken from the Yueyang Paper Co. Ltd., which included printed colored

inks.

Enzymes: All enzymes were supplied by Novozymes.



2 The method of experiment
Pulp Preparation

Old newsprint paper was first soaked with tap water for 24h, then disintegrated in 23L Holland beater to

complete fiber separation. The pulp was dewatered and stored at temperature 4Co.

Enzymatic Deinking

Amounts of enzymes were added to the pulp. The pH value of pulp was adjusted with H2S04 or NaOH. The

reaction was taken place in water bath at temperature 56Co on suitable reaction time. The control pulp was

treated with distilled water instead of enzymes added in the pulp; the other conditions were the same as above.

Flotation and Washing

The conditions of flotation are as follows: temperature 21 Co, 1% pulp consistency, no pH adjustment, 5-10

minutes, 0.5% surfactant, 0.2% CaCho After flotation, the pulp was washed by an SO-mesh washer at 0.5%

consistency.

Handsheets

Handsheets were prepared with Sheet Former L&W FI-IOI, and dried with L&W F1-119.

Evaluation of Pulp Properties

Brightness and breaking length were measured according to Chinese National Standard.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1 Individual Effect of the Enzymes

1.1 Influence of Enzyme Dosage

Enzyme dosage is an important influence factor for deinking efficiency, Figure 1 showed that with the

enzyme dosage increasing, the pulp brightness first increased, but decreased when the dosage exceeded some

point. The experiment conditions: Pulp consistency: 3.5%; Pulp temperature: 56Co; pH value: 7.S-S.0
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Figure 1 THE EFFECTS OF ENZYME DOSAGE ON THE DEINKING PULP PROPERTIES

1.2 Influence of treatment Time

As shown in Figure 2, with increasing of the reaction time, pulp brightness decreased clearly and the dirt

count had a trend to rise after 29m in. The enzymes accelerated the separation of the toners and fibers, and

minished the toner particles. This enabled the toners to be removed easily by flotation and washing. But with the

treatment time further prolonged, the ink particles would be excessively disintegrated and absorbed to fiber,

which reduced the pulp brightness markedly. The ink reabsorbing was very severe in old newsprint paper

deinking, so the reaction time should be shortened so as to gain higher brightness. The cellulases can enhance the
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breaking length when the time is less than Mmin. But too long treatment time would lead to a decline of strength

properties.
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Figure 2 THE EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT TREATMENT TIME ON THE PULP PROPERTIES
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t.3 Influence of pH Value

Figure 3 showed the performance of different pH value in enzymatic de inking. Suitable value pulping pH

would be ensuring optimum enzyme activity. Exceed or under the optimum pH range the enzymatic activity

would decrease, even disappear. Good results had been obtained when operation was done at the pH 7-8, which

was in accordance with enzyme optimum pH range.
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Figure 3 EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT pH VALUE ON ENZYMATIC DEINKING PULP
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2 Synergistic Effects of the Enzymes

Showed in Figure 4, the synergistic effects of the enzymes on the pulp deinking performance were studied

for gaining better de inking efficiency; all enzymes were used at their optimum deinking conditions. The

experiment conditions: all enzymes were used at their optimum dosage; bleaching conditions: NaOH 1.0%,

MgS04 0.5%, Na2Si03 2%, EDTA 0.1%, H202 2%; time 60min; pulp consistency 10%; temperature: 56Co.
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Figure 4 SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS OF THE ENZYMES ON THE DE INKING PULP PROPERTIES

3 Deinking effluent by white rot fungus

Oeinking to old newsprint paper was deal with fresh enzyme fluid distilled from white rot fungus

Phanerochaete chrysosporium. Under the condition without any extra nutriment, the deinking effect was not very

distinct. The deinking effect was higher with a quantitative of extra nutriment glucose and ammonium tartrate

added; the color of pulp changed to yellow and the index of brightness and strength were declined severely at the

same time. As a result, the de inking effect can be facilitated by addition of extra nutriment. Besides, the same

deinking effect can be achieved by addition of veratryl alcohol. A quantitative of MgS04 was added into pulp to

reduce the degree of yellow and avoid the degradation of carbohydrate. With the addition of MgS04, on the one

hand, the deinking effect was assured; on the other hand, the decline of brightness and strength were reduced to

some extent. Obviously, the effect to pulp by white rot fungus has two sides: one is favorable, which is effective

to enhance deinking of old newsprint paper; the other is adverse, which led to reduction of the brightness and

strength of pulp and bring negative effect to subsequent bleaching and the property of paper.

i~

CONCLUSIONS
I. The optimum enzymatic de inking conditions of the individual N613, N476, N342 and xylanase (HC) were as

follows: temperature 56Co, treatment time 16 min with no pH adjustment, pulp consistency 3.5%, N342 0.05

ECU/g, N613 0.2ECU/g, N476 0.1 ECU/g and HC 0.1 AXU/g.

2. The synergistic effect of Novozym342 and xylanase (HC) can further enhance the deinking performance,

reduce dirt count and improve paper brightness.

3. The deinking effect was higher with a quantitative of extra nutriment glucose, ammonium tartrate and veratryl

alcohol added.

4. Enzymatic deinked pulp would have better bleachability and brightness which compared to the conventional

chemical deinked pulp, the bleached pulp would reach 58% ISO.

More studies and explore should be done in de inking old newsprint paper by enzymatic.
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Moisture Sorption Characteristics of Cassava Flour Film

Panuwat Suppakul

ABSTRACT
Moisture sorption kinetics of cassava flour film with 30 %wlw sorbitol were investigated at various

relative humidities. Moisture sorption curves of film were fitted to an empirical model. Cassava flour film has
been also studied for its sorption isotherm. GAB, Lewicki, Oswin and Peleg sorption models were tested tofit the
experimental data. Sorbitol-plasticized cassava flour film appeared homogeneous, clear, smooth, and contained
less insoluble particles compared to unplasticized cassava flour film. Moisture sorption was more rapid in the
initial stages and a lesser amount of moisture was adsorbed as adsorption time increased. The higher the
relative humidity used, the more pronounced effect. The equilibrium moisture content of film dramatically
soared above aw = 0.6. Both GAB and Lewicki models were found to be the better-jitted model for cassava flour
film.

Keywords: Ediblefilm; Cassava flour; Moisture sorption kinetic; Moisture sorption isotherm; Empirical model

INTRODUCTION
Over the last four decades, extensive research has been undertaken on the use of edible films and

coatings. They have been used as moisture, gas or solute barriers in food packaging to prolong shelf life and
improve overall food quality. Edible films and coatings from biopolymers have received increasing attention.
Potential sources and applications of edible films and coatings have been reviewed by Debeaufort et al. (1998)
and Tharanathan (2003). Among the biodegradable polymers, a variety of polysaccharides and their derivatives
have been used as edible films and coatings, including raw starch and flour as well as cellulose and cellulose
derivatives. Owing to the hydrophilic properties of these polymers, they provide a minimal barrier to moisture
(Kester and Fennema, 1986). Nevertheless, these films possess good barrier properties to oxygen, carbon dioxide
and lipids and protect against lipid oxidation (Banker, 1966). Films from polysaccharides are also stronger and
more extensible than proteinaceous films.

Cassava (Manihot esculenta Crantz) or tapioca is one of the ecomonically crucial crops in Thailand,
Brazil and other tropical countries. It is an abundant and cheap agricultural source of starch and flour production.
In Thailand, cassava flour consists mostly of starch (94- 97.5 % dry basis), protein (0.3 %), moisture content (13-
14 %). Structurally, cassava starch consists of two types of molecules: amylose, a substantial linear polymer, and
amylopectin, a highly branched polymer. With amylose content of approximately 17 %, it is responsible for
strong film formation characteristics in cassava flour film (8angyekan et aI., 2006).

Sorption characteristics of edible films are crucial for design, modeling, and optimization of many
processes such as drying, chilling, freezing, heating, casting, storage and transport. Knowledge of sorption
isotherms is also important for predicting moisture sorption properties of hydrophilic films via moisture sorption
empirical models. These isotherms provide information on the moisture binding capacity of the films at a
determined environmental relative humidity, and are a useful means for an analysis of moisture plasticizing
effect and their effect on water vapour permeability. Chirife and Iglesias (1978) reviewed 23 isotherm models
and their use for fitting sorption isotherms of foods and food products. None of these models described
accurately the sorption isotherm over the whole range of relative humidity since water is related to the food
matrix by different mechanisms in different activity regions. However, these kinetic models can be applied to
predict moisture sorption properties of edible films.

The objective of this study is aimed at determining for moisture sorption isotherm of cassava flour film
to fit experimental data to the moisture sorption kinetic models.
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MATERIALS AND METHOD
Materials

Cassava flour was purchased from ETC International Trading CO.,Ltd. (Bangkok, Thailand). Sorbitol
was used as plasticizers and was obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO).
Cassava flour film preparation

Cassava flour film solution was prepared by dissolving 5.0 g of cassava flour/I 00 g of aqueous solution,
and heated at its gelatinization temperature of 70°C under stirring until viscous and transparent solution was
observed. Sorbitol was added at 30 gil 00 g of flour to the solution while stirred to become homogeneous. This
solution was degassed by keeping in an ultrasonic water bath (Model 2750, CREST Ultrasonics Corp, Trenton,
NJ, USA) for 10 min. Cassava flour film was cast by pouring film-forming solution (50 mL) in a flat 21 x 29 cm
glass plate wrapped with a linear low-density polyethylene film. The plates were dried at 60°C in a ventilated
oven for 3 h.
Film thickness measurement

A hand-held digital micrometer (Mitutoyo, Tokyo, Japan) was used for measuring film thickness. Five
readings were taken for each sample, one at the sample center and four around the perimeter.
Moisture sorption kinetics

Cassava flour film specimens (25 x 25 mm) were conditioned in a desiccator containing silica gel beads
for 3 days at 30±1 °C to reduce the initial moisture content. Film specimens were then placed at 30±1 °C over
saturated salt solutions having known relative humidity (LiCI, MgCI2, Mg(N03)z, NaCI, and KN03 with 11.3,
32.4, 51.4, 75.7,92.5 %RH, respectively). At the conditions of relative humidity higher than 60%, a trace of
ethanol was used as fungistatic agent. Weights of film specimens as a function of time were measured, and
moisture contents of the films were determined using an air-oven method (AOAC 1999), at 105±2 °C for 3 h.
The required drying operation was repeated until the difference in weight between two successive measurements
was not greater than 0.1% of the weight of the sample. Moisture adsorption curves of films were fitted to a
mathematical model suggested by Peleg (1988)

M (t) = Mo + [tI(k1 + k2t)] [I]
where M (t) = moisture after time t, Mo = initial moisture, and kl and k2 = parameters.
Moisture Sorption Isotherm Study

The moisture desorption isotherm measurement was performed as discussed by Bell and Labuza (2000).
Cassava flour films (in triplicate) were conditioned in a desiccator containing silica gel beads for 7 days at 30±1
°C to eliminate the initial moisture content. Samples were then placed in separate desiccators over saturated salt
solutions having known relative humidity (LiCI, MgCI2, Mg(N03)2, KI, NaCI, KCI, and KN03 with 11.3, 32.4,
51.4,67.9,75.7,83.6,92.5 %RH, respectively) at 30±1 °C and held for 7 days. At the conditions of relative
humidity higher than 60%, a trace of ethanol was used as fungistatic agent. Moisture content was determined in
triplicate using an air-oven method, as described in previous section. Water activity was also determined in
triplicate using the Presica model McOAS 4208 at 30± 1°C. Set of saturated salts were used to calibrate the
equipment covering the range of conduct.
Moisture Sorption Isotherm Curve Fitting

Isotherm models from the literature were selected for fitting the experimental data of adsorption
isotherm of cassava flour film. Those models are expressed and rearranged as given below.
GAB (Guggenheim-Anderson-de Boer) model:

me = IIloCkaw/(I-aw)[ I+(C-I )kaw] [2]
where me = equilibrium moisture content on a dry basis; mo= GAB monolayer moisture content; C =
Guggenheim constant, k = factor correcting properties of the multiplayer molecules corresponding to the bulk
liquid and aw = water activity.
Lewicki model:

me = [F/(I-aw)G] - [F/(1 +awH)] [3]
where F, G, and H = constants.
Oswin model:

me = k[aw/(I-aw)]" [4]
where k and c = constants.
Peleg model:

me = a.awb + c.awd [5]
where a, b, c, and d = constants.
The parameters of the equations were estimated by using Kyplot 2.0 for Windows (Kyence Inc., Japan). The
value of root mean square percent error (%RMS) represents the fitting ability of a model in association with the
number of data points.
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RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
The film from cassava flour produced from blend with sorbitol was homogeneous, clear, smooth, and

contained less insoluble particles compared to unplasticized cassava flour film. As a plasticizer, sorbitol
effectively decreased internal hydrogen bonding while increasing intermolecular spacing (Lieberman and
Guilbert, 1973) so that the cohesive tension of the molecules in attached polymer chains becomes weakened and
in turn, more flexible, soft and transparent (Laohakunjit and Noomhorm, 2004). An average thickness of the
films was 0.098±O.002 mm. According to Laohakunjit and Noomhorm (2004), sorbitol can penetrate the
network of starch more quickly and easily to form a stronger and thicker film as increasing a concentration of
sorbitol.

Moisture sorption kinetic curves of sorbitol-plasticized cassava flour film are depicted in Figure I.
Moisture adsorption was more rapid in the initial stages and declined as increasing time. Then, moisture content
of the film reached a plateau indicating that it became equilibrated with relative humidity in each condition. The
higher relative humidity, the more required time to reach its equilibrium. Measured sorption kinetic curve data
were fitted to Equation [I]. The constant k. and k2' which were derived from the linear fit, are shown in Table I.
The coefficients of determination are found to be very high in all cases (r > 0.99); this is an indication of a good
fit to the experimental data. Generally, films containing a higher level of plasticizer concentration and/or stored
at a higher storage relative humidity tend to have lower k. and k2 value, and vice versa. As constants associated
with mass transfer and maximum moisture adsorption capacity, the lower k •• the higher the initial moisture
adsorption rate, and the lower k2' the higher the moisture adsorption capacity, respectively (Turhan et aI., 2002).
In viewpoint of molecular structure of plasticizer, sorbitol molecule (MW = 182) has six hydroxyl groups to
interact with moisture by hydrogen bonds in terms of water affinity. However, the chances of sorbitol to interact
with polymeric starch chains are higher because sorbitol is more similar to the molecular structure of glucose
units. Consequently, sorbitol-plasticized starch film presented higher intermolecular forces and showed a lower
capacity to interact with water (Garcia et aI., 2000).

Moisture sorption isotherm curve of sorbitol-plasticized cassava flour film, represented in Figure 2, can
be classified as type II sigmoidal isotherm, which is obtained for soluble materials and shows an asymptotic
trend as water activity tends towards I (Mathlouthi and Roge, 2003). Moisture sorption was more rapid in the
initial stages and a lesser amount of moisture was adsorbed as adsorption time increased. The higher the relative
humidity used, the more pronounced effect. The equilibrium moisture content of film dramatically soared above
llw = 0.6. This is in accordance with those of Cho and Rhee (2002) and Mali et al. (2005), who found a similar
trend for sorbitol-plasticized soy protein film and sorbitol-plasticized cassava starch film, respectively. Sorbitol
is a hydrophilic plasticizer that loosened the structure of film. An addition of this plasticizer raised hydrophilicity
of film by exposing their hydroxyl groups.
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Figure I Moisture sorption curves of cassava flour films with 30 % w/w sorbitol at various
relative humidities as a function of time

Table I Sorption kinetic model constants and coefficient of determination for cassava flour film with 30 % w/w
sorbitol at selected relative humidities

Relative humidity/ % Sorbitol-plasticized cassava flour film

11.3
32.4
51.4
75.7
92.5

k. k2
0.52 0.29
0.25 0.17
0.14 0.11
0.13 0.06
0.06 0.02

r
0.9953
0.9947
0.9927
0.9958
0.9972

1I5
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Figure 2 Moisture sorption isotherm of cassava flour film with 30% w/w sorbitol at 30±1 °C

Calculated model constants, coefficient of determination (r2), and %RMS for each model for sorbitol-
plasticized cassava flour film are represented in Table 2. For GAB model, it is a semi-theoretical multilayer
sorption model with a physical meaning for each constant (Timmerman et aI., 2001). In general, it is the most
accepted model for foods or edible materials. Sorbitol-plasticized cassava flour film presented a monolayer
water content of 4.55 %, dry basis. This value indicates a maximum amount of water that can be adsorbed in a
single layer of dry film and it is a measure of number of sorbing sites. Lewicki model was developed to make it
applicable to the high range of aw. It fitted well the moisture sorption data at high humidity and predicted that
the water content tended to infinity when aw reaching 1.0 (Lewicki, 1998). Thus, the Lewicki model was
considered to be preferable and more applicable to predict moisture adsorption of this film at different relative
humidity. Oswin model provided good descriptions of the moisture isotherms throughout the entire range of
water activity (Oswin, 1946). However, in this case, maximum %RMS value was obtained for Oswin model. For
Peleg model, it can predict both sigmoid and non-sigmoid isotherms. According to Peleg (1992), this model
fitted as well as or better than the GAB model but unfortunately its constants had no physical meaning. In the
case of the Peleg model, the value of r was highest and in similar to the GAB model. Nevertheless, the %RMS
value from Peleg model resulted in a higher than that of GAB model. Thus, GAB model was found to be the best
estimator for predicting the equilibrium moisture content of sorbitol-plasticized cassava flour film, followed by
Lewicki model. Figure 3 reveals experimental vs. predicted moisture content of the film. The obtained points lie
on the diagonal for low and intermediate aw levels, indicating low interaction between components in
accordance with their separation in independent phases as observed during the film drying. At high level of
water activity, it can also be observed that point falls on the diagonal, as a result of the interaction between the
water molecules and the polar groups of the film.

Table 2 Sorption isotherm model constants, coefficient of determination and percentage of root mean square
error for cassava flour film with 30 % w/w sorbitol

Isotherm model Constant %RMS
GAB mO =4.55

C = 9.1273
k=0.9816
F = 6.6381
G = 0.7992
H = 0.2843
k= 7.6642
c = 0.7294
a = 14.7546
b = 0.8462
c = 64.4794
d = 9.0286

0.9997 1.6752

Oswin 0.9971 6.1998

Peleg 0.9997 2.6413
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Figure 3 Comparison between experimental moisture content and those predicted by various sorption isotherm
models for cassava flour film with 30 % w/w sorbitol

CONCLUSIONS
Hydrophilicity of sorbitol and its concentration were found to be relevant factors in determining the

moisture affinity of cassava flour film. Sorbitol-plasticized cassava flour film presented higher intermolecular
forces and showed a capacity to interact with water. GAB and Lewicki models were useful to fit moisture
sorption isotherm data.
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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the characterization of creep properties of double-wall corrugated paperboard with A and
B flutes. The main feature of this paper is the evaluation on the creep properties of double-wall corrugated
paperboard and analysis of the effect of relative humidity and constant compression load on creep properties by
a series of experimental studies on creep testing apparatus. The experimental ambient conditions of temperature
and relative humidity have four types, and constant compression load has fwe kinds. The experimental data and
creep-time curves of double-wall corrugated paperboard are obtained, which reflect the creep properties and
recoverability of double-wall corrugated paperboard subjected to different ambient conditions and different
constant compression load for a period of time. All the works provide basic data and curves relevant to its
application for protective packaging in transportation and storage of goods.
Key words: Double-wall corrugated paperboard; creep property, recoverability

1. INTRODUCTION

Double-wall corrugated paperboard is a kind of environmental-friendly package cushioning material with
corrugated sandwich structure, and the corrugated sandwich structure has lightweight, high strength-to-weight
and stiffness-to-weight ratios, so it is widely used in transportation and storage of goods. It is made of reusable
paper and water-based glue, and these materials are recyclable, reusable and biodegradable, so it has economic
and environmental advantages over plastic foams and there is an increasing interest in utilizing it as structural
elements for protective packaging. Examples include precise equipments and instruments, household appliances
and fragile goods etc. The compression properties of double-wall corrugated paperboard and its container have
been studied by Mckee, hahn, Renman, Lee, et alll-4l. But the lack of creep properties hampers its application in
transport packaging and replacement for plastic foams. Moreover, in five-step or six-step method for package
cushioning design of double-wall corrugated paperboard, the creep-time curve is needed to amend the theoretical
thickness of the cushion with creep set. So the aim of this study is to evaluate creep properties of the double-wall
corrugated paperboard and to provide the basic data and creep-time curves relevant to its application for
protective packaging in transportation and storage of goods.

2. TEST SPECIMENS AND TEST METHOD

In this paper the experimental material is the double-wall corrugated paperboard with A and B flutes (see to
Fig.I), and its thickness is 7.05mm, and the section of all test specimens is circle, the diameter is 9cm. The
corrugated cores and inner sheets are corrugated paper with grammage of 130g/m2

. The face sheets are Kraft
linerboard paper with grammage of 160g/m2

• Before tests, the test specimens are preprocessed for 24 hours at
given ambient condition. The ambient temperature is 20°C, and relative humidity are 60%, 70%, 80% and 90%,
respectively. For each type of experimental ambient condition, the constant compressive loads on test specimens
(see to Fig.2) are 1.688x 104kPa, 1.842x 104kPa, 1.996xl 04kPa, 2.150x I04kPa and 2.304x 104kPa, respectively.

Fig.l. Photograph of the corrugated paperboards. Fig.2. Photograph of creep testing apparatus.

A suggested method for determining the creep properties of package cushioning materials is given in the
ASTM D 2221 Standard [5) or OB 14745 Standard [6). The creep testing apparatus consists of an inner and
outer wood box. The mount and fixture of test specimen of double-wall corrugated paperboard are shown in
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Fig.2. The inner box serves as a movable guided platen that can be loaded with suitable weights. The outer
box serves as the base plate of the testing device. The loaded movable platen is placed on a test specimen to
simulate static compressive loading of double-wall corrugated paperboard in actual service. By measuring of
the changes in the thickness of the loaded test specimen at some time intervals, the creep properties of
double-wall corrugated paperboard can be obtained. At the end of the creep loading test time, remove the test
load from the test specimen. After removal of the load, measure the thickness of the test specimen at some
time intervals and gain the recoverability of the double-wall corrugated paperboard. It should be
remembered, since creep tests in progress are affected by shock and vibration received by the apparatus, the
location of the apparatus shall be selected so that a minimum of such disturbance will occur.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this part, the creep properties and recoverability of double-wall corrugated paperboard with A and B flutes
is evaluated by a series of experiments on the creep testing apparatus, and the effect of two important parameters
of relative humidity and constant compression load on creep properties are discussed.

3.1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Virtually all package cushioning materials, when subjected to a constant load for a period of time, tend to lose
thickness. This phenomenon is called the creep properties of material. The creep rate E:c at a particular time can
be calculated according to the following formula [7)

where T is the original thickness of material, llT. represents the compression set under load after a particular

time interval. After removal of the load, the permanent deformation may be described by the following formula
[7]

AT
{; p = __ r xl 00%

T
(2)

where llT represents the permanent compression set after removal of the load. The permanent deformation

may reflect the recoverability of a package cushioning material. From a series of creep rate and permanent

deformation, the creep-time curve may be obtained.
For the double-wall corrugated paperboard, according to the test method of creep properties of package

cushioning materials described in the ASTM D 2221 standard [5) or GB 14754 standard [6), a series of creep tests
on creep testing apparatus are made at combined condition of four kinds of ambient condition and five kinds of
constant compressive load, the changes in the thickness of the test specimens are measured, and the creep rate
and permanent deformation of the double-wall corrugated paperboard are calculated by using Eq. (1) and (2) and
shown in Table I to Table 4. It should be noted that {; stands for {;c (during constant compression load) or E:p

(after removal of load) in Table 1 to Table 4, and llT represents correspondingly llT. (during constant
compression load) or llT, (after removal of load).

Table I. Experimental Data of Creep Tests on Corrugated Paperboard (T=201 I, RH=60%)
Constant compression load u 1104kPa

Mode of 1.688 1.842 1.996 2.150 2.304
Loading 1'1.1' E: 1'1.1' E: AT E: 1'1.1' E: 1'1.1' E:

Imm 1% Imm 1% Imm 1% Imm 1% Imm 1%

Loading 6min 0.85 12.06 0.90 12.77 1.05 14.89 1.15 16.31 2.35 33.33
Time 1h 1.05 14.89 1.05 14.89 1.15 16.31 1.25 17.73 2.55 36.17

2h 1.15 16.31 1.15 16.31 1.25 17.73 1.35 19.15 2.65 37.59
18h 1.15 16.31 1.25 17.73 1.30 18.44 2.55 36.17 3.55 50.35
24h 1.25 17.73 1.25 17.73 1.35 19.15 2.65 37.59 3.55 50.35
36h 1.25 17.73 1.30 18.44 1.40 19.86 2.70 38.30 3.60 51.06
48h 1.35 19.15 1.35 19.15 1.45 20.57 2.75 39.01 3.65 51.77
72h 1.45 20.57 1.50 21.28 1.45 20.57 2.85 40.43 3.65 51.77
96h 1.45 20.57 1.50 21.28 1.55 21.99 2.95 41.84 3.75 53.19
120h 1.50 21.28 1.65 23.40 1.55 21.99 3.05 43.26 3.85 54.61
144h 1.55 21.99 1.75 24.82 1.65 23.40 3.15 44.68 3.85 54.61
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168h 1.55 21.99 1.75 24.82 1.75 24.82 3.35 47.52 3.95 56.03

30s 1.15 16.31 1.25 17.73 1.48 20.99 2.60 36.88 2.30 32.62

Unloading 30min 0.96 13.62 0.95 13.48 1.10 15.60 2.35 33.33 1.55 21.99

Time 1h 0.91 12.91 0.87 12.34 0.98 13.90 2.22 31.49 1.42 20.14

24h 0.55 7.80 0.50 7.09 0.55 7.80 2.05 29.08 1.30 18.44

120

Table 2. Experimental Data of CreeD Tests on Corrugated Paperboard (T=201 !, RH=70%)
Constant compression load u /104kPa

Mode of 1.688 1.842 1.996 2.150 2.304
Loading I'!T E I'!T E I'!T E I'!T E I'!T E

/mm /% /mm /% /mm /% /mm /% /mm /%

6min 1.23 17.45 1.37 19.43 1.77 25.11 2.33 33.05 2.41 34.18

Ih 1.43 20.28 1.51 21.42 1.95 27.66 2.41 34.18 2.73 38.72

2h 1.61 22.84 1.69 23.97 2.19 31.06 2.45 34.75 2.85 40.43

18h 1.65 23.40 1.73 24.54 2.27 32.20 2.69 38.16 2.97 42.13

24h 1.79 25.39 1.89 26.81 2.35 33.33 2.75 39.01 3.11 44.11

Loading 36h 2.07 29.36 2.09 29.65 2.45 34.75 2.79 39.57 3.17 44.97
Time 48h 2.13 30.21 2.17 30.78 2.59 36.74 2.87 40.71 3.25 46.10

72h 2.29 32.48 2.35 33.33 2.65 37.59 2.91 41.28 3.29 46.67

96h 2.35 33.33 2.41 34.18 2.73 38.72 2.97 42.13 3.31 46.95

120h 2.45 34.75 2.51 35.60 2.95 41.84 3.05 43.26 3.35 47.52

144h 2.67 37.87 2.69 38.16 3.13 44.40 3.19 45.25 3.37 47.80

168h 2.75 39.01 2.79 39.57 3.17 45.00 3.25 46.10 3.41 48.37

30s 0.83 11.77 1.39 19.72 1.10 15.60 1.11 15.74 1.34 19.01

Unloading 30min 0.75 10.64 1.27 18.01 1.07 15.18 1.00 14.18 1.28 18.16

Time 1h 0.69 9.78 1.17 16.60 0.96 13.62 0.98 13.90 1.13 16.03

24h 0.51 7.23 0.90 12.77 0.74 10.50 0.69 9.79 0.89 12.62

Table 3. Experimental Data of Creep Tests on Corrugated Paperboard (T=201 I, RH=80%)

Constant compression load u /104kPa

Mode of 1.688 1.842 1.996 2.150 2.304
Loading I'!T E I'!T E I'!T E I'!T E I'!T E

/mm /% /mm /% /mm /% /mm /% /mm /%

6min 1.63 23.12 2.11 29.93 2.23 31.63 2.91 41.28 3.15 44.68

1h 1.87 26.53 2.41 34.18 2.59 36.74 3.01 42.70 3.25 46.10
2h 2.07 29.36 2.95 41.84 2.71 38.44 3.05 43.26 3.31 46.95
18h 2.15 30.50 3.09 43.83 2.73 38.72 3.11 44.11 3.45 48.94

24h 2.19 31.06 3.13 44.40 2.91 41.28 3.15 44.68 3.47 49.22
Loading 36h 2.19 31.06 3.15 44.68 3.03 42.98 3.17 44.97 3.55 50.36

Time 48h 2.25 31.92 3.23 45.82 3.17 44.97 3.25 46.10 3.65 51.77
72h 2.35 33.33 3.35 47.52 3.41 48.37 3.31 46.95 3.67 52.06

96h 2.55 36.17 3.41 48.37 3.45 48.94 3.35 47.52 3.73 52.91
120h 2.73 38.72 3.55 50.36 3.49 49.50 3.45 48.94 3.83 54.33

144h 2.85 40.43 3.63 51.49 3.73 52.91 3.55 50.36 3.89 55.18

168h 3.03 42.98 3.69 52.34 3.87 54.89 3.57 50.64 3.95 56.03

30s 2.81 39.86 1.49 21.14 2.69 38.16 2.97 42.12 3.04 43.12

Unloading 30min 2.68 38.01 1.33 18.87 2.52 35.75 2.95 41.84 2.94 41.70
Time 1h 2.56 36.31 1.23 17.45 2.35 33.33 2.90 41.14 2.90 41.13

24h 2.28 32.34 1.03 14.61 2.21 31.35 2.41 34.18 2.54 36.03

Table 4. Experimental Data of Creep Tests on Corrugated Paperboard (T=201 !, RH=90%)

Constant compression load u /l04kPa

Mode of 1.688 1.842 1.996 2.150 2.304
Loading

M' I E M'I E I'!T I E I'!T I E I'!T IE

/mm /% /mm /% /mm /% /mm /% /mm /%



Time (h)

•
6min 2.03 28.79 2.09 29.65 3.63 51.49 4.35 61.70 5.33 75.60

Ih 2.33 33.05 3.61 51.21 4.67 66.24 4.61 65.39 5.65 80.14
2h 2.53 35.89 3.65 51.77 4.97 70.50 4.85 68.79 6.05 85.82
18h 2.99 42.41 3.65 51.77 4.99 70.78 4.95 70.21 6.15 87.23
24h 3.55 50.36 3.71 52.62 5.05 71.63 5.07 71.92 6.21 88.09

Loading 36h 3.79 53.76 3.89 55.18 5.09 72.20 5.15 73.05 6.23 88.37
Time 48h 4.01 56.88 4.05 57.45 5.15 73.05 5.17 73.33 6.27 88.94

72h 4.35 61.70 4.13 58.58 5.17 73.33 5.23 74.18 6.29 89.22
96h 4.49 63.69 4.15 58.87 5.21 73.90 5.25 74.47 6.31 89.50
120h 4.79 67.94 4.29 60.85 5.25 74.47 5.29 75.04 6.33 89.79
144h 4.83 68.51 4.65 65.96 5.27 74.75 5.31 75.32 6.35 90.07
168h 4.95 70.21 4.71 66.81 5.29 75.04 5.39 76.45 6.37 90.36
30s 2.79 39.57 3.26 46.24 3.34 47.38 3.81 54.11 3.40 48.23

Unloading 30min 2.68 38.01 3.11 44.11 3.09 43.83 3.74 53.12 3.25 46.10
Time Ih 2.62 37.16 3.06 43.40 3.03 42.98 3.66 51.92 3.03 42.98

24h 2.20 31.21 2.70 38.30 1.98 28.09 3.01 42.70 2.44 34.61

3.2 RESULT DISCUSSION

In order to compare and analyze conveniently the creep properties and recoverability of the double-wall
corrugated paperboard, it is necessary to express all the experimental data shown in Table 1 to Table 4 in figures.
Taking constant compression load and relative humidity as two important effect parameters, on one hand, the
creep-time curves on constant compression load such as Fig.3 can be obtained, where characters '1,2,3,4,5'
represents five kinds of constant compression load, 1.688x I04kPa, 1.842 x 104kPa, 1.996x 104kPa, 2.150x I04kPa
and 2.304x 104kPa, respectively. On the other hand, the creep-time curves on relative humidity such as Fig.4 can
be gained, where characters '1,2,3,4' represents four kinds of relative humidity, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%,
respectively. Because of the limit for total number of paper pages, other three figures of the creep-time curves on
constant compression load and four figures of the creep-time curves on relative humidity are omitted.

Fig.3. Creep-time curves on five kinds of Fig.4. Creep-time curves on four kinds of
constant compression load (T=201I, RH=70%). relative humidity (T=201 I,u =1.842x 104kPa).

Comparing the experimental data in Table 1 to Table 4 and the two kinds of creep-time curves on constant
compression load and relative humidity, some conclusions may be made as follows:

(I) The creep properties and recoverability of the double-wall corrugated paperboard has close relationship
with relative humidity and constant compression load which are coexistence in transportation and storage of
goods, and the creep rate is greatest at initial loading and declines sharply with elapsed time thereafter during
constant compression load, and the permanent deformation recovers rapidly at initial unloading. So, relative
h~midity and constant compression load are two important effect parameters of double-wall corrugated
paperboard in transportation and storage of goods, in five-step or six-step method for package cushioning design
procedure of double-wall corrugated paperboard, the theoretical thickness of the double-wall corrugated
paperboard cushion should be amended with the creep set according to the ambient condition and constant
compression load.

(2) In general, for the same relative humidity, with the increasing of constant compression load, the
creep-time curves on constant compression load such as in Fig.3 show that the creep rate has a trend to rise
laggardly except at initial loading stage, and the creep rate increases usually at the same loading time.
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Furthermore, the permanent deformation recovers rapidly at initial unloading.
(3) In general, for the same constant compression load, with the increasing of relative humidity, the

creep-time curves on relative humidity such as in FigA show that the creep rate has a trend to rise laggardly
except at initial loading stage, and the creep rate increases usually at the same loading time. Moreover, the
permanent deformation recovers rapidly at initial unloading.

(4) Relative humidity and constant compression load are two important effect parameters of double-wall
corrugated paperboard in transportation and storage of goods, but relative humidity affects on the creep
properties and recoverability of the double-wall corrugated larger than constant compression load. It is mainly
due to the constitution of paperboard and its absorbency of water vapor. Double-wall corrugated paperboard is a
kind of package cushioning material with anisotropy, and the coexistence of plant fiber, adhesive, stuffing and
dyestuff, and the difference of spatial distribution, arrangement and orientation of its component make its
mechanical property more complicated and easily changeable by relative humidity.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper deals with the characterization of creep properties of double-wall corrugated paperboard with A
and B flutes. The creep properties and recoverability of double-wall corrugated paperboard are evaluated by a
series of creep tests, the effect of two important parameters of relative humidity and constant compression load
on creep properties are discussed, and the basic data and curves relevant to its application for protective
packaging in transportation and storage of goods are provided. The future work is to solve the experiential
formulas of the creep-time curves and establish the theoretical model of creep properties of the double-wall
corrugated paperboard.
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ABSTRACT
Monomers effect on the gas and water barrier permeation properies is explored recently. The

tetraethoxysilane (TEOS, Si(OC2H5)4) vapor, hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO, Si(OC2H5)6) vapor as a
monomer is inlet into the reaction chamber and then deposits SiOx film on polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
surface. By Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy the coating structure is identified and as a
dominant the gas and humid permeation properties are also characterized. The investigation of correlation
between chemical component and the barrier property is attempted by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) in
this paper.

INTRODUCTION
Plasma technologies have a dominant, long-established role in the processing of materials ranging from

modifications and thin-film coatings to polymerizations [1-3]. The major achievements are low-pressure plasma
devices that provide a vast array of chemically active species, selectable ion flux, low gas temperature, and high,
uniform reaction rate over a relatively large area. As a successful application plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD) of silicon dioxide (or Si02-like) thin films has been large-scale carried out many years ago
in semiconductor industry and now it finds applications in many other fields, such as packaging, biomaterials,
corrosion protection, etc. due to the interesting properties of the coatings: insulating characteristics [4], good
abrasion resistance [5], low gas and moisture permeability, resistance to chemicals [6-8], and optical
transparency [6] etc.

At present the long chain organosilicon compounds such as octamethyltrisiloxane (OMTSO) [9],
hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO) or tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) admixing with oxygen 02, and/or noble gas Ar,
are used instead of the hazardous silane (SiH4), as Si02 precursors in the plasma deposition process. During the
plasma deposition the fed organosilicon monomer will experience a complex reactive. Although a great deal of
work has been produced to understand their chemistry, the deposition mechanism is not yet completely known.
For this reason many investigations are directed to the identification of the main film precursors, and to clarifY
the plasma-surface interaction from the structure of monomers.
In discharge atmosphere, it is known, the organosilicon monomer is activated (i.e., become reactive fragments)
by electron collision and/or reaction with oxygen and/or excited Ar. The fragment formation specifically depends
on the monomer intrinsic component, which generate powders or undergo homogeneous oxidation reactions with
formation of partially or totally oxidized species in plasma. It derives that with different monomers for barrier
coating deposition, the component definitely plays a dominant role for gas and moisture permeability.

In this study a comparison of the structure and the final microstructure is made between different monomers
on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) surface. A range of analytical techniques has been used to characterize the
films including Fourier transform infrared (FTIR), atomic force microscopy (AFM), gas and water vapor



down plate monomer

transmission rate measurements (OTR, WVTR). The structural observations correlated with the measurements of
the gas and water vapor permeability through the composite are also present in this paper.

EXPERIMENTAL
Figure I is the schematic diagram of the plasma setup employed in this experiment. During experiments the

basic pressure in the chamber is normally evacuated below 3Pa, and the discharge powers are in 50-300W, the
working pressures in 10--40Pa when the substrates PET, Si (100) and KBr wafer are used for chemical structure
and barrier property analysis. Inhere the substrate KBr wafer is used for FTIR spectrometer (FTIR 8400, Japan)
analysis, and the p-Si( 100) is to detect the morphology by atomic force microscopy (AFM, CSPM3000, Benyuan,

China).
Following the plasma coating process each sample is tested for as permeations. The water vapor

transmission rate (WVTR is measured using a Labthink instrument, Jinan, China) is in size of approximately 100
cm2 sample, and the data is obtained at atmospheric pressure at 100% relative humidity and at temperature of 25
OC. In the same process oxygen transmission rate (OTR) is measured in Model 8000 instrument (Illinois, USA,
Guangzhou Biaozhi Co. Agent) with PET substrate in units of cc/m2 I day.

~[I] gas

-M-[D

Fig.l Schematic diagram of the plasma setup

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 2(a, c) shows the FTIR spectra of the Si02-like films deposited under different plasma powers in

monomers TEOS and HMDSO when the total gas pressure and deposition time are kept constant in continuous
wave discharge mode. It is noted that as the discharge power increases from 50W to 300W the FTIR spectra
show that the main adsorption peaks in the band 1060-1070 cm - I and 800-81 Ocm- I, corresponding to
Si-O-Si stretching vibrations and bending vibration, become much more intensity in both monomers deposited
films. The band centered at 1070cm-1 is broadened with the power increasing and the nearby shoulder peak is
appeared in TEOS deposited films, but it does not appear in HMDSO one. The band near l276cm-l assignment
for Si-CH3 stretching vibration dramatically reduced with the high power. When the power is exceeded 200W,
the shoulder peak was disappeared completely, which means the high pure component Si-O is generated.
Comparing with monomer TEOS, besides in low incident power condition the band at 930cm-1 assignment for
Si-C vibration is visualized in spectra, the coatings seem more pure in HMDSO deposited film than that in TEOS.
There is no contaminated component in the film as FTIR spectra show. The same trend is also observed when the
oxygen ratio in the mixing reactive gas is varied and increased.

Fig.2 (b) shows that for monomer TEOS with the increase of the oxygen ratio in the mixing gas the
polluted Si-CH3 component is decreased and the purity of Si-O is improved in coatings. In monomer HMDSO,
however, as likely the power effect in previous there is, from ratio 1:3 to 3: I, no contamination component in the
film shown in Fig. 2(d). The possible reason is due to the discharge generates a large quantities of atomic oxygen
o in high ratio of 02 or monomer HMDSO environments [10], which combine with active radicals and lead to a
deposition with pure Si-O component in coatings.
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Fig.2 the film FTIR spectra dependent on a, c-- the incident powers; b, d--the oxygen ratio (a, b-TEOS; c, d-HMDSO, 20Pa
and 30 min)

Fig. 3 shows that the properties of WVTR and OTR are strong dependent on the monomers, discharge
modes and reactive gases. In monomer TEOS, the higher ratio of oxygen in the mixing gas, the smaller
permeability of WVTR and OTR. The minimum WVTR arrives at 2g/m2.day and OTR is 1.2cc/m2/day for this
monomer. When the oxygen concentration is over 68%, on the other hand, not only the WVTR but the OTR are
increased reversely.

In monomer HMDSO and continuous wave mode, the water barrier property increases about 55% when
increasing the oxygen ratio. But quickly the water barrier property begins to decrease with the more
concentration of oxygen in the mixing gases. In the pulsed plasma, the small ratio of oxygen seems to provide a
good water barrier property: the water barrier property is always decreasing with the high ratio of oxygen as Fig.
3(d) illustrates. Adding dilute gas such as Ar in the admixing gases, the water barrier property is improved in
Fig.3 (e), which is increased maximally to 98% when 02: Ar is I: I.
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In Fig. 2(a) the comparison of the Si02-like chemical structure deposited in continuous wave and pulsed
modes (200W, 02/TMDSO=2: 1), does not illustrate a big difference from the spectra, which hints that the purity
of Si-O is likely similar in two samples. But the properties of WVTR and OTR, on the other hand, are quiet
difference. In the continuous wave mode the film shows a smaller value of WVTR and OTR as 2 glm2day and
1.2 cc/m2/day, respectively than that one deposited in the pulse mode: 13.58 gjm2day for WVTR and 15.2
cc/m2/day for OTR, respectively in monomer TEOS. In monomer HMDSO, the WVTR is increased about 52%
in the small ratio of oxygen but continuously decreasing with the high oxygen concentration.
The cause of WVTR and OTR variation may be from surface status when etching happens by energetic radicals

and atomic 0 on the surface and inducing the surface topography or roughness change.
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a
Fig. 4 AFM photos of the barrier layer prepared in different plasma modes (a-CW, b-pulsed plasma, TEOS)

b

Fig. 4 is the AFM view of Si02-like coatings deposited in different plasma modes. Fig. 4 (a) is the film
deposited in the continuous wave mode (CW) with 200W, 20Pa working pressure, 30min and the 02/TMDSO
rate 2:1 which obtained WVTR of 2 glm2day and OTR of 1.2 cc/m2/day. Fig 4 (b) is in the pulse mode, the
WVTR (13.58 glm2day) and the OTR (15.2 cc/m2/day) are big higher than that in CW one. Close investigation
of Fig. 4(a) and Fig .4 (b) it is noticed that the size of grain is uniform in CW plasma deposited film and the
grain is arranged compactly in the wrface rather than in pulsed plasma deposited film. It may be the exactly
reason that the film barrier characteristic in Fig 4(a) is superior to that in the Fig 4(b) according to the
penetration mechanism [11].

CONCLUSION
By PECVD, we deposited a Si02-like film on PET surface with the difference monomers. It concludes that

the monomer not only affect the Si02-like chemical structure but the film WVTR and OTR properties. From
AFM analysis it obtains that the surface topography also plays an important role for good barrier properties, the
compact structure in continuous wave discharge is benefit for the good barrier characterization than that obtained
in pulse plasma.
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ABSTRACT

There are many ways to increase barrier properties and improve physical strength of the corrugated
fiberboard Among those is to coat with renewable and biodegradable material. The main objective of this
research is to examine the effect of modified cassava starch coating on the strength properties (bursting
strength) of kraft paper. Two types of modified starches that are focused include oxidized starch and cationic
starch. Effect of storage time after coating on the physical properties of coated kraft paper will also be taken
into consideration. Concentrations of starch solutions are prepared at 5, 15 and 25% by weight while starch
solution temperatures before coating are prepared at 65°C and 75°C. Storage times after coating are set at 1, 2,
3 and 4 weeks at ambient temperature. Coated samples at each condition are measured for bursting strength.
Results show that modified starch coating can increase bursting strength of the corrugated fiberboard In
addition, there are no obvious differences on the bursting strength of paper coated with different starch
concentrations and starch solution temperatures. Further, The result also show that storage time do not
significantly effect bursting strength of all kraft samples.

INTRODUCTION

Kraft paper is widely used as a material for distribution packaging. It is also often be used as a
packaging for products of great volume, due its low cost and high mechanical resistance to tearing and to tension
forces [I]. Besides, It is recyclable and reusable material. An importance strength properties of kraft paper are
bursting strength and compression strength which contribute to the corrugated boxes' overall performance.

Native starch and modified starch are extensively used during paper making process as internal sizing
agents, surface sizing agents, and coating agents. For other applications, starches can be used as pulping
retention aid, drainage aid, binder, as well as glue for corrugation and laminating. Starches can be used to coat
paper materials for improving tensile strength, surface strength, dimensional stability, density, polarity (surface
energy), and stiffness [2]. Among various native starches, cassava starch is considered one of the most widely
used substances for paper making and coating process. It is an important food crop in tropical countries such as
Brazil, Nigeria, Indonesia, and Thailand. In addition, modification of cassava starch is also one of the most
important industries in Thailand [3].

Oxidized or chlorinated starch is one of the biggest-volume products produced from cassava starch. The
preparation of oxidized starch is normally accomplished by the reaction of starch with sodium hypochlorite
(NaOCI) under alkaline conditions. Oxidized starch is used at the size press as a surface sizing on wide range of
uncoated free sheets to strengthen the paper surface [3].

Cationic starch is commonly used to enhance specific properties of different type of papers [4]. In the
paper and textiles industries, cationic starches are used on a large scale. The most common reagent used to effect
cationisation of starch is 3-chloro-2-hydroxypropyltrimethylammonium chloride (I). The starch is adhered to the
paper surface and fibres through an electrostatic interaction between the cationic charges on the starch and the
negatively charged fibres [5]. In addition, cationic starch promotes the retention of filters and pigments in the
sheet while reducing the loss of very fine paper fibres. Further, retained fiber and the ability of the starch to bond
the cellulose fibers together give greatly increased internal strength to the sheet. This substantive characteristic
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of cationic starches makes them also useful as surface sizes and as an adhesive in pigmented coatings. With the
growing use of recycled paper stock in the manufacture of paper, more highly treated cationic starches are
necessary to give strength and fiber retention properties [4].

Since modified starch could help increase mechanical properties of paper during the pulping process,
they might be good candidates as coating agents for paper packaging materials. Thus, the main objective of this
research is to examine the effect of modified cassava starch coating on the strength properties (bursting strength)
of kraft paper and the effect of storage time after coating on the bursting strength of coated kraft paper.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Material

Unsized kraft paper with a basis weight of 125 ± 5 glm2
, thickness 0.175 ± 0.005 mm. and moisture

content 6 - 9% is selected for the study. The paper contains 70% recycle pulp.

Two types of modified starch (cassava-based starch) included in the study are oxidized starch and
cationic starch. Moisture content of oxidized starch and cationic starch are 12.98% and 12.55% respectively.
Concentrations of starch solutions are prepared at 5, 15 and 25% by weight and starch solution temperatures
before coating are maintained at 65°C and 75°C. Viscosity of starch solution was determined using Brookfield
viscometer (Model DV 11+).

Coating Methods

Kraft paper is cut to be 28 x 35 cm. for coating. Starch solution is applied on kraft paper with Film
coater PI-I2IO [6]. After coating, kraft paper is left for 30 minute at room temperature) 25 ± 5 °C ,65 ± 5 %RH)
before iron-dry at 100 ± 5 °C .

Testing Procedures

Uncoated and coated kraft paper sample is prepared according to ISO 187. The image of uncoated
paper surface and coated samples are analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a JEOL, model
JSM-5600LV, at 200x magnification. Bursting strength of kraft paper are measured according to TAPPI
T4-030m97. Storage times after coating are set at I, 2, 3 and 4 weeks at ambient temperature in order to
investigate changing in bursting properties of coated kraft paper.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Basis properties of coated kraft paper

Viscosity of cationic starch is 1.3 - 2.1 times higher than oxidized starch (see Table 3) at a particular
temperature. Therefore, more cationic starch remaining on the paper surface. Lipponen [7] reported that the
increasing of solid content in the starch solution from 8% to 30% reduces starch penetration and leaves more
starch on the paper surface. With the starch solids content levels mentioned, lower viscosity starch seems to
penetrate into the fiber network more than higher viscosity starch. However, higher viscosity starch solution
contribute to higher amount of starch on the paper surface. More amount of starch on the paper surface
decreases sheet porosity, oil absorption, and internal strength where as its surface strength and bending stiffuess
is increased. In addition, the basis weight, thickness, and moisture content of coated kraft paper is illustrated in
Table 4.

Paper surface characteristic (Scanning electron microscopy, SEM)

Coating with oxidized starch (Figure 1) and cationic starch (Figure 2) create more homogeneous surface
and reduced porosity of the paper. Regardless of coating substances, the higher the coating temperature, the
smoother the coated paper surface. Further, from the micrographs, the differences of coated paper surface
between two types of coating solutions can be depicted. Modified starch layer of cationic starch seem to adhere
more to the paper surface and create an opaque whiter look.
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(c) 50x75IKA (e) l50x75/KA (g) 250x75/KA

Effect of modified starcb on bursting strengtb of kraft paper

Oxidized starch coating at 5 - 25% concentration can increase bursting strength of kraft paper for
approximately 8.8 - 12.4%. In addition, cationic starch coating at the same concentration can increase bursting
strength of kraft paper for 12.3 - 16.0% (see Figure 3). In addition, starch concentration and coating temperature
do not significantly effect the bursting strength of the coated kraft paper.

Table 3 Viscosity and amount of modified starches on coated kraft paper

Oxidized starch Cationic starch
Viscosity Amount of Viscosity Amount of

Starch Coating (centipoint) starch (centipoint) starchconcentration temperature
deposited on deposited on(%) eC)
coated paper coated

(glm2) EaEer(glm2
)

5 65 6.5 1.96 9.0 1.71
75 6.0 2.02 7.5 1.95

15 65 30.0 3.68 38.5 3.51
75 23.0 4.06 36.5 3.78

25 65 170.5 5.95 262.5 8.47
75 100.0 6.56 209.0 11.62

Table 4 Properties of Kraft paper after coated with modified starch

Starch Coating
concentration temperature

(%) eC)

Kraft paper coated with oxidized starch Kraft paper coated with cationic starch

Control (uncoated Kraft paper)l
5 65

75
15 65

75
25 65

75

Basis weight Thickness Moisture
(glm2) (mm) content (%)

Basis weight Thickness Moisture
(glm2) (mm) content (%)

126.5 0.175 7.63
129.6 0.188 7.72
130.0 0.187 7.85
130.3 0.181 7.76
130.1 0.181 7.61
133.1 0.184 7.94
134.3 0.182 8.44

126.5 0.174 7.57
131.0 0.185 7.98
131.3 0.186 7.84
133.7 0.187 7.68
133.2 0.184 7.56
141.8 0.189 7.93
141.1 0.186 7.90

lThe different in thickness and moisture content of the control paper (for oxidized coating and cationic coating) is due to the differences in
the relative humidity at time of the test

(a) KA (uncoated kraft)

Figure 1 Micrographs (200x) of kraft paper coated with oxidized starch
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(a) KA (uncoated kraft)

(c) 5ca751KA (e) 15ca751KA (g) 25ca751KA

Figure 2 Micrographs (200x) of kraft paper coated with cationic starch
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Figure 3 Increased bursting strength percentage of oxidized starch and cationic starch coated kraft paper

Effect of storage time on bursting strength of kraft paper

The effect of storage time on bursting property of coated kraft paper are studied. All coated kraft
samples are stored for 1, 2, 3 and 4 weeks before the bursting strength test. The result show that storage time do
not significantly effect bursting strength of all kraft samples. Bursting strength of coated kraft paper stored at
different time interval are displayed in Figure 4a-b. According to data collected, bursting strength seem to vary
according to the relative humidity and temperature of the storage condition.
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Figure 4 Bursting strength of coated kraft paper storage at ambient temperature for 1- 4 weeks (a) coated with

oxidized starch, (b) coated with cationic starch
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CONCLUSIONS

Modified starch can significantly help increase bursting strength of kraft paper. Comparing between
cationic and oxidized starch, cationic shows higher viscosity at a particular coating temperature. As a result,
more cationic starch content deposited on the paper surface and, therefore, busting strength of paper coated with
cationic starch is significantly higher than the one coated with oxidized starch. However, there are no obvious
differences on the bursting strength of paper coated with different starch concentrations and starch solution
temperatures. According to the results, during the storage, relative humidity and temperature plays an important
effect on a bursting property of the coated kraft paper.
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ABSTRACT
The development and application prospect of environmental protection buffering cushions are compared

and analyzed, on the basis of discussing the buffering properties of corrugated cardboard honeycomb
cardboard, paper mould, dissolublefoam, foaming plant fiber and expanded perlite buffering Cushion.
Key words Environmental, buffering cushion

INTRODUCTION
In the circulating process of goods, they may be mangled because of outside factors such as machine,

environment, weather, and life-forms. The national annual economical loss caused by improper packaging
amount to ten billions. In order to reduce this kind of loss, buffering packaging is used to control the acceleration
transferred to products, such as electronics products, apparatus and instrument, home appliances, porcelain and
ceramics glass product, to prevent the goods from being destroyed by big acceleration, and to enhance products'
shockproof abi Iity.

EPS and EPE foams are the main buffering material, they have good buffering capability, but their recycle
is difficult--they cannot be disassembled; when set on fire, nocuousness gas will occur. Along with people's
environmental protection consciousness enhanced, some nations, such as the United States and the EU have
began to restrict using EPS and EPE. Environmental protection packaging materials, such as Plant fiber
buffering material, corrugate board, honeycomb paperboard and pulp molding pad will replace them. Developing
Environmental protection packaging material and researching buffering pads' configuration are the hotspot and
keystone.

In this paper, the development, preparation techniques, buffering properties and application foreground of
corrugated cardboard, honeycomb cardboard, paper mould, dissoluble foam, foaming plant fiber and expanded
perlite buffering Cushion will be compared and analyzed.

1 CORRUGATED CARDBOARD CUSHION
Corrugated cardboard have good artifactitious capability whose cost is low and whose callback is easy. In

50's, it was used widely, after 60's, it was replaced by EPS. Because people's environmental protection
consciousness are enhanced and the environmental pressure increases, Corrugated cardboard is reinvented.
Corrugated cardboard cushion's structure and buffering capability are researched thoroughly.

Based on commonly used structures of corrugated cardboard cushion, paper [I] compares several typical
cushions' test results and buffering capability, and then the relationship between the buffering effect, structure
and size is known. The method of choosing corrugated cardboard cushion is shown. The structural nerve
network is adopted in paper [2] and [3]. It is used to recognize nonlinear properties, compare the consist extent
of recognized results and corresponding actual measured value. Then we make the swing of the max acceleration
target function. Simulated numerical value software is worked out by nonlinear way, and optimizing corrugated
cardboard cushion's damp coefficient C and elasticity extent K. Through a great deal of dynamic tests on
corrugated cardboard cushion, the buffering properties can be analyzed. A large number of dynamic tests are
carried out on corrugated cardboard cushion in paper[4]. Paper[5] applied software ADAMS aiming at
corrugated cardboard buffering package to build system kinetic analyzing model. Based in nonlinear mathematic
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model, new method is explored for corrugated cardboard buffering properties by analyzing the rigidity of the
corrugated cardboard buffering system, damp model and the main movements under continuous impacted load.

When people research buffering properties of corrugated cardboard, buffering properties of corrugated
cardboard are enhanced through changing the configuration and arris-type. For example, minitype corrugated
cardboard replace EPS and EPE for packaging perfume, cosmetic and minitype electro- product, which not only
enhances the packaging intensity but also upgrades the packaging level. A kind of enganced corrugated
cardboard with filling (tile in tile )was developed by guangxi guilin chenguang paper, Ltd. This corrugated
cardboard is made up of ordinary corrugated cardboard outside and inside, and corrugated cardboard as core.
This kind of corrugated cardboard not only has the merit of ordinary corrugated cardboard, but also can be
changed in intensity and buffering properties through changing the thickness of core, and the geometrical shape.
Another example is tridimensional corrugated cardboard pad. The shape of the pad accords with the packaging
box's inner shape, the basic packaging part has the concavity and heave that accord with the shape of outline of
object packaged. This pad's buffering properties are better than that of pulp molding pad. Furthermore, straw of
rice, wheat, hemp and grains is filled in the space to avoid distortion because of extrusion, and enhance buffering
and impactive properties. In Europe, kraft paper or spitball of old newspaper is sometimes used as package
buffering material. For example, PSP in German Braimer has developed the foam's process, in which raw
material is returned waste paper, old books and then form the foam paper by extrusion and vesication effected by
vapor.

Although corrugated board's shock absorption is well and is fit to current environments of small loads, the
absorbed abilities of corrugated board are not enough in the condition of big impacted loads in transportation.
Compared to corrugated boards, honeycomb boards has good capabilities of taking pressure and resisting bend.
Combining the excellence, corrugated boards can take smaller loads, and honeycomb boards can take bigger
loads. Paper [6] has done compressing experiments on three kinds of material namely corrugated boards, honey
comb boards and combined material. Compared with the other two materials, combined structure has two virtues
in terms of buffering curves-- good buffering abilities to small and big loads. According to the forecast of
correlative experts, the potential market of corrugated honey comb boards is very huge, and the market demand
will exceed several hundreds million square meters every year.

It is beneficial to environmental protection, reproduction and the reduction of cost to use paper cushion as
buffering material. Corrugated boards cushion cannot only obstruct production, but can absorb energy to extend
the products' pulse time and have good buffering properties. Since the development and application of new
corrugated boards in recent years, minitype of corrugate, diversification of structure, small ration, low cost and
high quality is the develop trend of corrugated boards in the future.

2 HONEYCOMB BOARD CUSHION
Honeycomb board is a kind of newly developed packaging material in recent years. It has good toughness and

returned elasticity. Unique layer structure provides excellent buffering property, and the board has the highest
energy absorption value per cubage in all the buffering materials. So honeycomb carbon of high thickness can
replace EPS plastic foam cushion. Mainly two kinds of honeycomb board are used as buffering cushion, which
are elasticity type and collapse type. Partial and comer protective form is mostly used to protect products. And it
is often applied in four square ware, and also fit to electronic apparatus, computer, furniture, tabulate glass, and
glass work which are bulky, brittle, rigidly required to shockproof and buffering.

Test is done on static property of honeycomb carbon in paper [7] and [8]. And mechanical and buffering
properties of honeycomb carbon are also analyzed on the basis of dynamo model. It proves that honeycomb
carbon has excellent buffering properties, which mainly embodies linear stretch distortion and nonlinear stretch
distortion. As the typical structure's static property of honeycomb carbon is tested in paper [9], the dynamic
property of commonly used buffering material is analyzed. It shows that buffering cushion of honeycomb can
take the pressure and resist folding more than that of corrugated carbon, and the rigidity is bigger than foam
plastic. So it is a kind of buffering material of good toughness and returned elasticity. On the basis of falling and
striking tests and vibrant tests, buffering shockproof properties of 4 kinds of honeycomb of different thickness
are studied. And from the tests, experience formula of dynamic buffering curves and characteristic coefficient of
vibrant pass rate curves is obtained (frequency of peak value, pass rate, damp ratio). Test results show that
dynamic buffering curve of honeycomb cardboards is concave, and the hatch direction is upturned. There is a
smallest value dot. Wave shape of impacted acceleration is close to half sine wave. The impacted time is longer;
the impacted energy absorbed is bigger. The good dynamic buffering property can be seen. Librated impressing
properties have many modes classified into the primary and secondary, and declined evidently to vibrate in high
frequency.

In the last few years, people did a lot of researches into honeycomb cardboard buffering cushion, and
provided evidence to the application of honeycomb cardboard. In order to coalesce with international, many
domestic well-known electronic enterprises use honeycomb cardboard to replace EPS bubbled foam cushion
from 2001. For example, ark machine's packaging material has formally adopted honeycomb cardboard as a



batch. This can not only degrade the cost of packaging, but also decrease the "white pollution". It will open a
"green channel" for foreign trade corporation.

Chinese paper honeycomb profession starts late. The development of product line equipment, designed
structure of products, processed ability of products, and the series, standardization and diversification etc. of
products develop slowly. There is a wide foreground on which honeycomb cardboard is a newly developed
packaging material. Solving the actual problems of technologies is precondition of extending application. And
the material will promote the development of domestic exported commodity package as environmental buffering
packaging cushion.
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3. PULP MOULDING PRODUCTS
The pulp moldings date from 60s of 21st century. Their cost is low, and they are not contaminative, and they

may be reclaimed. They are the major products that take the place of the EPS as the environment protection
material.

In paper [12] , on the basis of the research of pulp molding products' buffering properties and
configuration, the buffering mechanism was put forward, and the response of loading was simulated by finite
element analysis. The research indicates that the configuration of pulp molding products is important for the
buffering capability. In paper [13], the new kind of froth pulp molding products was made up of the scrap paper
boxes pulp added starchy bond by molding and pressing. The equation of the new pulp-molding product's
flexibility, static stress- strain curve, buffering coefficient- stress curve are menstruated. The test result indicates
that this kind of pulp molding pad made by physical frothing is inexpensive, saves material. Its ventilating is
good, and it has the merits of pulp molding products, and characteristic. In paper [14], the configuration cell of
ribwork's static compressing cure, the ratio of the flexibility ultimate loading and maximal loading of
configuration cell, the relation of the amount of the configuration cell and maximal loading, are gained through
test. The principle of buffering configuration designing is studied according to the configuration cell static
compressing cure. In paper [15], the conclusion that the influence of configuration cell (thickness of cliff, height,
pitch of cliff, perimeter of carrying) on buffering capability is big, is attained by testing research.

People researched the buffering capability, characteristic, buffering mechanism, at the same time, people
developed constantly new configuration pulp molding products, for example, close and semi-close model cavity
pulp molding. At present, the pulp molding products are made by single concave or protruding web model, so
the product is only exoteric and single layer cavity. This exoteric and single layer cavity is easy to distort.
Carrying capacity is little. Rigidity is feeble. The method of making the close and semi-close model cavity pulp
molding is as following: the first step is closing the combination mould, forming combination mould cavity. This
combinatorial mould has necessarily two or more entries for pulp. The second step is that vacuum equipment on
combinatorial mould begins to work, when combinatorial mould enters into pulp pool. Then, The wet pulp
molding products will form on the surface of mould. The third step is that the mould rises, and depart from pulp
pool, vacuum equipment goes on working and finishes moisture absorption. The fourth step is that combinatorial
mould opens. The wet pulp molding is on one of the mould, wet pulp molding is transferred from mould, then
finishes the shaping process of pulp molding. The appearance of the close and semi-close model cavity pulp
molding makes it possible for pulp molding to replace the foam, this kind of pulp molding supply a gap of
ordinary pulp molding.

Pulp molding is of great importance for replacing EPS and other plastic material during the time "ninth five-
year plan" and ''tenth five-year plan". But so far, the pulp molding products amount to only 2% of all the electric
productions. And the development of the pulp molding replacing EPS and other plastic material are very slowly.
As environmental protection green products, the pulp molding's advantages are being recognized and accepted
by people, and they have great potentialities. At the same time, the rapid development of the electronic
information industry gives China the new chance in the area of packaging industry. The emphases of developing
pulp molding henceforth are the research and testing validating the relation of buffering capability and an
influential factor, assorting and optimizing configuration design, and enhancing the intension and buffering
capability .

At present, the construction of Chinese pulp molding industry is changing. It turns from small enterprises
to big enterprises. Updating of equipment, advancement of technique and exertion of high-new technique
enhance the status of pulp molding industry. The enlargement of its application field enriches the content of
environment protection industry, increases the new products for environment protection. Researching the method
of buffering configuration design, making buffering pad, testing the static and dynamic buffering capability
provide academic gist for designing buffering packaging, predigest packaging design, and reduce packaging cost.
Pulp molding protecting production depends on the configuration cell, so configuration design is important for
buffering packaging design. By far, configuration design of pad depends on experiential way, lacking mature
theory and criterion, so buffering theory and design criterion may be researched mainly.



4 DEGRADABLE FOAM PLASTICS
In the last several decades, the foam industry developed quickly, and its application became wider and

wider. Especially in the sections of packing, building and conbeyance etc., the foam has already been
indispensable. However, the foam of large volumes and small weight has caused serious white pollutions.
Degradation, especially the effect of biological for foam plastics degradation, was one of the methods to solve
white pollution problems. At present the researches are mostly about degrading the plastics interiorly, but
researches about the foam plastics buffer materials are few.

At present the researches on foam plastics are mainly about chemical synthesizations and biological
degradation. The chief researches of foam plastics for biological degradation is polyurethane foam, and the chief
sections of this research are Guangzhou institute of chemistry of Chinese academy of sciences , Changchun
institute of applied chemistry, Zejiang University, the technology school of Zhong shan University and ect.
Jiangsu Jinlong green chemstry co.ltd. produced polyurethane foam of degradation, which used the patent of
Guangzhou institute of chemistry of Chinese academy of sciences, and was authenticated by state environmental
protection administration of China. This technique with the raw material of carbondioxide produced aliphatic
subacetyl polycarbonate resin firstly, then polyurethane foam of degradation by vesicating. It was said that the
capability of this foam came to the international advanced level.

With the progress for 20 years, the researches of degradative foam have good results at home, and the
degradative foam was accepted widely. However, currently the researches of the degradative foam are quite few,
and the main points for future are to improve the degradability and mechanism of the foam and to lessen the
price.

5 STARCH BASED FOAMED MATERIAL
Starch is in the second place of all the biology quantum in the world. The resources are abundant, and prices

are low. Starch has perfect degraded ability of biology. There are many latent function groups on the chains.
Starch foamed material has recently been a hotspot in domestic study. Presently, there are several measures to
prepare the starch foamed as following.

(I) Starch and crude polymer, for example: mixture of modified and unmodified fiber, and then sparkled by
baking, punching, and pouring mould. Good glutinosity between fiber and starch boosts them up. The foamed
material prepared by pure starch has small reeling force and elongation of rupture. When adding some vegetal
fiber, the density of product will degrade, and the reeling force of rupture will be raised evidently. Adding fiber
of 5% to 10%, the starchy foamed cushion of high intensity will be made. When the temperature becomes lower,
starch will become crisp. At that time, the fiber is a bridge to connect the zone of fracture. When the temperature
becomes higher, the amorphous starchy bubble is softer, and the net structure of fiber make product strengthened.
According to report, Paper Foam of Holland take starch (made of potato or com) 70%, fiber (slurry of timber,
bamboo, and grass) 15%, and color additive to produce starchy vegetal fiber foamed cushion just as paper pulp
molding by infusing mold only once. So they won the "Packaging Star" honored by Packaging convention in the
world. As is known, three domestic corporations have introduced the patent of Paper Form in Holland to produce
this kind buffering material. JinYing Packaging Corporation in Beijing is one of the three. Reported by Japanese
Plastic, one corporation of German manages to develop a kind of buffering material named "MACKROPAK
2000". The material is recycled newspaper and the mixture of degraded plastic of starchy biology after bubbled
moulding,

(2) Mixture of starch and polymer, such as mixture of PVA, EVOH and etc .. And then bubble by
extrusion, molding and baking. Foam material prepared by pure starch can be degraded completely. But the
material still has much evident disfigurement, such as bad water-fast, brittle, low intensity and so on. Adding
some polymer can improve the deficiency of foamed products made by pure starch. It indicates that the inflated
starchy grains can enchase in polymers in the bubble. While starch is extruded, molded and baked, gelatin is
formed, that is, polymer can change to crystal in higher extent. By choosing the proper plasticizer, PVA and the
plasticated procedure, Tianjin Technology University realizes the hot plasticating of mixture of starch and PVA.
The plasticate, PYA, water and caprolactam's effect on the physical machine capability, heat capability and
biodegradable capability of starch! PVA plastics are discussed.

(3) Using the function corps that can become the active pot on the starch chain, through the polymerization
reaction, the starch becomes one part ofthe polymer. At present, starch based polyurethance foam is reported
more. Here, the starch acts as the multi-col in the polyurethance foam. With the enhancing of starch's quantity,
the vitrification temperature is enhanced, most of the holes in the foam are open, and the web structure becomes
complex, moreover, the rigidity of foam increases, if polyethylene glycol is added, the flexibility of material will
augment.

At present, the study on the buffering capability of starch-based foam is inadequate. The study focuses on the
making of pad. The laboratory pads' foaming multiple is 3 to 4.The pad is used primarily as the incompact
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filling foam. The foam is open and bibulous. The starch foam is biodegradable. If the capability can be enhanced,
it may become the environment protection material.

6 PLANT FIBRE BUFFERING PACKAGING MATERIAL
Plant fibre buffering packaging material is a new kind of environment protection packaging material. It is

made of plant fibre (used newspaper, paper-box paper, and other plant fibre material) and starch additive. It is
good to environment protection. Its techniques are simple; the cost is low and its raw material is rich.

There are two ways of making the plant fibre buffering pad: one step way and two steps way. The technical
characteristic of one step way is whole-molding Its primary technical process is mixing material, making pulp,
typecasting, foaming, shaping, riping, shucking off mould. Primary technical process of two steps way is
grinding the used newspaper or other plant fibre material, mixing fibre and starch additive in proper proportion,
making column grain whose diameter is I to 3 mm with extruder. In the extruding processing, the raw material
foam, when heated by vapor, become vesicant pulp. Then vesicant pulp is put into the mould. and becomes the
foaming plant fibre buffering pad through mould-pressing.

In paper [16], a kind of new crop straw pad is made and researched. Its raw material is crop straw and fit
bond. The effect of bond, pretreatment, and grains' size on pads' buffering capability is studied.The buffering
capability is compared with that of foam pads. The result indicates that the buffering coefficient of corn straw
buffering pad is reduced while the stress is augmented. Given the low stress, the buffering ability of corn straw
buffering pad is better than that of EPS pads. Given the high stress, the buffering ability of EPS pads is better
than that of corn straw buffering pads. In paper [17], the method making the pad with crude plant fibre is
researched, and the pads' capability is tested and analyzed. The pads' density is O.2-O.3g1cm\ foaming multiple
is 2 to 3. The different methods are adopted to make plant fibre buffering packaging material in Chinese patent
CN1147978A, CN1357562A, CN1270912A, CN2353679Y, CN1257089A.

Domestic study on the making and buffering mechanism of foam plant fibre buffering packaging pad have
yielded good results. The laboratory products represent the enormous potential. The domestic study on
mechanism of foam is more backward than international study. Learning and introducing overseas advanced
technology and equipment will enhance the level of this aspect. At present, the study on foam plant fibre
buffering packaging material is within laboratory; the study on this pad focuses on single piece and
experimentation. The more pieces and applied capability have not been validated. In order to enhance the
synthetical capability, we should research thoroughly; obtain the capability parameter of pad in practical
application.
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7 EXPANDED PERLITE BUFFERING PAD
Except for major kinds of environment protection packaging materials, other kinds of buffering cushions

are being researched and developed in graduate schools, university, corporation, for example, expanded perlite
buffering pad researched by Lab. of Printing & Packaging Material and Technology - Beijing Area Major
Laboratory ,Beijing Institute of Graphic Communication.As expanded perlite has low density, is cheap without
pollution, non pollution bond and appropriated vesicant is added to perlite, and then the mixture is put into
mould after being mixed up adequately. The mixture loses water and agglutinates after being heated. At the same
time, it foams, forms and shapes. In paper [17] and [18], the components and the proportion of the mixture are
ensured through experiments as well as the influence of all kinds of material on pad's density, buffering
capability, and technique of making. The static and dynamic compressing cure indicates that the expanded perlite
pad has the same static compressing characteristic of EPE, but is different from EPS and honeycomb cardboard.
The restorable capability is better than that of EPS and honeycomb cardboard. The expanded perlite pad has the
same dynamic buffering characteristic of EPE and EPS. The pad still has good buffering capability after being
impacted several times. This pad is suitable to pack the small electronic products. It is a kind of environment-
friendly packaging material with good prospect

CONCLUSION
All kinds of environment-friendly packaging materials have their own merits in configuration, capability,

price and machining technique. They all have developmental space and good prospect. Henceforth, the
development aims at enhancing existing buffering packaging material's capability and reducing the cost. In the
future, one or several kinds of buffering material won't meet the needs of market, so it is high time to develop
new environment-friendly packaging materials and enhance existing buffering packaging material's capability.
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ABSTRACT

Polypropylenejibre is an important syntheticjibre but it is very difficult to be dyed. We have here studied
the methods to ameliorate the dyeing property by treating the PP jibre by plasma, then modifYing the surface by
dendrimer treatment with acrylic acid. Then analyzing with SEM, FTIR and two beams UV spectrometer, we
saw the active groups were brought into jibre's surface and the dyeing property had been greatly changed with
our methods.

Key Words: Plasma, Dendrimer, PP jibre, Dyeing property

ARTICALE OUTLINE:
1 INTRODUCTION
2 MATERIALS AND METHOD
3 RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
4 CONCLUSIONS
5 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

1 INTRODUCTION
Polypropylene fibre is an important synthetic fibre appeared in the 60th of20 century. It has some

properties very interesting: small specific gravity, low price, good chemical stability, high effect of textile, etc.,
and always has been concerned by costume and packaging industries. Since it has high crystallization, high
density, but without the polar groups and chemical active groups, it is very difficult to be dyed and had been
restricted in the application of costume and packaging industries. So people always want to find methods to
resolve this problem.

Plasma is an ionic gas with electrons, ions and neutral particles. When PP fibre was exposed in the
plasma, the active particles in plasma can interact on the surface of fibre. There are two results occurred: first,
particle bombardment caused the rough surface, changed the crystallization and the direction of chains; Second,
some polar groups were introduced into the surface of fibre. We treated the PP fibre first with plasma, then
modi tying the surface by dendrimer treatment with acrylic acid. So the dyeing property had been greatly
changed.

2 MATERIALS AND METHOD
Experiment equipment:

PVCD-500 Plasma Device (Beijing Gaide Company, see figure I)
FTIR-8400 (SHIMADZU CORPORATION Japan)
U-1901 two beams UV spectrometer (Beijing Puzhe Equipment Company)
S-3000N Scanning Electronic Mirror (Hitachi, Ltd.. Japan)

Materials:
PP fibre, Acetone, Ammonium sulfate, Cobalt blue2%, Methylene blue2%, Gas
N2, acrylic acid.
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2.1 Pretreatment of PP
PP fibre was dipped in acetone during 12 hours, and then washed by second distilled water with ultrasonic and
dried.

2.2 Treatment by plasma N2
Put the PP in the plasma device showed in figure I, and then discharge the gas N2 with radio frequency. The
treatment condition was controlled by treatment duration, gas flow, discharge power and frequency. We changed
the treatment condition following three lines:
I) .Fix the treatment duration and the gas flow, then change the discharge power from 30W to 60W, 90W, 120W
and 180W.
2). Fix the discharge power and gas flow, change the treatment duration from 5min to 1Omin, 20min and 30min.
3). Fix the discharge power and duration; change the gas flow from 20Pa to 40Pa and 80Pa.

2.3 Plasma dendrimer treatment with acrylic acid
Treating PP fibre with plasma N2 during 5 min (discharge condition was 20Pa and 30W), then introducing the
acrylic acid for dendrimer treatment. The treatment conditions were same as in 2.2.

Then we dyed the PP fibre and washed the dyed fibre for testing.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 FTIR analyses
Figure 2 is FTIR analysis for PP fibre non-treatment, figure 3 for PP fibre with plasma treatment. We can see in
figure 3 the fibre with plasma treatment had a strong absorb peak at 2950cm-1

• This is a symmetrical retract
vibration absorb peak of amido group NH4; there was another peak at 1670 cm-I, this is a symmetrical variable
angle retract vibration peak NH4; so, it is clear that the plasma treatment introduced the active group into the PP
fibre.

100015002000250030003500
i8: {;<

Fig. 2 FTIR for PP fibre without treatment Fig. 3 FTIR for PP fibre with plasma N2 treatment

Fig. 4 SEM picture for PP fibre without
plasma N2 treatment

3.2 SEM pictures

Figure 4, 5 and 6 are SEM pictures for PP fibre without
treatment, with plasma N2 treatment and with plasma +
dendrimer treatment. We can see the surface without
treatment was glazed. The surface with treatment was
rough since the deposition of PNHx.
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Fig. 5 SEM picture with plasma N2 treatment Fig. 6 SEM picture with plasma dendrimer treatment

3.3 UV spectrometer analyses
Dipping the PP fibre into the solution of methylene blue2% for dyeing. Then testing the solution after dyeing
with UV spectrometer. We have the curves as figure 7. The highest curve in figure 7 was for the solution in
which PP fibre non treatment was dipped. Other curves were for the solutions in which PP fibres treatment with
plasma and dendrimer. From this figure, we can see the dyeing rate of PP fibre improved.
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Fig. 7 UV spectrum for different solutions used to dyeing PP fibre.

3.4 Results of dyeing
Figure 8, 9 and 10 are
real dyeing pictures for
PP fibre. Figure 8 is PP
fibre without treatment,
figure 9 and figure 10,
with plasma + dendrimer
treatment, but treatment
conditions were different
Figure 8 showed that PP
fibre without treatement
can not be dyed. Fig. 8 PP fibre without treatment Fig. 9 PP fibre with treatment
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4 CONCLUSIONS
According to the analyses above, we can see that treating PP
fibre with plasma and dendrimer can greatly modify the
dyeing property.
We will continue our works from clearing the plasma
parameters and defining the discharge condition to find a best
treatment condition for amelioration of dyeing property.
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t

Plastics packaging products, such as plastics packaging films and plastics packaging

containers, are used widely in everyday life. Traditional processing technology and equipment

for plastics packaging products should be improved in many aspects, especially for products

quality and energy consumption. A new processing technology for plastics packaging

products, i.e. dynamic processing technology, is designed by the authors and is explained in

detail in this paper, which introduces an vibrating force field into the whole plastication,

extrusion or injection process of plastics material. Accordingly, the new processing

equipments designed by the authors are presented also. Afer many experiments, it is found

evidently that the products quality gets higher and the energy consumption gets lower

compared with the traditional processing technology. At last, the processing mechanism of

above-mentioned technology for plastics packaging products is interpreted also.
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ABSTRACT
Using the expanded perlite, the cushion packing material was made by the foaming and molding technology. The

aids such as environmental friendly adhesive and appropriate foaming agent were added in the agglutinating

process, the foaming and forming and molding were finished in the same time. The properties of cushioning

packaging material made in experiment were studied, and the static compress property and dynamic impact

property of cushioning material made from expanded perlite were compared with those of EPS and EPE. It

shows that the static compress property of cushioning material made from expanded perlite is similar to EPE,

they both belong to the tangential elastic material. While its dynamic compress property is the same as EPE and

EPS. So this material is suitable to apply in the cushioning packaging of products with small fragility.

Keywords: expanded perlite, foaming and molding technology, buffer properties

1 INTRODUCRION
Today EPE and EPS are commonly used as packaging cushion in package terrain. Although they have perfect

cushion performance, low cost and simple productive process, the offal after using cannot be degradable

naturally and the price of its collecting, classifying, transportation is higher than the regenerative value. It is to

say that it doesn't have factual purpose but not clear economy benefit in the market, and seen to be the product

which has little use to the commerce. So in terms of the NO.15 item of the UN94/62/EC instruction[1l, men

whoever use these materials must impose tax(compel reclaiming). This sort of material is defined "not-welcome

to consume" product, is retreating from the market. So that it is a hot issue to explored a substitute as a

cushioning packaging material.

The perlite, which is acid fulgurite during breaking forthing, formed after rapid cooling, has expanded

performance. It is light white inorganic material with many holes, called as expanded perlite in industry. The

chemical ingredients are followed in the table 1[21:

Tab.l Chemical components of the perlite

quantity (%)

The expanded perlite has many characteristics such as lightness, innocuity, insipidity, low cost and protecting

environment, is abroad used in national defence, architecture, chemicals, oil extraction, metallurgy, electric

power, machine and transportation. It is a promising material because of super light, high efficiency for
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protecting heat, heat insulation, protecting cold and sound absorption. But it hasn't been reported to use in

packaging terrain.

In this paper, by virtue of such many performances of the expanded perlite as lightness, chalkiness, protecting

environment and low cost, an environmental friendly adhesive and an appropriate blister and so on are used, the

foaming and molding technology are applied, the cushioning packaging material is gained during the foaming

and molding process.

2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1Experiment materials

The raw material was expanded perlite whose grain diameter was <pO.I ~0.5mm, and the density was 0.159g1ml,

which was provided by the DAYE expanded perlite factory in the city of XingYang in Henan province, China.

The adhesive was UR7505A polyurethane provided by chemical research institute in Beijing, China. The

solidified agent and blister was general water in daily life.

2.2 Experiment equipments

Electronical balance JJ3000, made in Shuangjie testing instrument factory in Changshu city, Jiangsu province,

China.

High speed heated mixer GRH-IOZ with the rotate speed 1750r/min, made in Hongqi filiale in Fuyang city,

Anhui province, China.

Electric heated blast dryer DL-IOI-2, made in Zhonghuan experiment electric cooker factory in Tianjing city,

China.

Flat sulphurator QLB-25D/Q,made in Shuangyi plastic moleded Ltd.in Shanghai city, China.

Die, made by myself.

Electronic omnipotence testing equipment controlled by computer, made in Xinsansi material checking ltd. in

Shenzhen, China.

Impact equipment Y52-2/ZF for testing buffering package materials, made in Xibei machine factory in Xi'an

province, China.

2.3 The principle and technique for the process of expanded perlite cushion

2.3.1 The principle for the process

The perlite, UR7505A adhesive, water and so on are mingled equably, then heated and pressed in the mold. The

body-like material is gained after the adhesive and water take chemical change to achieve bonding and

solidifying. The reaction equations are following:

R-NH2 + R-N=C=O

o
H II H

R-N-C-N-R

R-N=C=O + H20~ R-NH2 + CO2

000

H " H H " I II HR-N=C=O + -N-C-N- _"'R-N-C-N-C-N-



First, the adhesive is heated for 60m and 120m at 80·C in order to reduce its viscosity, promote it can mix witb

perlite sufficiently. According to perlite: adhesive: water=(9~ 14): I :(1 ~ 1.13)(volume ratio),firstly perlite was

mixed sufficiently with water in the high speed mixer for 30s to 70s. Then the adhesive was added in and the

new mixture was mixed for 60s more or less. The determined material is feed in the mold. At 80·C the new

mixture was heated for 15s and expanded to fill the whole die. Then the whole die was reversed and heated for

30s before the single die was taken off. Go on drying the mixture until the water ratio was equal to the demand.

During the process three factors were very important. Foremost the mixing is quite vital. If the mixing time was

too long, the perlite would be spoiled and the product would not only become gray, but drops dust. However if

the mixing time was too short, the mixture would not be blended sufficiently as a result that the pore's diameter

would be not consistent In the next place, the proportion of the three original materials deserve taking a lot

account. Last the whole die should be converted several times during heating in order to get sufficient

decentralization for the water, to get the consistent and distribution uniform pore.

The carbon dioxide acts as blister, meanwhile the other water blister supplies gas to go on foaming during the

process of bonding and solidifying. Then the expanded perlite cushioning packaging material is gained.

2.3.2 Producing technique

heat and mold

1---.-+m=lx,-+lmixture A
L...-_ __J

mixture B

adhesive

I cushion material I~
Fig.1 The preparation technology flow chart of material

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Dynamic impact experiment
Two different samples are in this experiment. The PI04545 and PI04560 have the same mixture ratio, but the

PI54845 and PI 54860 have the other same mixture ratio. Y52-2/ZF cushion impact experiment equipment made

in Xibei machine factory used in this experiment and the standard was GB/T 8167-1987 «the method of dynamic

impact experiment for cushioning package materials» [31.Thecushioning performance of expanded perlite was

tested and contrasted with EPE and EPS. The parameter of the samples in the experiment was followed as the

table 2.
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Tab. 2 The parameters setting value of dynamic impact trial samples

Length Width Heigh
Density falling

NO. (p) heigh the quality of weights /kg
(a) fcm (b)fcm (h) fcm

glcm3 fcrn

PI04545 10 10 4.5 0.35 45 0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10
P104560 10 10 4.5 0.35 60 0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0 8.0 10
PI54845 15 15 4.8 0.44 45 2.0 5.0 8.0 II 16 22 30
PI54860 15 15 4.8 0.44 60 2.0 5.0 8.0 II 16 22

Note: pI 04545 means that the length and width of the sample are 10cm, it falls off from 45cm high.

The stress-peak acceleration curve of the expanded perlite was shown in Tab. 3 and Fig. 2.

Tab. 3 The static stress and the peak acceleration of cushion packaging material

made from expanded perlite

stress lkPa 0.50 1.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.0
P104545 peak

54.45 49.80 39.35 51.09 58.72 60.03 72.14
acceleration fg

stress lkPa 0.50 1.00 2.00 4.00 8.00 10.0
PI04560 peak

59.25 53.54 50.52 67.63 90.39 98.81
acceleration fg

stress lkPa 0.89 2.22 3.56 4.89 7.11 9.78 13.3
PI 54845 peak

53.55 48.30 42.00 41.29 42.48 48.64 54.89
acceleration fg

stress lkPa 0.89 2.22 3.56 4.89 7.11 9.78
P154860 peak

75.60 70.47 51.64 56.43 63.86 67.48
acceleration fg
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It is indicated from Fig.2 to Fig.3 that the curves of the two different match cushions are parabola whose hatch is

upward and the forms of the two curves are similar to the cushioning ones of EPE and EPS. It tells that the

expanded perlite cushioning packaging material has the same cushioning principle with EPE and EPS, they all

depend on the gas in the pores to absorb energy so as to protect products. Compared with EPE and EPS, the
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radius of curvature of the expanded perlite cushioning packaging material is bigger and it changes gently. It

indicated that this new material has wider static stress range for choice in terms of enough security, so this can

achieve the aim at reducing the cushioning packaging material. According to the numerical value, the lowest

acceleration of the four curves is from 38.9 to 56Ag, the static stress range is from 1.75 to 5.02kPa.
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3.2 Static compress experiment
Electronic omnipotence testing equipment controlled by computer, made in Xinsansi material testing ltd. in

Shenzhen was used in this experiment and the standard was GSrr 8167-1987 (method 0/ static compress

experiment/or cushioning package materialsi5
). The speed was set at 12mmlmin and its direction was consistent

with the sample's thickness. The cushioning performance of expanded perlite was tested and contrasted with

those ofEPE and EPS. The parameter of the samples in the static compress experiment was followed as the tab.

4. The curve of stress-strain was referred to FigA.

Tab. 4 The parameters setting value of static compression trial samples

NO. length (a) fcm width (b) fcm high (h) fcm

Seen from the FigA, the static performance of expanded perlite cushioning material is non-linear, and its basic

form is similar to tangential curve. At the first time the three curves are gently, then they start to get abrupt later.

Their Yong's modulus are compared as following: PI51548>EPEI51550>PIOI045.

Fig. 4 The static compression 0-£ curve of buffer material made from expanded perlite
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4 CONCLUSIONS
4.1 One new cushioning packaging material can be obtained in which the foaming and molding technology was

used, an environmental friendly adhesive and a suitable blister were added in order to make it foamed and

molded. And its original material was expanded perlite.

4.2 The static compress experiment of this new material indicates it belongs to a tangential elastic material; the

disciplinarian of the expanded perlite's dynamic impact performance was consistent with EPE's and EPS's.

4.3 The new expanded perlite cushioning packaging material was fit to the package products whose !Tagility is

!Tom 38.9 to 56.4g, the stress range is !Tom 1.74 to 5.02kPa.
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• ABSTRACT
Coated cardboard has been widely used in the fields such as tobacco, medicine, food, cosmetics and daily

necessities. The IR drying is one of main drying methods in the production of coated cardboard

The application of microwave drying in coated cardboard is studied in this paper. The results show that the

microwave drying technology is suited to dry coated cardboard, and the microwave drying technology is of

higher drying efficiency and simpler equipment. The drying efficiency is higher in the middle microwave length"

so the middle microwave length is recommended The folding strength of coated cardboard is increased, while

the stiffness and the ring crush strength of coated cardboard are not influenced significantly.

Keywords: microwave, drying, coated cardboard

1 INTRODUCTION
Microwave heating is a new technology, which is used widely to dry many substances in fields such as tobacco,

medicine, food, cosmetics and daily necessities [1.21. Microwave is a new type of energy such as for heating and

drying in industry and agriculture in today's usage. The frequency of microwave is selected according to the size,

moisture and shape of heated material. The microwave oven for household is a classical example in application

of microwave energy.

The frequency of ultra high electromagnetic wave (also called microwave) is used ranging from 300 MHz to

300x 103 MHz (wave length ranging from I meter to I millimeter). The direction between positive and negative

of microwave field changed very fast when the microwave is used to water, the direction of polar water molecule

in paper or paperboard also changed in high frequency. In the fast variation of polarity, water molecules and lor
fibers crash each other strongly, and much more heat is produced in the process. So the water in paper or

paperboard is evaporated quickly out of paper or paperboard. The water content of paper and paperboard

decreases, and the paper and paperboard is dried in microwave field. The faster the direction of microwave

changes, the more effective the transfer of heat, the evaporation of water and the transfer of mass are.

The brief introduction of fundamental of microwave heating is as following:

Usually some medium materials are made of polar molecule and non-polar molecule. Under the action of

microwave electromagnetic field, the thermal motion of polar molecule changes from the original state to the

direction of electromagnetic field, and the direction changes with the direction of electromagnetic field fast, and

much friction heat is produced. So the electromagnetic energy is changed to thermal energy, and the rapid

temperature rise of the medium material occurs in macro-state. This is the ordinary understanding to microwave

heating. Water (H20) is the best medium material absorbing microwave, therefore substances containing water

must absorb microwave.



The characteristics of microwave heating are introduced in the below:

Firstly the heating rate of microwave is fast because ordinary heating such as fire, electric oven, steam and so on

is outer heating, but microwave heating is inner heating mode. Secondly microwave heating is uniform heating

because it depends on electromagnetic penetration. Thirdly microwave heating save energy and its efficiency is

very high, so heat use efficiency is very high, and the production environment is developed highly. Fourthly

microwave heating can be controlled easily because it is no inert. It can be automated easily. Fifthly microwave

heating is selective, so heating efficiency is different to different material. It is useful to the operation of drying

unit. Because water absorb microwave best, so the part containing more water of material absorbs more heat than

the part containing shorter water. It can be applied in timber and paper using the uniform heating and drying of

microwave.

2 EXPERIMENTMENTAL
2.1 materials and equipment
The given cardboard and the given coating from one mill are used in trial.

The microwave oven for home usage is used for the drying of coating layer.

2.2 method and test
The cardboards coated with given coating are heated and dried with microwave, then weighted and tested.

The trial factors are the microwave strength, heating time and coating weight. In the orthogonal experiment, the

factors and the levels are arranged according to Table I. The basic weight of the used cardboard is 120g/m2
•

The fold endurance, stiffness and ring crush strength of the dried coated cardboards are tested in standard testing

room according to the standard method (3).

This paper reports the microwave heating is used to dry coated cardboard. It is studied that the effects of

microwave heating and drying on drying rate and properties of coated cardboard.
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A B C

Microwave strength (W) Heating time (s) Coating weight (g/m2
)I

1 500 30 20

2 600 40 30

3 700 50 40

Table 1 The design of orthogonal experiment

The drying rate is calculated according to the following formulation 1.

E = 3600x(Ml -M2)
...... ( 1 )

TxS

Where E is drying rate, kg/(m2.h).

M 1 is the coated cardboard weight before drying, kg.
M2 is the coated cardboard weight after drying, kg.

T is drying time, s.

S is the cardboard sample area, m2.



3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1The effect of drying time on drying rate
The effect of drying time on drying rate of coated cardboard is shown in Fig. I.
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Fig. I The effect of drying time on drying rate

The drying rate decreases rapidly with the increase of drying time. The drying rate is very fast at the beginning

of heating while the drying rate is very low in the end. The moisture of paperboard and its coating layer is much

higher at the drying beginning when dried in the microwave field, polar water molecules and lor fiber or the

component of coating such as pigments and adhesives crash each other ,this causes the production of much heat,

so water evaporation rate is very rapid. But in the end of drying of coated paperboard, because the water

molecules in paper decrease, the crash among water molecules decreases very much, so the water evaporation

rate decreases much more. Therefore the microwave drying characteristics of coated cardboard is that the drying

rate is very higher in the beginning of drying.

3.2 The effects of drying conditions on the properties of coated cardboard
The drying condition of coated cardboard is microwave strength, heating time and coated weight. The properties

of coated cardboard include fold endurance, stiffness and ring crush strength. So the effects of drying conditions

on properties of coated cardboard are studied in laboratory according to the orthogonal experiment method. The

orthogonal trial results are shown in Table 2. The direct analysis is shown in Table 3.

I
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Trial A 8 C Fold Stiffuess Ring crush

No. Microwave Heating time Coated weight endurance (mN.m) strength (kN/m)

strength (W) (s) (gimz) (time)

1 500 30 20 15 42.9 12.7

2 600 40 30 18 45.1 12.8

3 700 50 40 13 43.9 12.0

4 500 40 40 14 45.4 13.1

5 600 50 20 13 47.7 12.5

6 700 30 30 15 47.0 12.8

7 500 50 30 9 43.1 12.8

8 600 30 40 16 46.7 12.8

9 700 40 20 11 44.7 11.4

Table 2 The orthogonal experiment results
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Table 3 The analysis of orthogonality

~

Fold endurance Stiffuess Ring crush strength

(time) (mN.m) (kN/m)r

AI (500) 12.7 43.8 12.9

Az (600) 15.7 45.3 12.7

A3 (700) 13.0 59.8 12.1

RA 3.0 16.0 0.8

81 (30) 15.3 59.5 12.8

8z (40) 14.3 45.1 12.4

83 (50) 11.7 44.9 12.4

RB 3.6 14.6 0.4

CI (20) 13.0 45.1 12.2

Cz (30) 17.3 45.1 12.8

C3 (40) 14.3 45.3 12.6

Rc 4.3 0.02 0.6

3.2.1 Fold endurance of coated cardboard
When the microwave strength 600W is used, the fold endurance of coated cardboard is better. The water

evaporation rate is so fast as to make coated cardboard structure to loose because the microwave strength is

stronger. When the microwave strength is lower much, the coated cardboard is not all dried within some time.

The fold endurance of coated cardboards decreases with the increase of the heating time in microwave field. In

the beginning stage of heating of coated cardboard in microwave field, the heat is contributed to evaporate the

water molecule in coated cardboard. With the decrease of moisture of coated cardboard, microwave energy

improves the adhesion of coating, and the fold endurance of coated cardboard decreases.
The effect of coating weight on fold endurance of coated cardboard is slight. Because the penetration capability

of microwave is stronger, the fold endurance of coated cardboard after dried is heavily changed. In ordinary

drying mode (cylinder heating), the mean fold endurance is 12.3 times. So the fold endurance of coated

cardboard after dried with microwave is slightly higher than that dried in ordinary mode.

3.2.2 Stiffness of coated cardboard
The drying variables influence the stiffuess of coated cardboard much slightly. The mean stiffuess of cardboard
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dried ordinary mode (cylinder heating) is 44.7mN.m. Compared microwave drying with drying in ordinary mode

(cylinder heating), microwave drying influences the stiffuess of coated cardboard slightly.

3.2.3 Ring crush strength of coated cardboard
The variables influence the ring crush strength of coated cardboard much slightly. The mean ring crush strength

of coated cardboard dried in ordinary mode (cylinder heating) is 12.7mN.m. Compared microwave drying with

drying in ordinary mode, microwave drying influences the ring crush strength of coated cardboard slightly.

4 CONCLUSIONS

•I
[
l

4.1 In the microwave drying, the heating transfer rate is faster, the penetration capability is stronger, the

uniformity of heating is better, and the heat efficiency is higher. So the microwave drying is suited to dry coated
cardboard.

4.2 When the microwave with middle strength is used in microwave drying process, it is very effective to dry .

The microwave drying can be used in batch heating or in fast preheating of coated cardboard.

4.3 When the microwave drying is used in coated cardboard, the properties such as stiffuess, fold endurance and

ring crush strength of coated cardboard are not lower than these dried in ordinary mode (cylinder heating).
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ABSTRACT

The study is aimed to develop a packaging material with active compounds controlled releasing
characteristics. The low density polyethylene (LDPE) membrane was firstly activated by persulfate aqueous
decomposition, and then modified by surface grafting polymerization using acrylic acid as monomer and
Cerium(IV) ions as redox initiator. The film was characterized by attenuated total reflection Fourier
transformed infrared spectroscopy(ATR-FTIR), free carboxyl concentration determination and barrier
properties determination. At the same time, a chitosan-based hydrogel was prepared using carboxyl-terminated
poly(ethylene glycol) as crosslinking agent through carbodiimide chemistry. The pH sensitivity of the hydrogel
was also investigated
Keywords Packaging materials, active packaging, hydrogel, chitosan

1. INTRODUCTION

Water, oxygen, microbial and energy etc. are the criticals that decide the quality of foodstuff and
pharmaceuticals during storage. One of the important advantages on using packaging materials is that it is
helpful to controlling the side-effects of those factors for certain period of time (shelf-life). Generally, the
protective function of a traditional packaging material, such as flexible polyolefin membrane, is realized by
isolation those from inner part or slowing down the permeation rate in reasonable level passively and physically.
Recently, active packaging technology is becoming a hot-spot in packaging technology [I]. Active packaging
(AP) refers to those technologies intended to interact with the internal gas environment and/or directly with the
product, with a beneficial outcome [2]. It can be divided into oxygen scavenger, carbon dioxide scavenger or
emitter, humidity absorbers or controllers, ethylene scavengers, aroma absorbers/emitter, enzymatically active
systems, antimicrobial systems etc.
Controlled releasing system is widely used in the medicine and pharmaceutics. By application of some physical,
chemical as well as biological methods, the target component is released in a controlled manner under certain
circumstance. Therefore, the packaging material with controlled releasing characteristics is the application of
controlled releasing technique in packaging material. Controlled release packaging (CRP) is a new generation of
packaging materials which can release active compounds at different controlled rates suitable for enhancing the
quality and safety of a wide range of foods during extended storage [3]. In this sense, CRP belongs to AP
techniques. The basic concept of CRP is to use the package as a delivery system for active compounds, such as
antimicrobials, antioxidants, enzymes, flavors and nutraceuticals. Till now, the means toward developing of CRP
materials can be categorized surface coating, lamination and blending. Although the active compounds can be
partially controlled released, the adjust of the releasing kinetics is still not well-solved.
In this paper, a feasibility of a method, using polymer surface modification technique and a chitosan-based pH-
sensitive hydrogel as the releasing carrier of active compounds, toward developing a CRP material is partially
investigated.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHOD

2.1 MATERIALS
Polyethylene (PE) film (about 80llm in thickness) for food package was commercially available. Chitosan
(Mv=l.2xJ05

, degree of deacetylation, 0.0.=88%) derived from crab shell was purchased from Tsingdao Haihui
Bio-tech. Company (Shandong, China) in powder form. Carboxyl terminated poly(ethylene glycol) (BCP) with
number-averaged molecular weight at 800 was synthesized according to the method reported in ref [4].
Toluidine blue (TBO) and l-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) were gained
from Sinopharm® Group Co. Ltd. (Shanghai). N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) was ordered from Fluka®.
Ammonium persulfate (APS), and cerium(IV) ammonium nitrate (CAN) were purchased form Beijing
Chemicals Plant. Besides acrylic acid (AAc) was distilled under reduced pressure before use, all other chemicals
were all of A.R. grade and used without further treatment.

2.2 FILM SURFACE MODIFICATION
PE film (5x5cm2) was washed by refluxing in anhydrous ethanol for 4 h and dried in vacuum. Then the film was
immersed into the reactor with 40 ml 10 wfllo APS aqueous solution. And the reactor was placed into a water-
bath at 80·C with N2 bubbling for a certain period of time. Afterwards, the film was taken out. After 4xl0 min
washing ultrasonically in DIW, the film was put into 30 ml 5 wt% acrylic acid (AAc) aqueous solution at 30·C
and the reactor was flushed with N2 for 20 min to drive oxygen molecules out, then I ml 50 mM CAN aqueous
solution was syringed. The grafting polymerization was allowed to continue for 6 h, then the film was charged
and washed with DIW for 3x20 min ultrasonically.

2.3 SYNTHESIS OF CHITOSAN-BASED HYDROGEL (PEGC)
0.1g chitosan was dissolved in 5ml aqueous solution containing O.2g mol BCP at room temperature. As long as a
viscous clear fluid was obtained, its pH value was adjusted to about 5.5 by slowly dropping 0.1 M NaOH
aqueous solution under quickly magnetic agitation. Then certain amount of NHS and EOC were added and
intensively blended. A transparent hydrogel was formed for a short period of time less than IOmin. The final
xenogel was gained by dialysis the hydrogel against deionized water and lyophilization.

2.4 CHARACTERIZATION
The carboxylic acid concentration on film surface [COOH] was determined using TBO staining method on a
UVIvisible spectrophotometer (UV -250 I PC, Shimadzu) by calibrating the absorbance at 631 nm of samples
against standard curves [5]. Attenuated total reflection-Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra of the
samples were recorded on a Nicolet® Magna IR560 spectrometer with ZnSe prism.
The water vapor transmission rate (WVTR) of the samples was determined on a analyzer (TSY -TI, Languang
Testing Machine Co. Ltd., Shandong, China). And oxygen transmission rate (OTR) of the membrane samples
before and after surface modification was acquired on a gas Transmission Analyzer 800 I (Illinois Instruments,
U.S.A.) using O2 as gas resource. The samples were dried for 48h in vacuum before tested. The result of each
sample is the average of 4 times determination.
The pH-sensitivity of the PEGC hydrogel was observed by monitoring the equilibrium swelling ratio (SR) in
buffer solution (home-made and calibrated) with pH value varying from I to 12. The dry sample with dimension
at 10mmxlOmm weighed (IIld) was incubated in 20ml buffer solution at 370. After a period of time, the fully
swollen hydorgel was charged, weighted (ms) after the superficial water was removed by absorption using filter
paper. SR is calculated according to eq.( I) and the data is the average of 5 measurements paralleled.
SR=(ms-mcJ)Imd (I)



3. RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION

Coating the active compounds on the material surface or blending them in the bulk of the materials are two direct
ways in developing the CRP material [3]. Obviously, these methods have their own drawbacks as follows. In the
former case, the releasing rate of active compound is controlled by dissolution step and too rapid to sustain the
whole shelf-life. While in the latter situation, the active compound inevitably has a low releasing rate and utility
as well as a high activity loss during thermal process.

00====__

Figure 1 The diagram of a CRP material to be developed.

Herein, a novel method to realize the controlled releasing of active compounds is put forward as shown in Fig. I.
Firstly, the polymer film surface is chemically modified by grafting polymerization to form an swell able
hydrogel with negative charge. At the same time, the active compounds is encapsulated in swellable chitosan-
based hydrogel in microspheric form. The active compounds loaded microsphere is then embedded into the
hydrogel on the surface of polymeric hydrogel. As long as the hydrogel absorbs water from environment, it
swells and the active compounds is released through microsphere swelling, transportation and degradation. The
releasing rate can be finely tuned by changing active compounds content, microsphere diameter, crosslinking
density of chitosan hydrogel and the thickness of grafted hydrogel on polymer matrix and so on.

3.1 SURFACE MODIFICATION
A method reported by Bamford here was applied to carry out the surface modification process of PE membrane
[6]. Firstly, the film surface was hydroxylated by persulfate aqueous decomposition thermally. Then the grafting
polymerization was carried out using cerium(lV) cations as redox initiator to generate polymeric free radicals on
film surface, and acrylic acid as the monomer. The polymerization process was allowed to carried out for 6h.
The ATR-FTIR spectra of the PE film before and after surface modification are shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b),
respectively.
In Fig. 2, the peaks with wavenumber at 2914 cm-t, 284Icm-! and 1470 cm-! are the characteristic resonance
absorbance of methyl or methylene groups in the polyethylene backbone. The appearance of peak at 1710 cm-!
reveals the existence of -COOH on the surface because of the grafted polymerization. Qualitatively,
poly(acrylic acid) (PAAc) has been successfully grafted on film surface.
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Figure 2 The ATR-FTIR spectra of the PE film before (a) and after (b) surface modification.

With constant monomer concentration and grafting time, [COOH] on film surface is increased with
hydroxylation time, and reached the maximum at about 3.8xlO-8 mol.cm-2 after 2h hydroxylation, then decreased
rapidly with prolonged grafting time as shown in Fig. 3. The consumption of hydroxy Is by oxidative degradation
is more popular than the generation as prolonged time maybe the reason [7].
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Figure 3 The relation between [COOH] and the hydroxylation time

Barrier property plays a key role on the protective function of a foodstuff-orientated packaging material. It is
well known that polyethylene is chemically nonpolar. Therefore, it possesses a low water vapor permeability and
gas (especially oxygen) barrier property. The influence of surface modification on the PE film was also
investigated, and the results were shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4 The influence of surface modification on the WVTR (a) and OTR (b) of the samples

It can be seen from Fig. 4(a) that the WVTR value is fluctuated in the range from 2g.m-2·d-1 to 4g·m-2.d-l
. That's

to say, the PAAc hydrogel grafted has less influence on the water vapor barrier characteristics of PE film. The
reason maybe that the barrier property is mainly provided by the bulk of the material, while influence of the
thinner grafted layer usually can be ignored. Differently, the OTR value of the sample in a dry state is sharply
decreased with increasing [COOH] as shown in Fig. 4(b). In other words, the oxygen barrier property of the film
is markedly enhanced by PAAc grafting. The better O2 barrier property after surface modification may derived
from the hydrogen-bondings between free carboxylic acid groups in dry state. As hydroxylation time prolonging,
OTR value is decreased with increasing [COOH] because of more hydrogen-bonding interaction.

3.2 PEGC HYDROGEL
3.3
Chitosan is a deacetylated derivative of chitin, a high molecular weight, second most abundant natural
biopolymer commonly found in shells of marine crustaceans and cell walls of fungi. Chitosan is a linear
polysaccharide, composed of glucosamine and N-acetyl glucosamine linked in a 13(1-4)manner [8]. Chitosan is
wide used as biomaterial, water treatment agent, food additive etc. because of its good biocompatibility, cationic
nature and antibacterial properties. Some previous research results have shown that the chitosan hydrogel with
organic acid such as lactic acid grafted or glutaraldehyde (GA) as crosslinker possesses pH-sensitivity [9].
Carboxyl-terminated PEG here is used as the crosslinker to develop a hydrogel by amides formation between
carboxylic acids and free amines in BCP and chitosan, respectively, in the presence of water soluble
carbodiimide (WSC) EDC, a "zero-length" coupling agent.
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Figure 5 ATR-FTIR spectra of pure chitosan (a) and chitosan-based hydrogel (b)
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From the spectrum of pure chitosan (Fig. 5(a)), the peaks at 1087 cm-I, 1038 cm-I and 895 cm-Ican be ascribed to
the C-O vibration in the saccharide structure, and the peaks at 1650 cm-\ 1560 cm-I are known as the
characteristics of amide I and amide II, respectively. The peaks with the wavenumber at 3310 cm-I and 3520 cm·
\ independently, reveal the existence of free -NH2 groups and hydroxyls in chitosan structure. In the spectra of
PEGC hydrogel (Fig. 5(b)), the peaks at 1730 cm-I and 1250 cm-I can be ascribed to the carbonyl and c-o
stretching vibration of ester bonds in BCP. The characteristic peaks of ether bond are appeared at the wavelength
of lllO cm-I and 840 cm-I. At the same time, the peaks at 1470 cm-I and 2890 cm-I are the vibration of
methylene.
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Figure 6 The influence of solvent pH value on the swelling ratio of PEGC hydrogel

The pH-sensitivity of PEGC hydrogel was observed by determination the equilibrium swelling ratio of the
sample in buffer solutions with different pH value. The result is shown as Fig. 6. It can be seen that the hydrogel
has a rather low swelling ratio in neutral buffer solution than that of in acidic or alkali ones. In neutral
environments, the free -NH2 and -COOH are less protonated. Therefore, there exists less repulsion interaction in
the hydrogel under the circumstance than that in acidic or alkali one, where more -NH2 or -COOH is protonated.
Especially, the swelling ratio of the sample in alkali buffer solution is rather higher than that in acidic one. The
reason is that the carboxylic acid groups has an excessive molar ratio to amines in formula.
The deterioration of foods is often combined with the change of pH value. PEGC hydrogel has a rather high
swelling ratio in acidic or alkali environment. This means more active compounds will be released when the pH
value of food is deviated from neutrality. In this sense, the chitosan hydrogel in this paper holds the promise to
be used as the carrier of active compounds controlled releasing.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Poly(acrylic acid) hydrogel layer is successfully introduced by grafting polymerization. The chitosan-based
hydrogel developed in this paper is obviously pH-sensitive and can be used as the primary releasing carrier of
active compounds. Further research is still going on.
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COMPRESSION SET EXPERIMENTS OF PACKAGING WEDGING
FOAM: VISCOELASTIC RELAXATION IN THE LONG TIME LIMIT
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Catherine Lacoste, Damien Erre, Jean-Baptiste Nolot and Serge Odof

The compression set of the wedging foam for packaging is very important to characterize the
cushion in the long time limit.
Actually, a compression set experiment is a viscoelastic relaxation stress experiment from a
rheological point of view. In the present work, compression set experiment was thus simulated
in a usual rheometer for solids (dynamic mechanical analyser) by applying a compression
uni-axial strain (E=25%). The time dependent variation of the stress was recorded over ten
hours from the normal force transducer.
Furthermore, it is well known that elasticity properties depend on the structure of the foam, the
size os air cells. However the microstructure of those cells is another sensitive parameter. In
order to understand the influence of these two parameters on the fmal elastic, different types of
foams usually used in packaging (from polyurethane, polyethylene and polypropylene).
The Young relaxation modulus E(t) was modeled thanks to physical laws in foams. The
compression set behavior was then predicted at different time of loading. The results were
compared between the different materials and qualitatively explained by considering the
microstructure of the foams.
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The Effects of Foaming Temperature and Time on Mechanical Properties,
Density, Average Cell Size, Cell Density, and Morphology of Biomax
Microcellular Foam

ABSTRACT

Environmental concerns about plastic waste are a global issue(J). Consequently, there is substantial interest
in alternative materials such as biodegradable plastics. Biomax is a hydro/biodegradable polyester which has
the potential to be used as a microcellular foam and thereby reduce cost. Microcellular foam is characterized by
cell sizes in the range of 0.1 to 10 fD'l, differentiating it from conventional cellular materials with cells of about
100 fD'l, and has a cell density in the range of /(1_10/5 cell/cm3(2). The unique features of micro cellular foam
are fine cell size, high cell density, inorganic blowing agent and no nucleation agent. The samples were
prepared using a mini-extruder with injection molding. The foam samples were prepared in a batch process
using CO2 as a blowing agent. The effects offoaming temperature ,and time on the mechanical properties, cell
size, density, and morphology of microcellular Biomax were studied The results were analyzed using one way
Anova. Thefoaming time andfoaming temperature significantly affected density, cell density and tensile strength.
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INTRODUCTION

Environmental concerns about plastic waste are rising into a global issue (I). Presently, there is substantial
interest in alternative materials such as biodegradable plastic, a degradable plastic in which the degradation
results from the action of microorganisms such as fungi, bacteria or algae, and results finally in production of
carbon dioxide and water (3).

Biomax is a new material from Dupont, described as a hydrolbiodegradable polyester. The material is based on
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and can be formulated to give strength characteristics ranging from low-density
polyethylene up to half the strength of polyester (4). Biomax uses up to three different comonomers for
incorporation into the polymer. These comonomers create weak spots in the polymer chains that make them
susceptible to degradation through hydrolysis. Once the large polymer molecules have been broken down into
smaller molecules by the action of moisture, naturally occurring microbes consume the small molecules,
converting them into carbon dioxide and water.

Microcellular foam is characterized by cell sizes in the range of 0.1 to 10 J.1m,differentiating it from
conventional cellular plastics with cells of about 100 J.1m,and has a cell density in the range of 109_1015 cell/cm3

and specific density reductions in the range of 5-98 % (2). The unique features of microcellular foam are fine
cell size, high cell density, inorganic blowing agent and no nucleation agent. In many cases, microcellular
plastics display high impact strength, high toughness, high stiffuess-to-weight ratios, high fatigue lives, high
thermal stability, low dielectric constants and the low thermal conductivities (5-7).

Microcellular foam of Biomax not only is a biodegradable plastic but also can potentially reduce the material
cost. The effects of foaming time and foaming temperature on mechanical properties, density, average cell size,
cell density, and morphology of Biomax were studied. The results were analyzed using one way Anova at 95%
confidence.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

MATERIALS AND SAMPLE PREPARATION

The material in this study was Biomax 4026 resin provided by Dupont. Biomax was dried in an oven at 80°C for
3 hours to remove moisture. The samples of Biomax were prepared using a micro-compounding machine (mini-



VF=I- PI
P

where p is the density of the unfoamed sample
Pf is the density of foamed sample

(2)

extruder with injection mold) in a standard ASTM dumbbell shape, set at 210°C for all sections with screw
speed 100 rpm and 2 min melting time.

FOAMING PROCESS

Samples were placed in a pressure vessel under high pressure (850 psi) of a non-reacting gas, CO2, at room
temperature. CO2 is normally used as the foaming agent because of its low cost and high solubility in most
plastics (8). The samples absorbed gas over time until they were saturated, about 2 days. The saturated samples
were removed from the pressure vessel and heated in a hot glycerol bath to induce foaming at the specified
foaming temperature (100, 110, I 20, 130 and 140°C) for 10 sec to examine for the effect of foaming temperature,
and at 120°C for the specified time (10,20 and 30 sec) to examine the effect of the foaming time. A large
number of bubbles were nucleated and grown by inducing a large thermodynamic instability related to quickly
changing the solubility of the gas by decreasing pressure and increasing temperature (5,9). Then the cellular
structure was stabilized using cold water.

TESTING AND CHARACTERIZATION

TENSILE TESTING
An Instron, model 5565, was used to measure the tensile strength following ASTM 0 638.
The speed was 0.5 in/min with the grip separation I inch.

DENSITY
The densities of the samples were measured by a water displacement technique (ASTM 0-792) using the
quation I:

M
Density = 0.9975-·

Mw
(I)

where M. is the weight of un foamed or foamed samples measured in air
Mw is the weight ofunfoamed or foamed samples measured in distilled water

VOID FRACTION
The calculation of void fraction (VF) was determined by equation 2:

MORPHOLOGY ANALYSIS
The foam samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen and fractured. Then these samples were coated with gold using
an Emscope Sputter Coater until gold covered the samples to enhance conductivity. A scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) model JSM-6400 was used to show the images and calculate cell density and average cell
size.

CELL DENSITY
The cell density per unit volume of the original unfoamed polymer was characterized from the scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) micrographs using equation 3:

(3)

where n is the number of cells
A is the area
M is the magnification factor of the micrograph
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The average cell size (d) can be calculated using equation 4:
6VFd=,,-----

"\ mVo(1- VF)

(4)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

FOAM DIMENSIONS

I
, ;

,
t L

a) ~
Figure I. a) Unfoamed Biomax and samples foamed at 100, 110 120, and 130°C foaming temperature from left
to right; b) Unfoamed Biomax and foamed samples at 120°C and 10,20, and 30 sec from left to right

The size of foamed samples increased with increasing foaming temperature. The higher temperature, likely
increased, the diffusion of CO2 gas from the polymer into cells, as well as facilitating expansion of the polymer
(10).

TENSILE STRENGTH AND TENSILE STRENGTHIDENSITY RESULTS

3D

40 - 1 4040 r

10

20

o ---- ... +------ ..,--------f --~------+---------------+-.--

Unloarned 100 C 110 C 120C 140 C Unfoamed Biomax 10 20 30

Time (sec)Biomax

Foaming temperature (OC)

a) foaming temperature b) foaming time

Figure 2. Results of the foaming temperatures (a) and foaming time (b) on the tensile strength and tensile
strength/density

The tensile strength of Biomax microcellular foam significantly decreased with increasing foaming temperatures
as shown in Figure 2a. However, there was no significant change in the ratio of tensile strength/density. This
ratio of was the highest, 27.3 MPa.cm3/g, at 130°C, which was higher than unfoamed Biomax, and was the
lowest, 20.8 MPa.cm3/g, at 140°C.

The tensile strength of Biomax microcellular foam significantly decreased with increasing foaming times, as
shown in figure 2b but the ratio of tensile strength/density was not significantly different. It was the highest, 29.4
MPa.cm3/g, at 20 sec and the lowest, 21.4 MPa.cm3/g, at 10 sec
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MORPHOLOGY RESULTS

The microcellular foams were closed cell, since the cells were discrete and not connected. The microcellular
structure of the foam at 100De was not developed well due to the low foaming temperature. At 110 De, the cell
structure of the foam was uniform but it still had some parts that did not develop foam. At 120, and 130De, the
foams were uniform and well developed. At the highest foaming temperature, 140De, the cell structures were
bigger and starting to collapse.

b) 20 sec

The microcellular structures of Biomax foamed at 1200e with foaming time of 10, and 20 sec were uniform and
well developed. For 30 sec, the cell structure of the foam was uniform and bigger but started to collapse

DENSITY, VOID FRACTION, CELL DENSITY AND AVERAGE CELL SIZE
RESULTS

Table I.Results of density, void fraction, the cell density and the average cell size at the different foaming
temperature

Temperatures Density Void No Average Cell size
(OC) (wcm~ Fraction (cells/cm~ (urn)
100 0.99±0.O5 0.27 t.06E+l0 4.36
110 O.64±0.05 0.53 3.09E+10 4.42
120 O.52±0.06 0.61 3.10E+IO 4.98
130 O.33±O.O3 0.76 4.06E+10 5.67
140 O.25±0.Ol 0.81 3.61E+10 6.62

_JNote. denSIty of unfoamed BlOmax IS 1.35 glcm



Table 2. Results of density, void fraction, the cell density and the average cell size at the different foami

Time Density Void No Average cell size

(sec) (wcm3
) Fraction (cells/em) (urn)

10 0.52±0.06 0.61 3.10[+10 4.98

20 0.34±O.02 0.75 1.54[+10 7.71

30 0.30±0.02 0.78 8.60E+09 9.86

ngtime

The density decreased with increasing foaming temperature from 100-140°C. The cell density and the average
cell size were in the range of micro cellular foam. The average cell size was bigger when the temperature
increased.

The density decreased with increasing foaming time from 0.52 glcm3 at 10 sec to 0.3 glcm3 at 30 sec. The cell
density and the average cell size were in the range of micro cellular foam.

REFERENCES

CONCLUSIONS

The foaming time and foaming temperature significantly affected the size, density, tensile strength, average cell
size and cell density of Biomax microcellular foams. These foams were closed cells, with cells in the size range
of microcellular foam. When the foaming temperature increased, the density and tensile strength decreased
Similar effects were found for the foaming time. The average cell size increased when increasing the foaming
temperature and time. The best processing conditions for Biomax microcellular foam were found to be a foaming
temperature of 130°C for 10 sec, or 20 sec at a foaming time of 120°C, due to the uniform and well developed
cells and density of about 0.33 and 0.34 glcm3 and along wit a high tensile strength/density ratio.
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Effect of Modified Atmosphere Packaging on the Storage Stability of
Abalone (Haliotis asinine Linnaeus, 1758)

Romanee Sanguandeekul, Vichaya Narakaew, Takaaki Shirai and Ubonrat Siripatrawan*

ABSTRACT

Changes in quality of abalone (Haliotis asinina Linnaeus) packaged under modified atmosphere (MA)
of 40%COI 30%01 30%N] and atmospheric air (control) in PVDCINylon/OPP pouches and stored at 2 ± I °C
were investigated. Biochemical indices (pH, total volatile basic nitrogen (TVB-N), and trimethylamine (TMA)),
sensory evaluation, total, psychrotrophic and Enterobacteriaceae counts of packaged abalone were determined
periodically. TMA was not affected by the packaging conditions and remained low during the storage periods.
pH and TVB-N was observed to be significantly affected (p<0.05) by the type of packaging conditions. A rising
pH was observed in control samples due to amine production. A decrease in pH of the MA packaged abalones
during the storage reflected the apparent absorption of CO] and its hydration to carbonic acid The content of
TVB-N slowly increased in the MA packaged abalone, whereas those stored in atmospheric air markedly
increased during the storage. MA packaged abalone had lower total, psychrotrophic and Enterobacteriaceae
counts lower than those of atmospheric air and vacuum conditions.

INTRODUCTION
Thailand has been able to produce cultured abalone, Haliotis asinina Linnaeus, 1758, on a commercial

basis. Considered as a highly valued delicacy with a unique taste and texture, the opportunities and market
requirements for cultured abalone in the major world market exist. However, given the perishable mature of
seafoods, development of satisfactory methods for shelf life extension that ensures quality maintenance and a
continuous supply of shelf-stable quality products with minimum losses has occupied the attention of food
technologists. With the aid of processing technology, these abalones can be stored and transported with minimal
quality degradation and processed to value-added products that will draw attentions from consumers worldwide.

Modified Atmosphere Packaging (MAP) is a dynamic technique aimed to maintain the optimum
environment around the product by coordinating the barrier properties of the package in conjunction with the
appropriate modification of gaseous composition so that it is different from that of air, which normally contains
78.08% nitrogen, 20.96% oxygen, 0.03% carbon dioxide (Charles, Sanchez and Gontard, 2004). MAP provides
multiple advantages to the fishery industry. The use of elevated CO2 levels has been shown to inhibit normal
spoilage bacteria in fish from cold and temperate water while oxygen is generally excluded to minimized
rancidity in fatty seafoods.

Despite extensive studies on shelf life extension of fresh marine foods using vacuum and modified
atmosphere packaging, no laboratory research has been published on modified atmosphere packaged small
abalone as well as on quality changes in relation to the assessment ofTMA, TV8-N and microbial growth of
packaged abalone during storage. The purpose of this study was then to determine the effect of modified
atmosphere packaging on the storage quality of fresh abalones.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Raw materials
Abalones (Haliotis asinina) with an average weight of20 g (10 g of muscle weight) were collected from

a farm located in Chulalongkom University's Fishery Research and Extension Center on Sichang Island,
Chonburi province. They were delivered live in plastic bags acclimated with aerated seawater to the Food
Processing Laboratory within 2 h. Abalones were then degutted, cleaned and washed with fresh water and kept
on ice until treatment application.

Modified atmosphere packaging (MAP)
Packaging was carried out in a to x 15 cm pouch of 60 Jlm polyvinylidene chloride coated with

polyamide (PVDClNylon) having oxygen permeation of7 cc m-2 atm-I day-I at 25 DC,and water vapor
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transmission rate of 4 g m-2 day-I at 25 DC. Abalone was individually packaged into a plastic bag in
atmospheric, vacuum and %40C02/3%002/3%ON2, packaging conditions and heat-sealed using a chamber
machine for vacuum and gas packaging (Multivac, Model A300/16, Sepp Haggenmiller GmbH & Co. KG,
Welfertschwenden, Germany). All samples were stored at 2 ±I DCuntil their analyses after storage for 0,3,5, 7,
9, II, 13, and 15 days.

pH measurement
3 g of abalone samples were homogenized in 27 ml distilled water at 1000 rpm using a polytron

homogenizer (Brinkman Instruments, NY, USA). pH was measured using a micro pH meter ( F-21, Horiba,
Japan) equipped with a combination of pH electrode calibrated to pH 4.0 and 7.0.

Microbiological analysis
25 g of abalones were homogenized in 225 ml of 0.1% peptone buffer for 2 min using a Stomacher Lab

Blender (Seward Laboratory, London, UK). Serial decimal dilutions were made with the same diluent. The total
counts were determined on plate count agar (PC A, Merck) following the pour plate method and incubated at 35
DCfor 48 hr. For Eneterobacteriaceae count, a 1.0 ml sample was inoculated into 10 ml molten violet red bile
glucose agar. Microbiological data were transformed into Log (CFU/g).

Total volatile base nitrogen (TVB-N) and Trimethylamine (TMA)
Sample extraction were prepared by adding 8 ml of 4% Trichloroacetic acid (TCA) to 2 g of

homogenized abalone muscle. The mixture was mixed well and stand for 30 minutes at room
temperature. The mixture was filtrated through Whatman No.41 for determine TVB-N and TMA. The
Conway's method was used for TMA. Following the same Conway's method, TVB-N could be estimated by
adding neutralized formaldehyde into the sample solution. TVB-N and TMA values were recorded as mg/I 00 g.

Statistical analysis
This experiment was conducted in triplicate and the mean values were obtained from 2 measurements

on these separate samples. Completely randomized design was used for all measurements at each time interval
over the storage periods. The experimental data corresponding to packaging treatments (air, vacuum, and
%40C02/3%002/3%ON2) were subjected to one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

pH
No significant differences were observed among pH values determined from atmospheric air and vacuum

conditions. However, the effect of storage time on pH was significant (p<0.05). The highest average pH was
obtained on day 15. However, pH of samples packaged in MAP was significantly lower (p<0.05) than
atmospheric and vacuum packaged samples probably because carbon dioxide in MAP condition dissolves into
the samples and lower the pH values (Reddy et aI., 1997). A rising pH was observed in control samples due to
amine production. A decrease in pH of the MA packaged abalones during the storage reflected the apparent
absorption of CO2 and its hydration to carbonic acid.

Ozogul et al. (2005) stated that the postmortem pH of seafoods usually decreases to about 5.5-6.5 because
of the lactic acid generated from glycogenolysis under anoxic conditions. The pH (Figure I) of fresh abalone
was 6.6. Controlled abalone showed significantly (p<0.05) increased pH relative to MAP abalone. One possible
factor in the CO2 inhibition of bacterial growth is through lowering the pH of the product due to formation of
carbonic acid. Increases in pH are usually observed with advanced bacterial spoilage, presumably due to the
production of basic nitrogen.

Microbiological analysis
Total, psychrotrophic and Enterobaceriaceae counts of refrigerated abalone packaged in air, vacuum,

and MAP throughout the storage period are presented in Figure 2, 3 and 4, respectively Bacteria counts in all
samples increased with length of storage. After 5 days in air and vacuum, total, psychrotrophic and
Enterobaceriaceae bacteria counts reached 6 Log (CFU/g). However, growth of bacteria in abalone packaged
under MAP was slower during storage. An explanation for this situation could be the high concentration of
CO2 (30%) which has bacteriostatic properties. It is known that CO2 prolongs lag phase of bacterial growth and
increase generation.

Enterobaceriaceae counts in abalone packaged under atmospheric, vacuum and MAP were
approximately 5, 4, and 3.5 Log (CFU/g), respectively, after storage for 15 days. MAP caused a significant
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decrease in Enterobacteriaceae count in abalone. Studies by Silva and White (1994) also showed that CO2
inhibited Enterobacteriaceae in refrigerated channel catfish.

Aerobic storage of abalones allowed total aerobic counts to reach high levels, with psychrotropic bacteria
being the dominant microorganism. Packaging under MAP delayed and restricted growth of aerobic bacteria.
Growth was more rapid in the samples packaged in air and vacuum. It is appears that in the case of this study,
the spoilage appeared no greater in MAP than with product packaged in air and vacuum.

The effect of oxygen removal by vacuum packaging and modified atmosphere could control spoilage
and resulted in an extended shelf life. High concentration of CO2 can create an environment that prevents the
growth of aerobic spoilage organisms, which generally are gram negative bacteria (Blixt and Borch, 2002) It
has been suggested that low oxygen packaging condition retards microbial growth and delays food spoilage
(Martinez et aI., 2006).
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Figure 4 Enterobacteriaceae counts of packaged abalones under atmospheric air, vacuum and MA

TVB-N
Changes in TV8-N for all samples are given in mg/I 00 g sample (Table I). This TV8-N analysis is

often used as an index in assessing the shelf life and storage quality of seafood products. The spoilage pattern
of fresh seafood generally shows a trend of an increase in TV8-N concentration, which closely parallels the
bacterial population (Mitsubayashi et aI., 2004). Abalones packaged in MAP showed lower (p<0.05) TV8-N
concentration than those of atmospheric air and vacuum conditions.

TV8-N values showed an increasing trend for all samples throughout the entire storage period, with the
control samples attaining the higher values (7.34 mg N/IOO g on day 15 of storage). TV8-N in vacuum
packaged abalone increased rapidly during the first 5 days of storage probably due to autolytic deamination
caused by proteolysis and due to the growth of lactic acid bacteria and Enterobacteriaceae (8ugueno et aI.,
2003).

TMA
TMA is produced by decomposition of trimethylamine N-oxide TMAO by microorganism

(Mitsubayashi et aI., 2004). Volatile compounds such as ammonia, dimethyl amine (OMA) and trimethylamine
(TMA) are products of microbial degradation and are collectively regarded as TV8-N. Although TV8-N values
in all samples increased throughout the storage period, the TMA was not found in abalone in all packaging
conditions, probably due to the fact that abalone has zero or very low values ofTMAO.
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Table 1 TVB-N (mg/I ~Og sample) of packaged abalones under atmospheric air, vacuum and modified
atmosphere packaging

Storaee Time (day) Air Vacuum C0240:0230:N230
ONS Of Oc Oe

I 1.39Ae±0.05 OCc OCe

3 3.96Ad±0.17 3.49Bb±O.62 1.37Dd±O.06

5 6.77Abc±0.20 6.59Aa±0.68 1.45Cd±O.01

7 6.56Ac±0.40 6.5 IAa±0.28 2.90Bc±O.02

9 6.60Ac±0.47 6.7 IA8±0.27 2.88Bc±O.11

II 7.18Aab±0.17 6.82B8±O.01 3.20Db±O.20

13 7.21 Aa±O.24 6.66B8±O.33 3.25Cb±O.04

15 7.34Aa±0.1O 6.95Aa±0.35 3.5ID8±O.25

a,b,c,..Means with different small letters in the same column significant difference at p <0.05. A,B,C,..Means with
different capital letters in the same row represent significant difference at p <0.05. NS not significant

CONCLUSIONS

I

~

MAP could control abalone spoilage and resulted in an extended shelf life. The content of TVB-N
slowly increased in the MA packaged abalone, whereas those stored in atmospheric air markedly increased
during the storage. MA packaged abalone had lower total, psychrotrophic and Enterobacteriaceae counts lower
than those of atmospheric air and vacuum conditions. MAP led to the extension of shelf life in terms of odor and
microbiological counts, as a consequence of low oxygen and high carbon dioxide concentration.
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Toward new polymeric oxygen scavenging systems

Ziad Damaj, Aude Naveau, Laurent Dupont and Emmanuel Guillon

Oxygen scavengers are commonly used in packaged foods, pharmaceuticals, and
cosmetics in Japan or USA and much less so in other developed countries, in spite of the
advantages that they offer in maintaining quality and extending shelf-life. The reason stems
from the additional cost involved, the potential toxicity of the added scavenger, and even
more so because of the lack of sufficient technical information on their performance and the
lack of understanding of how to apply them effectively. Moreover, adding certain molecules
to polymer can markedly increase the oxygen barrier properties, but there are no fundamental
studies of the mechanism, kinetics, etc. of these systems to serve as a basis for optimization.

In the present study the performance of natural compounds-based oxygen scavenging
was evaluated. We present, at first, the synthesis of these compounds derived from sugar and
amino-acids. Then, their rate of oxygen scavenging was studied. Finally, attempts to graft or
disperse these compounds in high-barrier polymer (such as EVOH, ethylene vinyl alcohol, or
PVAL, poly(vinyl alcohol)) were presented. It is also important to keep in mind that in active
packaging, the product, the package and the environment should interact in a positive way,
that is the reason why natural compounds were used as oxygen scavenger.
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Food Packaging Improvement: An Effective Means to Promote
International Trade

Ubonrat Siripatrawan, Romanee Sanguandeekul, Nucharin Luangsa-ard and Panuwat Suppakul

ABSTRACT

International trade regulations in developed countries have become increasingly comprehensive and
stringent. Food packaging material and label requirements has become critical in international trade
discussions. Opportunities and rewards await exporters with suitable products who are willing to devote the
time and resources required to access and compete in the international market. This research drew attention to
a number of unsatisfactory features of the immediate world food situation, which had become more precarious
than in some years. The authors investigated the major problems and drawbacks of processed foods for export
purpose focusing on packaging-related problems, gathered ideas and exploring different approaches to solve the
export food product problems, and to expand export opportunities of food products through packaging
improvement. Food exporters interested in developing a market in the international markets should ensure that
the product and its package appeal to the consumers, have packaged food products that meet specific
requirements regarding to packaging and labeling complied with their food laws.

INTRODUCTION
Packaging plays a major role for preservation, storage, transport, distribution, retailing and end-use of

food products. Many packaging solutions have been the main focus to improve productivity and efficiency in
food industry and to ensure products do not spoil before they reach the market. Packaging is a dynamic area that
will continue to provide innovative solutions to application complex.

This research is focused on using packaging technology as a problem solving means for food products
exports in Thailand. Since Thailand is a major exporter to the world market, this case study is focused on
problem experienced by Thai food exporters. The information obtained from this research is not limit to
Thailand but will also be useful for exporting from other countries to the markets in the United States, North
America, EU, Japan, the Middle East as well as smaller markets in urban areas of South and Central America.

Opportunities and rewards await exporters with suitable products who are willing to devote the time and
resources required to access and compete in the world market. However, the competition for the world market
IS mtense. The overall objective of this project is to support Thailand and exporters from other countries to
produce of safe, excellent quality and high value food products in the international marketplace by locating
current packaging problems of processed foods for export, and establishing potential packaging solutions as the
main focus to solves problems and to improve safety and quality of processed food for export through packaging
technology and science since packaging plays a major role for preservation, storage, transport, distribution,
retailing and end-use of food products.

METHODOLOGY

1. Assessment and review of the situation and problems (including the data obtained through a new
statistical questionnaire) of Thai food products for export focusing on food packaging, packaging materials and
labeling. This project sought the assistance of Thai exporters to volunteer to fill out the survey. A sequence of
meetings for brainstorming was also arranged for further discussion on the situation of Thai food exports.
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2. Working committee gathered and analyzed all the information and identified the major problems and
drawbacks of processed foods for export focusing on packaging problems

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
With regard to the questionnaires and personal interviews with companies related to export processed

foods, and sequential brainstorming conference, problems associated with packaging and labeling of processed
foods for export could be defined into two major categories: I) overview of problems on processed food exports
and 2) overview of requirement on information of packaging technology for food export promotion.

Overview of Problems on Processed Food Exports

Thai's processed foods have been exported to every corner of the World including US, Australia, New
Zealand, Japan, ASEAN, EU, Middle East, South Asia, East Europe and Africa etc by distribution channels (e.g.
self-distributed, agency and E-commerce). Figure I presents packaging requirements of food exporters. From
the survey, it was found that the exporters faced with many problems as below:

5.5% 3.6% 1.8%

12.7%

EI Protection
o Process tolerance
o Identity
• Machinability
o Communication

o Containment
o Motilation
Ii) Sale promotion
o Utility & Con-..Enience
• Reuse or Recycle

Figure 1 Packaging requirements of food exporters

I. Problems on Package Materials, Forms and Function

Eighty five percent of exporters concerned about these problems and paid attention to improve their
package forms in order to attract consumers and enhance sale and market share. Package form improvement
needed to be focused on environmental friendliness, package size and volume, convenience to use due to life and
time stresses, graphic design and packaging material reduction, having benefits against non-tariff trade barrier,
improper serving size, product and package damage during storage and distribution, competitors and material
costs, respectively.

2. Problems on Food Package & Label

There was 72.92% of exporters needed to improve their labels by label design (28.10%) to draw the
consumer's interest and buying motivation, label form (23.14%) to match with food products, required
information on label (22.31 %) to meet the requirement of national labeling regulations of target import countries
(e.g. food allergen labeling, nutritional facts including Trans Fat).

3. Problems on Sale Promotion

Most of exporters (91.84%) really needed to improve their package as marketing tool. Thirty six percent
of exporters needed their package with eye-catching outlook and modern style. It was followed by advertisement
(33.33%) and convenient features (26.47%), respectively. In addition, education program on Thai Foods in
international markets needed to be considered.
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4. Problems on Transportation

Thai's processed food exporters employed transportation systems via roads, railroads, waterways and
airways. It was found that problems on this issue were physical damage of food products (50.94%), operational
delay of transportation (20.76%), physicochemical deterioration of food products (15.09%) due to temperature
abuse. Moreover, 13.21 % was dealt with cooperation between traders, uncontrollably high cost of shipping and
non-tariff barrier (e.g. double standard)

5. Problems on Return

From this study, it was interesting to note that there was no food product return as high as 59.32% of
total exporters. However, causes of return included physical damage of product and/or package at the final
destination, product deterioration prior to use-by-date, product quality under specification, no labeling in
accordance with national labeling regulations, unapproval food contact materials and human error.

Overview of requirement on information of packaging technology for food export promotion

Additional comments and suggestions on requirement on information of packaging technology for
promoting Thai's food product exports have been revealed, as follow:

I. Prioritization of Packaging Functions

In packaging function view points, Thai's exporters paid attention to Protection as the highest
important functions of packaging, followed by Containment, Process tolerance, Motivation, Identity, Sale
promotion, Machinability, Utility & Convenience, Communication and Reuse or Recycle, respectively.

2. Requirement on Packaging Technology to Support Food Exports

There were many points that Thai's exporters needed to know and to be supported regarding to
packaging technology, as described: a) Development in Material Properties: for example, high barrier property,
biodegradable property, high mechanical property etc. b) Development and Improvement in Package Forms: for
instance, microwavable container, vivid graphic design, innovation-related etc. c) Requirement on Development
in Packaging Technology: for example, low cost technology, technology for prolonging shelf life and
maintaining product quality, hot-filling technology, material crossing etc. d) Development and Improvement in
Labeling: for example, outlook and attractive label, easy to access information on national labeling regulations
etc.

3. Requirement on Information on Food Export Promotion Supported by Government or Relevant Organization

a) Law and Regulation: Database of Thai-translated food safety regulations, quality standards and
national labeling and packaging regulations in relation to target export countries.

b) Labeling and Packaging: Development in processing and packaging subsidized by the Royal Thai
Government, additionally providing educational program on label design

c) Seminar and Training: Requirement on information on trend and innovation in packaging technology
sponsored by the government, Government-sponsored center for packaging-related consultancy

d) Others: Government-sponsored packaging-related standards, Standardization of products and
accreditation by Thai Government, Active export promotion around the World

Points of Special Attention

According to the European Commission TREA TI- Trans-RegionalEU-ASEANTradeInitiative (2004),
what is being focussed include:

I. Food contact materials

Currently, materials in contact with food should not allow to trigger any chemical reactions that may
change the food's taste, appearance, texture, flavor, or chemical composition. There are specific rules dealing
with plastics and also relating to materials made of regenerated cellulose film intended to come into contact with
foodstuffs. In addition, there are specific rules dealing with food contact materials currently being revised.

2. Labelling rules

There are general labeling rules for foodstuffs to be delivered to the consumer, under which labeling
must be accurate and cannot mislead. There are also rules for the labeling of specific products. Under new EU
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rules, all ingredients, including allergens, should be indicated on products for intra-Community trade. Since
November 2005 the sale of products that do not comply with these rules will be prohibited.

There is also specific legislation dealing with the composition and labeling of foods for particular
nutritional uses (or dietetic foods). Under new EU rules, food must be labeled ifit contains above 0.9% ofGM
ingredients, the proof of which operators must be able to supply.

2.1 General review of food labelling requirements

According to Jha (2002), the Commission has engaged in a major review of the current food labelling
provisions, with a view to: updating, modernizing and simplifYing; making labels clearer, easily readable and
understandable to consumers; reflecting changes in consumer expectations; taking into account progress in
communication means and technologies.

2.2 Mandatory labelling: requirements

• The name of the food.

• The list of ingredients.

• The quantity of certain ingredients

• The net quantity of the food.

• The date of durability or the 'use by' date.

• Any special storage conditions or conditions of use.

• The name and address of the manufacturer or packager, or of a seller

• The place of origin Any instructions for usewhere they are needed.

2.3 List of ingredients: Includes all the ingredients of the food, in descending order of weight, as
recorded at the time of their use in the manufacture of the product. Allergenic substances must always be
labelled. Individual ingredient of compound ingredients must be labelled except in specific circumstances.

2.4 Nutrition labeling

Nutrition labeling is currently voluntary (unless a claim is being made), but the rules are currently under
review, as there has been a growing demand by consumers in particular for mandatory labeling.

3. Environmental requirements

According to Hotter (2005) , earlier EU regulation was mainly focussed on final processing and
microbiological aspects but nowadays it is more focused on the environment and on residues and contaminants.
Environmental requirements are becoming more frequent due to growing evidence of harmful environmental
effects of certain substances and changes in consumer preferences. The environmental requirements under
considerations include:

3.1 Standards (voluntary) and technical regulations (mandatory)

3.2 Labelling requirements (either mandatory or voluntary, such as eco-Iabelling),

3.3 Packaging

3.4 Product taxes and charges (EU's new eagerness in requesting importers to destroy goods)

3.5 Take-back obligations

3.6 Voluntary measures and private sector standards appear to be much more frequent than
Government environmental product regulations. These include: (I) Standards, codes and benchmarks,
(2) Supply chain management.

3.7 Residues and contaminants (In a polluted world, zero tolerance for residues and contaminants is not
a viable option, with labs soon capable of tracking a single molecule)

3.8 There are only few international standards for environmental regulations which tend to be more
stringent and complex.
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CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, Thai food exporters interested in developing an international market should ensure that
the product and its packaging appeal to consumers, have packaged food products that meet other countries' food
law, packaging and labeling requirements, or be willing to adapt the product to meet them, provide the importer
with product promotion support, especially for new-to-market or unfamiliar products.
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Drop Height Estimation and Errors Using Electronic Data Recorders

Various studies have been conducted to determine the dynamics that single
packages undergo during distribution between destinations, as a function of
package size, weight and carrier. In these studies, that focussed on
regional and domestic measurement, instrumented packages containing
tri-axial accelerometers were used. The measured shocks were then analyzed to
determine the velocity change levels, as a function of the events measured
in the distribution environment, and the data used for drop testing and
simulation. It is therefore critical to correctly estimate these drop height
levels based on shock pulse data. In order to evaluate the accuracy of such
measurements, this study compared methods of calculation of drop height,
based on the analysis of the parameters characteristics of the shock
(impact velocity, velocity change, maximum acceleration, coefficient of
restitution, average acceleration, shock duration, time and impact orientation).
These were measured in several package drops with the electronic data recorders
using a free fall drop tester from drop heights of 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, and 48 inches
and at different impact orientations (edge,face, and corner).
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Measurement, Analysis and Comparison of the Express and Priority Parcel
Shipping Environment of USPS with Commercial Carriers

Jay Singh, S. Paul Singh, Pankaj Gaur

ABSTRACT

The past decade has shown a great increase in the number of direct to consumer shipments of products
and packages. As a result, parcel delivery companies like DHL. FedEx. UPS and the USPS have strengthened
their presence in air transport. Using cargo planes, they route packages from various destinations to large
airport hubs. where they sort millions of packages and ship them to their destinations the next morning. There is
a continuous need to quantify what happens to these packages as they are handled both manually during
collection and delivery and on large high speed conveying and sortation equipment at hubs. This study
measured and compared shock and drop events for these carriers during next-day and two-day shipping service.

INTRODUCTION

United States Postal Service (USPS), one of the top four parcel carriers in the United States, has been
operating for more than two centuries, and through this period, has grown and changed. The top four parcel
carriers in the US, namely DHL, FedEx, UPS and USPS, offer many of the same services, the main difference
being the prices and perhaps the timings. All the companies service the entire United States and worldwide. One
major difference is DHL's service for transporting hazardous materials. The other companies do not mention
how or if they handle hazardous materials on their websites. Both FedEx and UPS offer a way for a package to
clear customs in mid-travel so they could be delivered faster. Both DHL and UPS offer many different options
for fast mail, including 2 and 3-day mail, while the other two companies, FedEx and USPS, promote their
international shipping and specialty services.

There has been a continuous increase over the past two decades in measuring the dynamic events that
occur to packages in different transportation methods. This data offers very useful information to design and test
packages to potential hazards like drops and impacts. This study focused on measuring a new segment of the
mid-sized and light-weight single parcel environment for USPS that has not been previously measured. Various
researchers have investigated the distribution environment segments for various transport modes to get a better
understanding of the effects of physical hazards on packages. This information provides a basis for developing
test methods to design economical protective packaging. Following researches provide input into the dynamic
nature of the parcel shipping environment.

Goff [1] developed performance requirements that were necessary for parcel post packages in 1974.
The study recommended performance-based test methods that could be used to reduce physical damage to parcel
post packages. Singh and Voss, and Singh and Cheema [2, 3] measured the dynamics of small parcel
environment in the UPS ground-shipping environment. The study tested packages of different sizes and weights
that were instrumented with drop-height recorders and then shipped through uPS. The study showed that the
highest drop height measured was 1.06 m and that the size of the package had no significant effect on the drop
heights associated with medium and larger-size packages. However, small-size and lighter-weight packages did
experience higher drop heights. This was attributed to the use of automated handling for the larger and heavier
packages in the UPS sorting environment. The smaller and lighter packages are often placed on top in the
delivery truck and are therefore subject to higher drops. Singh et aI., [4] in a study of packages weighing less
than 2.5 kilograms and five different sizes shipped through Second-Day Air Express concluded that package size
and weight had no effect on measured drop heights for packages classified as small and light weight. Also
Warning labels reading "Fragile - Handle with Care" had no significant effect on the handling of packages.
Singh and Singh [5] in another study analyzed the Overnight and Second-Day parcel shipments made for light-
weight and mid-sized packages through DHL, FedEx and UPS.

•

Various additional studies have also measured the drop heights for larger and heavier packages. Singh
et al. [6] measured the environment within UPS for packages weighing up to 64 kg. In addition, the effect of
label position on drop orientation has also been studied in parcel shipments for large and heavy packages [7].
However, there is presently no data available on mid-sized and light-weight for USPS. This research provided
data similar to the one for the Overnight and Second-Day shipment study [5] for mid-sized and light-weight
packages on DHL, FedEx and UPS distribution systems. This was done to draw a comparison between the
dynamic hazards for the four parcel shipping environments.
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This study had the following objectives:

• To characterize the dynamics of the Express and Priority shipping environment for mid-sized (0.38m x
0.34 m x 0.34m) and light weight packages (less than 7 kg) shipped by USPS within the United States

• To provide recommended test levels for drop testing packages of this size and weight for the single
parcel shipping environment as compared to those observed for DHL, FedEx and UPS [5].

INSTRUMENTATION USED

In order to achieve the objectives of this study, data recorders were used to collect dynamic data that
could be used to develop test methods to simulate the Overnight and Second-Day Air environment for mid-sized
and light-weight packages. There are several types of instruments available to measure dynamic events that
packages experience during shipping and handling. These range from single-drop counters that only record if the
package is dropped above a pre-set height, to recorders that measure impacts along all three axes of the package.
The electronic recorders monitor acceleration-time histories for all events. One such commercially available
recorder is the "Environmental Data Recorder-3C" (EDR-3C) manufactured by Instrumented Sensor
Technology, Okemos, MI, USA [8]. The EDR-3C is a portable, digital sensor/recorder designed to measure
shock, vibration, temperature, humidity, and pressure in packages during shipping. Based on previous studies,
the pre-trigger and post-trigger times to be recorded were set at 50 and 250 ms, respectively. The sampling rate
was 1000 Hz and the trigger level was 2 G for all three axes. The test duration was set at 60 days and the
recorder was set to record with an overwrite limit of900 events. The overwrite parameter ensures that the EDR-
3C records the most severe events if the recorder experiences more than 900 events.

TEST PACKAGE SHIPMENTS

Test packages were used to ship the EDR-3C units to measure the different events they experienced in
the Overnight and Second-Day Air small parcel environment. The EDR-3C units were encased in high density
polyethylene foam cushion. The cushions were placed on all six sides so that the unit was at the geometric
center of a two piece, blow molded, double walled carrying case with four metal latches. This carrying case was
then contained in a double wall regular slotted container (RSC) corrugated board box. All recorders were placed
in the same orientation in all packages for every shipment. The corrugated shipping boxes were sealed using 51
mm wide general-purpose plastic box sealing tape. All instrumented packages were 0.38m x 0.34 m x 0.34m in
external dimensions and weighed 6.8 kilograms.

The packages were shipped from East Lansing, MI to San Luis Obispo, CA. Four round trips (eight
one-way trips) were made for all Express and Priority shipments for USPS. This study was conducted from
February to April of2005.

RESULTS
Based on the data collected, drop height, impact orientation and frequency of occurrence were tabulated

for each package. Data for USPS parcel shipments is presented in combination with DHL, FedEx and UPS data
from the previous study [5]. Tables 1-3 and Figures 1-2 show the results for packages shipped in the Express and
Priority environments for DHL, FedEx, UPS and USPS. The number of drops experienced by the packages in
the Express (Overnight) environment for USPS was in line with those for DHL, FedEx and UPS. The Priority
(Second-Day) shipments in the USPS environment, however, experienced 2.3 times lesser drops as compared to
the average of those experienced in DHL, FedEx and UPS shipments. During the data analysis, drop heights
below 76 mm were ignored since they typically produce very little damage on small packages. Low level
impacts are generally simulated in vibration tests. Table I shows the number of impacts measured above 76 mm,
the highest drop height recorded during anyone-way trip, and the 90th

, 95th
, and 99th percentile drop heights for

all five package sizes. The term "90% occurrence" means that 90% of all recorded drop heights were below this
level.

Packages shipped through the Express option provided by USPS, for example, experienced 156 impacts
equivalent to a drop of76 mm or higher in eight one-way trips. This amounts to nearly 20 impacts above 76 mm
per trip. The majority of these impacts are from automated handling and sorting equipment. Only about a third
of these are expected to be actual drops. The largest drop height recorded of 1.87 m to packages shipped by
Priority mail through USPS was likely a rare event.

The drop heights reported in Table 2 are based on averaging the results of eight one-way trips (four
round trips from Michigan to California). This format is often used as the basis for lab simulated drop tests [4]



where drop testing is done in sequentially reduced levels, similar to how they occur in an actual shipment.
Averaging the results of the one-way trips is done because the lab simulated tests are intended to represent a
typical one-way trip. Table 2 shows these averaged drop heights for packages shipped in the Overnight and
Second-Day shipping environments for DHL, FedEx, UPS and USPS. The data shows that the highest drop
height was greater for DHL and FedEx for the Overnight environment as compared to the Second-Day
environment. The highest drop height for UPS and USPS was higher for Second-Day shipment as compared to
the Overnight shipment. The average drop height of the ten highest drops experienced in the USPS shipping
environment for Priority service was higher than that for DHL, FedEx and UPS.

As for the impact orientation for all shipments, for packages shipped Overnight through all couriers,
there were about 14-19 face impacts above 76 mm, about 1-2 impacts on the edge of the package, and up to 2
impacts on a comer for each one-way trip. Table 4 shows the information in more detail for all 8 one-way trips.
About 89% of all impacts were on a face, 5% were on an edge, and 5% were on a comer. For packages shipped
Second-Day through all couriers, there were about 8-20 face impacts above 76 mm, about 1-2 impacts on the
edge of the package, and up to 2 impacts on a comer for each one-way trip. Table 3 shows the information in
more detail for all 8 one-way trips. About 88% of all impacts were on a face, 6% were on an edge, and 6% were
on a comer. This contradicts earlier research [2] which found that the number of face, edge and comer drops
could be explained by elementary probabilities: since there are 6 faces, 12 edges, and 8 comers for a total of 26
possible impact orientations, the expected percentages for face, edge, and comer drops are 6/26 or 23%, 12/26 or
46%, and 8/26 or 31% respectively. The high incidence of face drops found in the present study suggests that
these impacts are the result of automated handling operations, not drops.

TABLE 1: Summary of Drop Heigbt Data Measured above 76 mm

I

~
t

I,

Drop Data Overniebt Second-Day
DHL FedEx UPS USPS DHL FedEx UPS USPS

Number of Drops 184 128 117 156 168 182 104 66
Maximum Drop Height (m) 1.45 1.77 1.23 1.43 1.01 0.89 1.63 1.87

Drop Height at 99% Occurrence (m) 1.14 1.04 1.04 1.42 0.96 0.88 1.02 1.86
Drop Height at 95% Occurrence (m) 0.86 0.7 0.68 0.76 0.76 0.66 0.76 1.16
Drop Height at 90% Occurrence (m) 0.62 0.52 0.46 0.56 0.56 0.44 0.48 0.88

TABLE 2: Drop Heigbt Levels for Sbipments

Drop Heigbt (m) Overnigbt Second-Day
DHL FedEx UPS USPS DHL Fed Ex UPS USPS

Highest 1.45 1.77 1.23 1.43 1.01 0.89 1.63 1.87
2nd Highest 1.14 1.03 1.02 1.43 0.98 0.89 1.00 1.65
3rd Highest 1.04 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.90 0.86 0.94 1.34
4thHighest 1.01 0.84 0.78 0.93 0.87 0.80 0.91 1.16
5thHighest 0.95 0.76 0.72 0.90 0.86 0.69 0.82 1.14
6thHighest 0.93 0.70 0.69 0.80 0.82 0.68 0.75 1.06
71JlHighest 0.93 0.69 0.62 0.77 0.81 0.68 0.62 0.88
8thHighest 0.93 0.68 0.60 0.76 0.77 0.67 0.50 0.84
9thHighest 0.85 0.62 0.59 0.74 0.75 0.66 0.48 0.76
lOthHighest 0.85 0.59 0.56 0.73 0.75 0.64 0.47 0.73

TABLE 3: Percent Orientation of Impacts for Packages for Eigbt One-Way Trips

Sbipment Type Orientation of Drops (%)
Face Edee Corner

DHL 83.69 7.61 8.69

Overnight FedEx 91.41 6.25 2.34
UPS 93.16 2.56 4.27

USPS 92.95 3.21 3.85
DHL 82.17 7.75 10.08

Second-Day FedEx 88.46 6.04 5.49
UPS 93.27 4.81 1.92

USPS 89.39 4.55 6.06
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The dynamic response of apple impacting the corrugated paperboard

Li-Xin Lu, Zhi-Wei Wang, lun Wang

The nonlinear viscoelastic plastic model of apple and the viscoelastic model of the corrugated
paperboard during shock were developed. The mechanical model of apple consisted of three
nonlinear springs (with cubic elasticity), two viscous damper and Coulomb damper. The
mechanical model of the corrugated paperboard consisted of one nonlinear spring (with cubic
elasticity) and one viscous damper. The dropping shock equations of apple impacting onto a
rigid surface and the corrugated paperboard were deduced. Three types of shock tests were
carried out. The first set of experiments of apples impacting onto a rigid surface was conducted
to obtain the acceleration data of apples. The second was conducted to obtain the acceleration
data of the corrugated paperboard during dynamic compressions. The third set of experiments
of apples impacting onto the corrugated paperboard was conducted to obtain the dynamic data
of apples and paperboard. The dropping shock equation of the apple impacting onto a rigid
surface and the mechanical model equation of the corrugated paperboard were solved
numerically, and the parameters of the two mechanical models were determined according to
the test conditions and data of the first and second set of experiments. Finally, The dropping
shock equations of apple impacting onto the corrugated paperboard were solved numerically,
and acceleration response of the apple was obtained. Over the representative range of test
condition, The theoretical results were good agreement with the experiment data.
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Paul Singh and Young Paek

ABSTRACT

Pressurex®, a tactile pressure sensor film which is manufactured by Sensor Product Inc(East Hanova,
NJ, USA), is one of a new emerging materials that is convenient to measure the strength of pressure and
pressure distribution profile between two contacting surfaces without an instrument. It immediately reveals
impact distribution and magnitude based on intensity and dispersion of color. Accorning to the manufacturer,
"the sensor film instantaneously and permanently changes color. The intensity of this color is proportional to
the amount of force applied allowing the user to actually quantifY the stress characteristics across the surface. "
{I}. This means that, the greater pressure differential measurements have require a higher intensity of film.
While conventional test instrument such as electronic sensors are expensive and difficult to measure impact
profile during transportation, these sensor films can easily be inserted between product and package surfaces
and determine expected impacts that the packages underwent during shipping. This method could be used as a
"hidden insurance policy" that allows claims adjustors to pay claims only when carriers are actually atfault of
mishandling the product during transportation and handling.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Six different types of pressure sensitive films, Ultra Low, Super Low, Low, Medium, High,
and Super High, were used in this study. These materials were obtained from Sensor Products Corporation. In
addition, two different weights of bowling balls 3.6 and 6.8 kg (8 lbs and 15 lbs) were used as a test product and
two cushion materials were used as backing material. All the boxes used in this study were regular slotted
containers (RSC) made from single-wall C-flute corrugated board. The details of the materials are as follows.

2.0 OBJECTIVES

The objective of this paper is to examine free fall drop test results using six different ranges of pressure
films with two cushion materials as a backing (one is rigid corrugated plastic and the other is soft foamed
polystyrene sheet). Throughout this study, the dispersion of force and pressure strength through the different
free fall drop heights was evaluated using these materials. The best film and cushion material to predict drop
height was be selected using visual inspection of the imprinted surface based on the magnitude of the color and
intensity on the film. A correlation was developed based on the area and diameter of the imprinted surface.

3.0 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND MATERIALS

3.1 Pressure sensitive films

Sensor Product Coporation introduced Pressurex® force indicating films that can determine precisely how force
is distributed and pinpoint the magnitude of that force [2]. The materials were initially developed for the
National Aeronautical ad Space Administration (NASA) and space applications. By simply placing the
Pressurex® film between any two surfaces that will touch, mate or impact, an imprint is generated that reveals
the pressure distribution profile that occurs between the surfaces. Even further, the color intensity of Pressurex®
film is directly related to the amount of pressure applied to it. So, the greater the pressure, the greater the
intensity of color (Figure I). Table 1 and 2 show physical specifications and industrial applications of
Pressurex®. It has six different range pressure sensor films which are ultra low, super low, low, medium, high,
super high films (Table 3).



. a e . Iyslca speci Ica Ions 0 e ressurex I ms
Temperature range 41° to 95°F (5° - 35°C)

(higher for brief e~osure)
Humidity range 20 to 90% RH

Gauge 4,8,20 mils

Spatial resolution 5 to 15 microns

Substrate Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET)

Accuracy ± I0% visual, ±2% utilizing optical measurement
system

Shelf life 2 years

a e . n us ria l!I!.(JIlca Ions 0 e ressurex I ms
Automotive Gasketing, Impact testing, Clutch & Brakes, Tire

Treads
Aerospace Co~osites, Material Testi,!& BoIted Joints
Electronics Heat Sinks, Connectors, PCB Lamination

Plastics Lamination Press, Die Extrusion, Il!i_ectionMolding
Medical Ultrasonic Welding, Gasketing

Packaging Heat Sealing, Nip Impressions

Papermaking Nip Impressions

a e . ensltivlties 0 t e various I ms 0 accommo a e a WI e raf!g_e0 __.I!_ressures
Film Type Pressure range
Ultra Low 28 - 85 PSI (2-6~cm2
Super Low 70 - 350 PSI (5 -25 ~cm2)
Low 350 - 1400 PSI (25 - 100 kg/cm2)
Medium 1400 - 7100 PSI (100 - 500 ~cm2)
High 7100 - 18500 PSI (500 - 1300 kg/cm2)
Super High 14400 - 43200 PSI (l012 - 3037 ~cm2)

T bl 1 Ph . I ·fi f

T bl 2 I d t ° I r f

T bl 3 S f h fiI t

Cross section of Pressurex@film

Transfer Sheet Substrate
- (polyester film) 4 mils

Developer Sheet

Color developing layer

Substrate
(polyester film) 4 mils

fth P ®fi1

fth P ®fi1

d t °d f

~-__ Vi
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Pressure

Figure 1. Cross section of Pressurex® film and color intensity reveals precise pressure
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Two types of backing cushioning backing materials were used. This includes a plastic corrugated sheet and an
expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam insulated sheet. Both were approximately 7 mm thick. The different types of
pressure sensitive tape were applied to the backing material. The bowling ball was placed on the pressure
sensitive film on the backing material and placed inside a single wall regular slotted container (RSC) style box.
The test packages were then subjected to drop heights from expected levels as recommended by American
Society of Testing and Materials Package Performance Testing Conditions as specified in ASTM D4169. The
dimension of the test package box was 220 x 220 x 241 mm. For the test product, two different weights of
bowling balls (3.6 and 6.8 kg) were used. Figure 2 shows the description of the actual test package.

3.2 Test Setup:

3.3 Test Conditions
All samples were conditioned at a temperature of 70°F and 50% relative humidity for at least 12 hours

in accordance with the atmospheric conditioning, which was recommended in ISO 2233 and ASTM D 4332 [6].

Polystyrene cushion
or plastic sheet

3.4 Test Procedure
18 test boxes (3 boxes/replicates for 6 different types of pressure sensitive films) were made from

single-wall C-flute corrugated board to perform drop tests using the pressure sensitive film to see if a correlation
exists between the size of the imprint and drop height. The main objective of the study was to determine if this
film can be used as a sensor to determine drop height levels inside packages based on the color and size of
imprint. The correlation was based on the major diameter of the imprint or the total imprint area versus the drop
height for the various combinations.

Corrugated box

Bowling Ball

Sensitive Film

Figure 2. Package using Backing

Since the package weights were less than 20 Ib, drop heights between 18 and 48 inches (0.45 m to 1.21
m) as recommended in Assurance Levels I, II and III. The imprints were physically examined by visual
observation. Drop heights of 18, 26, 34, and 48 inches were used to develop the correlation for this method.

4.0. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

4.1. Comparison of the performance of different films

Using the two different weighted packages, six different pressure sensitive films were tested to select
the most adequate film to represent commonly occurring package drop heights. Corrugated plastic sheet and
foamular insulating sheets were used to represent the rigid and soft backing materials respectively. Examples of
the test results for the various drops are shown in Figures 3. Due to the limited size of this paper the entire data
and results could not be included and are therefore summarized for the reader.
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Low film

36 in

Ultra Low film

24 in 30in

Super Low film

36in

24 in 30 in 36 in
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24 in 30 in 36 in

Medium film

24 in
Figure 3. 6.8 kg package with corrugated plastic sheet on different films

As shown in Figure 3, Ultra low and Super low films with 15 Ibs and soft backing material showed clear
difference of the intensity of color of the pressure marks on the film according to the drop height. On the other
hand, there was no significant difference between the intensity on the marks when Low, Medium, High, Super
high films were used. Furthermore, in the case of High and Super High films, it was very hard to examine the
magnitude and intensity of color on the film. These differences were caused by the characteristic of the films.
These films were designed for high pressure environment.

5.0. CONCLUSIONS
1. Ultra Low was the best film to predict an actual drop height and Foamular Insulating Sheets was the

best backing material based on this study.
2. In the case of cushion materials, Foamular Insulating Sheets was easy in both magnitude of area, color

and clarity to evaluate the dispersion of pressure strength on the film.
3. The results showed pressure film is useful method to predict drop height without any expensive data

recorders and it can be successfully applied as an indicator of the drop height in various distribution
environments. These films can be used in shipments of expensive products and show evidence of severe
impacts in case damage occurs.
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ABSTRACT

This research is aimed to study the effect of carry slots to the compression strength of corrugated board
Factors that are taken into consideration include shapes, positions, and sizes of the carrying slots. Results reveal
that corrugated board with circle shape slotting has the highest compression strength compared to other slotting
shapes. Further, compression strength of the board decrease as the slot position is farer from the center of the
board Also, the smaller the slot size, the higher the compression strength. The results of this study can be
applied in structural design of the corrugated boxes for suitable service environment.

INTRODUCTION

Corrugated boxes are considered the most widely used packages for distribution of various goods such
as fresh produces, consumer products, or industrial items. Corrugated boxes are developed from corrugated
board which first appeared in 1956 in England. The corrugated boxes need less space during inventory. It is also
practical for retail sales and considered an environmental friendly material. The board's structure can be
designed for various strength applications and shapes as needed. However, its compression strength depends on
various factors. These factors include board components, dimensions, and designs. In addition, several studies
also found that corrugated board will loss its compression strength when subjected to distribution hazards such
as high relative humidity, excessive stacking load, long term storage, and uneven stacking patterns.

Corrugated board composed of at least three layers of paper (the inner liner, the medium and the outer
liner) to make it a single wall corrugated board. Some of the board types may contain five or seven layers of
paper which will be called a double wall and a triple wall board respectively. Corrugated board can also be
classified according to flute types as A, B, C, E, F, or BC. More flute types are recently developed for different
applications. The differences among the flute types are number of flutes per unit length and height of the flute.
These dimensional characteristics contribute to different board performance. According to Maltenfort (1996),
strength properties of the whole board are correlated to the properties of the board combination.

Various studied have performed on the corrugated boxes and corrugated boards' compression strength.
Some studies attempt to predict the compression strength of the boxes based on different approaches. Maltenfort
indicated that there is a correlation of corrugated boxes dimensions to their compression strength (Maltenfort,
1956). Mckee, Gander, and Wachuta, 1963 introduced a formula to predict compression strength of a single wall
corrugated boxes. They indicated that the compression strength of the box is a function of box perimeter as well
as edge crush test value (ECT), and the flexural stiffness of the board. This formula was further developed and
became very well known among corrugated board producers as a Mckee's formula. Buchanan,
Draper and Teague (1964) also published the formula to predict the compression strength based on edge crush
test and bending stiffness of the corrugated board which is similar to Mckee's formula.
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As mentioned previously, many factors cause the loss of compression strength. Among those are
temperature, humidity, storages condition, dimension and styles of the boxes. Kawanishi, 1989, studies the
compression strength of various corrugated boxes' styles. He also took moisture content into his formula in the
prediction of compression strength. Kutt and Mithel (1969) found that compression strength decreased
extensively when the baring area of boxes was reduced. Most corrugated boxes designed for fruit and vegetable
are perforated or slotted for air ventilation and temperature balanced (see Figure I). Moreover, some slots are
designed as handholds. Sizes and shapes of slots are very by types of products to be distributed. For example,
total slotting area of the inner box should be approximately 1.07% for tomato, 2.6 % for banana, and 4 % for
papaya respectively (Thai Packaging Center, 2004). Since baring area
of corrugated boxes is slotted, the prediction of compression strength based on various formulas previously
developed alone may not be accurate. Loss of compression strength as a result of slotting should be also taken
into consideration. Thus, this research was aim to identify the loss of compression strength as a result of different
shapes, sizes, and locations of slots. In the research, panels of a corrugated board with different slotting
configurations are subjected to edge crush test in order to determine percent loss of compression strength.

Figure 1 Examples of corrugated boxes for fruit and vegetable

Test samples
Test sample is a C flute corrugated board made from Kraft paper that has a basis weight of 150 g/m2 for

both an inner and an outer liner whereas as the corrugated medium has a basis weight of 125 g/m2
• The

corrugated board was cut into a panel of 225 x 150 mm. Each of the board panel is slotted at the center of the
board for one slotting shape. Seven different slotting shapes are subjected for the ECT test (see Figure 2).
Shapes of the slots are selected from recent slotting shape commonly found for corrugated boxes of fruit and
vegetable. For further investigated, total slotting area of each sample are designed to be 1%, 2%, 3% and 4% of
the board panel. In addition, to test the effect of slotting positions on the loss of compression strength, a slot is
cut at different positions of the board panel for each slotting size ofa particular shape (see Figure 3). All samples
are controlled under standard condition according to TAPPI T402 (Standard conditioning and testing atmosphere
for paper, board, pulp hand sheets, and related products).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Circle

Ellipse (c)

Haft perforated half cut ellipse

Ellipse Ca) Ellipse (b)

Ellipse Cd) Perforated ellipse

"
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Figure 2 Test samples for different slotting shapes

Compression test
Edge crush test which is modified from TAPPI T811 (Edgewise compressive strength of corrugated

fiber board (short column test» is conducted for each sample at the compression machine (Testometric Micro
350).

1125

1125

Figure 3 Test samples for different slotting positions

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION

Shapes and sizes of the slots and loss of compression strength
Compression strength of the corrugated board is reduced when the board is slotted. Different shapes and

sizes of the slots make the board differ in its compression strength level. Table I shows reduction of
compression strength in percentage for different slotting shapes at specific slotting area compared to the
unslotted control board. Reduction of compression strength in percentage is calculated as follows:

% loss of ECT = ECnContro))-ECnSample) x 100
ECT (Control)

The results of ECT test can also depict in Figure 4 a-b for better illustrated views. Perforated ellipse shape shows
the lowest loss in percentage of compression strength follows by circle, ellipse (d), and ellipse (a) respectively.
Ellipse (b), ellipse(c), and half cut haft perforated ellipse cause more reduction of ECT at a particular slotting
area. Further, for each slotting shape, compression strength is also reduced when the slotting area is increased.
For all test samples, regardless of shapes, sizes, and positions, fails area after subjected to the compression is at
same line across the board as the slot position.

Slotting locations and loss of compression strength
Figure 5 indicates that all slotting shapes cut at the center of the corrugated board panel have the highest

ECT values compared to at other cutting position which are moved to be up, down, left, and right of the panel.
Moreover, slotting at the up and down positions seems to show slightly better compression performance
compared with at the left and right position.

ACKNOWLEDMENTS
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CONCLUSION

Perforated style shows higher compression strength than other true cut slots of all shapes. However,
perforated styles can usually be done for handholds in which the perforated hole will become a true cut slot after
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the box is in services. Among various shapes, circle found to have the lowest loss in compression strength. In
addition, the slot position should be near the center of the corrugated board panel. The slotting area should also
be minimized as much as possible in order to maintain compression strength properties of the board. Percentage
loss of ECT found in this research can be applied with various formulas to predict the overall box compression
strength. However, more research is required to further explore more complex configurations such as corrugated
boards with multiple slotting patterns at different positions or stacking performance of slotted corrugated boxes.

Table 1 Reduction of compression strength due to slotted shapes and positions

Slotting Circle Ellipse Ellipse Ellipse Ellipse Perforated Halfcut
area (a) (b) (c) (d) half

erforated
1% 12.24% 20.75% 14.48% 20.56% 13.27% 2.26% 28.13%

(0.74)1 (0.57) (1.62) (2.31) (1.90) (2.12) (1.36)
2% 14.15% 25.66% 26.89% 29.06% 16.04% 9.06% 33.96%

(1.35) (0.60) (1.20) (2.31 ) (2.04) (1.97) (1.08)
3% 17.92% 33.96% 37.31% 39.25% 24.91% 11.39% 39.62%

(1.20) (0.45) (1.35) (2.03) (2.00) (0.70) (1.52)
4% 22.26% 39.62% 47.15% 50.79% 35.85% 10.72% 41.49%

(1.95) (0.68) (2.90) (2.06) (1.47) (2.05) (1.84)
Standard deviation of percent reduction
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Figure 4 ECT of corrugated board panels with different sizes and shapes
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ABSTRACT

Packaging plays an important role in all industries .It is not only a packaging function but also
a marketing tool. The corrugated carton industry was transformed itself from time to time, from
transportation packaging to marketing tool. The market place for printed corrugated box is extremely
competitive with all major print groups. Type of printing process will effect to the print quality while
lithography supplying the highest print quality, But jlexography offering cost effective solution in short
lead times. The dividing line between today 's corrugated plants is usually 1- 2 color brown box
producer or innovative producer.

From above background, This paper was intend to present data on packaging demand in
Thailand especially corrugated box industry, packaging trend, customer behavior, production, market
situation and how the corrugated industry in Thailand is developed since 1995. The value of this work is
not only the customers can increase sale volume and success in new product promotion but also box
plant can increasing sale and reduce waste. New packages is not only for brand building but also for
promotions tool. The impact graphic and innovative design on packaging has a greater influence on
buying decision than promotion elsewhere in the store, moreover promotion on packages save labour,
time and space throughout the distribution chain. However the production has to control production
quality and production cost in order to compete with other packaging materials.

The paper will also present the success stories which involved in many industries such as food
industry, consumer product, fresh fruit and vegetable, beverage industry etc.

INTRODUCTION

Packaging is a strategic business tool. It is a key to developing and enhancing the product
characteristics. Corrugated carton is one of the most popular choice for our environment. Most of corrugated
products are recycled Old corrugated carton are bundled and sold back to the mills to make new paper for
making new cartons.Corrugated demand is influenced by end user. Market growth of corrugated including
the development of new applications, global substitution trends of shipping containers for transit outers.

In recent years, the demands and requirements of the corrugated carton industry have been
increasing. A few years ago, corrugated carton had the main task of ensuring a secure transport of
goods.

Today, corrugated carton has become a means of attractive packaging of goods with a point - of
- sale advertising. Packaging design have become more complicated, and print quality has to be better
than in the past. The need for innovations in product, process and technology will be the keys success
in the business.

GLOBAL CORRUGATED PRODUCTION

The report from International Corrrugated Case Association 2006 shown that information of transit
outer substitution trends by each region vary to some degree; in developed countries, corrugated has
been losing share to RPe's and pallet-sized / half pallet-sized reusable systems. However this trend is
injluenced by prevailing low prices for wood, and some opportunities are arising for corrugated due to
concern over the problems of insect infection of wooden containers for export markets. The trend in
South East Asia is the displacement of slotted container by die cut trays and more requirements on shelf
ready packaging, environmental considerations and cost factors.

Over the period 2000 to 2004 global corrugated production grew by an average 2.8% p.a. The
performance of the global corrugated industry improved steadily over the period. In 2001, global
production grew by around 3.0% in 2002 and 2003, 5.2% in 2004 and 3.4% in 2005.
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For the forthcoming 5 years, corrugated output is expected to grow at an annual average rate
of 4.0% p.a. Further details are summerized in the following 2 tables.

Source: Global Corrugated Forecasts and Analyses :International Corrugated Case Association 2006

Global Corrugated Production Trends and Forecasts by Area
- 2000 to 2009 - msm

.2000

.2004
02009

Source: Global Corrugated Forecasts and Analyses :International Corrugated Case Association 2006

Within developing regions the corrugated board production growth is expected to slow down
in South East Asia, China and Central/east Europe, while for Central and South America improving
conditions are predicted for the next 5 year. The U.S.A. is the largest market, followed by China / Hong
Kong and Japan. These 3 markets together account for 49% of global corrugated production.

India
The following table shown the corrugated production trends and forecasts by area in South East Asia and
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Source: Global Corrugated Forecasts and Analyses :International Corrugated Case Association 2006

In Thailand ,it has been forecast 5 % growth compare to the previous year. This year problems of avian
flu, political problems in the south and higher oil price leading to delay in investment decision. Total corrugated
production is 1,611,000 tons in 2006 with more than 200 box manufacturers. Kraft/capita in Thailand is about
24.8 kg/head.

THE CHALLENGES

Over the past two decades, we have seen the global emergence of a convenience oriented society. Changes
infamily structure, smaller household, both husband and wife working, higher educated consumer,more interest
in quality and health. Another significant trend in Thailand is the emerging of mega retailer and superstore. It
has changed the way to display products in the store.

The retail model in the past is that each brand sell their products through many channels such as
supermarket ,retailer ,shop or small supermarket but the new retail model is that each brand sell their products
to mega retailer or superstore. These challenges were appeared to be a positive sign for corrugated carton
industry The high graphic package and point of sale corrugated packaging is now become widely used in new
retail. Therefore the function of corrugated carton is not only for technical function but also marketingfunction
ie. product information, sale promotion, value added. There will be an increasing demand for higher quality
graphics and promotional link between graphics and advertising

Figurel The new retail model, corrugated cartons become more displayable against the advertising sign

FROM TRANSIT PACKAGING TO MARKETING TOOL

Designer marketing and production team work out how to launch high graphic carton into the new
retail model. Several tests have been made in order to achieve the highest resolution from the printing press, a
series of tests were conducted to find out the optimal printing parameters which were included printing speed,



printing pressure, ink viscosity, ink pH for each substrate. For the first test, there are some challenges that we
have to overcome in order to get a good printing result. Wefound that there are many variables that we might
need control on them such as substrate, prepress,printing plate ,ink,printing press, press operators etc.

The test shown that the print resolution should be match with the anilox resolution in order to avoid printing
problems during production with high speed machine. It is about 1:5 proportion. Our test also compare printing
result from thick plate(6.35mm thickness} to thin plate(3.18mm thickness}, we found that thin plate gave a very
good printing result. Thin plate give a batter control of the ink transfer on uneven corrugated sheet these plates
will reduce coverage problems and washboard effects Many printing problems occur while we rum the first few
tests ,such as misregister, washboard ,halo effect, dot gain, poor ink transfer. Figure 3 show some problems
that were occurred because of printing plate and washboard The operation of a printing plate and impression
level are another factor that might effect to print quality. Operators also have to learn how to set the impression
levels and ink control properly to achieve the highest quality printing with the least amount of dot gain and
print defect.

Figure2 : Printing problems occure because of printing plate and washboard

Figure 3-6 Comparison of solid print to halftone and process printing with 45-55 lpi.

Old De~igll •
ConventioJl.11 vs Nev•..

Conventional vs New
2001

Figure 3 Diaper carton 45 lpi on test liner 185 glm2 Figure 4 Comparison of conventional & new design
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Old dl:sigll New desigll

Figure5-6 Comparison of conventional design & new design

Innovations in design and process will ensure that corrugated carton remains a viable solutionfor box
manufacturers and retailers around the world The success of corrugated carton will be driven by not only
jUnction but also artistic and environmental issue.

New packages is not only for brand building but also for promotions tool. The impact graphic
and innovative design on packaging has a greater influence on buying decision than promotion elsewhere
in the store, moreover promotion on packages save labour, time and space throughout the distribution
chain. The value of this work is not only the customers can increase sale volume and success in new
product promotion but also box plant can increasing sale and reduce waste.

The study have to continue on improving print quality by trial on other substrate in order to get a better
print quality.
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ABSTRACT
This paper takes the packaging system of product as a two-freedom-degree system, one degree for key

component and other for main part of product, and develops the dropping damage boundary curve based on key
component for linear and nonlinear packaging system to evaluate dropping damage of product. The dynamic
models of two -freedom-degree dropping shock are obtained. For linear packaging system, the dropping response
of the key component is determined by the dimensionless dropping shock velocity, the frequency parameter ratio,
the mass ratio and the damping parameters; for nonlinear packaging system, by the system parameter in
addition to above parameters in linear one. The frequency parameter ratio of packaging system and the
dimensionless dropping shock velocity are selected as the basic evaluation quantities for the dropping damage of
key component. As an example, the dropping damage boundary curves based on key component are given for
linear and tangent packaging system. The irifluence of related parameters such as the mass ratio, the system
parameter and the damping parameters on the dropping damage boundary curve is investigated. These results
have important value not only for the design of cushioning packaging, but also for the improvement of product.

1 INTRODUCTION
Since R. E. Newton[l] suggested the concept of damage boundary curve, many papers[2-3]have investigated

the damage boundary curves of linear packaging system and nonlinear packaging system in the past few years.
These works discuss the product fragility evaluation under the action of different acceleration pulses. In recent
years, the author'4-5] developed a conception of dropping damage boundary curve for linear and nonlinear
packaging system to evaluate dropping damage of product because the damage of most packaged product is
caused by dropping shock in transportation. This concept can be taken as the extending of the classical damage
boundary curve in the case of product dropping shock.

The past works obtain the damage boundary curve or dropping damage boundary curve only considering
the product as a whole. However, the invalidation of packaged product usually occurs when the key component
is damaged, while other components are in good state. Obviously, it is very important to develop a method for
the evaluation of dropping damage of product based on key component.

This paper takes the packaging system of product as the two-freedom-degree system, one degree for key
component and other for main part of product, and develops the dropping damage boundary curve based on key
component ( DDBC - KC ) for linear and nonlinear packaging systems.

2 DIMENSIONLESS DROPPING SHOCK EQUATION

The packaging system of product is taken as a two-freedom-degree system as shown in Figure I, one degree
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for key component and other for main part of product. Where, mJ is the mass of key component; m2 is the mass
of main part; kJ and CJ are respectively the equivalent linear elastic coefficient and damping coefficient of the
connection between the key component and the main part; f(x2) and C2 are the restoring force and damping
coefficient of cushioning pad; respectively.

Figure I. Model of packaging system

Table]. Packaging system I(x) , Land P
Packaging I(x) L f3
system

Linear kox m2g1 ko g

Tangent
2kodh 7CX

2dh/7r 2dhko/1U1l2--tg-
7r 2db

The dropping equation of the package system of product can be written as:
ml.i\ + ci (XI - xz) + kl (XI - x2) = 0

m/xz - CI (XI - xz) + czxz - kl (XI - x2) + f(x2) = 0

xll,=o = x2Lo = 0

xll,=o = xzl,=o = Vo = .J2gH

where XI and x2 are respectively the displacement responses of the key component and the main part of

product, g is the gravity acceleration, H is the dropping height of package system, and Vo is the dropping

shock velocity of product.
The restoring forces are different for different cushioning materials. For linear and tangent nonlinear

cushioning material, the corresponding restoring forces, j(x), are expressed in Table I, where ko denote the

(I)

linear elastic coefficient, and db is the compression limit of the cushioning pad.

X-_5_
1- ,

L

Introduce following dimensionless displacements and time:
t

T=-
T

(2)x = x2,
2 L

where T = ~m2 / ko' L is given in Table I according to the type of cushioning materials.

The dimensionless forms of dropping shock equation (I) can be obtained and is given in Table 2 for linear
and tangent nonlinear packaging systems. Where, ~I and ~ 2 are the damping parameters, and

ql = cJ /2~mJkl ~2= c2/2~m2k2 WI and w2 are the frequency parameters, and

liJl = JkJ / mJ ,OJ2 = ~ko 1m2; A is the mass ratio, and A = ml / m2; (.)' and (.)" denote, respectively,

the first and second order differentiation with respect to dimensionless time r.
1: b 2 D" da Ie " Imensionless roppine: shock equations

Packaging system Dimensionless dropping shock equation
2

X t + 2;1 ~(X; - X;) + ~(X I - X 2) = 0
(J)2 (J)2

2

Linear X; - 22.; I ~(X; - X;) + 2; 2 X; - A.~(X I - X 2) + X 2 = 0
{J)2 (J)2

Xl =XI =0I .,.,,--0 2 T~'O

X;lr=o = X;lr=o = V = .J2koH 1m 2g

" tV) , , OJ12
XI +2~1-(XI-X2)+-2 (XI -X2)=0

OJ2 OJ2

" WI" , wt
2

Tangent X 2 - 2A4"1 -(XI - X 2) + 2;2X 2 - A.-2 (XI - X 2) + tan X 2 = 0
OJ2 OJ2

Xl =XI =01 '&'"=0 2 T=O

X;lr=o = X;I.=o = V = 7r.j2gHm2ko 12kodb
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coordinate point (WI / W2 ' V ) enter the damaged area.
V v

3 EVALUATION OF DROPPING DAMAGE BASED ON KEY COMPONENT
As shown in the equations in Table 2, the dimensionless responses Xi' X; and Xi" (i=I,2) are only

related to the dimensionless dropping shock velocity V, the mass ratio A, the frequency parameter

ratio WI / w2' and the damping parameters ~I and ~2. From x = _f_ XW, if let p = LITz , we obtain
I TZ I

x, = f3X;w (i= 1,2). Then, the acceleration response XI and the maximum acceleration response xlm of the key

component of product are related to the system parameter p, the dimensionless dropping shock velocity V,
the mass ratio A, the frequency parameter ratio WI / w2 ' and the damping parameters ~I and ~2. It should

be noted that the system parameter P is the gravity acceleration constant for linear packaging system, and

changes for different nonlinear packaging systems. Table I gives the system parameter P for linear and
tangent packaging systems.

We suggest a conception of dropping damage boundary curve based on key component ( DDBC - KC )
in the evaluation of product dropping damage. If set xlm = Acg , where Ac is the fragility of the key

component of product, the DDBC - KC can be obtained. To understand deep into the DDBC - KC, we

consider the case without damping. For linear packaging system, the maximum acceleration response xlm of the

key component is only related to the dimensionless dropping shock velocity V, the frequency parameter

ratio WI / w2' and the mass ratio A. For nonlinear packaging system, it is also related to the system parameter

P except above parameters in linear one. Then, the frequency parameter ratio WI / w2 and the dimensionless

dropping shock velocity V are selected as the two basic evaluation quantities in the evaluation of product
dropping damage, and the DDBC - KC can be described as in Figure 2. For different packaging system, the
mass ratio A and the system parameter P are varied. The key component of product is damaged when the

a L__ _ oL---------------------
(a) Linear packaging system (b) Nonlinear packaging system

Figure 2. Dropping damage boundary curve based on key component ( DDBC - KC )
By applying the Runge-Kutta method, the numerical results of the dimensionless dropping shock equations

are obtained. Then, we can give the DDBC - KC for different packaging systems.

4 DDBC - KC FOR LINEAR PACKAGING SYSTEM
Figure 3 shows the DDBC - KC for linear packaging system with different mass ratio A without

damping. In this case, increasing the mass ratio ,{can move the DDBC - KC upward, which will reduce the
scope of the damage area. We also can see that the DDBC - KC go down sharply when the frequency

parameter ratio WI / w2 approaches the unit, which is very important and reminds us to avoid this area of
frequency parameter in the design of product and packaging.
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Figure 3. DDBC - KC for linear packaging system with different A. (;1 =;2 = 0 )
The influence of damping on DDBC - KC is obtained. The mass ratio A. ranges from 0.001 to 0.2,

the damping parameters ;1 from 0.01 to 0.5, and ;2 from 0.001 to 0.5. The results indicate that the influence

of damping on DDBC - KC is noticeable. When the frequency parameter ratio WI / w2 is close to the unit,

increasing the damping parameter ;1 or ;2 can obviously move the corresponding part of the

DDBC - KC upward and make it smooth. This extends the safety area of product. Figure 4 shows the

influence of ;1 and ;2 on the DDBC - KC. Here and later, the data between parentheses in Figures

represent the values of the mass ratio A., the damping parameters ;1 and ;2' respectively.
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Figure 4 DDBC - KC for linear packaging system with different ;1 and ;2 (A.= 0.1 )
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5 DDBC - KC FOR NONLINEAR PACKAGING SYSTEM
Figure 5 shows the DDBC - KC for tangent packaging system with different system parameter f3,

where A. = 0.1, ;1 =;2 = 0.2 . It is obvious that decreasing the system parameter P can effectively move

the DDBC - KC upward and to the right. Moreover, when P-O, the safety area becomes increasing large,
thus the product will not be damaged.
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Figure 5. DDBC - KC for tangent packaging system with different P (A = 0.1, ,;) =';2 = 0.2 )

Figure 6 shows the DDBC - KC for tangent packaging system with different mass ratio A. As in
linear packaging system, the same conclusion is obtained that increasing the mass ratio A. can move the
DDBC - KC upward, and reduce the scope of the damage area.

3.~ : Ac=2 V: !!~.·AC~51.=0.2' 3~'

3 1.=0.2 3 i ,0.1 31
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Figure 6. DDBC- KC for tangent packaging system with different A (f3 = 10, ~I = 0, ~2 = 0.1)

The influence of damping on DDBC - KC is obtained for tangent packaging system with different

mass ratio A and different damping. The mass ratio A ranges from 0.001 to 0.2, the damping parameters ,;)

from 0.05 to 0.5, and ';2 from 0.1 to 0.5. It is indicated that the influence of damping on the DDBC - KC
for tangent packaging system is also noticeable (For the sake of the paper length, these Figures are not shown
here).

Ac=10
V'

1

! \~~;~.
~~0.1

0.01
0.001

2

6 CONCLUSION
This paper develops the DDBC - KC method for linear and non-linear packaging systems to evaluate

dropping damage of product. For linear packaging system, the dropping response of the key component is
determined by the dimensionless dropping shock velocity V, the frequency parameter ratio (t}) / (t}2 ' the mass

ratio A ,and the damping parameters ,;) and ';2; For nonlinear packaging system, by the system parameter

fJ in addition to above parameters in linear one. We select the frequency parameter ratio (t}) / (t}2 and the

dimensionless dropping shock velocity V as the two basic evaluation quantities in the evaluation of product
dropping damage, and investigate the influence of other related parameters, such as the mass ratio, the system
parameter, and the damping parameters, on the DDBC - KC . These results have important value not only for
the design of packaging, but also for the improvement of product.
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Performance Comparison of Thermal Insulated Packaging Systems for
Single Parcel Shipments

Jay Singh and S. Paul Singh

ABSTRACT

A range of packaging solutions for products that must be kept within a specific temperature range
throughout the supply and distribution chain exist today. There is continuous ongoing research and development
to provide economical packaging, that will protect products from thermodynamic conditions and handling
vulnerabilities during distribution. This report summarizes the results of studies conducted over a span of two
years by the Consortium for Distribution Packaging at Michigan State University. Thermal insulating packaging
materials such as expanded polystyrene, polyurethane, corrugated fiberboard, Thermalcor® and other
composite packaging such as thermal insulating bags were evaluatedfor R-values.

INTRODUCTION

Thermal abuse is a primary concern in distribution of temperature senSItIVe goods such as
pharmaceutical, food, electronic, horticulture etc. Insulated packaging can maintain product temperatures within
acceptable range and slow down deterioration in distribution environment until it reaches the consumer. In
addition to high resistance to the transfer of heat, a good insulating material must have various characteristics,
depending upon the application. For packaging use; low cost, low moisture susceptibility, ease of application or
fabrication and transportation, consumer appeal and mechanical properties especially compressive properties are
the most relevant characteristics. Distribution and marketing of temperature sensitive goods can be achieved by
three different modes namely carrier controlled thermal chain, one-way systems and two-way systems. The
choice of distribution channel is governed by payloads, transit time, temperature profiles of product, product
temperature ranges, customer friendliness and cost. One-way systems have emerged as the most popular for its
ease of application. They provide insulation using different material combination and refrigerants in order to
maintain the refrigerated or frozen temperatures of product and preserve the product quality.

The objectives of this study were as follows:

• To evaluate the insulation effectiveness of different packaging materials/systems
• To measure and compare the R-values of various package systems

MATERIALS AND METHODS

There are a number of options when it comes to selecting an insulated container for one-way
distribution. Only economical solutions were selected for this study. Table I below, lists the various types of
insulated containers and bags tested for R-values.

Type Dimensions Comment

A
200# C-F1ute Corrugated Fiberboard II"xll"xll Foam panels line the top, bottom and four sides
Box With % Inch Foam Panels 5/8" of a full overlap corrugated box

B
200# C-Flute Corrugated Fiberboard II"xll"xll Foam panels line the top, bottom and four sides
Box With 112 Inch Foam Panels 5/8" of a full overlap corrugated box

C
200#C - Flute Corrugated Fiberboard II"xll"xll Full overlap corrugated box
Box 5/8"

D Oyster Thermalcor® Box
II"x11"x11 Air filled cushion foam sandwiched in

5/8" paperboard

E Thennalcor® Box with II"x11"x11 Air filled cushion foam sandwiched in
Thermalcor® Tube 5/8" paperboard with unglued Thermalcor® tube

F Foil Thermalcor® Box II"xl1"xll Air filled cushion foam sandwiched in foil
5/8" laminated paperboard

Foil Thermalcor® Box With 3/16 II"xl1"xll
Air filled cushion foam sandwiched in foil

G Inch Foil Bag Insert 5/8"
laminated paperboard and a 3/16 inch flexible foil
bag
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Type Dimensions Comment
H EPS Container with Lid II"xll"xI2" llh inch thick

I Polyurethane Foam Molded 12.25" x 10.5" x 1.25" thick walls with 2" flexible foam for
Container 13.0" tOl!_and bottom

Thermalcor® Box in a ThermaJcor® II"x 11"x 115/8", Both inside and outside boxes are
J ThermaJcor® with a 1/2" gap in betweenBox 9" x 9" x 9 5/8" the boxes

K Foil Laminated ThermaJcor® Box in II" x II" x II 5/8",
1/2" gap in between the boxesa Thermalcor® Box 9" x 9" x 9 5/8"

L
Thermalcor® Box in a Foil II"x II"x 115/8",

1/2" gap in between the boxesLaminated ThermaJcor® Box 9" x 9" x 9 5/8"

M Foil Laminated Thermalcor® Box in II"x II"x 115/8",
1/2" gap in between the boxesa Foil Laminated ThermaJcor® Box 9" x 9" x 9 5/8"

N Keep Cool® Insulating Bag 510 x 510 mm, Metallized printed film, 0.095mm PE
surface area 5.6 m2

• film, snap-in type closure

0 Therm-A-Snap® Insulating Bag 530 x 520mm, PE printed film, metallized film 0.180
surface area 5.93 m2 mm, sn~-in_np_e closure

Table 1: Insulated Containers and Bags Tested

INSTRUMENTATION AND TEST PROCEDURES

Temp Tale 3 temperature monitors from Sensitech were used to monitor the temperature for
thermal insulating containers and bags. The temperature monitors had stainless steel probes that could
to be inserted into the package in order to record the temperature.

Resistance to flow of heat, designated as the R-value of a particular material is calculated
using ice-melt tests designed by Dr. Gary Burgess [I]. The tests were based on the principal that I Ib of
ice absorbs 144 BTU of heat to melt. Thus by placing a known quantity of ice inside the container, the
rate of heat transfer into the container can be calculated from the quantity of ice melted at the end of
test interval. The following test procedure was used to evaluate R-values of different package
configurations under study.

For preconditioning the ice for actual test, a sufficient quantity of regular ice (-5.5 Ibs) was
placed in a non-metallic bucket and allowed to melt. After an interval of time (-2 hours) the water from
the bucket is drained. This ensured that the ice was at its melting temperature of 32° F uniformly and
not the freezer temperature at which it was stored. The bucket is then placed at the center of the
container which is then secured tightly with tape or in insulating bags which were closed as per the
manufacturer's instructions.

Corrugated boxes, Plain Thermalcor® and Polyurethane containers were sealed with regular
plastic tape whereas foil laminated Thermalcor® containers were sealed with special foil tape. The
containers and bags were stored on shelf at ambient temperature (73 OF)for 12 hours. At the end oftest,
containers were opened and water was drained from the buckets. The weight of water drained was
recorded to calculate melt rate. The above procedure was repeated for a test interval of 24 hours. For
insulating bags the duration was determined as 2 hours. The aim of the experiment was to have some
ice left in the bucket. A few cases were also noted where the entire quantity of ice was melted for the
test duration. In such cases melt rate could not be calculated and the test was repeated with more
amount of ice. Melt rate is the weight of water collected in pounds divided by the exposure time in
hours. A constant temperature difference was maintained for as long as there was some amount of ice
left inside the bucket during the specified test interval. The melting of ice maintained this constant
temperature of 32 OFinside the package.

R-value of the package configuration was calculated using following equation which accounts
for parameters like melt rate and inside area of package.

System R-value = (Boxlbag area) (Temperature difference) •.........................• (1)
(Melt rate) (Latent heat)
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Boxlbag area (tt2)
Temperature difference (l F)

Melt rate (Ibslhr)
Latent heat of fusion (BTU)

= Inside surface area of the package
= Ambient temperature - temperature inside the container
= n° - 32° = 40° F
= Weight of water collected divided by test interval
= 144

RESULTS

R-values of 13 different insulated container systems were measured using three replicates each for 24
hours. Containers C and D were tested for 12 hours because of high melt rates of ice. Two different
insulated bag systems were also tested. The tests were only conducted for 2 hours on the bags since the
ice melted much faster. The weight of water collected at the end of tests was converted into melt rates
which in turn gave R-values with equation (1). The results are summarized in the following table:

Insulated Container systems
Average R-values 24

bours
A 200# C-Flute Corrugated Fiberboard Box With % Inch Foam Panels 9.23
B 200# C-Flute Corrugated Fiberboard Box With ~ Inch Foam Panels 9.43
C 200#C - Flute Corrugated Fiberboard Box 5.94*
D Oyster Thermalcor® Box 7.12*
E Thermalcor® Box with Thermalcor® Tube 8.00
F Foil Thermalcor® Box 10.84
G Foil Thermalcor® Box With 3116 Inch Foil Bag Insert 9.58
H EPS Container with Lid 11.38
I Polyurethane Foam Molded Container 14.56
J Thermalcor® Box in a Thermalcor® Box 7.30
K Foil Laminated Thermalcor® Box in a Thermalcor® Box 9.80
L Thermalcor® Box in a Foil Laminated Thermalcor® Box 8.40

M
Foil Laminated Thermalcor® Box in a Foil Laminated 9.80
Thermalcor® Box

N Keep Cool® Insulating Bag 3.30**
0 Therm-A-Snap® Insulating Bag 2.60**

* Tested for 12 hours
** Tested for 2 hours

Table 3: R-Value Results for Insulated Container Systems

CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions were drawn based on the test results:

• Foil Thermalcor® boxes with bag were not significantly better than Foil Thermalcor® boxes
without bag. Over-wrap of foil bubble wrap was not effective.

• Lamination of foil on Thermalcor® improved the R-value compared to standard Thermalcor® by
almost 4 units.

• 3/4 inch EPS foam panels improved the R-value of plain corrugated by 3.3 units and 1/2 inch EPS
foam panels by 3.5 units.

• Polyurethane foam molded container yielded the highest R-value followed by the EPS container
with lid

• Thermalcor® containers with various alternative configurations (D, E, F, G, J, K, L, and M) did
not show a significant difference in the R-values.

• Keep Cool® bag has greater thermal resistance when compared to the Therm-A-Snap® bag

REFERENCES
Burgess, G., "Practical Thermal Resistance and Ice Requirement Calculations for Insulating
Packages", Packaging Technology and Science, March-April 1999, pp. 75-80.
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Post-harvest Damage and Performance Comparison of Sweet Tamarind
Wholesale Packaging

Dolhathai Rachanukroa, Sher Paul Singh, Bundit Jarimopas

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research was to investigate post-harvest damage and performance of the current

sweet tamarind wholesale package and present the developed packaging of minimum damage under simulated
vibration. Methodology comprised (a) collection and analysis of current wholesale packages at random at
retailer, (b) performance testing and evaluation of the current wholesale package compared with the developed
wholesale package which consisted of the mixture between 5 mm. diameter foam ball and sweet tamarind at the
varying mixing ratio of the ball at 20%, 40%,60% and 80% by container volume. The test was based on ASTM
D999 method A2 standard and ISTA Project IA with vibration simulator and two cultivars of tamarind (Si-
thong and Sri-chompoo). The vibration was set at the frequency of 4 hz. and duration of I hour. The experiment
was designed to be completely randomized design and analyzed by the use of Duncan's multiple range test with
two controlling factors (i.e. cultivar and mixing ratio). Results showed that post-harvest damage of sweet
tamarind pod in the current wholesale packaging, which is corrugated paper box, was about 22.03% and
29. 54%for Si-thong and Sri-chompoo respectively. The damage included crack, hair line crack, stem end crack,
hole and mold. The current package damage after simulated vibration with Si-thong and Sri-chompoo was 1.9%,
7.8% respectively. The cultivar and the mixing ratio significantly affected pod damage at the significant level of
5%. The damage (D) proportionally decreased with the mixing ratio (r). The equation of relationship between
pod damage and the mixing ratio for Si-thong is D = -0.014r+I.823 (K> 0.99) andfor Sri-chompoo is D =_
O.089r+8. 043 (K> 0.97). The proper mixing ratio of the ball was 20% corresponding to the lowest packaging
cost af 1.05 (Si-thong) and 1.0 (Sri-champaa) USD. per kilogram aftamarind respectively.

INTRODUCTION
Sweet tamarind (Tamarindus indica L.) is one of the most favorite fruits in Thailand. The fruit, which is

actually pod, is harvested ripe and normally consumed fresh. The sweet tamarind has low water content, high in
phosphorus, potassium and rich of vitamins, thiamin and niacin (Gunasena and Hughes, 2000). Two popular
cultivars are Si-thong and Sri-chompoo.

Mechanical injury is one of major causes of considerable quality loss of perishable product (Mohsenin,
1996).The damage was estimated in the chain between the growers and the consumers to be around 30-40%

(Peleg and Hinga, 1986). The damage occurred during harvesting, post-harvest handling, tran~portation and cold
storage (Ruiz-Altisent, 1991). In particular, with transportation Singh and Xu (1993) reported that as many as
80% of apples can be damaged during simulated transport by truck. Singh and Marcondes (1992) showed that by
improving the truck from using steel leaf spring suspension to air-ride suspension could achieve great
improvement in ride quality and damage reduction. However, LeBlanc and Hui (2005) wrote that the smooth
suspension system has shown that vibration damage still present. Proper design and use of the protective
packaging materials are therefore important factors to reduce physical damage during transport and handling.
Several researches on performance test and evaluation of packaging with tropical fruits like papaya, mango,
mangosteen, rambutan (Chonhenchob and Singh, 2004; Chonhenchob and Singh, 2005; Jarimopas et aI., 2005;
Jarimopas et al., 2006 )were carried out, but with sweet tamarind has so far been unavailable. This research is
then to a) comparatively test and evaluate performance of the current and the developed wholesale packaging of
sweet tamarind and b) determine post-harvest damage of sweet tamarind after transport.



MATERIALS AND METHOD
I. Post-harvest damage determination

Sweet tamarind of two cultivars, i.e. Si-thong and Sri-chompoo, was manually harvested, stored naturally in the
shed for three weeks and then packed at random into 14 kg. regular slot container (RSC) double wall corrugated paper box,
wide by 27.5 cm. long by 41 cm. 36.5 cm. high. Five boxes were for each cultivar. The sweet tamarind boxes were further
transported in a single layer by a typical pick-up car directly from the orchard in Saraburee province to Agricultural
Engineering Laboratory, Kamphaengsaen Engineering Faculty (240 km. apart), representing a retailer of the nearly open
market. All boxes were opened, checked and analyzed for type and quantity of the related mechanical damage.

II. Current Wholesale Packaging and Developed Wholesale Packaging testing.
The current wholesale packaging features 14 kg. RSC double wall corrugated paper box and sweet

tamarind pods packed inside randomly. Each box, containing good pods without damage and with conventional
packing, was tested by a vibration simulator at the frequency of 4 hz. for I hour according to the ASTM standard
D999 method A2 ASTM (1991) and Chonhenchob and Singh. (2005). Five replications was made for each
cultivar. Mechanical damages of each box were checked and analyzed after the vibration. Percentage of damage
type i = (weight of the damage pod type iltotal weight of sweet tamarind pods in a box) xl 00.

Design of the developed wholesale packaging DWP was derived out of the concept that sweet tamarind
pod will be safely protected if it stays in the human arm. The arm will provide soft and uniform contact to the
pod in all directions. The concept could be brought into practice by mixing the pod with a lot of small foam balls
(5 mm. in diameter and made of polyethylene) such that a pod lying inside a bulk of foam ball like the arm. The
DWP (Fig. I) still use the current RSC corrugated box with the new aforementioned concept of interior
packaging management. Testing of the DWP was designed in completely randomized design with two control
factors, i.e. cultivar (Si-thong and Sri-chompoo) and mixing ratio of foam ball and sweet tamarind (0% which is
current package, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%) by inside volume of the container. Three replications were made for
each combination of the control factors. The foam ball was first put at the bottom of the box and then sweet
tamarind pod followed. Placing sweet tamarind pod and pouring foam ball continued interchangeably layer by
layer. The DWP was tested with the same vibration simulator and standard as the current packaging was. After
the test packaging performance in term of mechanical damage, packing density and packaging cost was analyzed.
Packing density= volume of sweet tamarind pod/volume of the container. Packaging cost=(cost ofRSC box+cost
of foam ball in a container)/total weight of sweet tamarind in the container.

a.) 0% b.) 20%

c.) 40% d.) 60%

e.) 80%

Figure 1. Developed wholesale packaging of varying mixing ratio between foam ball and sweet tamarind pod.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
I. Post-harvest damage

Fig. 2 shows five different kinds of post-harvest damage, i.e. crack, hair line crack, stem end crack, hole
and mold. The hair line crack is a separation as small as hair line on the pod skin. The internal part of the pod
cannot be seen through the separation. The crack is pod skin separation that is greater than hair line size and the
pod inside is often seeable through the separation. The stem end crack is similar to the crack but it happens at the
stem end. The hole could be either due to insect or stem end penetration of one pod into the other. Table 1 shows
statistical figures of each damage for each cultivar. The first three damages were due to mechanical loading and

contributed more than 70% of the total post-harvest damage (Table I). Post-harvest damage of Si-thong

(22.03%) was lesser than Sri-chompoo (29.54%). This might be explained that the strength of Si-thong shell,
defined by the slope of force-deformation response under compression, was found to be higher than that of Sri-

chompoo (Jarimopas et aI., 2005), resulting higher resistance to mechanical loading during vibration.

Table 1. Post-harvest damage of sweet tamarind (in percent).

Types of damages Post-harvest damage
Si-thong Sri-chompoo

Crack 6.21±2.91 4.49±1.83
Hair line crack 3.75±1.32 9. I8±4.66
Stem end Crack 6.33±2.41 6.37±3.30

Hole 3.81±2.23 8.28±1.98
Mold 1.94±1.00 1.22±O.93
Total 22.03±2.55 29.54±3.91

a.) Crack. b.) Hair line crack.

c.) Stem end crack d.) Hole due to insect.

e.) Hole due to penetration. f.) Mold.

Figure 2. Post-harvest damage of sweet tamarind pod

II. Performance of The current and the developed wholesale packaging.
Simulated vibration of the well-inspected sweet tamarind in the current wholesale packaging resulted

the mechanical damage of Si-thong and Sri-chompoo to be 1.9% and 7.8% respectively. Si-thong got less
damage than Sri-chompoo did, because of its mechanical strength, which agrees with the pervious post-harvest
damage determination. The difference in damage magnitude may be due to the mixture of hair line crack pods,
which was hardly seen except careful inspection, in the boxes from the orchard so that the hair line crack became
crack under vibration. Table 2. shows percentage of mechanical damage (excluding mold) of the developed
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wholesale packaging of varying mixing ratio under vibration. Zero%, referring to the current packaging, gave the
highest damage in both cultivars. The more the proportion of foam ball was, the less the mechanical damage
became. This implies the higher proportion of foam ball absorbed more vibration energy and less kinetic energy
was given to the pod. At the mixing ratio of 80% the damage was 0.7% and 1.0% in Si-thong and Sri-
chompoo respectively. Increasing of the mixing ratio (r) exhibited linear decrease in sweet tamarind damage (D),
resulting the corresponding linear regression as follows: 0 = -0.014r+1.823 (R2>0.99) and 0 = -0.089r+8.043
(R2>0.97) for Si-thong and Sri-chompoo.

Table 2. Percentage of mechanical damage of the developed wholesale packaging
Mixing ratio (%) Mechanical damage (%)

of foam ball with respect to
package volume

Si-thong Sri-chompoo

7.74±1.83
6.98±O.49

o
20
40
60
80

1.90±0.73
1.58±O.01
1.24±0.14 4.51±0.014

2.39±O.331.00±0.08
0.69±O.13 1.01±0.10

Both cultivars and mixing ratio significantly affected the mechanical damage of sweet tamarind at the
significance level of 5%(Table 3) Application of the DWP requires the knowledge of packaging cost C and

packing density (PO). Table 4 shows the cost of packaging and packing density for different mixing ratio. For a
certain cultivar, PO and C are maximum and minimum at the smallest r (=0). At 20% mixing ratio C becomes
lowest and PO is maximum in both cultivars while the damage is less than that of the current wholesale package

(0%).

Table 3. Analysis of variance of damage for
foam ball and sweet tamarind.

frequency 4 Hz. as affected by cultivar and ratio of

Source OF ANOVA SS Mean Square F Value Pr> F
Cultivar I

Ratio of foam ball/tamarind 4
Cultivar*(Ratio of foam ball/tamarind) 4

72.78976333
60.64500000
30.01885333

72.7897633
15.16125000
7.50471333

169.12
35.23
17.44

0.0001
0.0001
0.0001

Table 4. Cost of various wholesale packages.
Cost of package

(baht/gram of tamarind)
Si-thong Sri-chompoo

Packing density
Mixing ratio (%) (cm3

tamarind / cm3
package)

Si-thong Sri-chompoo
0.042 0.039
0.043 0.040
0.046 0.042
0.052 0.046
0.069 0.062

o 0.51 0.55
20 0.42 0.49
40 0.32 0.36
60 0.21 0.24
80 0.11 0.12

CONCLUSIONS
Post-harvest damage of the sweet tamarind pods in the current wholesale packaging subjected to typical

transport are highly percentage about 22.03% for Si-thong and 29.54% for Sri-chompoo. The damage featured
crack, hair line crack, stem end crack, hold and mold. Simulated vibration at the standard frequency and duration
upon, the current wholesale packaging brought about 1.9% and 7.8% of mechanical damage for Si-thong
and Sri-chompoo. The DWP which is double face corrugated paper box with foam ball is cushioning material
incurred damage proportionally against the mixing ratio.
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Shelf Life Control of a Prepared Food Package Based on
Microbial Growth Kinetics

Dong Sun Lee, Keum-Jin Hwang, 11Seo, Jin Pyo Park and Hyun-Dong Paik

ABSTRACT

Shelf life control of a seasoned food package based on microbial growth kinetics was investigated. Growth of
Bacillus cereus, a pathogenic bacterium was measured during the storage of seasoned soybean sprouts at 0, 5,
10 and ]50c. There was observed no lag time in its growth curve and thus specific growth rate of B. cereus in
exponential growth phase was estimated for the bootstrapped microbial count data. The distribution of the
specific growth rate could be explained by BetaGeneral distribution function and temperature dependence by
Ratkowsky square root model. Safe self lives with different probabilities to reach ](f cfulg were presented at
four different temperatures, considering the variation in initial contamination and specific growth rate by Monte
Carlo method and 2 step bootstrapping of specific growth rate, respectively.

INTRODUCTION

Many of Korean side dishes are prepared by seasoning the blanched vegetables with dry spice and ingredients
(I). Nowadays these side dishes are increasingly prepared in food processing facilities, distributed and marketed
under chilled conditions. This trend agrees with growth of cooked chilled food market all around world. One
microbial safety concerns of these chill-stored prepared foods is Bacillus cereus, which may cause spoilage and
food-borne disease. B. cereus is a ubiquitous and heat-resistant bacterium which can grow at chilled temperature
above 4°C and is found in soil, cereals, raw vegetables and spices. Its psychrotropic properties associated with
heat resistant nature make it a potential hazard for refrigerated storage of Korean prepared foods.

Seasoned soybean sprouts are a typical product of cooked and chill-stored side dishes in Korean market.
Because the product is prepared from mixing of blanched soybean sprouts and various dry spices, it is expected
to have a potential risk of B. cereus. B. cereus strains have been found in 12 of 17 soybean sprout samples (2).
Controlling the microbial risk and shelf life of the seasoned soybean sprouts based on the growth of B. cereus is
required to ensure safe delivery of this product from production to consumers. Because there are variations in
initial microbial contamination level and growth characteristics of microbial strains, the risk assessment and
shelflife determination should consider their variability and uncertainty.

This study aims to develop and present a method to determine shelf life of Korean seasoned soybean sprouts,
based on the growth kinetics of B. cereus at different temperatures. The variability in the microbial growth and
contamination level was considered to estimate the distribution ofshelf1ife.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Storage of seasoned soybean sprout packages
Seasoned soybean sprouts were purchased directly from a local preparation shop, Masan, Korea. Package

units of 1DOg seasoned soybean sprouts in a rectangular polystyrene tray of 18.0 x 13.0 x 2.0 cm over-wrapped
on the top with 14flm thick polyvinyl chloride cling film, were stored under the constant temperature conditions
of 0, 5, 10 and 15°C.

To measure B. cereus count, samples (food 20g + peptone water 40mL) were homogenised in a Stomacher
for 2 minutes and aliquots of 0.1 mL were plated out directly or as 10-fold dilutions in 0.1% peptone water on
MYP Agar supplemented with Bacillus cereus Selective Supplement SR99 and Egg Yolk Emulsion SR47. After
incubation of 72 h at 30 DC, pink colonies surrounded by a precipitation zone were counted as Bacillus cereus
counts and expressed as colony-forming units (cfu) per gram.
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Parameter estimation of B. cereus growth model and shelf life determination
Only exponential phase was observed in our experimental data of B. cereus growth on soybean sprouts.

Therefore specific growth rate at each storage temperature was determined from the slope of logarithmic growth
curve as given by Eq. 1.

J.l
loglo N = loglQNo + --1

In 10
(1)

where N is the B. cereus count in cfulg at time t (day), No is the initial B. cereus density in cfulg, and 11 is the
specific growth rate (l/day).

Because the experimental data of microbial count contain experimental errors and variance, average
microbial count data through the storage were obtained from bootstrapping of individual plate counts and used
for estimating 11 by minimization of sum of squares (4,5). Estimate of any statistic can be obtained from the
bootstrap replications (5). The bootstrapping and parameter estimation in this study were repeated 1000 times to
obtain the distribution of 11. The computational algorithm was coded in Fortran language.

Shelf life at different temperatures was estimated based on calculation of B. cereus growth as derived from Eq.
I:

In 10 . log JO N, / N 0

t =----~~------
11

(2)

where No is critical limit of 105 cfulg. The 105 cfulg is the critical level generally accepted for B. cereus in USA
and most European countries (6).

The variability in initial contamination level was taken into account by using Monte Carlo method on the
experimental microbial lognomal distribution with mean of 0.72 and standard deviation of 1.10, which was
obtained from 18 samples taken in summer season. Because there was no detection of B. cereus for 14 samples
under the detection limit of 1.5 cfulg, derounding process was applied to complement the data for those samples
by 1.5R, where R is random number generated between 0 and I (7). The specific growth rate at any storage
temperature was taken by bootstrapping the 1000 specific growth rate values estimated from bootstrapped
microbial data as described above. This considered the variability in growth rate of B. cereus. The calculation of
microbial growth-based shelf life was repeated 10000 times for randomised Monte Carlo selection of initial
contamination level and bootstrapped parameter estimation. The distribution of shelf life to reach 105 cfulg was
examined to estimate the range of safe shelflife.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Microbial growth model parameters
Fig. I shows the averaged count of B. cereus on seasoned soybean sprouts, which were stored under different

temperature conditions. For all four temperature conditions, lag time was not observed. Lag phase is strongly
dependent on history and physiological state of the microorganisms, and absence of the lag time in the growth
curve may suggest that processing condition of the seasoned soybean sprouts in summer may pose a high
probability of contamination and likely growth of B. cereus. The conditions of initial sample and preparation
with dry spices seemed to make the bacterium to be ready for the exponential growth. Delignette-Muller and
Rosso (6) also analysed the growth of B. cereus without consideration of lag phase. The assumption oflag phase
absence is taken as a worst-case scenario for microbial risk assessment.

By bootstrapping method for individual plate counts, the model parameter of Jl were determined 1000 times
in order to find its distribution (Fig. 2). The plots in Fig. 2 overlay bootstrap distributions of specific growth rate
with its probability density functions (comparison of probability density). These plots offer a visual comparison
between the data and fitted distributions. The probability density of Jl at four temperatures can be described
best by BetaGeneral distribution (Fig. 2). The fitted distribution function may be used to characterize the
probability of the microbial growth parameters and give the stochastic estimation of microbial growth. BetaPert
and normal distribution functions have been used in other studies to explain the variability of microbial growth
rate (6, 8).

The specific growth rate value averaged from all Jl values in Fig. 2 was incorporated into Eq. 1 for
integration under static temperature conditions, the predicted microbial counts follows the experimental data (Fig.
1). Temperature dependence of average Jl , was described by a square root model, Ratkowsky Eq. 3 (Fig. 3):
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~ = 0.0582· (T + 14.6) (3)

where T is the temperature eC).
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Fig. I. Count of B. cereus on the seasoned soybean sprouts stored at 0, 5, 10 and 15 0 C. Solid lines are the
estimation by Eq. I with average 1.1. ~: ° DC;0: 5 DC;0: 10 DC;.: 15 DC.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of B. cereus growth rate on the seasoned soybean sprouts stored at 0, 5, 10 and 15 DC. Shape
parameters 1 and 2, minimum and maximum in BetaGeneral distribution function are given in bracket. Two
vertical lines in a graph are 95% bootstrap confidence interval of J..l.
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependence ofthe averaged specific growth rate.

Prediction of shelf life at different temperatures based on B. cereus growth

Fig. 4A shows the estimated shelf life distribution at four temperatures. The time to reach 105 cfu/g may differ
with variation in initial contamination and specific growth rate, which is considered in Monte Carlo estimation
of initial contamination and 2 step bootstrapping of specific growth rate. If we set the safe shelf life as time with
probability less than 0.1% to reach the critical limit of 105 cfu/g, the seasoned soybean sprouts can be stored for
13.4, 5.2, 3.6 and 2.8 days at 0, 5, 10, and 15°C, respectively (Fig. 48). Fig. 48 also presents average shelf life
values to reach the B. cereus count of 105 cfu/g. It should be noted that estimated shelf life distribution depends
on the distribution and magnitude of the microbial contamination and specific growth rate. Therefore the
conditions of food preparation and microbial species contamination may change the shelf life estimated.
Accurate information on the contamination level would allow more reliable shelf life estimation and control.
Sufficient accumulation of the experimental data on B. cereus contamination and growth is suggested for better
logistic control of this type product.

1.0 20

U' S'cil 0.8 15=cr >:
~ 0.6

..~•• ;E 10.i!:
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= ••8 .c

5Cl 0.2 '"
0.0 0

4 6 8 10 0

Shelflife (day)

A

5 10 15

TemperahD"e ("q

B

Fig. 4. (A) Cumulative distribution of shelf life estimates for B. cereus count to reach 105 cfu/g at 5°C, and (8)
shelflife estimates with different probabilities as function of temperature .• : value with probability less than
0.1%; .: average. Vertical bars indicate standard deviation of the estimate values.

Shelf life estimation can be based on many different criteria including chemical, sensory and microbial
quality indexes. Microbial quality changes in shelf life determination are concerned with food spoilage and
safety. Shelflife estimation based on B. cereus may be seen as a guideline for safety control in food distribution.
Other criteria-based shelf life determination may be used for delivery of better quality to consumers.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a parameter of specific growth rate of B. cereus in exponential growth phase on the seasoned
soybean sprouts was estimated at four temperatures, and then its distribution and temperature dependence were
examined. Safe self lives at four different temperature to reach 105 cfulg were presented considering the
variations in initial contamination and specific growth rate. which are considered in Monte Carlo estimation of
initial contamination and 2 step bootstrapping of specific growth rate, respectively. This kind of shelf life
estimation can be applied to other chilled foods where B. cereus growth is of concern.
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The Development of

Protective Transport Packaging Design Techniques for Modern Logistics

Lijiang Huo, Dalian Institute of Light Industry, China

ABSTRACT
Packaging used to be considered as the final step of a production process prior to the introduction of modern

concepts of logistics. So packaging design and technology which was determined by the limitations of

production facilities tended to ignore the needs of modern manufacturing and distribution processes.

However, according to modern logistics, packaging is playing more important roles in the first phase of the

distribution process. Innovations in packaging container or system design and packaging technological

approaches to incorporate into integrated logistics is receiving more attention. The paper demonstrates the

related development of protective transport packaging design techniques for modern logistics in China,

emphasing interrelationships between product, material, transport and regulatory characteristics and
requirements; multi-criteria evaluation techniques; hurdles and pitfalls, etcetera.

KEY WORDS: packaging; logistics; multi-criteria evaluation; LCA

INTRODUCTION
Logistics has become an important industry and new robust part of the national economy of China. At the

beginning of the logistics cycle, packaging directly influences the efficiency of logistical processes including

transport, loading, carrying, and storage. It is clear that suitable packaging materials, reasonable packaging

structure and advanced packaging methods are essential for optimum logistics. Standard sizes, automated

facilities, low costs, large units, saving of material resources and ecological design and manufacture were

goals in the development of protective transport packaging techniques for modem logistics.

PACKAGING DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR LOGISTICS
SURROUNDINGS AND DAMAGE TO PACKAGING
Packaging used to be placed in various situations for moving, loading and unloading, carrying and storage

with different types of tools, such as airplanes, ships, trains, trucks and forklifts and so on. A typical logistical

process for packaging is shown at figure I. According to statistics, many factors can lead to damage to
packaging during logistical processes, see diagram at fig 2 I.

Product Lines

~
Productions Packaging

Workflow

Factory

Storage

Short-Distance

Transportation

with Trucks

Long-Distance

Transportation

By Sea or By Air

Storage Retail

~
Consumers

Fig 1 The typical logistical process of packaging
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Productions Transportation

Tool condition

Management

Material Quality

Product Structure

Packaging Loading & Carrying Storage

Fig. 2 Factors leading to damage to packaging during logistical process

DESIGN PRINCIPLE
Packaging design techniques for logistics not only include packaging itself but also involve materials,

structures, tests, markets, and environment-friendly requirements together. Generally, the principle of

logistics packaging design and manufacture could be illustrated by fig. 3 2.
r--------------------------------~-----------
I I I

I

I

Technology DesignProperties of Products

Requirments of Users LCA-based

Manufacture

Structure Design Tests Multi-Criteria EvaluationPackaging

materials

Shape DesignLogistic Surroundings

Decoration Design
Use/Reuse

Fig.3 Principle of Logistics Packaging Design and Manufacture

TECHNIQUES AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

Fixation and cushioning

In order to avoid mechanical damage to packaging from attack (e.g. forklift tines) , vibration, etc., while

loading, carrying and storage, contents would be fastened in containers or on pallets. For example, whole

shockproof packaging, partial shockproof packaging and suspended shockproof packaging. Whole

shockproof packaging would pack all surfaces of contents with polystyrene, pulp moulded materials or pieces

or other cushion materials, see fig 4 3; The partial shockproof packaging just wrapped comers or certain

surfaces of contents with cushion materials, see fig 5 and fig 63
; The suspended shockproof packaging was to

suspend and fasten contents in containers with film, belts, rope and springs to ensure safety, see fig 7 3.

However, some design techniques still lacked reliability and quality because of unsound exsiting standards.

Fig 4 Whole Shockproof Packaging Fig 5 Partial Shockproof Packaging with EPS Materials
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Fig 6 Partial Shockproof Packaging Structure with Corrugated Paperboard Materials

Fig 7 Suspended Shockproof Packaging

Moisture-proofing

Moisture-proofing materials were used to protect contents against invasion by outside moisture. Dryers were

placed into containers to expel inside moisture entering containers via infiltration. Moisture-proofing

packaging was graded into three levels by requirements, see table 1 4. Types of moisture-proofing packaging
techniques in accordance with related grade are shown at table 2 4.

Table 1 Moisture-proofing Packaging Grade and Requirments

Grade Requirments For Packaging
Time-Limit(year) Types of Climate Properties of Contents

>1 and <2 A Products that are valuable, precise, sensitive to humidity, rust andI
mildew

>0.5 and <I B Products that are comparatively valuable, precise, sensitive toII
humidity

III <0.5 C Products that have low sensitivity to humidity

Table 2 Moisture-Proofing Packaging Techniques

Code Methods Moisture-proofing Packaging Techniques
Sealedpackagingby rigidcontainers Putting dry contents into rigid container where moisture permeability isI

zero, sealing by lid or welding.
Sealedpackagingplusdryers Putting dry contents and dryers into rigid container, sealing by lid or1.1

welding.
Vacuumpackaging Putting dry contents into rigid container, vacuuming inside moisture and1.2.1

sealing.
Gas-filledpackagingwithoutdryers Putting dry contents into rigid container, vacuuming inside moisture, filling

1.2.2
with clean and dry air or inert gas, then sealing.

Seal packaging by flexible materials Putting dry contents and dryer into container which is made of flexible2
plusdryers materials with low moisture permeability, then sealing.
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Sealed packaging by single film plus Packing contents and dryer by single film which has low moisture
2.1

dryers permeability, then sealing.

Sealed packaging by compound film Packing contents and dryer by compound film which has low moisture
2.2

plus dryers permeability, then sealing.

2.3 Sealed packaging by layer of film Packing contents and dryer by layer of plastic film and waxpaper, then

sealing.

Vacuum packaging by compound film Putting dry contents into container which is made of compound film,
3

vacuuming inside moisture and sealing.

Gas-filled packaging by compound film Putting dry contents into container which is made of compound film,

4 vacuuming inside moisture and filling clean and dry air or incrt gas, then

sealing.

5 Packaging by thermal contraction film Wrapping dry contents by thermal contraction film and heating by hot air.

Antirust
Antirust packaging techniques include processes for cleanliness, dryness, antirust handling and packaging.

Antirust substances include antirust oil and antirust plastic films. Antirust packaging is graded into four levels

by requirements, see table 3 4. Types of antirust packaging techniques in accordance with related grades are

shown at table 44.

Table 3 Antirust Packaging Grade and Requirments

~

Time-Limit
Antirust Packaging Requirments

(year) Clcaniness and Dryncss on Contents Antirust Packaging Techniques(Code)
e

A 3~5 Without marks of grcasiness, sweat and water M-2-3, M-2-4, M-3, , M-4, M-6, M-8, M-9

B 2~3 Without marks of greasincss, swcat and water M-2-3, M-2-4, M-3, , M-4, M-3-2, M-7, M-8

C 1~2 Without dirty mark and greasincss M-I, M-2, M-3

D O.5~1 Without dirty mark but less grcasiness M-I , M-2-L M-2-2, M-3

Table 4 Antirust Packaging Techniques

Code Methods Antirust Packaging Techniques

M-I Moisture-Proofing and Cleaning and drying products, wrapping them by moisturc-proofing and watcr-proofing

water-Proofing Packaging packaging materials.

M-2-1 Smearing antirust oil Smearing antirust oil on surface of products without inner packaging.

M-2-2 Smearing antirust oil and Smearing antirust oil on surface of products, then wrapping products by antirust paper

wrapping antirust paper and sealing.

M-2-3 Smearing antirust oil and Smearing antirust oil on surface of products, then packing products by plastic bag and

packing by plastic bag sealing.

M-2-4 Smearing antirust oil and Smearing antirust oil on surface of products, then packing products by compound film

packing by compound film container and welding.

M-3-1 Antirust Preparation Putting antirust preparation wrapped by small cotton bags or cartonS into container,

The reasonablc wcight of antirust prcaration is not less than 30g I m3
, the distance

betwecn antirust preparation and surface of products is not morc than 30mm.

M-3-2 Antirust Paper Spreading surfaces of large complicated products by antirust prcaration, then scaling

products by antirust paper.

M-4 Antirust Packaging by sealed Smcaring antirust oil on surface of products, packing products by cushion matcrials and

Container container, then welding or sealing.

M-5 Sealed System Spreading or pouring antirust oil onto inner surface of products according to surface
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area of product inner surface at 6 kg / m2.

M-6 Peeled Plastics Filling materials that are not corrosive into holes of products, immersing products by

peeled plastics at common temperature or required temperature.

M-7 Nestling Packaging After antirust handle, packing products by cellulose acetate or other plastic filmthen

vacuum packaging.

M-8 Nitrogen-Filled Packaging Putting products into container or bag, filling with nitrogen gas and sealing.

M-9 Preserving by Dry Air Smearing antirust oil on surface of products, adding silica gel sachets into container,

then sealing.

MULTI-CRITERIA EVALUATION
Nowadays product environmental pressures receive much attention around the world. Packaging products and

techniques play an important role in economical development, at the same time having to be environmental

responsible and innovative in improving living conditions. So the packaging industry has a strong interest in

applying novel systems with lower environmental impact. The model of ecological design and manufacture

based on LCA results were considered an effective approach. A LCA system suited for evaluating packaging

products and technology was investigated in China. It included considerations for environmental, economic

and technological factors and case study demonstrations. The LCA system not only provided basic data for

the factories but also supported the development of relevant laws or regulations. An analytic hierarchy

process with quantitative and qualitative evaluation methods were used to effectively reflect the actual

situation. The LCA-based multi-criteria evaluation model is illustrated by fig 8 5,6.

Best Multi-efficiency of Packaging Products and Techniques I
~ + ~

Economical Indicators Technological Indicators Environmental Indicators

Investment Consumed Energy Globle Warming

Running Cost Quality Acidification

.., ... Stability Handling Wastes

'" ... Noise

Sensitive Points ... '"

I
+ + ~

Product System I I I Product System 2 I .0•••• I Product System n I
Fig. 8 Multi-Criteria Evaluation Model for Packaging Products and Techniques

It is a quantitative and qualitative analysis method which evaluates the product and technological processes

from the collection of raw material to the manufacture and use of the packaging as well as its disposal. In

order to ensure reliability and dependability of results, the key to the research which should be considered is

how to reasonably define the system boundary and how to collect and handle the data.
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ABSTRACT
At first, The paper states the important relation about packaging, logistics and culture. Second, it puts

forward three new concepts: logistics culture, packaging culture and logistics packaging culture, and

elaborates on these concepts to discuss and explain, and do the analysis towards the purpose and

important meanings of the research on logistics packaging culture. The research plays the important roles

of the strategy of packaging sustainable development and environment packaging. Finally, it puts forward

the tactics of environment packaging from the point of logistics packaging culture. We must strengthen the

consciousness of environment packaging, and make full use of recyclable packaging materials, and make

industry packaging logistics to MCS, and strengthen the studying of green packaging design.

It is widely proved that the function of packaging in the logistics and the new request that the modern

logistics to packaging. If the packaging serve the logistics better, we must promote the logistics packaging

culture strongly and carry out the strategy of environment packaging effectively.

Key words: logistics packaging culture; strategy: packaging sustainable development: environmental
packaging

1 INTRODUCTION

Introduced formally as a concept, logistics culture is not so usual by now. It is just motioned as a vague

concept and not discussed deeply. With the development of Chinese logistics economy day by day, the cultural

defect of Chinese logistics is unfolding gradually. It is very urgent for us to discuss the problem of logistics

culture deeply. However, among them the logistics packaging culture is a main backbone of logistics culture and

takes up an important position in the execution of green packaging. It is also very important, for us to research

on it. Logistics is not only an economical phenomenon but also a kind of culture phenomenon .We call it

logistics culture.
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2 EXPERIMENTAL
2. 1 Logistics Culture

As a kind of culture firm inducing special content, and represent action method,

logistics culture is the summation of the substantial fortune and spiritual fortune which are crated by she

economical activity that regarded logistics technique, logistics resource and logistics credit as pint in the social

activity, Therefore, broad sense logistics culture can also be grasped in four aspects; the logistics culture of

substantial form, the logistics altered of social wreathe of style mad the logistics culture of spiritual concept.

First, as substantial form, logistic culture is "the base of tower".

The substantial form of logistics not only belongs to the substantial body of logistics culture but also the

basic entity that forms the logistics culture It undertakes the basic function theta run things run dimensionally.

And materialize intently the so motif factor in inductivity system --the excellent achievement of scientific

and technological culture. Hoer is contains logistics tool, hoisters establishment and logistics technique etc.

Second, as soil code, the logistics culture is "the loin of tower".

It is the biology mechanism of logistics culture, with a purpose of impinging efficient eye and a core of

coordinating the relationship of several factors among the logistics. The credit culture it a kind of basic concept

and standard, which are used to governing and coot do noting credit relationship and credit action between

people and people. People and society, society and airy economical unit. On market directed economy attrition,

in the course of market directed economy developing, scathing the credit culture possessing Chinese

characteristic is not the requirement of real life bat also the maternal and objective requirement of logistics milks.

Green logistics pays more attention to the biology mechanism establishment of logistics culture.

Logistics activity and social economy development. For another thing, economy development can carafe

the logistics ironwork. The frequency of logistics activity and the transform of logistics management will take

negative effect on the sustainable development of social economy. Such as in creasing the consumption of tale

and oil. Aggravating the air pollution and offal pollution, wasting resource and causing the city traffic stop so on

so forth, therefore, society and enterprise look forward to green logistics turning up and executing as early as

possible.

Three, as a style, logistics culture is ''the neck of tower".

It is the culture attribute embodied in the course of logistics austerity, which mails the colane ride people

played in the louse of logistics. It is the whole style such as logistics choirs, aquaplane and utilization, which are

fumed due to the influence of logistics culture. The style indexes people logistics demand; logistics culture

demand, logistics consciousness, and logistics acidity etc. the logistics psychology and logistics activity etc, the

logistics activity. The logistics culture activity refers to human bias's psychology and actionably that re lasted to

every tm link of logistics alterably .The logistics technologies and method of different period are changing the

peoples style the home logistics style of different history period takes on different characteristic.

Forth, as spirited concept, the logistics culture is ''the apex of tower".

It is the soul or direction when logistics culture evolves benignly and develops healthily.

It mainly contains two aspects. One is spiritual concept from

It mainly contains two aspects. One is sported concept culture. From concept. politics .religion .history. science

to literature. Art etc, none of them are not the embodiment of human knowledge. However, getting knowledge is

connected closely with logistics activity and scope extending, As a part of logistics, information exchange and

transmission of culture and information are the important ways and means of knowledge transmission therefore,
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spiritual culture is important representing form. Oflogistics culture. the other is logistics technique and products.

For example, the development of logistics concept and civilization are the component of human spiritual culture.

Logistics technique ,and products are not only beefing up and enriching the spiritual culture of the human society,

but also changing people's concept

2. 2 Logistics Packaging Culture
Logistics system consists of subsystems such as goods' package, store, transportation, examination,

circulation, manufacture, arrangement, repackaging matching and delivery etc. Transportation and store ,such

subsystem are the main component of logistics system. By goods transporting and storing, logistics accomplishes

its own time and space benefit, and satistys the requirement of trading activity and company management.

Therefore, logistics culture system contains several subsystems such as logistics packaging culture, logistics

technique culture , logistics credit culture, logistics transporting culture and logistics managing culture etc. By

interconnecting and interacting, these subsystems will procure

The excellence of the whole logistics culture's big system

The modern goods packaging refers to the general name of container material and periphery that are

adopted according to a certain technique in order to protect products be convenient for storing and transmitting

accelerate sale in the course of circulating(GB4 I22-83 Usual Terms of Packaging) This indicates that the modem

goods packaging mot confined the manufacture packaging If protecting goods quality and quantity. It also

contains circulating packaging, sale packaging and consuming packaging Which are convenient for circulating

and consuming and accelerate sales.

Logistics packaging culture is an important component If Logistics culture. It is a culture form which

combines logistics requirement manufacture, marketing, production designing requirement and green packaging.

It's main purpose is to protect logistics goods the course of logistics transportation, which contains shockproof

protecting technique, protecting technique against breakage, antirust packaging technique, antiseptic packaging

technique, packaging technique against insects and danger, specifically packaging technique etc.

Under the direction of sustainable development, the purpose of logistics packaging culture is to

accomplish green packaging by means of improving logistics packaging technique management and organizing

level.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3. 1 Sustainable Development and Green Packaging

In modem times, the level of social civilization is raising Therefore, economical development must be

established on the base os protecting terrestrial environment. The exploit and utilization of resource in modern

times must be in favour of protecting environment and untilizing resource continually in next generation. The

basic content of sustainable development contains fire aspects: First, development is the key point, second, d

developing economy and protecting environment composes an organic whole. Third, we should establish an

advisable and effective mechanism where the economy and politics run forth, people's self-developing

requirement should fit the development of resource and environment. People should quit the traditional

manufacture mode and modus vivendi. Five, we build up new concept of the modern culture.

One principle of sustainable development is that goods production circulation and consumption today will
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not impact on the environment and resource of goods' production circulation and consumption in the future.

Applying this principle to the modem logistics management is to ask for us researching modem logistics system

in the aspect of protecting environment which form a general logistics system accreting with environment, which

change the unidirectional relationship between economical development and logistics, which hold down the

harm created by logistics. As the same time, it should form a modem logistics system that stimulates the

economy and consumption developing healthily. This logistics system is the green logistics and also the

developing direction of logistics culture.

Green packaging is the packaging that measures up the environment protecting. It requires that goods

packaging should not do harm to ecology balance or human health. To be detailed, green packaging generally

refers to the following aspects: First, the packaging material economizes resources and decreases packaging offal

as much as possible. Second, the packaging material should be in favour of recycling and reproducing after using

and become other useful material. Third, the packaging material should be easy to resolve and take up the area of

ground as little as possible when burying. In international trading, any environment protecting measure is

possible to become trade barrier the moment it being in favour of environment protecting. Therefore, the trade

dispute caused by the environment protecting requirement of packaging accelerates the development of green

packaging around the world. For example, Austria began to execute new packaging regulation in

October,1993;the British government required that the manufacturer of packaging material should lay recyding

plan of packaging offal. Other countries and districts, especially developed countries and districts, also take an

active attitude towards green packaging.

3.2 Green Packaging Strategy Based on Logistics Packaging Culture.
First, Intensifying Green Packaging Consciousness.

At present, lots of corporations Pay more attention to protecting the goods' use when packaging

productions, instead of considering the environment protecting. Today, with green tide sweeping over the world,

the corporation should build up green marketing concept and recognize the position and function of green

packaging thoroughly in international circulating field. We should recognize clearly that not only can developing

green packaging decrease energy consuming, material consuming, cost and pollution but also it can improve the

corporation image, and increase customers'okay and reliance, due to which we can improve international

competitive ability of production.

Second, Make Good Use of Returnable Containers.

Due to a great number of population and packaging offal in our country, the ecological environment is

polluted seriously. Besides, china is still a large developing country, with a weak economy and scarcely personal

resource. However, the availability is very low, and the recuperation of paper is only fifteen percent. In the

meantime, china imports hundreds of thousands of tons pulp that cost large sum of foreign exchange, which

cause a waste of resource and foreign exchange running out In order to solve this problem, we should use

returnable containers widely in the course of logistics packaging Returnable containers are always a part of

logistics system Most of returnable containers are steel and plastics etc. Nevertheless ,there is a tendency .A lot

of small stuffs and workpieces can also be transported between every factories or between storages and retail

stores by returnable secure material.

The usage of returnable packaging becomes more and more widely .AII of them have a common ground: in

order to control the circulation of containers, they all have a whole making system. To make furthest use of the
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containers ,all of us must use this mark clearly and definitely in returnable packaging system. Otherwise, the

containers are easy to lose, mislay or forget.

Third, Group the Industrial Logistics

In order to improve the efficiency of operation and administration. We usually group individual goods,

workpieces, cases bags, boxes and buckets be in teams. These containers are used to group the pieceful goods,

which form MCS. When MCS form a larger unit, it is called containing or grouping. The basic method of

grouping contains the grouping method of carrying facility and the grouping method where the rigid containers

generate unit oat. Containing contains all forms from the grouping of packaging two MCS's to the grouping

using special facilities. All kids of containing are for one basic purpose. That is improving efficiency of

transporting materials, which can save-packaging energy prevent discharging productions and prevent polluting

environment. Thereby, we can reach the green packaging purpose.

Forth, Strengthen Designing and Researching of Green Packaging.

If we research in the position of our country's export packaging, the problems existed are: the material

quality is inferior, transporting packaging is not advisable, the cushions are not satisfactory, the surfaces are not

clear, the hygiene are not up to standard, etc. Face the green packaging requirement in market, we must impel the

development of packaging science and technique powerfully. In our country paper's cost are higher than plastics',

which bring contravention between the environment protecting requirement of packaging and corporation benefit,

between environment protecting and economy increasing. In order to solve the problems, we must input more

science and technology, improve technique and decrease cost. At present, the plastics, gum industries and to on

develop very fast in our country. The nascent primary material is always cheapening. However, the recuperating

technique of reborn corporations falls behind. And the collecting and transporting expenditure is always high,

which cause the increasing cost and decreasing marginal price between the two. Therefore, in order to occupy

the market strongly in the further future, we should constantly devote to Researching , exploiting and using the

new technology and new craft ,accelerate the recuperating technology, decrease .the lost of reproductive primary

material develop and research green packaging material.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The culture is art. Exerting proper psyche according to their own want, human being is changing the

existing form of the temporal constantly, which make the world full of "humanity" Such course is the culture

course. This article puts forward the concept of logistics culture and logistics packaging culture and makes a

certain explanation. On this basis, we put forward green packaging strategy based on logistics packaging culture,

and expect that we could accomplish the purpose of getting more wise concept. we wish logistics culture playa

more important role in modernization establishing of our country .
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Use of Process Capability Indices for Improving Delivery Performance of
Returnable Packaging

Lerpong Jarupan

ABSTRACT

Dispatching and delivering returnable packaging within a specifies time window strives for the increase of the
reusability rate. Given the desired levels of delivery lead time precision and delivery probability, this paper
employs the analysis of process capability indices (pels) in harmony with the Motorola Six Sigma (MSS)
concept so that the 6u-Ievel delivery probability and precision of delivering returnable packaging within a
specified window with the minimum cost is achieved Through an illustrative example, the optimization and
decision making problems are formulated to determine for the feasible (near) optimal indices by leveraging on
the variation reduction which further leads to the standard deviation of individual dispatching processes in a
returnable packaging system.

INTRODUCTION

A Motorola Six Sigma (MSS) is not only used as a good benchmark in quantitative and statistical quality
control of a part and a process to strive for near perfection by leveraging on the variation reduction level to less
than 3.4 non-conformities per million opportunities (ppm), it is also used for improving a performance of
dispatching and delivery process of returnable packaging. A returnable packaging is said to be efficient and
effective system when the flows of packaging across a logistics configuration undertake within aspired lead
times, transportation costs, and customer service levels. Time-based dispatching and delivery strategies within
required time window makes returnable packaging systems imperative as the delay at one process may propagate
to others through precedence relationship-packaging should be moved from one point (i.e. supplier facilities,
manufacturing plants, warehouses, and distribution centers) to the next according to a just-in-time schedule, to
increase the probability of delivering packaging within the specification limits.

With the MSS concepts, an accurate estimation of variance and significant variance reduction in lead
times through effective scheduling and reliable and on-time deliveries subjected to various uncertainties can be
efficiently achieved (Yu and Luh, 2004). In essence, a synchronization is the key to achieving outstanding
delivery performance and customer service levels and will lead to reduction of lead times and inventory levels,
thus contributing to overall cost reduction (Narahari et al. 2000). The dispatching and delivery performance is
maximized by pushing returnable packaging through the logistics configuration in such a way that it arrives at
work locations within a specified delivery window, with a very high probability.

The main objective of this paper is to apply the MSS concept into packaging dispatching and delivery
process in order to achieve a delivery time around the specified target in a cost effective way and with as few
defective deliveries as possible. Given targets in dispatching and delivery processes, a sound methodology is
used for measuring the delivery precision and accuracy. The generalized notion of MSS in harmony with process
capability indices (Cp, Cpk and Cpm) (Garg et al. 2002, 2003, 2004) will be used to distribute variability in lead
time to sharp and timely outcomes for across individual dispatching and delivery processes in a cost-effective
way.
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DISPATCHING AND DELIVERY PROCESSES FOR A RETURNABLE SYSTEM

The following six processes are considered in this paper.

1. Supply of empty packaging: returnable packages are usually stored in a container depot when they are not in
use. Upon the request from customers, required number of packages are inspected for defects, cleaned and
supplied to the customer location where the products will be loaded. If only single-type packaging is assumed,
X I denotes the lead time of packaging supply process.
2. Empty packaging delivery to product shipper: returnable packages in the earlier stage are delivered in trucks to
the product facility. Let X2 be the delivery time from the container depot to the product facility.

3. Product containerization: at the product facility, products are containerized. Let the lead time for filling
products into packages be X 3. However, the lead time of this process at this product facility includes the
duration that the empty packages are waiting for products to be packed.
4. Transportation of loaded packaging to product recipient: the containerized products are transported in trucks
to the location of product recipient. Let X 4 be the transportation time from the product shipper to the product

recipient.
5. Emptying packaging: after the containerized products arrive at the recipient location, the packages are
emptied. Let the lead time for emptying packages be X 5 .

6. Packaging take-back to container depot: empty packages at the product recipient facility are collected and
transported back to the container depot where they are stored for the future use. Let X 6 be the delivery time from
the product recipient's facility to container depot. Assume that the lead time for this process includes the
duration that the empty packages are waiting at the product recipient's facility.

SYNCHRONIZATION FOR DISPATCHING AND DELIVERY IMPROVEMENT

It is assumed that the waiting between process i and the next one (i+ I) is negligible. In other words,
individual lead times are mutually independent of one another and are under statistical control. However,
because Xi are normally distributed, therefore the total lead time Y of the six processes is also normally
distributed and is equal to the sum of the individual processes:

6
Y = LXi = XI +X2 +X3 +X4 +Xs +X6

i=1

In addition, it is easy to see that the mean (f.li) and variance (crr) of the total lead time Y are

6 .262222222
f.ly = Lf.li = f.ll +f.l2 +113+f.l4 +f.ls +f.l6,and cry = Lcri =crl +cr2 +cr3 +cr4 +crs +cr6

i=1 i=1
Ifthere is no mean shift, the variance of total lead time Y to achieve the MSS performance can be written as

cr~ = (_!y_)2 = I(l)2 =(l)2 + ... + (~)2
3CpY i=1 3Cpi 3Cpl 3Cp6

where Ti denotes customer specified delivery window which consists of tolerance T. Similarly, if there occurs
the presence of mean shift, the variance ofY to achieve the MSS performance is:

cr~ =(~)2 = I (____c!i__)2=(~)2 +(~)2 ... +(~)2
3CpkY i=1 3Cpki 3Cpkl 3Cpk2 3Cpk6

where di denotes min (U i - f.li, f.li - Li) of process lead time Xi.
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Cost of lead time for individual process i per packaging unit (UCj) is only associated with the operation of

each process and depends only on fli and crf. The UCj may be defined as fi (fli' cr~) . If fli of each six process

is known, UCj becomes fi (cr~). However, if UCj is defined by f( cr~), it is also possible to express it in terms

ofCpi index. This means UCi = f( crf) = g(Cpi).

From Taylor series expansion, the approximation of UCj can be written as
2 3UCi = AiO + AilCpi + Ai2Cpi + Ai3Cpi

Where the coefficients AiO, Ail, Ai2' Ai3 do not have an immediate physical significance and can be determined
by the designer using process data that are available.

As previously stated, the objective of this work is to improve the delivery performance for packaging
dispatching in such a way that returnable packaging can be delivered to the next process within a time window
CTj)as narrow around the target delivery time C'i ) as possible, with as few defective deliveries as possible as in
a cost effective way. In this case, the triplets Cp, Cpk, and Cpmare used to measure the capability and quality of
delivery times: the pair (Cp,Cpk) denotes a delivery probability and Cpmindicates the precision and accuracy of

the delivery process. With respect to specification limits, the decision variables are crf of individual lead

times X i to minimize the total cost (TC) of a single packaging unit, achieving a 6cr level of delivery performance.
Hence, the problem can be expressed in the form of a nonlinear optimization problem as

6 6 2 3
Minimize TC= IUCi = ICAiO +AilCpi +Ai2Cpi +Ai3Cp)

i=1 i=1

subject to

(I)

Precision of total delivery lead time

Delivery probability for total delivery lead time

where C;mY is a required lower bound on delivery precision.

The objective function TC captures the total cost of a single packaging unit to complete all six processes
involved in dispatching it. The constraints guarantee a minimum level of delivery precision and at least a 6cr-
level delivery probability. However, it is important to transform these constraints in terms of decision variables

Cpi prior to the optimization. Recall the relationship of variances cr~ in terms ofCpi and Cpki' which are

described to achieve the 6cr performance. Thus,

( Ty )2 =(~)2 = ±Cl)2
3CpY 3CpkY i=1 3Cpi

The above relationship is critical to express the above constraints in terms of decision variables Cpi in

such a way that the values of C;y and C;kY will be chosen to ensure the desired 6cr-level of delivery precision

and delivery probability. There are infinite ways to choose the (Cp,Cpk) pair to achieve a 6cr-level of delivery
• •probability in order to get the (CpY ,CpkY ) pair for the total lead time y that satisfies both constraints in (I).

The Cpm index needs to be assumed appropriately at a high value. A designer may decide which one of

the triplets to choose depending upon other requirements in order to achieve 6cr performance from the plots of
•crquality levels on Cp - Cpk plane. If the level of delivery precision Cpm is arbitrarily chosen, it is clear that the

feasible region depending upon relative positions ofCpm = C;m and 6cr curve will be determined (Figure I).

Solving the following relationships Cpk =~Cpand _1-2-=~+{l- CPk)2, one gets the values of
T 9Cpm 9Cp Cp

• •(Cp,Cpk)pair, which will be denoted as (Cp' Cpk) .
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ILLUSTRATIVE NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Consider lead times (in hours) associated with the six processes be given in Table I. Let the target value
Cry) and tolerance (Ty) for the total lead time (Y) be 42.0 and 7.0 hours, respectively. The problem is to find

standard deviation (ai ) for each individual process such that a 6a level delivery probability and a desired level

of delivery precision are achieved.

Table I.Known parameters for packaging dispatching problem

f.li ,- T
AiO Ai] Ai2 Ai3

Process (i) 1 I ($/packaging ($/packaging ($/packaging ($/packaging
(hr) (hr) (hr) unit) unit-hr) unit-hr2

) unit-hr3
)

Supply of empty 6.0 5.0 I I 2 I 3
packaging
Packaging delivery to 4.0 3.0 1.5 4 5 2 4
product shipper
Product containerization 13.0 11.0 2.5 2 5 4 3
Transportation of loaded 7.0 7.0 0.5 3 I 5 6
packaging
Emptying packaging 10.0 8.5 0.5 5 2 2 3
Packaging take-back 3.5 2.0 1.5 I 2 6 4

It is easy to see that f.l Y = 43.5 hr and d Y = 5.5 hr. One constraint of the optimization problem can be

transformed to ( 7.~ )2 = (~)2 = ±(l)2 . If the level of delivery precision C;m = 1.43445 is
3CpY 3CpkY i=] 3Cpi

arbitrarily chosen, then the values of(C;y, C;kY ) pair can be solved. That is,

• 5.5 *CpkY =-CpY
7.0

CO
___ ---:- = _1_ + (1-~)2

2 *2 *9(1.43445) 9CpY Cpy

andC;ky=2.91352. Substitute (C;y,C;kY) pair

and

•The corresponding equations give C pY = 3.70811

values back to get the optimization problem as

~ 2 +A C3)Minimize TC=L,.(AjQ+Ai]Cpi+Ai2Cpl i3 pi
i=]
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±(__!i._)2 = 3.56361
i=1 Cpi

Cpi ~ 0; \Ii

which can be solved by a classical approach using Lagrange Multiplier method. This method transforms the
constrained optimization problem to unconstrained optimization problem. The unconstrained problem is as
follows:

subject to

Minimize L(Cp), ... ,Cp6,A) = TC + A(±(__!i._)2 -3.56361)
i=1 Cpi

where Ais called the Lagrange multiplier, and L(Cpl' ... , Cp6' A) is called Lagrange function that corresponds to

the optimal point that must satisty the necessary conditions:
* *2 * *-32 + 2Cpl + 9Cpl = 2A Cpl

* *2 * *-35 + IOCp2 + 12Cp2 = 4.5A Cp2
* *2 * *-35 + 8Cp3 + 9Cp3 = 12.5A Cp3
* *2 * *-3I + IOCp4 + 18Cp4 = 0.5A Cp4
* *2 * *-32 + 4Cp5 + 9Cp5 = O.5A Cp5
* *2 * *-32 + 12Cp6 + 12Cp6 = 4.5A Cp6

_1_ 2.25 6.25 0.25 0.25 2.25 = 3 56355
*2 + *2 + *2 + *2 + *2 + *2 .Cpl Cp2 Cp3 Cp4 Cp5 Cp6

. . * * * * *whIch YIelds the results Cpl = 1.55221, Cp2 = 1.69526, Cp3 = 2.14409, Cp4 = 0.96851, Cp5 = 1.13494, and

*Cp6 = 1.60377. Under this condition, the minimal TC is $177.8674/packaging unit. The solutions obtained lead

to the variability reduction across individual packaging dispatching processes. Using these optimal indices with

given Ti, the standard deviation cr~for the delivery lead time of each dispatching process can be computed to
achieve desired levels of delivery service performance with minimum possible cost (Table 2).

Table 2. Optimal standard deviation of individual dispatching processes

Ti (hr) * *Process (i) Cpi cri (hr)
SI!I>I>!Y_of em__Q!yj>_ackaging_ I 1.55221 0.21475
Packaging delivery to product shipper 1.5 1.69526 0.29494
Product containerization 2.5 2.14409 0.38866
Transportation of loaded packaging 0.5 0.96851 0.17208
Em~l!_g_Qack£!ging 0.5 1.13494 0.14685
Pack£!giJJgtake-back 1.5 1.60377 0.31176

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of PCls is employed to achieve for the 6cr -level delivery probability and precision of
delivering returnable packaging within a specified window possibly with the minimum cost. Given the desired
levels of delivery lead time precision and delivery probability for the numerical example considered, the
optimization and decision making problems were formulated in order to determine the feasible (near)

optimal Cp index which further lead to the determination of standard deviation of individual packaging

dispatching processes. Nevertheless, this paper has some limitations. That is, the analysis is valid only if all lead
times are normal distributed.
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Effectiveness of Packaging and Labeling Communication
for Foods and Beverages

Chanassa Nandhivajrinl, Tunyarut Jinkarn2 and Lerpong Jarupan2

ABSTRACT

Presently, there are various types of information on packages and labels of food and beverage products
that producers intend to inform their customers. This information includes nutrition facts, directions of product
preparation, expiration date, warnings, as well as ways to handle used packages. The information can be written
verbally or it can be expressed in any form of symbols, colors, and special graphics. This research is aimed to
determine factors affecting communication effectiveness of information displayed on packages of food and
beverage products. The structured interviews are conducted in order to obtain consumer's perspectives on factors
inhibiting their communication comprehensibility. The study includes exploring of producers' existing practices
on the assessment of communication effectiveness. Significant issues regarding packages and labels'
communication that producers take into consideration during the packaging development process are also added.
Results of this research can be beneficial to both producers and customers in order to obtain mutual
understanding and can be used as guidelines for the design and development of labels and packages.

INTRODUCTION

Consumers in Thailand have changed in their buying behavior of food and beverage products from
"mom and pop shop" to supermarkets and convenience stores. Commonly, same categorized products are placed
next together on a shelf or an isle and most often there is no salesperson to convince or give information to the
consumers. Information appeared on packages and labels, therefore, plays a significant role in the consumers'
purchasing decision.

At the point of purchase, the product, packages, and labels are communicated from producers to
consumers. Decision on product purchase is likely dependent upon information presented on packages and
labels. Presently, it appears that there are various types of information on packages and labels for food and
beverage products, including nutrition facts, directions of product preparation, expiration date and warnings, as
well as ways to handle the packages. This information can be written verbally or expressed in any form of
symbols, colors, and special graphics (Sloan 2003). In addition, Bone and France (2001) found that the use of
concrete verbal information along with graphical representations has a significant and long-term effect on
product beliefs and purchase intentions. However, consumers should benefit in terms ofa clearer depiction of the
product offering (Underwood and Ozanne 1998). An ineffective communication on the packages or labels
coping with no standardization practices in conveying information can lead to misunderstanding and customer's
frustration (Wang and Turndorf 1983).

Various studies also attempted to find guidelines for increases the communication effectiveness. Most
of those studies are focused on the warning information on packages and labels (Truitt et al. 2002; Argo and
Main 2004). Besides warnings, nutrition fact data is also a significant subject focused by several studies. The
majority of consumers say they want and are willing to pay for nutrition information. The study describes that
most consumers neither acquire such information when making a purchase decision nor comprehend most
nutrition information once they receive it (Jacoby et al. 1977).

1 Corresponding Author

1,2 Department of Packaging Technology, Faculty of Agro-Industry, Kasetsart University, Bangkok, Thailand.
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This research is aimed to determine effective practices to communicate significant information on
packages of food and beverage products. It first explores existing practices that producers use to convey their
intentional information to their customers. Additional questionnaires are then developed in order to obtain
consumer's perspectives on appropriate ways to communicate information to meet their needs. Results of this
research can be beneficial to both produces and customers in order to obtain mutual understanding and can be
used as guidelines for labels and packages' design improvement.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

The interview guide
The structured interviews for both the consumers and the producers are conducted. The interview

guides are prepared for both the consumers and the producers groups. Main focuses are to identifY factors that
could inhibit the consumers' comprehensibility of critical information printed on packages and to define
ineffective information problems on various packages currently found on the market. Types of information
appeared on packages are classified into five subgroups including production and expiration date, nutrition facts
table, directions, warnings, and symbols. For the consumers, different factors in each subgroup are asked
whether those factors could inhibit their comprehensibility toward perceiving of information on packages. On the
other hand, for the producers, attention is to see whether they have established procedures on the assessment of
packaging communication effectiveness.

Target groups
For the consumers, target group is identified as an individual who is more than 18 years of age and lives

in Bangkok area. Consumers are selected randomly at different location in Bangkok such as open markets and
shopping centers. On the other hand, producers are selectively selected. Company participated are well- known
food and beverage producers in Thailand. Interviewee from each company is individuals who involved in
packaging development process or marketing personnel who handle packaging design tasks.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION

The total of 339 interviews was accomplished for the consumers. Participants were classified according
to their personal information (see Table 1-5). Most of the participants were employed by private companies.
Also, 46 % of the participants were male while 54 % were female. Further, most participants, 46 %, were
between 26 and 35 years old.

When looking at factors that could inhibit the consumers' comprehensibility (Figure 1-3), result showed
that consumers at three different age groups, 26-35, 36-45, and 46-55 seemed to agree on the level of hindrance
of most issues. For the production and expiration date, the top three problems were the difficulties of finding the
expiration date, reading expiration letters due to printing problems, and understanding the expiation date formats.
The consumers in the age group of 18-25 revealed that the problems were not too critical compared to the first
three age groups. This could view that they did not pay much attention on information appeared on packages
while those three age groups were seriously concerned on foods and beverages that might affect on their health.
For the consumers in the group of more than 56 years of age, the hindrance level of particular factors seemed to
be lower than other groups. However, total participants of this group were only five individuals. Thus, more data
might be needed to draw more conclusions.

According to the results, women and men seemed to agree upon factors that could inhibit the
understanding of expiration date (see Figure 4). However, for some types of information such as directions and
symbols, women perceived more difficulties in attempting to understand the information. This could be due to
the fact that Thai women purchase of foods and beverages for the households more than men. The results derived
from the producer group cannot be concluded at this point because interviews for the producers are ongoing
project and more data is needed for accurate discussion. Thus, results of the producers' part is excluded in this
paper.
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Table I. Participants classified by occupations

Occupation Frequency Percent

Company employees 113 33.3
Government officers 73 21.5
Private sales 64 18.9
Students 65 19.2
Others 24 7.1
Total 339 100.0

Table 2. Participants classified by education levels

Sex Frequency Percent

Male 156 46.0

Female 183 54.0
Total 339 100.0

Table 3. Participants classified by education levels

Education level Frequency Percent

Lower than BS 62 18.3
BS 221 65.2
Higher than BS 56 16.5
Total 339 100.0

Table 4. Participants classified by ages

Ages (year) Frequency Percent

18-25 110 32.4

26-35 156 46.0
36-45 52 15.3
46-55 16 4.7
> 56 5 1.5
Total 339 100.0

Table 5. Participants classified by monthly income

Monthly Income
Frequency Percent(Baht)

<10,000 130 38.3
10,000-20,000 143 42.2
20,001-50,000 51 15.0

>50,000 15 4.4
Total 339 100.0
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Figure 1. Factors that could inhibit expiration date comprehensibility of consumers at different ages
(Note: ED 1= Cannot find expiration date on packages, ED2 = Too small font size, ED3 = Difficult to read,

ED4 = Unclear letters (printing problems), ED5 = Not understand expiration date format, ED6 = Unclear
due to color ofletters)
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Figure 2. Factors that could inhibit nutrition fact table comprehensibility of consumers at different ages
(Note: NFTI = Too small font size, NFT2 = Difficult to read nutrition fact table due to position on package,

NFT3 = Cannot read nutrition fact table where additional stickers posted, NFT4 = No translation of
nutrition fact table, NFT5 = Unclear nutrition fact table due to graphic color)
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Figure 3. Factors that could inhibit symbols comprehensibility of consumers at different ages
(Note: SYl= Too small symbols, SY2 = Not noticeable, SY3 = Don't understand meaning, SY4 = Cannot see

symbol where additional stickers posted, SY5 = Unclear symbol due to graphic color)
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Figure 4. Factors that could inhibit expiration date comprehensibility of male and female consumers
(Note: EDI = Cannot find expiration date on packages, ED2 = Too small font size, ED3 = Difficult to read,

ED4 = Unclear letters (printing problems), ED5 = Not understand expiration date format, ED6 = Unclear
due to color ofletters)
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CONCLUSIONS

Effective communication on packages and labels can help consumers understand the products and help
them handle both products and packages in the same way as the producers' intention. Many factors inhibit the
consumer comprehensibility including difficulties in finding the expiration date, understanding the expiration
date formats, and understanding the meaning of symbols. In addition, consumers who have different
backgrounds, view differently on the hindrance level of particular factors to their information comprehensibility.
As a result, producers need to pay more attention in order to assure mutual understanding of information
appeared on packages and labels.
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The Three-ply Analytic Approaches of Cycle Working Chart in Design of

Automatic Packaging Machine

Wu Ruo-mei, Liu Yu-sheng and Liu Ji-chang

ABSTRACT
Movement of each executive mechanism of the automatic packaging machines are complicated. The

packaging machine standard executive mechanism requests coordination between the movements each other, and

a strict machine operating cycle period is required. The paper assimilates conventional design knowledge about

periodic diagram of the automaton and gives a very comprehensive analysis of the internal relation among

periodic motions of executive mechanisms of automatic packaging machines, Summarizes three period:

movement-period , coordination-period , integration-period. A new wey began to form in the paper. called as

three-plyanalytics, of which principle is conciseness, it easy to be popularized.

Keyword : Automatic packaging machine, movement design, working cycle chart, three-ply analytic approaches

INTRODUCTION
The movements of every executive mechanism of an automatic packaging machine are various, after

coordinating it, expresses to a working cycle chart. Using three-ply analytic approach in the movement design, its

principle is simple, easy to popularize.

Three-ply relationship in working cycle period of automatic packaging machine
In the automatic packaging machine, for a concrete executive mechanism, the time to finish all working

movements and idle time (including stopping), is the movement cycle period of the executive mechanism,

abbreviated as movement period Td

Usually, including three parts:

Td=Ts+Tx+Tp (1)

Here Ts is the Working movement time;Tx is the Idle time; Tp is the Stop time.

Movement period is the basic construction in working cycle of automatic machine; it is determined by the

movement function of executive mechanism and combined the characteristics of machine kind.

For a concrete working position, usually equipped a lot of executive mechanism (called independent

executive mechanism), which is coordinating works. The time of one package finished every packing task

is called coordinating movement time and abbreviated as coordinating period Tt•

In the case of that a working position only equipped one independent executive mechanism (including

parallel working multiple executive mechanism), the movement period of the executive mechanism just is

the coordinating period of the working position:
(2)

When it is equipped multiple independent executive mechanisms cooperating working together, the

coordinating period is the function of all movement period:

T,=/d(TdJ,Td2, TJrJ. (3)

Here n is the number of independent executive mechanism.
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For an automatic packaging machine, its synthesizing working cycle Tz, there are two situations:

The single working position packaging machine only equipped one working position, then the

synthesizing period is constructed directly with movement period of every independent executive mechanism;

the multiple working positions continuously packaging machine actually has no clearly concept about working

position, so its synthesizing period certainly constructed also directly with movement period of every

independent executive mechanism. Then the working synthesizing period is:

Tz = fPd" Td2, TtUJ,

Tz ~ Tdi Imax }
The multiple working positions continuously packaging mad (5) ith multiple

In this case the coordinating period of working position is greater than or equal to (at least) the

maximum movement period of them, i.e.

1't ~ Tdl Imax (4)

executive mechanisms serially working together, the synthesizing period Tz and the time of finish one packaging

work piece Tghas following relationship:

Tz ~ Tgxj .

Here j is the number of serially multiple executive mechanisms.

The Intermissive packaging machine type of multiple working position have concept of working position

clearly.

(6)

Its working synthesizing period is:

Tz = It ( 1't" Tt2, Tim) }
T ~ Tlilmax . . (7)

Here m is the number of working positon.

The analysis of coordinating period
The coordinating period is not the simply summing from every movement period of executive mechanism.

Usually, it is optimal productivity period to keep each mechanism normally running. Accordingly, to determine

coordinating period, we must calculate the coordinating of mechanism movement positions, the continuation of

coordinating time, and switching at front and next working position.

Each movement mechanism or between executive mechanism on the movement period must do not take

place interference.

Figure I(a) shows the principle explanation of two executive mechanisms of a forked pole-labeling

machine at the position to getting labels. Mechanism I is a reciprocator implementing carrying glue, getting and

carrying as well as pasting labels. Mechanism 2 also is a reciprocator implementing pasting glue by roller. Their

movement relationship shows in figure 2(a). While pasting roller of mechanism 2 is pasting glue to the forked

plane of mechanism I, the segment F2M must cooperated together to keep contact and transfer pasting glue. Then,

their movement coordinating relationship at the area of pasting glue movement shows in figure 2(b). There is a

relationship:

(8)

The position at moment P:

(9)
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Fig. I.The principle chart forked pole-labeling machine at the position to getting labels.
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Fig.2. The analysis of movement relationship

Furthermore, in the whole coordinating period two mechanisms need position anti-interference: when

mechanism 2 at the position F. and mechanism 1 not yet gets to the position E•• mechanism 1 and mechanism 2

must get to the position E2, F2 simultaneously, and satisfY the relationship (8), until they separate positions, that is

mechanism Igets to E3, mechanism 2 gets to F3. While mechanism 1 returns to M', E2' mechanism 2 must not yet

gets to the position M', F2' and while mechanism 2 returns to F.'mechanism I has left E'., and so on. The

coordinating period chart shows in figure I(b).

The time continuity coordinating of mechanisms. This is the periodical

relationship according to the movement function of each executive

mechanism to determine time interval sequence. Figure 3 shows the opening

filling working position of bag mouth packaging machine. After getting and

carrying prefabricating bag got into this working position, at first the vacuum

1 catches up the mouth of bag and keeps it to opening, then the filling pipe 2

into the bag mouth simultaneously, then the filling valve 3 is opening to fill

materials, in the end, closes the valve before, and steps up the pipe, then the

pipe sucker vent out air and closes it, getting into the next working position.

There are three executive mechanisms in this working position. Fig.3 Bag opening and

Their movement should keeping time sequence, to proving each mechanism filling of working position

function coordinating relation. Figure 4(a) shows a simplest project of coordinating them; sucker I opens bag

3

and

sucker

inserts

vacuum

mouth until it at the appropriate position then the filling pipe 2 starts inserting; then after stop exactly, opens the

filling valve 3. Then the coordinating period is:

T,= (T3+2L1T:z)=2L1T,. (10)

Here the stopping time of T2 equals T3; the stopping time of T. equals T2. On the other hand, the exactly

coordinating project is as shows in the figure 4(b). While the sucker opening to an appropriate width, the filling

pipe can be starting descend, to allow Tl and T2 exists an appropriate intersection ~TI2' but the filling valve

starting time also advance a little time ~ T23.Therefore, the return movement also exists an appropriate intersection
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/).r 23, /).r 12, to shorten the coordinating period. Then we have:

T,=(T3+ 2LJTj+ 2LJTr2(LJ T12+LJT23),

The coordinating period shows in figure 4( c).

(11)

s s
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Fig. 4 The analysis of coordinating period

The switching coordinating between front and next working position.This is the time coordinating of

main transmittal switching between working positions of multiple-working position packaging machine

according to the movement function. In the single working position packaging machine also exists the

coordinating among the auxiliary time distribution that material supplies of passing in and out etc. Because

every working position coordination period must contain switching time among working positions, and on

the other hand, the main transmitting speed has restricted by the inertia of work piece, over striking, and so

on, this time is needed.ln general, this time is a common idle time of each working position.

The working synthesis period of the automatic packaging machine
The operating synthesizing period of automatic packaging machine, in the project design phase, is

divided to two cases: the first is according to the economy and technology productivity requirements to be

determined, thereby the operating synthesizing period is actually determined. By this we can analyze coordinating

period of working position and movement period of executive mechanisms. Farther more, according to the

technology requirements analyze the movement regulation, also maybe adjust mechanism selection, if it is needed.

Via coordinating period analyzing, optimize mechanism movement regulation; in the end, finish the operating

cycle chart of the machine, which is satisfies productivity requirements. The second is determined by quality

requirements of technology condition and function; therefore, in the project design phase, must optimize

construction; optimize movement regulation of it to keep given condition. Via coordinating periodic analysis

realize optimizing synthesizing period, to achieve advanced productivity that it is the important technology and

economy requirements.

Should give attention to the mentioned three-ply analysis of working period, the final determining is

identical, that is the synthesizing period of an automatic packaging machine, working position coordinating period,

and mechanism movement period are identical. That is the synchronal working cycle period Tb of automatic

machine:

(12)

In the synchronous processing, we constantly adjust the coordinating period of ecumenical working

position and executive mechanism movement period to get it in to synchronous, and this processing should be

iterance.
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CONCLUSIONS
The design procedure of working cycle chart:

1. Tidying the working period system according to the technological functional diagram of the machine and

movement scheme

2.Consider a working position as a unit, analyze the movement cycle period of each executive mechanism

3..Analyze Coordinating period of each working position, According to the formula (2}-{4), tentatively create

coordinating period of the working position, determine the key working position concerning machine

productivity .

4 ..Analyze working synthesizing period of automatic packaging machine, use formula (5}-{7), to determine

synthesizing period Tz and qualitative synthesizing period chart.

5.Calculate and design working synthesizing period, draw working cycle chart of the machine

Use formula (12) makes the whole machine working cycle period to be unified, each working position,

synthesizing period of every executive period, movement period all unified to working cycle period, and in the

end, design working cycle chart finally, the calculating procedure as follows:

1) Select the basic mechanism and starting point of synthesizing period

2) Draw the basic mechanism movement cycle period chart

3) Calculate and determine working cycle period according to each related executive mechanism

4) Draw corresponding movement cycle chart of other mechanism

5) According to other concerning requirement check synthesizing period and related time and position.

Finally, determine the parameters and machine working cycle chart that we'll use it for the movement and

construction design. In general, we can do it according to the movement design characteristic, using units of

displacement, time or angle.
Should be noticed, design is an iteration revision process, absolute constant design methods is not exists.

The view herein only proposes our thinking, must combine the concrete project, use flexibly.
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A new identification method for refillable beer bottles

Tsutomu Amano

ABSTRACT

Refillable bottles are generally used for the packed beer product. Bottles that are collected from the
market are refilled after washing and inspection process. The bottles that can be usedfor refilling are regulated
and have been identified as "Appropriate bottles" with the inspection machine before filling. In Kirin Brewery
Co., Ltd the specification of the bottle were changed and a new identification method is developed This paper
introduces the new identification method

INTRODUCTION

~'

r

Refillable bottles (bottles that are collected, cleaned and re-used) are used to package beer products.
Once a returned bottle is cleaned by high-temperature alkali detergents, it is sent on to a filling machine.
However, before the bottle actually reaches the filling machine, it is inspected by a bottle inspection machine
(Empty Bottle Inspector, "EBI"). This inspection process determines whether bottles are "fit" for filling, after
which they are sorted and moved along the process. The policy at Kirin Brewery is to only use bottles that first
originated from one of the Kirin factories. This policy is in place to guarantee the container quality of bottles to
be used. With medium (sized) bottles, the physical profile of those used by the four major beer companies is
almost identical. Accordingly, Kirin Brewery Co., Ltd. places an Applied Ceramic Label ("ACL") of the
"Chinese Unicorn (Kirin graphic)" logo and the word "KIRIN" on the shoulder of all of its bottles to be able to
identifY Kirin bottles at a glance. Kirin developed a mechanical system to be able to read the ACL placed on the
shoulder of its bottles during the EBI process mentioned above, automatically sorting Kirin bottles and those
used by other companies. Meanwhile, the ACL process entails heating a bottle once again after manufacture in
order to attach the ceramic label. However, Kirin became dissatisfied with the environmental burden and
associated cost increased. Accordingly, the company discontinued ACL, and started embossing the same
"Unicorn" logo and "KIRIN" text on their bottles. In 2002 Kirin Brewery Co., Ltd. adopted new specifications,
requiring all bottles from that point forward to be embossed. In concert with this specification change, Kirin
Brewery developed a new inspection method for EBI to read embossed bottles, and has rolled out this new
method to each Kirin Brewery factory. This paper will describe the inspection technology for reading embossed
bottles and the embossing specifications developed to facilitate reading.

THE CONVENSIONAL METHOD OF IDENTIFICATION

Figure I is an overview of the EBI process. After a bottle is introduced into the apparatus, an immediate
determination is made as to whether the bottle is a Kirin bottle or that of another firm! type. In general, this
process is called "pre-inspection," and is a simple method whereby an image obtained through transmitted light
from a surface iIIuminant is viewed by a black-and-white CCO camera. Light will not transmit through the ACL
section of a Kirin bottle, whereas light will pass through the same location in bottles used by other companies.
By reading the contrast! brightness of this particular section on a bottle, Kirin identified and separated the Kirin
bottles from those used by other companies. However, after making the change from ACL to embossing, the new
(embossed) bottles allow light to pass through, making it impossible for Kirin to distinguish Kirin bottles from
the bottles of other companies.
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Figl. Overview of EBI and Pre-inspection

SPECIFICATIONS REQUIRED FOR EMBOSSING

Refillable beer bottles can be used approximately during eight years. This means that both Kirin's
embossed and ACL beer bottles will be in circulation together for some time. With the newly issued embossed
bottles, Kirin now found itself in the position of having to be able to discriminate among embossed Kirin bottles,
Kirin's ACL bottles, and those bottles used by other companies. From the perspective of capital investment,
Kirin wanted to be able to correctly identifY the three bottles with only minor modifications to the "pre-
inspection" process. Accordingly, Kirin designed specifications for an inspection gate that functioned
independently for ACL and embossed bottles, using an inspection image obtained by the pre-inspection CCO
camera. In addition, the new specification called for embossing the Kirin beer bottles in a location that would not
overlap with the "BEER" embossing on the bottles of other companies. Now, the embossing on Kirin bottles is
located in a location lower than the Kirin bottle ACL and higher than the embossing on the bottles of other
companies. (Figure 2)

Other companies' KIRIN-EmbossedKIRIN-ACL

1501Tlll165mm141nvn

Fig.2 Comparison of beer refillable bottles (500ml)
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A METHOD TO READ EMBOSSING

As discussed above, embossed lettering, etc. allows light to transmit through, which means detection
cannot be accomplished by merely moving the embossing to a location on the bottle that does not overlap with
that of other companies.
Kirin conducted a test production run of actual bottles, and reviewed the results. Kirin discovered that shielding a
portion of the surface iIIuminant resulted in changes in transmitted light volume at the embossing inspection gate,
according to the presence (or lack of) an embossing. (Figure 3)

CCD camera ---~--------
L....,t--- -----__

---_ ------

SHIELD

Pixcels of wdarkw
at inspection gateBottle type

S h ie Id No-shield

400 25KIRIN-Em bossed

50 40Other companies'

surface illuminant

Fig3. Effect of portion shielding

FACTORY ROLL-OUT AND INTRODUCTION OF EMBOSSED BOTTLED
BOTTLE TO THE MARKET

Based on the principles discussed above, Kirin Brewery Co., Ltd. modified its pre-inspection process.
The results of field tests are shown in Figure 4. Establishing a tolerance value at around 120, Kirin confirmed
that Kirin embossed bottles and those of other companies were identified with 100% accuracy. Based on this
result, Kirin Brewery Co., Ltd. decided to officially adopt the "embossed medium bottle," and add an embossing
reading function to the pre-inspection process in every Kirin Brewery factory. Further, Kirin has used this
advancement to be able to set more exacting specifications for the embossed bottles supplied by Kirin's bottle
makers.
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Fig.4 Result of field test

Tsutomu Amano, Manager, Research Laboratories for Packaging, Kirin Brewery Co., Ltd.
Technovillage 3F, 1-17-1, Namamugi, Tsurumi-ku, Yokohama, 230-8628 JAPAN
Tel: +81-45-521-4919, Fax: +81-45-505-3925, e-mail: am-tsutomu@kirin.orJp
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Truss-Folded Quasi-Sealed-off CO2 Laser Unit Applied in Fabrication of
Cut Dies For Packaging

lichang Liu; Lijun Li; Daming Li; Hong Xiang; Ting Chen; Ruomei Wu

A new quasi-sealed-off C02 laser unit is developed, and its application in fabrication of cut
dies is discussed. The presented laser has a multi-folded and truss-like resonator, and the
negative thermal lensing effect of the working gas in this resonator is taken into account in
design of its structure. As a result, stable output power and high-quality laser beam with
transverse mode ofTEMoo are achieved. Springs are used to mount this resonator to the
mainframe so that this resonator can be protected from being damaged when it is uploaded,
downloaded or transported. In this study, a 600W folded quasi-sealed-offC02 laser is used to
manufacture cut dies, and high-quality cut dies are obtained. The experimental results
demonstrate that the presented CO2 laser is fit for fabrication of cut dies.
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RESIDUAL PRINTING SOLVENTS

IN SYNTHETIC PACKAGING MATERIALS

Didier Louvier and Eric Martine

ABSTRACT

Analysis of residual printing solvents in packaging materials. The aim was to define an analytical
method based on the static heads pace gas chromatography (HS-GC) with a mass spectrometric detector (MSD)
to qualifY and quantify residual printing solvents. The quantitations are compared for mono headspace
extraction and multi headspace extraction (MHE).

INTRODUCTION

The identification and quantitation of residual printing solvents in synthetic packaging materials are very
important for the material packaging suppliers, the printers and the packaging users in food and pharmaceutical
products.
As it is obvious that the inks are not in direct contact with the packed product, its indirect contamination may
occur through the external layers of the packaging materials during its storage before its transformation into
package. In this case, the solvents may present a toxicity risk or modify the organoleptic quality of the packed
product.
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The control ofthe limits of solvent content in packaging materials fixed by the users requires a method that is
applicable to a range of relevant solvents used in printing and laminating processes.
Then according to current industrial practices, a list (see table I) of28 solvents could be established.

Solvents CAS N° Solvents CAS N°

CycIohexan 110-82-7 Vinyl acetate 108-05-4
Methanol 67-56-1 Propyl acetate 109-60-4

r-Ethanol ---------
108-21-4--64-17-5 Isopropyl acetate1-------

I-Propanol 71-23-8 Methoxy-2-ethyl acetate 110-49-6
2-Propanol 67-63-0 Ethoxy-2-ethyl acetate

-- --
111-15-9

I-Butanol 71-36-3 Methyl glycol 109-86-4--
2-Butanol 15892-23-6 Ethyl glycol 110-80-5
Isobutanol 78-83-1 l-methoxypropan-2-01

... .-

107-98-2
Ethanediol 107-21-1 l-ethoxypropan-2-01 1569-02-4-
Acetone 67-64-1 m-xylene 108-38-3
Methylethylketon 78-93-3 o-xylene 95-47-6
Methylisobl!!Ylketon 108-10-1 Ip-xylene 106-42-3
CycIohexanone 108-94-1 Toluene· 108-88-3
Ethyl acetate 141-78-6 Tetrahydrofuran 109-99-9

Table I. List of solvents

• : Toluene is still used in Asia, not in Europe.



An analytical method based on static headspace gas chromatography (HS-GC) coupled with a mass spectrometer
(MS) as detector (see table II, Picture I) has been developed

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Table II. Apparatus & method

Apparatus Reference Parameters

Static Headspace HS 40XL, Perkin Thermostatisation: 60min at 85°C,
Auto sampler Elmer Iniection: 0.1min
Gas Auto sampler, 5min at 40°C, 5°C/min to l20°C and
chromatograph Perkin Elmer 10°C/min to 240°C

Iniector: CAP at 140°C
Column Supelcowax ™- PEG Stationary Phase, 30m x 0.2mm x

10 capillary 0.2J..Lmfilm thickness
column Carrier gas: Helium 100kPa at 25cmls

Mass TurboMass, Masses: 10-250; Interface: 200°C;
spectrometer Perkin Elmer Source: 180°C

Static headspace samplerGas chromatographMass spectrometer

MEASURING CONDITIONS AND ANALYTICAL METHOD
The samples were taken from a film roll in the center of the web. A piece of Idm2 of material was placed in a
20 mL vial, which was then sealed.
The sample was equilibrated with its gas phase at 85°C for a period of 60 minutes. After preliminary results,
a preconditioning, before the equilibration, was realized in an oven at 85°C during a defined time.
The head space, HS, i.e. the gaseous phase, was then injected into a gas chromatograph with a mass
spectrometric detector.

RESULTS

THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM (Te)
The thermodynamic equilibrium useful for the quantitation depends on:

- the chemical nature of the solvent,
- the printing process,
- the chemical nature of the packaging material,
- the interaction between solvent and packaging material,

and was reached after a preconditioning time from 1 hour to 24 hours at 85°C.
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For example, in case of the reverse printed sample: PET I Internal print I PE I AI I PE (PE I EVA),
the thermodynamic equilibrium required for the identified solvents is reached after at least a 12 hour
preconditioning at 85°C.
Figure I shows the peak area in function of the preconditioning time for the solvents major amount.

Figure I. Peak area of residual solvents in function of preconditioning times at 85°C
PET I Internal print I PE I AI I PE(PE/EV A)

Packaging material: PET I Internal print I PE I All
PET(PEIEV A)

Preconditioning at 85°C

800,000 .----------------,

600,000 1-----._--.'-.-..-----.=-----1• •••
400,000

200,000 --.--.---'-::.=--'--'--~.:---'-J

• Ethyl acctale i

• Methylethyikdoo

Toluene--------------------------

o ~-------~------~
o 5 10 15 20 25 30

Preconditioning time Ibl

MONO HEADSPACE EXTRACTION IN FUNCTION OF THE Te

Te not reached Te reached
Solvents Concentration (mg/m2( Concentration (mg/m2,

1 methoxypropan-2-01 1.5 1.7
Ethyl acetate <0.1 0.1
Methanol No detectable 0.1..Table III. Companson between the concentratIOns when the thermodynamIc eqUlhbnum ISreached or not for 3

solvents in surface print PET film

Note: Concentration state the amount of solvent per square meter of printed packaging material

When the thermodynamic equilibrium is not reached, the determined concentrations are much lower and some
solvent may not be detected (Table III).

MONO-, MULTI HEADSPACE EXTRACTION AND QUANTITATION
When the thermodynamic equilibrium is determined, it is possible to quantify the solvents either in mono
extraction or in MHE.
Under this condition the theory ofMHE is verified, so Ln (Peak Area) is a linear function of the number of
extraction steps (Figure II, Table IV).

I
Packaging material: Surface print PET

Preconditioning during 3b at 85°C

Figure II. Semi Log relationship between peak area and the number of extraction steps in MHE

Ln (Peak Area)

12.00 r------------------,
11.00 1--.."...----~....;;::::_:;..,...,..----------1

10.00 1-..,.......;-- ---..,.......;-.:=11 ••••...0;;;;;;::=--------;

9.001-------------'----,....---1

8.00 1------""'"-""""'= -----.."...-----1
7.00 I-~--.._.--~---.....::w-......_==-__=----j
6.00 !--....._-_,...---_--.....,..---,...---~

o
• Ethyl acetate

• l-methoxypropan-2-o1

2 3 4 5

Number of extraction steps
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Solvents Preconditioning Ct C2 C3 C4

time Ihl Ime/m21 Ime.lm21 Ime.lm2) Im!!lm21

l-methoxypropan-2-01 3 1.6 1.4 1.6 1.6
6 1.7 1.5 1.6 1.6

Ethyl acetate
3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
6 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

_ZTable IV. QuantltatJOn ofresJdual pnntmg solvent of surface pnnt PET [mglm ]

Ct: Concentration determined with the 1st extraction AI-Mono Headspace Extraction
Cz: Concentration determined with the first 2 extractions by using the simplified MHE relation:

SA= AtZ
/ (At-Az)

C3: Concentration determined with the first 3 extractions by using the linear regression
C4: Concentration determined with the 4 extractions by using the linear regression

AI: Peak area of the 1st extraction
Az: Peak area of the 2nd extraction
SA: Sum of the peak areas for the first two extractions

For this material, the thermodynamic equilibrium at 85°C is reached after 3 hours and the determined amount for
the two solvents are in the same range after 6 hours of preconditioning.

The resolution of the method is 0.1 mg/m2.

DISCUSSION

For each new packaging material to analyze:

1. Whatever the structure of the packaging material, the thermodynamic equilibrium must be defined in order to
be as close as possible to the real amount of residual printing solvents.
To reach the thermodynamic equilibrium, a preconditioning time must be set. In case the thermodynamic
equilibrium is not reached, the error in the solvent's amount determined would be enormous.
If the thermodynamic equilibrium is not reached, some solvents could not be detected at 85°C.
To work either in Mono or in MHE, the thermodynamic equilibrium has to be reached.

2. According to the above points, the MHE at this preconditioning time will allow to qualify and quantify the
printing residual solvents in a new packaging material.

3. In order to specify the parameters of the analytical method, especially the temperature and the time of the
preconditioning, it is important to know:

- how the material will be stored before its use (time, temperature ... ),
- what will be the using conditions of the packaging material in its final configuration

CONCLUSIONS

Even though the MHE could be too time consuming for routine analyses, the results show that the MHE HS-GC-
MS method is well adapted for the quality control in printing residual solvents for packaging materials

Keep in mind that a printed packaging material must not be a solvent "tank".
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QUANTITATION OF THE EMISSION OF SULFUR GASES (COS & CS2)

ISSUED FROM THE DEGRADATION OF MANUFACTURING
ACCELERATORS OF« RUBBERS» COMING INTO CONTACT WITH

FOOD PRODUCTS

Didier Louvier & Eric Martine

ABSTRACT
Nowadays, it's not possible, using a modern analytic method, to simultaneously identify and quantify gaseous
compounds such as carbon disulphide (CS.) and carbonyl sulphide (COS), issued by rubber object, even though
their toxic character is well documented
Two analytic methods have been developed to identify and quantify simultaneously the COS and CS2,

compounds: the first method is based on the static heads pace sampling coupled with gas phase chromatography
with detecting by mass spectrometry (HS-GC-MS) and the second one uses the sense analysis with electronic
captors (E-Nose).

INTRODUCTION
Making rubber objects requires vulcanizing accelerators.
During manufacturing these accelerators may degrade and liberate sulfur components such as carbon disulphide
(CS2) and carbonyl sulphide (COS).

Different studies [I, 2, 3] showed that these usual objects may issue a significant quantity of those
decomposition products CS2 and COS the toxicity of which is unquestionable and well documented.

Nowadays, as far as we know, there is no analytic method to qualify and quantify simultaneously CS2 and COS.
The aim of this study is to develop and compare two modern analytic methods, static head-space sampler
coupled with gas phase chromatography with detecting by mass spectrometry (HS-GC-MS) and E-Nose to
quantify the sulfur components of degradation (CS2 and COS) issued by rubber objects, simultaneously.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
CALIBRATING
To quantify the sulfur components (COS and CS2), both following mixtures are used:
o Mixture Helium / COS 10%: ref. Carbagas-COS 17 (99.97%) + remnant He 50 (99.999%),
8 Mixture methanol / CS2 : methanol ref. Fluka 65542; CS2 ref. Fluka 84710.

TEST MATERIAL
2 main test materials are studied:

- rubber seal for canned food coming into contact with food products,
- rubber nipple of a baby-bottle coming directly into contact with young children.

ANALYTIC METHODS AND CONDITIONS
The 2 developed analytic methods are:

- the first method resorts to static headspace sampling coupled with gas phase chromatography with
detection through mass spectrometry noted HS-GC-MS,
- the second method is based on the sense analysis with electronic captors noted E-Nose.



Whatever the test material and the analytic method, 200mg of sample, cut into thin strips is introduced into a
20mL vial.
After sealing the vial, they are pre-conditioned in an oven at 85°C during a defined time.

The headspace, i.e. the gaseous phase, is injected either into the gaseous phase chromatograph or into the E-Nose.

30000 •

Apparatus References Parameters
Static Headspace sampler HS 40 XL, 40 positions, Perkin Thermostatisation: 12min at 85°C,

Elmer Injection: 0.1min
Gaseous phase chromatograph Auto System XL, Perkin Elmer 4min at 60°C, 45°C/min at 130°C, Imin at

l30°C
Iniector CAP at 150°C

Column SUPEL-Q™ PLOT capillary Fused Silica, Porous divinylbenzene
column polymer phase, 30m x 0.32mm

Carrier gas : Helium 70kPa, 25cm/s
Mass spectrometer TurboMass, Perkin Elmer SIR scan: COS = 60, CS2 = 76

Interface: 200°C, Source: 180°C
Auto sampler HSIOO, Alpha MaS Thermostatisation: 12min at 85°C,

Injection: 2.5mL
Electronic nose with metallic FOX 3000, Alpha MaS Acquisition: 2min
oxide type captors Carrier gas : N2/02 sec, 150mLlmin

Table I. Analysis apparatus and methods

RESULTS
THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM
To identify or quantify the sulfur components released by the test materials the parameters of the thermodynamic
equilibrium must be defmed.
This equilibrium mainly depends on :

- the compound chemical nature,
- the rubber material chemical nature,
- the interaction between the compound and the material.

Figures Iand IIshow the areas of the chromatogram peaks obtained from the sulfur components according to
the pre-conditioning time (lh to 24h) of test materials.
They show that the thermodynamic equilibrium is not reached before a minimum pre-conditioning of:

~ 12b for the sterilization seal (CS2 and COS) and the baby bottle nipple (COS),
~ 24b for the baby bottle nipple (CS2).

I
I 1;Peak area (u I

40000 r--------------------,

Sterilization seal
Pre-conditioning at 85°C

10000

•
20000

o
•• •• • •

o 5 10 15 20 25

Pre-conditiooiog time (hI

Figure I. Peaks areas of sulfur components injunction of the pre-conditioning time at 85°C
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Baby bottle nipple
Pre-conditioning at 85°C

,Peak area lu21
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Figure II. Peaks areas of sulfur components in function of the pre-conditioning time at 85°C

QUANTITATION
Once the thermodynamic equilibrium reached, the multi head-space extraction (MHE), that best enables to
approach the real quantity of a compound contained in a sample, is verified for both test materials.

So, table II shows that at least 3 extractions are necessary for an optimal quantitation of CS2 released by the test
material. As regards to COS, the mono-extraction is enough.

Sample Compounds
Pre-conditioning C) C2 C3 C4 Cs

time Ih] Ippm] Ippm] Ippm] Ippm] Ippm)

COS 3 3 2 2 2 2

Sterilization 24 9 10 9 9 9
seal CS2 3 2 2 2 2 2

24 5 7 7 7 7

COS 3 6 7 7 7 7
Baby bottle 24 20 22 22 22 22
nipple CS2 3 31 62 59 59 60

24 142 246 217 213 212
Table II. Quantitalion of sulfur components according to the number of extractIOns

Note: Cj = Concentration at extraction i.

HS-GC-MS vs E-Nose

After a positive pre-study related to the detection of sulfur components by the E-Nose method, a comparative
analysis of the 2 analysis methods for the quantitation of sulfur components released by the baby bottle nipple is
realized.

First, the E-Nose is « trained» to detect sulfur components released by the nipples basing on the concentrations
of sulfur components determined by the HS-GC-MS method
After multivariable statistic treatment of the results obtained through E-Nose, this training allows to create a
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) type plan which discriminate the whole of the compounds detected by the
E-Nose. Figure III shows a PCA plan obtained from 5 nipples
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Figure III.peA Plan after analyzing 5 nipples

Secondly, the quantification of sulfur components released by a nipple (X2) is realized by both analytic methods:
HS-GC-MS and E-Nose.
For the X2 nipple, the concentrations of the sulfur components so obtained (cf. table III) are coherent and similar
for both methods.

Compounds Concentrations Ippm)
HS-GC-MS E-nose

COS 21* 23
(20 ;22 ;20)** (23 ;23 ;22)

CS2 49 55
(45 ;57 ;47) 157 ;56 ;53)

Table III.QuanlltatlOn ofsulfor components [ppm]
-NippleX2-

*: average concentration for 3 measures
**: between brackets, concentrations of the 3 measures

DISCUSSION
o Seeing the results obtained by the HS-GC-MS and E-Nose methods, they are well adapted to the simultaneous
quantitation of the sulfur components CS2 and COS in rubber materials.

To make an electronic Nose quantitation, a preliminary quantitation must be realized by a HS-GC-MS method,
and the electronic Nose must be trained to detect the compound to quantify.

49 For these methods to be reliable, the thermodynamic equilibrium must be reached. For this, a preliminary
pre-conditioning of the samples in a sterilizer at a given temperature and for a given time is required.
The temperature must be chosen so that the material doesn't degrade and the desorption of the tested sulfur
components is accelerated .

• On an industrial point of view, the HS-GC-MS method with pre-conditioning may require too much time for
a routine analysis. However, the HS-GC-MS method in MHE mode is particularly well adapted to the
quantitation of compounds issued from the degradation of the « rubber» manufacturing accelerators, and
especially for CS2•

The E-Nose method will take over for the routine analysis such as quality control during production (go / no go).
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CONCLUSION
The toxicity of sulfur components being well-known, we consider that an action to fix a limit to the presence of
these sulfur components in rubber objects coming into contact with food products or direct contact with young
children should be taken by the Public Health Services.
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Standardization in Transport Packaging

The increasing global market has led to that transport packages are becoming a more vital and

important factor to the industry in it's strive for competitiveness.

In order to set good guidelines for adequate packaging, the development of standardized test

methods is very important.

A broad overview of ongoing work on different methods to simulate and determine transport

conditions and their effects on cargo will be described.

Among test methods covered are:

stacking test

vibration test

horizontal impact test

stability test

drop test

programmed horizontal impact test

Many of these methods are now under revision, using as background material measurements

from different sources. To ensure that these measurements are of 'good quality there is also

within the European CEN organization an ongoing elaboration of a series of handbooks under

the headline "Transportation loads - Measurement and analysis of dynamic mechanical loads",

which also will be described.

Also the different standardization organizations, such as the global ISO and IEC and European

organizations such CEN and CENELEC and the American ASTM and 1STA will be described and their

Technical Committees where test methods for packages and transport stresses for packaging are

developed.

CONTACT

Thomas Trost
STFI-Packforsk, Torshamnsg. 24
SE-164 93 Kista-Stockholm, Sweden
Tel: +46-8-676 70 87,e-mail: thomas.trost@stfi.se
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ESTIMATION OF THE TRANSPORT SEVERITY BY AN ENERGY
APPROACH

Damien Erre, Serge Odof and Jean-Baptiste Nolot

The measuring of the dynamic events that occur to packages in different transportation methods offers

very useful information to design and test packages to potential hazards like drops and vibrations. The

usual methods record the acceleration-time histories for all events with a portable digital sensor and use

the power spectral density (PSO) to characterize the vibrations occurring in the distribution

environment.

This study will investigate a complementary approach: the severity of different trips can be compare

from the estimation of the energy provided really to the pallets. We propose a simple method using the

PSO to estimate the mechanical power received by a pallet. Let us specifY that the calculated PSO gives

indeed the square acceleration per frequency bandwidth but not the energy that was put into this

system: this energy must be obtained from a simplified pallet model and extrapolated for the complete

during of transport.
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Development of Transport Cushioning for Fresh Persimmons

Siriwan Tungsangprateep, Bussakom Praditaniyakul, Ratchaneewan Kulchan,
Supoj Prateepthinthong, and Sakkhee Sansupa

ABSTRACT

Based on a study on present utilization of packaging for fresh persimmons marketed by the Royal
Project, there have been a few damages from bruising during storage in recent years because a cushioning has
been used to protect produces from damages during transportation. However, using such cushioning was
inconvenient as well as time and labor consuming. In addition, over packing to maximize packing weight was
frequently occurred to raise transported quantity from farm to packing house because there was no clearly
standardized cushioning. Thus, packing weight was generally around 20-23 kg per crate which exceeded the
suggested value of 15 kgfor easy carrying by hand led to difficult handling. In addition, over packing resulted in
an increase in bruising and scratching during transportation. Therefore, the development of cushioning was
emphasized to solve the mentioned problems. The developed cushioning having 35 cm width and 54 cm length
was made from sponge sheet type Cw, able to contain 25 fruits per layer and three layer cushioning could be
placed in a crate. A special design corrugated fibreboard (B flute) lid was placed on the top of each layer to
protect inside fruits from pressure and stress during storage, handling and transportation. Two different height
of 4.8 and 6 cm were made and were coded as A and B respectively. Persimmons variety P-2 were pack using A,
B and present cushioning (coded as Control) and then delivered from Royal Ang Khang Agricultural Research
Station to packing house in Chiangmai. It was found that there were no bruised fruits from the three samples at
arrival. In contrast, fruits packed using A and B (2.7 % deterioration) showed lower deterioration after aging
than Control (7.5 % deterioration). Besides, results on sensory evaluation of peel and unpeeledfruits presented
that there were no significant different between A, B and Control at 95% confidence. Similarly, weight losses of
A, B (1.6 %) were hardly different from Control (1.4 %). Besides, both A and B were preferred by users due to
ease of packing and handling. With versatile design and materials enable A and B to be a cushioning for other
fruit varieties as well. The overall packing weight using the developed cushioning was also reduced to
approximately 9-12 kg per crate. Less volume of sponge sheets were usedfor making A so it was better choice
than Bfor practical application.

INTRODUCTION

Fresh persimmons are high potential produce in terms of sale values and manufacturing among the
temperate fruits marketed by the Royal Project Foundation. As seen from the facts that they were top ten in sale
values and categorized as target plants for culture promotion in the foundation (information from Department of
Research, Royal Project Foundation). Especially the variety Xichu (P2) which the production capacity has been
continuously increased for a past few years and popular among consumers in Thailand. Normally, the fruits were
harvested at firming state and the protective cushioning has been utilized thus the damaged fruits from bruising
during transportation have been rather low. However, using such cushioning that easily made by using
corrugated paper board and sponge sheet as liner in a plastic crate and placing corrugated paper board between
the layer of the fruits led to unreliable packing, inconvenient to pack as well as time and labor consuming. Since
no clearly defined standard for the cushioning, the over packing weight was frequently occurred to maximize
the packing weight. Therefore, the packing weight was approximately 20-23 kg per crate exceeding the
suggested values of 15 kg for ease of manual handling. Furthermore, over packing means an increase in bruising
and scratching during transportation. This study was conducted to develop a protective cushioning for
transportation of fresh persimmons and evaluate the functional properties of the developed cushioning in field
test.



Weight loss (%) = initial weight (g) - weight before aging (g) xl 00
initial weight (g)

(Eq.2)

MATERIALS AND METHOD

I.The information on handling and use of packaging during transportation from the Royal Ang Khang
Agricultural Research Station to packing house in Chiangmai for fresh persimmons in the foundation was
collected and analyzed to find the packaging requirements and design concepts for the development.

2.Two models of protective cushioning with different height were designed according to the requirements and
concepts and encoded as A and B. The prototypes were made for evaluation in field test.

3.The developed cushioning was used as protective packing materials for functional evaluation in field test.
3.1 Fresh Persimmons and Transportation

Fresh persimmons (variety Xichu or P2) were obtained from the Royal Ang Khang Agricultural
Research Station and transported to the destination based on the present procedure.
3.2 Packing Methods

Three layer fruits were packed in a plastic crate (565x370x293 mm) made from high density
polyethylene (HOPE) using three different cushioning as following:

-Control
The corrugated board and sponge sheet were lined in the crate and corrugated board was

placed between the fruit layers (Fig. I). Each layer contained 40 fruits.
-Packing by the developed cushioning (A and B)
The fruits were place into cushioning A and B which able to contain 25 fruits and covered with special

design corrugated board ( KA 185 ICA I25/KA 185, B flute ) as seen in Fig. I.

Control
Packing by cushioning

A and B

Fig. I Packing methods for functional evaluation in field test.

3.3 Testing Parameters
- Quantity of damaged fruits
The visual examinations were conducted two times, once at arrival to packing house in Chiangmai and

after aging to determine the quantity of damaged fruits. The bruised, scratched and rotting fruits were counted as
damages. The results were computed to percentage by Eq.l.

Damaged fruits (%) = numbers of damaged fruits xl 00
numbers of total fruits

(Eq. I)

-Weight loss
Each fruit layer were weighed initially and at arrival to packing house in Chaingmai, weight loss was

calculated according to Eq. 2 and the average values were reported in percentage.
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-Sensory Evaluation
After aging to remove astringence, sensory quality of unpeeled and peeled fresh persimmons was

evaluated by ten trained panelists using a 9 point hedonic scale where 9: like extremely to I: dislike extremely.
The quality attributes were evaluated in terms of appearance, color of calyx and flesh, ripeness, hardness and
overall acceptance for unpeeled persimmons. Similarly, the evaluated attributes were appearance, color, taste,
texture and overall acceptance for peeled persimmons.
3.4 Transportaion

The packed samples coded Control, A and 8 were transported from Royal Ang Khang Agricultural
Research Station to packing house in chiangmai by truck. The overall schematic of field test evaluation is
presented in Fig. 2.

Fresh persimmons
(Packing house, Royal Ang Khang Agricultural Research Station)

"'
I

Cleaning and grading I
"'

Fresh persimmons -ready to consume I Sensory
evaluation

Packing - Control
- Cushioning A
- Cushioning B

Weighing
I day

Truck transportation Visual examination

Packing house (Chiangmai) Weighing

I day
Storage at ambient temperature

COz-aging to remove astringence

3 days

Storage at 5 °c r1 Visual examination I
2 days

I I
I I

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of overall procedures for field test evaluation.

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION

Packaging Requirements
The collected information indicated that new protective cushioning were necessary to standardized

transportation and packing method. In addition, the new materials were able to help decrease bruising and
scratching from over packing caused by using the old cushioning. The designed concept included providing
protective function, lowering packing weight to standard level which was ~ 15 kg ( ITC,200 I), ease for handling
and packing as well as having standard size matching to transport crates.
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Development of Transport Cushioning
Sponge sheets were selected as material for making cushioning due to their appropriated properties egg.

good flexibility, excellent force absorption and affordable price. The sponge sheets type CW having 1.2 cm
thickness were cut according to the structural design shown in Fig. 3 and 4 for cushioning A and B respectively.
Each layer was glued to obtain the 25 fruit-cushioning pad with 34 cm width, 54 cm length and two different
height of 4.8 cm (A) and 6.0 cm (B). Three layer of A and B can be properly placed in the transport crate enable
a crate to hold 75 fruits (approximately 9-12 kg).

The cover sheets made from corrugated board KA 185 ICA I25IKA 185, B flute (Fig.3 ) were designed
for covering on top of each layer to help fix the fruits in place and absorb impact during transportation.

R3.Scrn

C"Tl

(,,5 cm R3.Scm

E
" R3.1 em

R2.3cm

cm

Cushioning A

Cover lid

R3.Scm

R3.Bcm

R3.1 ern

R2.3cm

Rl.lScm

Fig. 3 Structural design of cushioning A, B and cover sheet for transportation offresh persimmons
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Functional Evaluation
The fruits exhibited fresh look and no damaged fruits were observed in visual examination at arrival to

packing house in Chiangmai for all of three samples (Control, A and B). But after aging, damaged fruits due to
rotting packed by using A and B (2.7%) were almost three times lower than Control (7.5%). The rotten fruits
from A and B were caused by prior invisible scratches from insects, accidents during harvesting, and etc. where
as the rotten fruits from Control were caused by same reasons as A and B plus bruising and scratching during
transportation which were invisible by eyes in the first examination at arrival. The results showed that even the
fruits were properly pack by using Control, damaged fruits during transportation were found. Consequently, A
and B provide enough protection from physical injuries during transportation as well as fixing packing volume.

Weight loss were almost same for all of samples (1.4% for Control and 1.6% for A and B). The values
were lower than the maximum unacceptable range of 3-1 0% that causes over dried appearance (Kulchan et. aI.,
2002). In addition, the fruits still fresh and had good appearance. The results of sensory evaluation for unpeeled
and peeled persimmons are presented in Table I and 2 respectively. There were no significant difference among
the three samples in all attributes at 95% confidence. All samples were acceptable as seen from the score higher
than five (7-8 for unpeeled fruits and 6-8 for peeled fruits).

Both A and B exhibited better protective performance as Control without disturbing appearance of the
fruits, weight loss as well as sensory quality of both unpeeled and peeled fruits. In addition, the developed design
allow A and B to be easily applied for other fruit varieties. However, A was better choice because less materials
were required for production which means lower material cost than B.

T bl I A ti ·b t f I d fr ha e verage scores or sens~ attrl u es 0 unpee e es persImmons
Attributes Appearance Color of calyx Color of fruits Ripeness Hardness Overall acceptance
Control 6.3 6.3 6.5 6.8 7.2 7.8

A 6.5 6.2 6.9 6.9 7.6 7.3
B 6.5 6.1 6.6 6.7 7.3 7.2

a e verage scores or sens()_ryattn utes 0 .pee e es I persImmons
Attributes Appearance Color Taste Texture Overall acceptance
Control 6.3 6.3 6.5 6.8 7.8

A 6.5 6.2 6.9 6.9 7.3
B 6.5 6.1 6.6 6.7 7.2

T bl 2A ti b f Idfrh
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CONCLUSIONS

The transport cushioning (A and B) were developed to improve the performance of present packaging
materials especially protective function, packing volume and reliability. Both A and B showed better protective
performance and non significant different quality parameters in terms of weight loss and sensory quality to
Control. The structural design and selected materials enable A and B for convenient applying to other fruit
varieties. A was better alternative cushioning than B due to lower material cost.
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Development of Packaging for Frozen "Pad-Thai" Fried Noodle
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Supannee Vorakitsitisatom, Sineenart Chariyachotilert, Sompom Kongcharoenkiat

ABSTRACT

The packaging of frozen fried "Pad-Thai" noodle was studied The targeted consumers for this product were
small-sized families and the concept of consumers' convenience was emphasized A plastic tray capable of being
heated in a microwave oven was chosen as inner packages. Two styles of trays were developed. Trays with
single and double compartments were designed for single pack and double packs, respectively. Various shapes
of tray namely square; rectangular, round and oval were formed for both packs and tested for consumers'
preference. Plastic forks were included for customers' convenience. The logo of the product was "2u" to convey
the good intention of producers in preparing foods for consumers. Outer packages were plastic pouches in forms
of pillow packs printed with the logo, a picture of cooked noodle, net quantity, manufacturer's name,
ingredients, nutrition facts and instruction for heating in a microwave oven. The warm colors as red and orange
hue were used for the label background

INTRODUCTION
Freezing has been a major factor in bringing convenience foods to the home, restaurant, and

institutional establishments. Freezing preserves foods without causing major changes to food characteristics.
Many steps of food preparations have been done by food processors instead of housewives or chefs. Diverse
food items or even complete courses of dinner have been commonly frozen. Some products are sold in their final
serving dishes (Potter and Hotchkiss, 1995). Consumers in the U.S.A. have demanded for convenience, variety,
quality, healthfulness, and value from the food they consume. The frozen food industry has responded to this
requirement by introducing novel food products packaged in microwave-safe materials (Erickson and Hung,
1997). Some Thai foods have followed the same trend by being already cooked and sold frozen. They include
typical fast foods such as rice with curry, fried rice, and fried noodle known as "Pad-Thai".

Because of the tendency of water vapor to sublime from frozen food surfaces to colder surfaces in
freezers and storage rooms, packaging materials for frozen foods should have a high degree of resistance to the
permeation of water vapor. Most foods expand of freezing some to the extent of 10% of their volume. Therefore,
packages for frozen foods should be strong and flexible. As with all foods that may be stored for months or
years, packages should be protective against light and air. Because frozen foods generally will be thawed at time
of use in their containers, packages should be liquid-tight to prevent leaking on thawing (Potter and Hotchkiss,
1995).

Numerous frozen entrees are packaged in plastic trays made of PP, CPET or mineral-filled polyester.
These trays have a variety of uses including packaging, cooking and serving of food. Consumers like the
reusability of the trays and tend to perceive foods that are packaged in plastic trays as being higher in quality
than hose using only plastic pouches (Erickson and Hung, 1997). The most common use of plastic bags made of
polyolefin, or polyester laminates in the frozen food industry is for the packaging of fruits and vegetables
(Jeremiah, 1996).

This study was aimed to develop packages for frozen "Pad-Thai" fried noodles on the basis of
consumers' convenience so that they could be used as a marketing tool for the product.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A survey of eating habit was done with 100 random consumers. Another survey about the packaging of

frozen Thai foods already available in market was performed. The information collected was applied to the case
of fried noodle. Inner packages of fried noodle were developed and commented by a set of 100 random
consumers. The graphic design on outer packages was also developed and tested by another set of 100 random
consumers. All surveys and consumer tests took place at Kasetsart University, Bangkok. The most preferred
package and graphic design were selected.
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RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
"Pad- Thai" fried noodle was one of the delicious and famous Thai cuisines. It was composed of a lot of

ingredients namely rice noodle, oil, egg, dried shrimp, sweet pickled radish, soy bean curd, bean sprout, Chinese
chives, crushed peanut, sugar, fish sauce, vinegar, and chili powder. Cooking was veritably difficult and required
some experience to stir fry noodles with all other ingredients to yield proper flavor without burning them. Hence,
it was usually prepared by food vendors. As Thai people were accustomed to convenient stores easily found
elsewhere in Thailand, they also got used to buying quick meals from the stores. These meals came in forms of
both freshly cooked foods and frozen foods of which heating facility using a microwave oven was provided free
of charge. A variety of quick frozen meals available included rice, macaroni, and spaghetti and noodle products.
Pad-Thai fried noodle seemed to fit the concept of bringing tasty but difficult to prepare foods to consumers via
processing method of freezing and distribution channel of convenient stores.

The survey for eating habit of Thai consumers of which 37% was students disclosed that 83 % of them
did not do the cooking at home. If they wanted to buy foods, 22% went to food stalls, 14% to convenient stores,
while 8% to supermarkets. The quantity of rice consumption in each meal was approximately 200-300 grams
depending on being females or males. 22% of consumers ate cooked frozen meals twice a month, while 14% of
them got 3 to 4 times of frozen meals per month. Another survey showed that packaging of frozen Thai meals
mostly utilized unprinted plastic trays with plastic lids as inner packages. Some products carried printed paper
labels on the lids and used transparent plastic pouches as outer packages to allow label visibility. Meanwhile
some products used printed paperboard cartons as outer packages.

The target consumers aimed during structural design of fried noodle packages were small-sized families
who usually bought ready or partially cooked foods. It was assumed that consumers required great
convenience in living. They employed microwave heating. The inner packaging aspects were designed to be
unprinted plastic trays capable of filling 300g of fried noodle and withstanding the heating in microwave ovens
before serving products in the same trays. Therefore, trays could be made of CPET or PP (Erickson and Hung,
1997). Plastic forks were intentionally provided inside the packages for consumers' convenience. Outer packages
would be printed plastic pouch to act as labels and protectors against moisture sublimation during storage (Potter
and Hotchkiss, 1995). The choice of polyolefin was considerable (Jeremiah, 1996).

2.2

1.2

1.3
Figure I Single compartmented trays

1.1 Rectangular shape: 160x 140x40 mm
1.2 Square shape: 135xl35x40 mm
1.3 Oval shape: 190x120x40 mm
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2.3 Figure 2 Double compartmented trays

2.1 Square shape: 280x 140x40 mm
2.2 Oval shape: 280x 140x40 mm
2.3 Circular shape: 200x40 mm

-------- ----
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Figure 3 Space for holding a fork on the outside of a tray

Developed plastic trays were divided into single and double compartments for single pack and double
packs respectively. They came in many shapes as shown in Figures 1-2. On the outside of the tray bottom, a
space was defined to accommodate a fork (Figure 3) The logo of fried noodle was "2U" to imply that the food
inside was specially prepared and brought to the consumers. The logo used a number and a letter together to
signify the digital period in the society. It was anticipated to be striking and easily remembered by the younger.
The outer plastic pouch was planned to be a pillow pack form. The pouch blank was divided into three labeling
panels. The middle panel having 50% in area was the principal display panel which would exhibit the identity,
logo, picture and quantity of the product. The top and bottom panels which were 25% each in area would show
manufacturer's name, ingredients, nutrition fact and cooking instruction. Five designs of the label were shown in
Figure 4.

Consumers of which 56% were students preferred the rectangular tray with single compartment to other
structures with the score of 39%. The two compartmented tray in an oval shape also obtained the consumer
acceptance for creation with the score of 45%. Graphic design 4 with the prominent red color as background was
chosen as the most preferred label with the score of 55%.
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Figure 4 Graphic designs on outer plastic pouches with different background colors.
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CONCLUSION
Pad- Thai fried noodle in the frozen form could be sold in convenient stores for consumers requiring

quick meals. The product packaging emphasizing the concept of convenience was developed. The inner
packages were rectangular shaped trays with single compartment and two compartmented trays in oval shapes.
The outer packages utilized plastic pouches in pillow pack form. The graphic and logo were also developed and
tested by random consumers for preference.
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PREDICTING COLOUR MODIFICATIONS DUE TO TRANSPARENT
PACKAGING MATERIALS USING A REFLECTANCE

SPECTROCOLORIMETER

Serge Odof, Jean-Baptiste Nolot and Damien Erre

When a product is packed with a transparent material the resulting colour is a priori difficult to predict.

Does the colour product influence the package colour, or does the package colour influence the product

colour? For marketing considerations, it is sometimes essential to answer this question. Even if a

colour measurement is easy to process when package and product are joined together, in most

development processes this is done at the beginning of the production, and it's too late to correct

mistakes.

Usually the way to avoid colour problems is to take into account the opacity in the schedule of

conditions. Unfortunately this is not a spectral measurement and this data is not enough precise in terms

of colour modification and can lead to production defects.

The aim of this work is to develop a characterisation method permitting a priori such a colour

prediction with a reflectance spectrocolorimeter, even if the transparency of the material is essential and

should normally leads to the use of a transmittance spectrometer. We will show how to simply

characterize a transparent material in terms of spectral transmittance and reflectance, and then analyse

the couple product package in terms of colours. Then using colorimetric equations we can analyse in

terms ofCIELab or I IE the colour modification due to upper material.
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Influence of Packaging Design on Littering Behavior

ABSTRACT

Litter is an environmental and social problem that is closely related to packaging. Many attempts have
been made to reduce litter. So far these attempts have mainly focused on influencing littering behavior either
through general campaigns or through manipulating the environment. The latter might be done through
strategic placement of prompts and litter bins and through cleaning up any previous litter. So far, little or no
attention has been paid to the influence of the littered object itself This paper proposes that the design of a
packaging influences the changes of it being littered Two empirical studied will be presented that support this
proposition. Both studies were performed in a university cafeteria. The first study looks at placing anti-litter
labels on packaging, comparable to health warnings on cigarettes. This study was performed using single-use
coffee cups. The presence of the label reduced litter significantly. The second study looked at the influence of
reclosability of soft-drink packaging. The study compared a PET bottle with a carton packaging with a tear-off
closure. The PET bottle resulted in significantly less litter.

INTRODUCTION

Littering is a social and environmental problem. It is perceived as untidy by most people and can be
harmful to the health of humans and wildlife. Yearly communities spend substantial amounts of money on
cleaning up litter. Hence reduction of litter has received a lot of attention, both from scientists and governments.
In this paper the following definition of litter is used: Those forms of trash that either originate by people
throwing away or leaving behind artifacts they consider functionless in places not officially intended or
designatedfor such a purpose, or that end up in such places by indirect action or inaction of people. '(translated
from Terpstra et aI., 1979). Trash is here taken to mean items for which the proper way of disposal would be to
put them in a trash receptacle, like an ashtray or a waste bin. With this limitation it is possible to distinguish
some major sub-categories of litter by their nature and how people acquired it, namely:

packaging materials and disposables such as coffee cups and napkins
leaflets and handbills (i.e. information carriers) and
product remains, such as cigarette butts and fruit peelings.

The different strategies for minimizing litter, that have been applied in practice, will be discussed. These
strategies can be divided into antecedent strategies and consequence strategies, occurring either before or after
the act of littering respectively. Antecedent strategies that have been applied are related to factors that have been
found to be relevant in literature. Firstly, litter already present in a certain location is found a relevant factor, i.e.
litter begets litter (for a review of literature see Curnow et. al. 1997, p.3I). A second strategy is aimed at the
trash receptacles. Attempts are made to reduce litter by reconsidering the number, the design and the placement
of trash receptacles (for a review of literature see Curnow et. al. 1997, p.34). A third antecedent strategy is
communication. In general, this strategy is the most widely studied approach in littering literature, as noticed by
Stem and Oskamp (1991, p. 1055-1057) in their review of the literature. This communications strategy can take
several forms. Firstly there is direct communication on a site in the form of prompts. Many studies have been
performed on the phrasing of such signage. Hansmann and Scholz (2003) give a review of research concerning
the effective design of explicit anti-littering messages. They found evidence that prompts phrased as requests
work better than those phrased as orders. Furthermore prompts are more effective if they contain a more specific
description of the desired behavior. Next to that, there are more general public campaigns, such as the Keep
Britain Tidy campaign (www.encams.com). Many countries around the world have similar campaigns that are on
a city or national level. However, doubts have been raised as to the effectiveness of such campaigns (e.g. Kraus
et al. 1996, p. 288). A final strategy is that of educational programs which have been designed for use at schools.
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Next to these antecedent strategies there are consequence strategies which take effect after the act of littering or
non-littering. These are either rewards or punishments. Punishment usually is in the form of fines. Even though
most countries have laws against littering, these laws usually are not actively enforced. As the risk of littering,
which is determined by the chance of a fine and its subsequent amount, is limited no real effect can be expected.
That a system of fines can be effective is shown by Singapore where legislation is very strict and fines for
littering can be as high as 1000 dollars, resulting in very clean streets. Yet, most local authorities consider this to
be too much of an authoritarian approach.
Instead of punishing, several reward systems have been tried, such as lotteries. These have shown effect for the
specific packaging related to the reward, but no long-lasting effects have been measured. For a discussion see
Stem and Oskamp (1991, p. 1056).

An act of littering can be described by three aspects; the environment, the littered item and the litterer.
As said the environment and the litterer have been subject to numerous studies. Remarkably though, the
influence of the littered object has been widely neglected. Literature presents but few examples of studies related
to the influence of the littered object. One of these examples is presented by Kraus et al. (1996, p. 277), who
studied the influence of the size of handbills, but found no significant influence. The only aspect of the littered
object that has received considerable attention is the difference in littering of cigarette butts and other types of
litter (e.g. Cialdini, et. aI., 1990). Yet, it is not difficult to imagine that several aspects of the littered object
influence the actions of the person using it. Or as Williams et al. (1997, p. 56) found: .... many people
consistently littered some objects but binned others. Cigarettes, organic items, and very small objects were more
likely to be littered than other objects. The type of object and the way in which the person perceives that object
once its initial use has been completed has an impact on how they dispose of it. For example PET bottles tended
to be reused and carried by many people while food wrappers - particularly once they were wet - often became
messy and were disposed of quickly. ' What is proposed in this paper is that the characteristics, i.e. the design, of
the littered object has a significant influence on the chances of it being littered. This means the packaging
designer could use his design to influence the littering behavior of the users of his product.
The notion of influencing people towards more sustainable behavior through design is not new. Jelsma and Knot
(2002), discuss the concept of product scripts, which they define as .... a product layout guiding the behavior of
the user, in a more or less forceful way, to comply with values and intentions inscribed into the product by its
designer. ' In the field of litter prevention the concept of influencing behavior through design has been applied to
the design and placement of trash receptacles by De Kort et al. (2004), who call it norm-activating design.
Through design of trash receptacles they reminded people of socially desirable behavior. As De Kort et al. state,
there are two options for norm-activation; explicitly through prompts or implicitly through design characteristics.
It stands to reason that if this approach is effective for trash receptacles, it will also apply to the design of the
littered items. Of the three sub-categories of litter mentioned before only the packaging materials and
disposables are designed, or to be more precise, have a true potential for design change.
To approach this problem a first phase of the project focused on formulating packaging design guidelines that
were thought to have a influence on the user's littering behavior. In the end 15 guidelines were developed
(Wever, et aI., 2006). The guidelines were: I. Provide clear indications for proper use (use cues). 2. Prevent
closures coming loose from the package. 3. Treat each separately packed sub-unit as if it were a single package.
4. Try to give the package a second function after use. 5. Put a label on the package that states decomposition
time. 6. Give the package an appearance of higher value. 7. Make the user more aware of the package. 8. Design
the package in such a way that it can be re-c1osed and carried along. 9. Give the package more volume and
stiffness. 10. Design a package that keeps the user occupied. 11. Design a package that contributes positively to
the user's image. 12. Design the pocketing of the packaging to be a ritual. 13. Assure free use of hands as much
as possible while using the package. 14. Design a package that can be put away compactly and cleanly. 15.
Design the package to function as a trash bin for products remains.
These guidelines were based on theory and common sense, and hence have no empirical backing yet. This paper
reports on two subsequent empirical research projects conducted to verity the validity of these guidelines. It
should be noted here that not all guidelines are applicable to all types of littering behavior. For a more detailed
discussion is referred to Wever, et al. (2006).

STUDY 1: ANTI-LITTERING LABELS

The first study performed was to test one of the more straightforward guidelines, namely the placement
of a label with the decomposition time. This guideline was based on the idea that lack of knowledge can prevent
socially acceptable behavior. Even though the effect of providing knowledge is often overestimated by
authorities, it can be effective for a part of the population (Nelissen & Kok, 1991). This guideline is aimed at the
littering behavior of the 90% litterer (Curnow and Spehr, 2001). These are people that would normally dispose of
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their trash correctly, but might not do so if they have the (incorrect) believe that something will decompose
quickly anyway (fruit peelings), or is to small to bother (cigarette butt).
The execution of littering research is difficult. Even though there seems to be a lot of litter, acts of littering are
relatively scarce and often performed in secret. Hence observing fully natural littering behavior is very difficult.
Therefore concessions were done to create an operable research set-up. The research was performed in the
building of Industrial design Engineering (IDE). It contains a large central space that contains the canteen and
workspaces for students. It has two advantages, the first being that a lot of littering occurs in the building,
making measurements easier, the second being the relatively closed environment for the experiment, letting only
small number of products leak out. The obvious disadvantage is that litter left behind in a building does remain
there long enough to decompose, yet the littering behavior is still closely linked to the 90% Iitterer, because of
the believe of the litterer that something left behind will soon be cleaned by some staff member.
For the execution of the experiment several products were considered that were being introduced into this
environment anyway. Criteria for the selection of a product were the number of products introduced on a normal
day and the ease with which a label could be applied. Furthermore it was necessary to ensure that it was a
product that could not be brought into the building in a different way that through the selected outlet, otherwise
this would endanger the reliability of the experiment. Based on these requirements the coffee cups from the
coffee bar were selected.
A label had to be designed to address the littering of these cups. The design of the label had to be clear and
distinctive. On many current packaging there already is a relatively small symbol indicating that the package
should be binned. This symbol is clearly to small to have a strong norm-activating effect. Therefore, labels on
cigarette packages were taken as a example, as they are known to be noticed. The text that was used was "Throw
this cup in the litter bin, otherwise it will still be here 6 months from now ... ". Figure I shows a coffee cup with
the label applied (in Dutch), Figure 2 shows a label with the translated label.
Measurements were performed during the weeks before Christmas, first without the labels, then with the labels.
In the first weeks of the new year an additional measurement was performed to test the lasting effect of the labels.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The canteen service does not collect data on the number of cups sold. The only data available was the
number of clients at the coffee bar. As the idea behind the research set-up was to not let people be aware they are
in an experiment, direct observation to count the number of cups was not an option. Hence 23 subsequent clients
were observed to estimate the average number of cups sold per client. This average was 1.3. This method is not
very exact, but the number of cups is only used to estimate the litter percentage. If it is assumed that the average
number of cups sold per person is steady during the entire experiment, it should not affect the results. In the test
before the application of the labels the litter percentage was 11,2%. With the labels applied this dropped to
6,71 %. In the after test some weeks later the percentage had increased again to 14, I% (see Table I).

# of cups (average
Date # of clients 1.3 per client) Littered cups 0/0

Without label
Nov 29 - Dec 14 2430 3159 353 11,2

With label
Dec 16-20 929 1207,7 81 6,71

Afterwards
Jan 21 - 22 638 829,4 117 14,1

Total 3997 5196,1 551 10,6

Table 1: The number of littered cups counted.

To test whether the reduction is significant a l-test was performed. The reduction has a significance of 0.00 I.
Unfortunately the labels do not seem to cause a memory effect. The test several weeks later showed that the
litter percentage was back on the old level. However, this lack of lasting effect may be partly caused by the short
period in which the labels were applied. Furthermore the effectiveness of the labels is subject to the wording and
the design of the label. Obviously more research needs to be done to determine the optimal wording.
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STUDY 2: RECLOSABILITY

Throw this cup in the
litter bin, otherwise it

will still be here 6
months from now •••

Fig. t (left): a coffee cup with
label in Dutch from study 1.

Fig. 2 (above): The anti-littering
label (translated) from study 1.

Fig. 3 (right): The PET bottle
and Cartocan from study 2.

A second study was performed comparing two package designs for the same product, that differed on
several guidelines. The product that was selected was a soft drink. Criteria for this selection were the availability
of multiple designs in the current market, the willingness of the manufacturer to sponsor the research by
supplying the products, and the presence of the product in the canteen assortment. The latter point was important,
as the products would be presented free of charge to people buying lunch at the canteen, as if it were a
promotional campaign of the brand. This happened before with other products and therefore people would not be
suspicious of the gift, and unaware that they were taking part in a littering experiment.
The packages that were selected were a 0.5 liter PET bottle and a 0.33 liter Cartocan, a cylindrical carton can
with a tear-off closure (see figure 3). These packages differ on several guidelines. The bottle is reclosable,
ensuring that the empty package does not leak. Hence people will be more likely to carry it along until they
encounter a trash receptacle, as people are more likely to litter trash that is messy, or has a high risk of becoming
messy (Williams et al. ,1997, p. 56) The reclosability automatically makes the bottle fulfill the guideline of
providing a second function after use. People tend to re-use PET bottles for tap water (in countries where it is
tasteful enough to drink). Furthermore, the guideline concerning closures coming loose from the package has
some relevance. Both packages have closures that come loose, but the bottle cap is re-attachable whereas the
tear-off closure of the Cartocan is not. Finally the PET bottle complies with the guideline on increased volume
and stiffness. This guideline is specifically focusing on the type of littering behavior called wedging, forcing
packaging into cracks and holes of public furniture during moments of boredom.
The experiment was conducted in the same setting as the first study. People buying lunch at the canteen were
presented will a drink free of charge. 430 PET bottles were distributed the first day, and 394 Cartocan the day
after. During the day and at the end of the afternoon the number of littered packages were counted in the central
hall of the building and the adjacent educational rooms. Both entire packages and separate closures were counted.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As was expected based on the guidelines the PET bottles were littered less than the Cartocans. Of the
PET bottles 2,6% was littered, while 5,8% of the Cartocans was littered (see table 2). This has a significance of
0.05. In addition to this 16 of the tear-off closures of the Cartocan were founded littered, while non of the caps of
the PET bottle were found separate. If counting littered objects, this increases the significance to 0.001.

Littered loose % of packages
Package # of packages Littered J!ackages closures Ji!ackages + closures)

Cartocan 394 23 /6 5,8 (9,9)
PET bottle 430 II 0 2,6 (2,6)

Total 824 34 16 4,1 (6,1)

Table 2: The Dumber of littered packages counted.
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CONCLUSIONS

The experiments have shown that different design solutions lead to different littering behavior.
Significant reductions of littering were realized. The experiments provide a empirical basis for several guidelines.
The application of a clearly visible label concerning littering and decomposition time was found to have a
significant effect. Also the combination of reclosability and a second function after use was found to yield a
significant reduction in littering. Finally the number of loose tear-off closures from the Cartocan found, indicates
the sensibility of the guideline against closures coming loose. However, observations during the experiment
indicated that neither of the soft drink packages were found to be wedged, hence no conclusions can be drawn
concerning the effectiveness of the guideline on volume and stiffness. Apparently it is not relevant for soft drink
packages in this type of environment.
As with other anti-littering strategies the litter problem was not eliminated entirely. Hence litter reduction
through packaging design should be seen as an addition to the tools available for reducing littering. Designers
should realize the influence of their decisions on littering behavior, to enable them to balance this with the other
functional requirements the packaging has to fulfill. To this end more research should be performed in
establishing a empirical basis for all proposed guidelines.
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ABSTRACT
Thai hand-woven "Laimuk" cotton was an indigenous product from Nakornpanom province in the north-eastern
part of Thailand Its usual packaging was in the form of unprinted plastic bags. The new package design aimed
to give the product identity and to enhance aesthetics so that its sales could be promoted nationwide and
internationally. Transparent PP bags were still used as inner packages to give moisture protection. Rectangular
shapedfolding cartons in tray style made of duplex paperboard with a basis weight of 350 g/m2 served as outer
packages. The cartons were formed with self locking paperboard tabs. The carton height was designed to be
extensible to fit the various thickness of cotton. The color and beautiful weaving patterns of cotton could be
observed through carton windows. Gold-colored elastic bands were used for both the closing and decoration
functions of the cartons. The graphic design on the cartons contained Thai classical decoration patterns in gold
color as background Pictures of interesting cultural information and Sight-seeing places in Nakornpanom
province were printed on the carton back to emphasize its origin. The logo "Praepanom" meaning "the cloth of
Nakornpanom province" was also chosen to identify the origin of the products.
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INTRODUCTION
Package design has two components, graphics and structure. Most package design concerns graphics.

The brand equity resides in a purely graphic concept, a combination of colors, typeface, logos, and overall design
style. The structure of a container is extremely important. It is the profile that catches the eye in the store; it is
how the package feels in hand and how it opens and dispenses. Paperboard cartons make shipping and handling
of products easy and sometimes protect the product or inner containers. The cartons are large in size and provide
six surfaces for graphics and other information (Hine, 1995). The package is one of the most important factors in
maintaining quality for frozen foods. Apart from providing product protection, the package chosen is the
marketing vehicle by which the product is delivered to customers. The package must effectively communicate its
contents in an attractive way (Jeremiah, 1996).

Cotton is pure cellulose. It is composed of very long fibers connected together which make them highly
stable. Usually cotton can resist environmental changes without damaging its stability. It has been anciently
evident that cotton kept away from light and at fairly low temperature has retained its toughness even after 600
years of storage (SiIasutt, 1986).

Weaving has been regarded as one of human civilization. Usually fabric has conveyed tribal culture via
its materials, weaving process and decorative design. Many kinds of fibrous plants have been cultivated in the
north eastern part of Thailand, such as jute, kenaf and cotton. In addition, hand-made fabric from that region is
very famous and sold as souvenirs for visitors. "Laimuk" cotton is an indigenous product from Nakornpanom
province in the north-eastern part of Thailand. The typical packaging is in the form of unprinted plastic bags.
This study aimed to design new packages for the "Laimuk" cotton to give the product identity and to enhance
aesthetics so that its sales could be promoted nationwide and internationally.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The usual marketing of "Laimuk" cotton was surveyed. The new packages were designed using the

information from the survey and the concept of beauty intensification. Graphic design was also performed. The
designed structure and graphic of new packages were tested by 100 random consumers at Kasetsart University
for preference and acceptance.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
"Laimuk" cotton has been produced and sold domestically in Nakornpanom province in the north-

eastern part of Thailand. The usual packages were unprinted plastic bags or small carrying bags made of kraft
paper. They were general purposed retail packages for any merchandise. If the product was intended to be sold
nationwide and internationally, new packaging design would be a requirement. Since cotton naturally was quite
stable to environmental changes (Silasutt, 1986), the protection function of packaging was less concerned than
the advertising and communication functions. The design would emphasize on using the package as a marketing
vehicle to deliver the product to customers and effectively communicated its contents in an attractive way
(Jeremiah, 1996). The former unprinted plastic bags were still employed as an inner package to resist moisture
gain or staining of the packaged cotton. They could be made of polyolefin which was naturally moisture
resistant. Paperboard cartons were advantageous in their virtual strength and possession of surface area and
panels for labeling (Hine, 1995). Therefore, the paperboard carton was selected in the first choice for further
development of styles and graphic for the cotton in this study. The material used was a duplex paperboard with a
basis weight of350 g/m2

•

Cotton was cut as pieces in two lengths of 200 and 400 cm suitable for making a blouse and a dress
respectively. The cotton pieces were folded many times to the final shape of rectangles. The piece with a 200cm
length was about 2.5 high after folding, while the one with a 400 cm length was double high. Rectangular shaped
cartons were then designed to be in tray style having extensible height to hold cotton of either a 200 cm or 400
cm length. The extensibility of cartons was also beneficial for using with the coarse textured cotton which was
thicker than the smooth textured one. The outside dimensions of the carton were 275x 185x30 mm. The height
could be extended to be 50 mm. The carton flaps made into narrow strips were locked to form an inside tray to
hold the cotton in place. Inner tabs were self locked to form an inner lid. Outer tabs formed into outer lids were
tied with gold-colored elastic bands which served both decorative and closing functions. The carton windows
were put on the top panel of the cartons for product viewing prior to purchasing.

Three designs of paperboard cartons were developed. The major differences among them were the
shapes of carton windows, the appearance of the outer lids and the number of elastic bands ( Figure 1.1-13).
Three graphic designs on the cartons were made to contain Thai classical decoration patterns (Figure 2.1-2.3).
Pictures of interesting cultural information and sight-seeing places in Nakornpanom province were printed on the
carton backs to emphasize its origin. The logo "Praepanom" meaning "the cloth ofNakornpanom province" was
also chosen to identifY the origin of the products. The result of consumer preference tests showed that the design
of carton with single elastic band was chosen for the structural design from 61% of consumers. The graphic
design with the gold color for background was the most preferred from 64% of consumers.
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Figure 1.1 One elastic band and triangular windows



Figure 1.2 Two elastic bands and triangular windows

Figure 1.3 Two elastic bands and trapezoidal windows

Figure I Three structural designs of paperboard cartons for "Laimuk" cotton

l Figure 2.1 Background in gold color
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Figure 2_2 Background in blue color

Figure 2.3 Background in purplish pink
color

Figure 2 Three graphic designs of paperboard cartons for "Laimuk" cotton

CONCLUSION
New structural and graphic designs were conducted for Thai-woven "Laimuk" cotton. The inner

package was an unprinted polyolefin pouch to protect the cotton from moisture gain. The inner package was a
beautifully printed paperboard carton with an elastic band serving as a closing device and a decoration. The
graphic design emphasized on the Thai culture and the origin of the product.
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ABSTRACT

One Tambon One Product (OTOP) is a government policy of Thailand aiming to promote and
commercialize local wisdom in a community through product development. A major problem found in the
implementation of this policy is the lack of practical and attractive packaging, thereby limiting the opportunity
to promote the products and compete at national and international levels. The lemon grass tea product of Wat
Suwannaram's housewife group, Tambon Salaya, Puttamonton District, Nakorn Pathom province, is among the
community products facing a packaging problem. Its current packaging is merely a plain filter bag made from
paper, which is inconvenient for tea making yet unattractive. Therefore, this project proposes design and
development of new packaging for lemon grass tea, both the primary packaging and the secondary packaging.
The development process includes product realization, the survey of customers' need, the concept generation,
the concept testing, and the prototyping. The new design, validated by a packaging expert, satisfies customers
with more convenience for tea making and a more appealingform. Although the new package design increases
the overall product cost by approximately $0.02 per package, it is still acceptable for the market.

INTRODUCTION

Since 200 I, the One Tampon One Product (OTOP) Project has been the key policy of the Thai
government aiming to encourage people in each Tambon to utilize their local wisdom in a community to develop
products and services in order to generate more income as well as to raise their living status. In Tambon Salaya,
Nakorn Prathom province, lemon grass tea has been widely produced and sold to customers by the Suwannaram
housewife group. Its originality and flavor have made this lemon grass tea among the top OTOP products in the
area. Two types of tea have been produced, namely the roasted string tea and the ground tea in a filter bag,
which is more popular. One major problem the group realized is that the packaging of the tea is not attractive,
hence limiting an opportunity to expand the market to national and international levels. Its current packaging of
the ground lemon grass tea is merely a plain filter bag while the secondary packaging is a standard plastic bag
with a heat seal at the top. The label is printed on plain paper with an official looking one-color, with no picture
or graphic. Pictures of the current packaging, both the primary packaging and the secondary packaging are
shown in Figure I (a) and (b) respectively.

It can be seen that the current packaging is not attractive to customers, especially when placed side by
side with similar merchandise on vending shelves. It is also found that the current primary packaging is very
inconvenient for preparing a cup of tea. The bag floats almost instantly when it is put into boiled water.
Moreover, it takes quite a long time to get the right tea taste, so customers need to use an other accessory such as
a spoon or a stirring stick to facilitate faster blending and controlling the position of the bag.

Because the product itself is already well-known and popular, the housewife group wants to develop new
packaging for the ground lemon grass tea. The staff and students of the Department of Industrial Engineering,
Faculty of Engineering, Mahidol University thereby propose a new design and development of both the primary
and the secondary packaging of the lemon grass tea with the objectives to facilitate the making of the tea as well
as to attract customers.



(a)

Figure 1. Current Packaging of Grinded Lemon Grass Tea: (a) Primary Packaging and (b) Secondary Packaging

(b)

The packaging development process starts from studying the characteristics of the ground lemon grass tea,
the brewing process, the survey of customers' needs, the concept generation and testing, and the prototyping.
For the primary packaging development, necessary data are collected from both the producer and customers.
Data concerning the product characteristics, shelf life, production and packing processes, demand, channels of
distribution, and costs are collected by an in-depth interview with Ms.Somjai Narasodsai [1], Head of the
Suwannaram's housewife group. Samples of ground lemon grass tea and its packaging are also brought back for
a test at the Faculty's facilities.

Identification of customers' needs is carried out by interviewing 10 lead users who drink lemon grass tea
or other tea regularly. The questions aim to explore features that tea drinkers like/dislike for current packaging
as well as to collect suggestions for packaging improvements. Demonstration of tea preparing by each user is
also observed and recorded.

Different types of tea packaging available in the market along with several patents have been reviewed
for references. Six concepts of the new primary packaging are generated and by means of the Pugh
Methodology [2], three concepts are selected for further testing and prototyping. Assessment criteria for the
selection in the Pugh Methodology are 1) direction control of the bag, 2) size of packaging, 3) handle space, 4)
attractiveness, 5) the ability to be used with a variety of cups or containers, 6) cost, and 7) manufacturability.
Figure 2 (a), (b), and (c) shows the three concepts that have highest scores on the selection process.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Conceptual Design of Primary Packaging: (a) Bending Bag, (b) Bar-and-Bag, and (c) Dropping Bag

(c)

The prototypes of the selected concepts are then tested for both technical and marketing purposes. The
infusion test by time measurement as well as the taste of the tea were carried out under the supervision of the
housewife group members. Minor modifications were done at this stage to prepare for market testing. The
market testing is conducted by presenting the three prototypes to 100 consumers aged between 16-75 years and
enquiring about their interest and satisfaction on the packaging as well as their buying decision. The respondents
will also practice the use of the proposed concepts with various types of cups. The results of the test indicate
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that the bar-and-bag package, shown in Figure 3, receives the highest satisfaction. It is made of a filtered tea bag
similar to that which the housewife group is using presently, attached to a holder made of Polypropylene (PP)
plastic sheet, either heat sealed or stitched with food grade metal wire. The holder bar has two stop levels which
enable the user to grab the holder bar to stir the tea bag in hot boiled water as well as to rest the tea bag on the
side of the cup. Most of the respondents are pleased with this feature.

Figure 3. Primary Packaging (Bar-and-Bag) Prototype

Secondary packaging is important as its functions are to collect and cover the primary packaging, to
protect the product, and to facilitate retail trade as well as to motivate the buying of the customers. Upon
completion of the selection and development of the primary packaging prototype, the secondary packaging is
designed in conjunction with the primary one in order to supplement the notability of goods and the primary
packaging. The design is made in two parts namely the wrapper, which wraps the primary packaging, and the
retail box collecting the primary packaging and communicating with customers.

The wrapper is designed to emphasize the distinction of the filtered tea bag by its holder bar. 30 gram
soft paper in bronze is selected and folded to cover the primary packaging, using glueless self-hold flaps. A
graphic of lemon grass leaves, blending with a picture of a cup and the words "Lemon Grass Tea" is also printed
in full color on the paper as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Secondary Packaging - Wrapper

The retail box is designed for the row-placing of the tea bags and the ability to protect the product from
contamination. The carton, containing 15 individual tea bags, uses gold-color cardboard and glue to firmly hold
the flaps. A graphic display of lemon grass leaves, similar to that on the wrapper, is printed in full color on the
top and front of the box. Information regarding manufacturers, ingredients, expiration date, and other details
required by the regulations are placed at the back and the side of the box. The design and the use of the retail
box is shown in Figure 5 (a) and (b).



(a)

Figure 5. Secondary Packaging -Retail Box: (a) Outside View and (b) Inside View

(b)

The secondary packaging prototypes are also tested with consumers to verifY whether they are
commercializable. The results show that most of the respondents accept the design and are willing to pay
slightly a higher price for this type of packaging. Further, both the primary packaging and the secondary
packaging prototypes, along with the test results, are sent to the food packaging expert and the housewife group
for comments [3,4]. The overall responses are positive, and the only concern is manufacturing cost. Therefore,
minor adjustments such as shape and size of the holder bar, material selection, and graphic are made. The final
manufacturing cost of the new package is approximately $0.02 higher than that of the current one.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The new packaging design of the lemon grass tea follows the generic packaging development process
by focusing on benefits to the customers. A survey and analysis on the new lemon grass tea packaging finds
that the outstanding accomplishment is the practicability of the tea bag holder that can control the direction as
needed while the bag does not float. The primary packaging is different and modem, proving attractive for
consumers as no other products has developed along this line. The secondary packaging is a value-added benefit
for the product, and facilitates the packing by the housewife group members. Its limitation, however, may be
that a tag does not exist at the holder bar for the purpose of saving production costs. Limitation of secondary
packaging lies in the quantity and row-placing of tea bags in the primary packaging which results in having only
one size of retail box. The process of this packaging covers both technical and marketing development using
data collected from the producers and the lead users, plus model testing with the target group. All of these
contribute to the materialization and success of the packaging development
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Printing Sustainability on Biodegradable Film

Jay Singh, Keith Vorst, Malcolm Keif and Jessica Jacobson

ABSTRACT

During the past decade polylactide acid (PLA) polymer has been the subject of numerous researches
aimed at comparing it with traditional petroleum based polymers for many packaging applications. PLA is
biodegradable and derived from agricultural by-products such as corn starch or other starch-rich substances
like maize, sugar or wheat. While PLA is currently being used in many packaging applications with well
documented performance, little work has been done comparing printing processes and performance. This study
presents PLA printing performance and sustainability jindings using the commonflexography printing process.
Various analytical methods were used to evaluate performance and provide recommendations for optimized
printing on PLA as compared to PET, oriented PP and oriented ps. Results of this study found that PLA jilms
were comparable to printability and runability to standard petroleum basedflexible packagingjilms.

INTRODUCTION

Biodegradable polymers provide a potential solution to a wide range of environmental concerns
typically associated with conventional polymers such as greenhouse gas emissions and sustainability. One such
polymer, polylactide (PLA) is derived from lactic acid and has been received well by the medical and packaging
industry in recent years. PLA is manufactured from annually renewable sources such as com and is recyclable
and compostable. PLA has been researched internationally for its adaptability to practical applications such as
medical devices and packaging as compared to traditional petroleum based polymers. Auras et al. provided an
overview of PLA as packaging materials by discussing its physical, optical, rheological, processing, mechanical,
solubility, barrier, and degradation properties [I]. Sinclair et al. provided a similar report in their paper on
polylactic acid as a commodity packaging plastic [2]. Auras et al. compared food service containers made with
oriented PLA to those manufactured using PET and OPS by quantifYing their physical, mechanical, barrier and
compatibility properties [3, 4]. Martino et al. in their research on processing and mechanical characterization of
plasticized films for food packaging reported mechanical properties of PLA films for different plasticizer
concentrations and preparation conditions [5]. Results of a study involving characterization of L-polylactide and
L-polylactide-polycarprolactone co-polymers for use in cheese packaging applications were reported by Plackett
et al [6].

The purpose of this study was to research the runability and printability of PLA as compared to PET,
OPP and OPS and to discover some key considerations when printing on PLA with the tlexographic process.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A series of five films were selected for this study based on use and availability to the commercial
market. The two PLA films were 1.6 mil clear PLA on 1.2 mil PET liner and 2.0 mil clear PLA on 40 Ib white
kraft paper (Brenmarco; Omaha, NE). The PET, OPP, and OPS films were 2 mil respectively (Wilkinson
Manufacturing; Fort Calhoun, NE). An ink adhesion test was preformed prior to running inks and polymer films
on press. The surface energy of PLA was tested using the Accudyne test solution swabs to sample the film. A
large difference between the dyne level of surface energy in a material and the dyne level of surface tension in
ink, most often results in better print quality with the optimal dyne level being above three. The surface energy
of the film should be higher than the surface tension of ink because it is more practical and economical for a
printer to change the surface tension of a material than to change the inks on their press. Surface conditioned
film (corona or plasma treated) creates higher surface energy polymers. Most water-based inks have a surface
tension of about 36 dynes. The water-based inks used in this experiment where designed for PET and PP plastic
films, therefore leads to better ink adhesion for those particular films. Inks formulated specifically for PLA were
unknown. A draw-down test with the anilox-roll hand proofer was used to test ink adhesion to the film. Once
blown dry, a crinkle test determined that the adhesion was good enough to print on press.

Prior to running the film on the press, a test target in Adobe Illustrator was created to produce a plate as
shown in figure I. The image contains vector and raster images, a strip of solid, tick marks an eighth inch apart
along the lateral edge, slur targets, mUltiple point sizes, regular and reverse print, I through 100 percent density
patches, and some gradient strips. The digital plate was created through Esko's Cyrel Digital Imager (CRI) Spark
System. The plate was set at 150 line screen ruling, 68 degree angle, and black only, using a circular dot shape.
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The vertical distortion scale was set to 96.751 percent, and the system was calibrated. The plate was then placed
into the Cyrel FAST Dupont Exposure Unit for 23 seconds to process the back exposure. The carbon masked
plate material was positioned into the COl, in which a laser then began to ablate the mask creating a negative
image area. Following the setting of the floor and relief through the initial exposure, the plate was polymerized
by exposing the emulsion side using a main light source for eight minutes. The plate was then carried to the
Cyrel FAST Dupont Processor to remove the unexposed photopolymer prior to de-tack. The de-tack and post
exposure occurred back inside the Cyrel FAST. Prior to the plate running on the press, the BetaFlex334 system
was used to measure the dot area on the plate. The finished plate was then prepared and ready for press after
being mounted on a 16-inch diameter cylinder using the Mark Andy Conversource PM-160 .
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Figure 1: Test Target Used to Produce a Plate

PRINT ABILITY

I

t

The tests conducted to determine printability were: dot area, tone reproduction, optical/reflective
density, specular gloss, dot shape, visual tests, rub resistance, adhesion, and tensile strength. The dot area and
tone reproduction of the printed material were determined with a BetaFlex334 system. The density patches on
each film were measured in increments of five, from one to a hundred. The X-rite Spectrodensitometer 528 was
used to measure the densities of a solid black area on each film. The Novo-glass Statistical Glossmeter
(Rhopoint 60 degree angle model) determined the specular gloss of each film using the same solid black area.
Horizontal and vertical readings were taken. The ImageXpert system was used to determine the roundness of the
five percent dots on each film. A digital image was captured of the five percent dots using SonyXCD-X710
video camera. The dot roundness was defined by the ratio of the circumference ofa circle with the same average
radius to the perimeter length of the dot. Some other digital images were captured for visual comparisons, using
the same video camera system. They include samples of bridging at five percent dot and samples of font type
quality.

A TMI Ink Rub Tester determined the rub resistance of each material. 2" x 4" and 2.5" x 6" strips were
cut and taped onto the base and test block. A four-pound test block was placed on top of the base. The settings
were adjusted to 100 cycles at 42 cycles per minute. Scotch 3M Premuim Grade Transparent Cellophane 610
Tape was used to perform the adhesion test. A small two-inch piece of tape was placed in approximately the
same spot on every film and immediately pulled off after slightly patting it down. And lastly, the Testometric
CX M350-5KN system measured the elasticity, force, and breaking point of each film. An ASTM sample cutter
was used to cut the II" test strips.

RUNABILITY

Conventional methods were performed to setup the press. There were many variables attempted to
remain constant and controlled during the press run. The Flexo variables are hard to control because they are
almost all manual settings, which makes them more prone to error. The constants include: viscosity, pH,
impression, anilox roll, speed, dryer, and tension. Environmental Inks and Coatings Film Ink III system was
shipped at a viscosity of25-30 seconds on a #3 Zahn cup with a pH of9.0-9.3. Prior to running the ink on press,
a #3 Zahn cup was used to measure the viscosity of the ink. It measured at 50.9 seconds, which is higher than
normal. Too low pH levels usually result in an ink-transferring problem. The uncut ink measured at a pH level of
9.44. The desired level is between 9-9.3 for the Film III Ink System on a Flexographic press. However, the
average range for water-based inks is between 8-9.5, therefore the pH was within the tolerance level.

Water-based inks are more difficult to control on the press. Their viscosity and pH levels change with
time on the press. As the press continues to run, the amine starts to evaporate and the pH level decreases and the
viscosity increases. However, the run was so short that the viscosity and pH remained constant throughout the



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

press run. Environmental Inks recommended an addition of under ten percent of an ammonia substitute every
half hour. The press only ran an hour for about 700 feet of film. The impression was controlled using check
gauges that had the same diameter of the pitch surface being used. The impression was set by hand and varied
with polymer thickness, which makes it difficult to replicate exactly. Therefore, it contributes to the reason for
running all the plastics on the same day, to try to reduce the variables. The anilox roll was also constant. A 2.48
volume, 600 line count, 60 screen, Harper #H44802 was chosen for the Mark Andy 2200 seven inch
Flexographic press. The anilox roll was based on the 150 resolution of the plate to achieve appropriate cell count.
The fixed speed was set at 50 feet per minute, and the dryer was positioned at stage 3, which was about 167 OF.
The speed and dryer settings were chosen because there were problems with the inks drying on the plastic film
with lower heats and faster speeds. Lastly, the tension was set at 20 psi.

The five films were run on the Mark Andy press using water-based inks with relative ease. The order in
which the webs of film were spliced in was: white PLA, clear PLA, PET, OPP, and OPS. A little over a hundred
feet of each material was used. Some of the visual potential runability problems that occurred on press included
problems running the OPS and having dirty print. The OPS was very brittle and broke easily on the press. And
lastly, the print became increasingly dirty throughout the press run. There were many predictions to the reason
for the dirty print that are discussed later.

PRINT ABILITY

Dot Gain: There was no substantial difference in the trend of dot gain in the curve across the different films. The
largest dot gain occurred between 35 and 55 for all of the films. At the 40 percent dot percentage of plate, white
PLA film had a 29.3 percent; clear PLA film 24.7 percent, PET film 31.1 percent, OPP film 28.9 percent dot
gain and OPS film had a 27.9 percent dot gain. Figure 2 below shows the dot gain results. The dot area of the
printed material was determined with the BetaFlex334 system. The density patches on each film were measured
in increments of five, from one to a hundred.
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Figure 2: Dot Gain Results

Tone Reproduction: There was no substantial difference in the trend of the tone reproduction curves across the
different films. However, all of the clear films experienced difficulties while being read by the instrument, as
shown by the jagged lines in figure 3. Therefore, it was hard to compare which plastic film had the best tone
reproduction. The white PLA appears to have the smoothest curve, which makes it easier to compensate for dot
gain in prepress.
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OpticaVRejlective Density: The FIRST density standard is 1.4 for black ink on film products using narrow web.
All of the densities printed had higher densities than the standard. The chosen aniIox roll was not optimized for
the desired ink density and lay down. The white PLA film had the highest density (1.72) over the other films.
The clear PLA has the highest density (1.68) over the clear films which included OPP (1.67), OPS (1.64) and
PET (1.6).

Dyne Levels: The tests showed that the natural dyne level of clear PLA was 38, white PLA 36, PET 39, OPP 37,
and OPS about 37.
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Figure 3: Tone Reproduction Results

Type Quality: Type Quality Images were captured for visual comparisons, using the ImageXpert system. The
results for type quality were in the following order from best to worst: white PLA, PET, OPP, clear PLA and
OPS films. The images are shown in figure 4.

a,a,PLt opp op'> PET WiiuPLt

Figure 4: Type Quality Images

Dot Shape: The ImageXpert system was used to determine the roundness of the five percent dots on each film.
The dot roundness was defined by the ratio of the circumference of a circle with the same average radius to the
perimeter length of the dot. The ideal number to achieve is one. PET with a value of 0.82 was the closest to
achieving this standard followed by both types ofPLA films (0.62), OPP (0.57) and OPS (0.53)

!Jar PLt c_ PLt PE], OPP OPS

Figure 5: Digital Images of the Five Percent Dots

Specular Gloss: The Novo-glass Statistical Glossmeter (Rhopoint 60 degree angle model) determined the
specular gloss of each film using the same solid black area. Horizontal and vertical readings were taken as shown
in table 1 below. With no lamination, high gloss is more desired to achieve a better print appearance. The clear
PLA has the highest gloss compared to all of the films, and has the highest gloss compared to the other clear film.
The white PLA has the highest gloss compared to the other white films.

Gloss White PLA Clear PLA PET OPP OPS
Horizontal 57.65 65.70 58.60 46.88 56.80
Vertical 62.60 75.38 46.38 48.18 62.18
Avera1!e 60.13 70.54 51.49 47.53 59.49

Table 1: Specular Gloss Results

Rub Resistance: A visual test was performed on the rub test samples. The clear PLA film had the poorest rub
resistance, closely followed by the white PLA film. The OPS film had the next worse rub resistance. The OPP
and PET films had the best rub resistance.
Ink Adhesion: A visual test was performed on the ink adhesion samples. The white PLA film had the poorest ink
adhesion, closely followed by the clear PLA film. The OPS film had the next worse ink adhesion. The OPP and
PET films had the best ink adhesion. The OPP film had the best adhesion.
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Table 4: Tensile Strength Results

RUNABILITY

Tensile Strength: Tensile strength measures the force required to pull a substrate to the point of when it breaks.
The Testometric ex M350-5KN system measured the elasticity, force, and breaking point of each film. An
ASTM sample cutter cut one by eleven inch strips prior to being placed into the machine. The speed of the
machine was 100mm/min. The OPS used the least force to break, which indicates that this film has the worse
tensile strength. This was observed on press with the two web breaks. The clear PLA has the best tensile
strength, and least likely to stretch and distort on press.

Force ~ Peak (N) Elongation ~ Break (mm) Time (sec)
WhitePLA 151.01 50.06 0.50
ClearPLA 173.70 41.38 0.41
PET 106.86 207.92 2.08
OPP 106.12 122.69 1.23
OPS 105.56 5.65 0.06

Dirty Print: Some of the potential runability problems that occurred on press included problems running the OPS
and having dirty print. The print became increasingly dirtier throughout the press run. There was an increased
incidence of dot bridging the longer the press ran. The order the films ran on press were: white PLA, clear PLA,
PET, OPP, and OPS. The OPS film seemed to have the most bridging. There were many predictions to the
reason for the dirty print. Some articles have suggested that it could be caused from the plate, ink, anilox roll,
and the doctor blade. In this research, the only other variable that was time sensitive was the pH and viscosity.
The recommended viscosity was 25-30 seconds with a pH of 9.0-9.3. The ink ran on press with a higher
viscosity and pH than was recommended. Since the pH level starts to decrease and viscosity increase the longer
it is run on press, an ink-transferring problem usually occurs leading to increased incidence of bridging. The pH
and viscosity were not measured throughout the press run; therefore it cannot be determined in this study.
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White PLA Clear PLA PET OPP OPS
Dyne 4 2 I 3 3
Dot Gain 4 I 5 3 2
Tone Reproduction 1 4 3 2 5
Densitv 1 2 5 3 4
Tvpe QualilV 1 4 2 3 5
Dot Shape 2 2 1 3 4
Specular Gloss 2 1 4 5 3
Rub Resistance 4 5 I 2 3
Ink Adhesion 4 5 1 2 3
Tensile Strength 2 1 3 4 5
Dirty Print 1 2 3 4 5

Average Score 2.36 2.64 2.64 3.09 3.82

3.1 CONCLUSIONS

Table 5: Summary of Findings. (1= best/highest to 5=worstJIeast)
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According to this summary of findings chart, it seems that the white and clear PLA films are most
comparable to the PET film. Even though the ink was formulated for PP and PET, the white and clear PLA
outperformed opp in the majority of the printability and runability tests. The OPS film performed the worst
compared to the other plastic films. The white PLA film outperformed the PET film, which was also white. The
clear PLA film performed equally as well as the PET film. If the PLA films used custom formulated ink, they
would have likely outperformed all of the films. NatureWorks recommends using Akzo Nobel's Hydrokett3000
or Hydrofilm 4000 water-base inks for good ink adhesion.
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DEGRADATION OF STARCH BY VERMICULITE MEDIUM AND
ESTABLISHING COMPLETE CARBON BALANCES

The aim of this work was to create a vermiculite based inert solid medium to assess the
biodegradability of new packaging materials in compost. This kind of medium the property to
simulate compost medium and could enable us to achieve complete carbon balances for
polymers biodegradation. As a first attempt, we decided to use starch to test several
vermiculite media. We have compared the results obtained for these media with those obtained
for starch degradation in compost, according to the shape of the mineralization curves. The
results obtained for compost and one activated vermiculite medium are very similar. This
activated vermiculite medium was considered to be suitable to simulate starch degradation in
compost. In this case, we have achieved complete carbon balances at different moments of the
test by taking samples in the medium. Different extraction steps have been performed on these
samples to separate soluble carbon from biomass, and also from starch carbon remaining in the
medium. After quantifying these different parts, we could establish complete carbon balances

with a suitable accuracy.
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How to combine environmental tools to minimize packaging environmental
impacts

Mercedes Horta!, Jose Luis Vivancos and Susana Aucejo

ABSTRACT

The increasing amount of packaging waste and how to reduce their environmental impacts are the main
purposes of legislative and other environmental tools development. Regarding legislative issues European
Directive on Packaging and Packaging Waste 941621EC (last amended by European Directive 20041121EC)
aims to prevent or minimise the impact of packaging and packaging waste on the environment through recovery
and recycling targets. The Directive will also ensure the functioning of the European internal market avoiding
obstacles to trade and distortion of competition within the European Community. European Member States have
adopted this Directive through National Laws publication. Together with this legislative development there are
another tools such as Ecodesign and Life Cycle Assessment that are applied in order to help companies to
comply with legislative requirements.
This work is a first approach to the development of a new methodology that deals with the combination of
different packaging legislative and environmental tools. The main objective of this new combination tool is to get
a common and easy methodology to be applied by packaging stakeholders in order to support them in legal and
environmental issues.

INTRODUCTION
Packaging plays an important role in every economic sector not only due to its containing and protecting
properties but also due to the marketing opportunities that offers as silent seller. Consumers and companies high
exigencies make a higher demand for the requirements the packages have to comply with. Up to date, new long-
distance markets together with high consumer demands have forced packaging into new developments in order
to adapt them to new requirements. Decisions about which packaging material to buy is one of the most difficult
questions to answer for companies. This decision is clear if we consider complying with traditional factors: it
complies or not. However a new factor has to be taken into account: the environmental factor. Actual market
supports companies that integrate into their products new and emerging social values. Among these new values
the environmental protection, that is increasingly demanded by consumers [I].
Other factors such as the increase of commercial transactions as well as quality demands required by consumers
make the use of packaging materials much greater. This fact has moved on a strong legislative development
which affects packaging and their residues, culminating with the publication of Directive 94/62/CE on packaging
and packaging waste recently modified by Directive 2004/12/CE. Nowadays this latest modification has been
transposed to Spanish law by means of the Royal Decree 252/2006.
Therefore it becomes necessary to include the environmental factor as another factor to take into account in the
packaging selection process that companies carry out. Up to now it is difficult and arguable which packaging is
more environmentally friendly than each other. But environmental factor have to include packaging legislation
requirements.
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STATE OF THE ART
The decision of the companies about packaging materials selection for their products presents difficulties. This
has been, and is at present, one of the most important problems for designers and engineers due to quantity of
factors to consider. Ifbesides we include a new environmental factor there is a major degree of difficulty added.
This owes to that the election of the material of packaging not only determines the associate costs and the
environmental derivative impacts, but also it affects directly to functional characteristics of the packaging as well
as in the manufacturing and filling processes that are used [2].



MATERIALS AND METHODS

It is well known that if the environmental factor is included in the design phase a major efficiency in the
minimization of the packaging environmental associated impacts is obtained. This fact has been indicated by
diverse authors [3][4][5]. According to the authors from 70 % [6] up to 80 % [7] of the final cost ofa product is
determined on the design phase. This can be also extensible to the functional requirements and the environmental
impacts. Numerous aspects converge on the design phase such as: durability, materials, costs, standards,
legislation, technology, tradition, security, design, quality, etc. to bear in mind besides the environmental aspect
[8].
In many occasions the companies use Life Cycle Assessment methodology (in forward, LCA) for environmental
decisions in packaging. This methodology has been widely applied to different packaging alternatives for coffee
[9], eggs [10], beverages [II], wood, corrugated board and plastic crates [12], corrugated board box for citrus
fruits [13] fast food [14] and beer [15]. However some authors consider that LCA should be used just as a
decision support tool [16][17].
Moreover environmental decision must include other legislative tools. For the Spanish case they are:

- Standards derived from directive on packaging and packaging waste
- PackagingWaste prevention plans
- Deposit, Return and Recovery systems (in forward DRRS)

The main objective of the present work is the first approach of a new methodology development that will
combine different packaging legislative instruments and other environmental tools. This methodology is intented
to be easily implemented by companies and other stakeholders.
The tools that take part of the new methodology are:
Legislative instruments:

- Packaging Standards derived from Directive on packaging and Packaging Waste that are:
EN 13427: 2004. Packaging. Requirements for the use of European Standards in the field of packaging
and packaging waste
EN 13428: 2004. Packaging. Requirements specific to manufacturing and composition. Prevention by
source reduction
EN 13429: 2004. Packaging. Reuse
EN 13430: 2004. Packaging. Requirements for packaging recoverable by material recycling
EN 13431: 2004. Packaging. Requirements for packaging recoverable in the form of energy recovery,
including specification of minimum inferior calorific value
EN 13432: 2000. Packaging - Requirements for packaging recoverable through composting and
biodegradation - Test scheme and evaluation criteria for the final acceptance of packaging
The EN 13427 standard specifies requirements and a procedure by which a person or organization
responsible for placing packaging or packed product on the market (the supplier) may combine the
application of the five packaging standards. This procedure is shown in Figure I
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Figure 1. Packaging Waste Standards application procedure
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- Packaging Waste Spanish Law Instruments
Packaging Waste Management Plans (PWMP)
Return, Collection and Recovery Systems (in forward, RCRS)

- Environmental Assessment tools and Methodologies
Ecodesign
Life Cycle Assessment
Figure 2 shows Life Cycle Assessment phases.

INVENTORY
ANALYSIS

IMPACT
ASSESSMENT

Figure 2. LeA Phases

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Minimization of Packaging waste environmental impacts derived is the main objective of this methodology
proposal. The environmental impacts will be reduced without affecting packaging quality requirements such as
security, strength, etc. Despite of Packaging Waste Directive main requirements are focused on a reactive
strategy this present work deals with a proactive strategy based on the packaging waste standards combined
application. Furthermore this methodology is supported by other legal instruments and methodologies and
considers all packaging life cycle steps environmental impacts through the application of LCA and Ecodesign
parameters.

The new methodology structure is divided into five main phases that are:

PHASE I. Initial evaluation
Packaging selected for the evaluation is properly described. Preliminar documentation needed to support
packaging compliance will be described. This phase is structured according to EN 13428 and Packaging Waste
Management Plan first stage. A complete packaging inventory will be made to get more information and to
check if the company has to prepare a Packaging Waste Management Plan. People taking part of the Packaging
Assessment Group will be also defined.

PHASE 2. Packaging material evaluation
The aim of this phase is the performance on the quantity of packaging material used in such a way that it is
minimized to the maximum, assuring that diminish, therefore, the environmental associated impacts providing
that they are evaluated by LCA. This result can modity the design, using in this case the Ecodesign methodology.
Packaging requirements demanded will be verified and they will not be affected by this packaging material
reduction. Main conclusions are included in the Packaging Waste Management Plan.

PHASE 3. Reuse evaluation
This phase is only carried out by reusable packaging. The main objective is to define reuse circuit.

PHASE 4. Waste recovery evaluation
Within this phase an evaluation of the different end-of-Iife packaging alternatives will be made. LCA
methodology is applied to choose the best packaging waste recovery option. Once it is selected the related
standard requirements are evaluated.

PHASE 5. Evaluation results and conclusions
Main conclusions and evaluation results will be compiled in a global document. The final document will support
the packaging evaluation.
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The overall structure of the new methodology and the combined methodologies is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure3. Technical and Environmental Assessment Methodology

CONCLUSIONS
The present work is the first one of the steps for the complete definition and development ofa new methodology
of technical and environmental assessment for packaging considering legal, technical and environmental tools.
The consideration of packaging multifunction objective as well as their special casuistry a second step to adjust
and to improve the procedures that compose the basic developed methodology.
Nevertheless, in this first approach is very difficult to quantifY and completely define the main limitations that
this methodology may present. Some of these limitations are those derived from the legal instruments for
instance; as legal requirements may change, some of the methodology phases should change. Methodology
Application will identifY and quantifY all limitations and how to avoid most of them.
In addition provided that the methodology takes as a principal base different tools applied to packaging, its
principal adjustment will not be in the requirements contained in the evaluation but in the integration and
improvement of the interactions among the different tools that compose it.
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Consumer engagement - key to unlocking commercial and environmental
performance

Bill Stewart

Many consumers, in their individual and daily experiences, are critical of packaging,
perceiving it to be unnecessary, difficult to open and a burden on the environment. Overall,
packaging is often considered to be a negative consumer experience. Few consumers would
recognise or acknowledge that packaging also provides benefits, through, for example,
increased choice, extended shelflife and improved hygiene. Yet, environmental initiatives
from national and local governments, together with increasing public concern about
environmental issues, encourage consumers to segregate discarded household waste as a
consumer obligation with little active assistance, participation or reward from brands,
retailers or government, compounding their negative perceptions of packaging.

This paper will argue that both brands and retailers can directly benefit from a closer
engagement with consumers on these issues, encouraging brand and retailer loyalty while, also,
enriching the shopping experience and improving environmental performance.

Through improved and affordable new technology, packaging innovation and revised retail
store design, practical methods of 'designing-out' packaging will be demonstrated together
with methods of engaging consumers in a mutual culture of environmental responsibility.
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Packaging Digital Library: A Better Way on Constructing Subjects

--Discussion about the Necessity of Building Professional Digital Library

Zhong Yunfei, Liu Daian

ABSTRACT
Presented in this paper is an imagination of building a digital library for packaging science based on

much powerful analyzing and proofing, as a synthetically young subject packaging science and technology has

not a corresponding status and there is not its category index in bibliotheca. During changes in our national

library digitalizing, the strategy of dividable building synthetical library and professional library and

supplementing each other should be done.

Keywords library; packaging; digital library; packaging digital library
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With the development of computer and network telecommunication technology it's stepping into an

information revolution age of the modem society, from which the digitized library obviously benefited. Various

countries have carefully reset their strategic orientation of the modem library and the significance to their

countries. They have aimed to take information technology as the key element of the global digital library. The

United States took the lead in 1991 and started to research on the digital library. Their DLI (DLI, Digital Library

Initiative) project entered the second stage in 1998, finished within five years [I] [7]. Japan was also one of the

developed countries that let the books digitized. They took the project ''the test of digital library in miniature" as

a representative, which was carried out by Japanese diet library. Only ''the Guanxi Hall Project" was invested in

400 million US dollars and It was known as the Asian literature providing center after finished in 2002 [2] [3] .

France, Japan, America, England, Canada, Germany, Italy, Russia (also called G8) had Brussels conference in

1995. In 1999 the German Cologne Conference was held, which symbolized that the global cooperation has

become the mutual recognition [3] . Since 1995 China has started to carry on the digital library development

experiment which was leaded by the National Library. In 1998 "Chinese Digital Library Project" was initiated

and the project has yielded a large quantities of results[ 4]. In 1996 the 62nd congress of IFLA (The International

Federation of Library Associations and Institutions) was held in Beijing, which symbolized that China has

integrated into the international society with an anxious aspiration. There has been a revolution in the digitization

of library throughout the whole country. Almost all of university libraries, large-scale public libraries diligently

kept up with the pulse of the age, extended readers from the campus and the local areas to the society, the nation,

even the whole world. Simultaneously the great changes of the library demanded that we should introspect

calmly and rationally, and study the Chinese special features and strategies with a high scientific layout. As a

general reader, in the article the author discussed the construction of the packaging discipline library and the

development questions based on the understanding of the syntheses about the construction of library and the

specialty on target layout. There are extremely important characteristic and the tactical significance if the

government supports the construction of the specialized digital library actively while constructs significant



national comprehensive digital library strongly.

Nowadays the library readers can be approximately divided into two groups. One is common readers the

other is specialized readers. Common readers enter into the library with a wide desire in information but

specialized readers want to get the inspiration from their own area, or some neighboring disciplines. At present,

most of Chinese libraries are public comprehensive libraries because of limited readers of specific libraries.

1. THE YOUNG PACKAGING DISCIPLINE HOPES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION
OF SPECIALIZED LIBRARY

As a discipline the packaging has been developed for decades. In history the packaging is a living

standard symbol throughout the human culture. In the commodity economy era the packaging also is an essential

market economy shape. The packaging discipline was not able to grow up during the time without warm,

sufficient food supply, or competition because at that time the packaging is luxurious. Even if in modern

civilization society, there are still some areas and the quoin, where do not have the concept to the packaging

certainly. However in all civilized societies, in all modernized developed countries, the economic development

beats the commodity information, the commodity development is scrapping the competition. They all have

realized that the commodity packaging is the symbol of human culture and packaging is the helmet and armor of

commodity competition. Packaging is not dispensable; it is one kind of technical crystallization with the unique

function. Packaging is a product bodyguard with economic value; it is filled with scientific content. Packaging

has more and more reflected the modern science and technology as well as the social culture, which has become

a strong character of national economy. Packaging science and technology has come into being a comprehensive

science which supported the commodity packaging and the packing industrial development. Since Last century

50's, various countries' packaging discipline research and the packaging education have developed vigorously.

China also started from the last century 80's droved by reforming and opening policy. In the past over 20 years, it

has grown large quantities of packaging scientific and technical workers, the packaging educationalists and the

professional personnel. These people have creatively developed unique theory and the technology of packaging

discipline in their own practice. But at this time in our country this young discipline does not have the

independent table of contents, and there is the unusual foothold trace in the library literature category too [6] .

Therefore it's necessary to appeal to raises the packaging discipline node in the library construction. We also

have a feeling that the specialized library with the packaging science and the technical discipline characteristic

should be constructed imperatively, which will enormously impel the packaging science and the technical

development, demonstrate her youth the vigor to the common people and will become a better way on

constructing subjects.

2. THE SUPERIORITY OF ONLINE PACKAGING LIBRARY CONSTRUCTION
The packaging specialized library as early as established in Beijing in 1991, which was Beijing

Packaging Library cooperated by Beijing Packaging Union and Beijing Chongwenmen Library. In 1995, an

institute featured with packaging discipline, the former of Hunan University of Technology, Zhuzhou Institute of

Technology also opened packaging library in their library, while in the beginning there were the entire traditional

library. Along with the library digitized changes and the rapid development of the on-line books and reference

materials, the specialized library development has been into a new world. The project of Packaging on-line

library is no longer a dream, its construction has more superiorities.
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2.1 THE INTEGRATED SUPERIORITY OF LITERATURE MATERIAL IN AN
ONLINE PACKAGING LIBRARY

As a result of the packaging discipline status question each kind of comprehensive library nearly does

not have the explicit classified catalog; they will not integrate literature materials of the packaging discipline in

breadth and in depth. Only the online package library may achieve this point with maximum limit, according to

its localization characteristic.

2.2 THE SUPERIORITY OF ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY IN AN ONLINE
PACKAGING LIBRARY

The packaging reader group distributes in all the various trades and occupations, comparatively

centralized in the packaging industrial enterprise, packaging schools, packaging scientific research and

management organization, but they all difficultly independently constructs specialized library with a certain scale

for the lack of resources and economic potentiality. If there is cooperation with each of them to construct a

packaging online library for sharing respective resources, the economy and effective construction will be

realized. Thus, because of the packaging production breadth and importance in commodity, concepts "look up

the packaging, enters the packaging digital library" will quickly come into being in the national. Its social

efficiency and economic efficiency can reveal gradually.
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2.3 THE SUPERIORITY OF READER SCALAR IN AN ONLINE PACKAGING
LIBRARY

Today the packaging already is the widely known enterprise, only the number of packaging higher

education undergraduate school is 52 in China. From elementary and primary vocational education to higher

graduate education, the education level also forms a complete system. In every year the enrolled students are

estimated to above 15 thousand. The whole country packaging industrial enterprise had a certain scale to above

11000, the staff is 2 million. In addition indispensable packaging profession personnel have a large good-sized

scale among various professions commodity production, they will be basal reader in an online packaging library.
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2.4 THE SUPERIORITY OF SPECIALIZED DISCIPLINE IN AN ONLINE
PACKAGING LIBRARY

Because the online packaging library devotes to the acquisition of packaging science and technical

information, the reorganization and the processing, and regards the packaging professional as the main reader, its

specialized breadth and depth will surpass the comprehensive library; their understanding and service to the

specialized reader's will also be able to surpass the comprehensive library.

2.5 THE SUPERIORITY OF SUPPLEMENT EACH OTHER BETWEEN AN ONLINE
PACKAGING LIBRARY AND A MODERN LIBRARY

Collaboration between the specialized library and the comprehensive library will extremely be the good

goal matching. The specialized library has made up the comprehensive library in some specialty limitation in

depth and breadth; also the comprehensive library has greatly eliminated insufficiency of the specialized library

in discipline narrow, the knowledge integrity and the comprehensive. Thus their functions supplement mutually

and support each other, division of labor is effective and economical rational, they satisfy reader's need and
request farthest.
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3. THE IMPERATIVE CONSTRUCTION OF PACKAGING DIGITAL LIBRARY
The construction of packaging library still needs to have an abundant entity to support, needs to have

the synthetic authority section to assist, and needs more economical technology entity, the enterprise, the

company to subsidize. There are more questions to be solved, but its construction is the general packaging

worker's earnest expectation, it is the window and hotbed to develop packaging discipline. The construction is

imperative.

3.1 PLAN TO CREATE CENTURY PROJECT CAREFULLY WITHIN STRONG
CONSORTIUM

We believe that, China Packaging Federation is to be supposed to act as an authoritative synthesis

section, which organizes and coordinates this important project; Hunan University of Technology, Beijing

Packaging Library are the ideal entity of packaging digital library for that they have abundant resources and

technical superiority, and they already have had the characteristic packaging library entity; Asia Packaging

Center, the specialized packaging center all through the country, the top 100 packaging enterprise and so on all

are the powerful partners. Therefore this project is practical and well grounded.

3.2 INITIATE THE PROJECT AS SOON AS POSSIBLE AND CARRY OUT THE
PLAN SCIENTIFIC TO STRIVE FOR MORE COOPERATION

The construction of packaging digital library must solve three big bottlenecks such as fund investment,

resources integration and technology supports. Therefore an initiated project is took a serious significant project

beginning, and the project must obtain the national approval and subsidization. Munificence, sedulity, and

achievement sharing are the effective way to solve the three big bottleneck conditions with multi-unit

cooperation. We need to excogitate a scientific demonstrated plan in order to guarantee practically investment in

minimum, achieve the anticipated target reliably, and enter into the fast implementation orderly.

3.3 ESTABLISH A PROJECT GROUP AND DEFINITUDE THE LEADERSHIPS'
RESPONSIBILITY

The experience indicates that, no efficient leadership, no important matter to be done. Where there is the

wisdom practical community, there is important matter to be done. Not only the management department but

also the entity all must designate a forceful and farseeing leadership with judicious judgment. The leader should

pay attention to the project all the time, instruct and eliminate the difficulty in time, and correspond with

everyone. Certainly, the capable project expert group should be established to implement concrete research

construction. The project group will be up against a series of technologies problem and varied software and

hardware question, such as the system architecture, the digital resources construction, the resource management

system, multi-user service and so on. So majority of them should be in the new position as a full time job. They

cannot be an isolated group; the entity should support and assist them at any time. For example the database

construction is a vast foundation work.

4. CONCLUSIONS
China should have their characteristic digital library construction. In the construction the scientific

planning and construction are necessary to avoid excessively redundant projects [4] . A better choice is to adopt

the strategy that we construct the comprehensive library and the specialized library as sharing out the work and

cooperate with one another. The packaging science and technology are suitable and also urgently need to

construct the packaging digital library as a young discipline. We are appreciated that the topic of this article will

be widespread and taken in by the nation and society.
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The System Structure of Packaging Engineering

Liu Yu-sheng Liu Dai-an Jia Di

ABSTRACT

This paper studies the system structure of packaging engineering. The theoretical knowledge of packaging

science and technology is designated by a joint name as "Packaging Science". Within it, "Packaging

Engineering" emphasizes particularly on researching and exploring the principles of forming packaging.

"Logistics Packaging" emphasizes particularly on researching the packaging engineering system while applying

the package function in various ]ields. Packaging Engineering has been divided into four ]ields which are the

Principles of Packaging and Materials, Packaging Design for Sales, Packaging Design for Transportation and

Packaging Process. Moreover, this is a new guide for the undergraduate course in Packaging Engineering.

Packaging Engineering Logistics Packaging

1. INTRODUCTION

The subject of Packaging Technology and Science began in the 1950's. Nowadays, it has been developed into an

integrated subject that contains various independent course systems. This is a technical science with various

applications but its structures and contents have not yet been fully recognized as a united understanding and

definition. Generally speaking, the theoretical system of Packaging Technology and Science has been called

"Packaging Science". Through the development of the industry of production and packaging engineering

education, 'Packaging Engineering' has developed and expanded rapidly over the last few decades. However,

because of the lack of macroscopic classification, 'Packaging Technology and Science' has not established a

systematic and theoretical direction, with even its concept being unclear. Keith A. Pearson, President of World

Packaging Organization (WPO) pointed out in Beijing that: "We need to encourage the development of

packaging technology, science and engineering, to contribute to the development of international trade and to

stimulate education and training in packaging." [I] This paper provides an analysis of the structure of Packaging

Engineering Systems.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

THE CONCEPT OF PACKAGING AND ITS RESEARCH METHODS

Packaging is a high-tech industry. 'Packaging Science' is a subject that targets researching packaging within the

process of production, merchandising and distribution and also, researching the process of packaging

engineering systems. It studies their combined functions, forming process and application of packaging. It is an

integrated science that embraces the physical science and the social science [2], [3]. Within it, 'Packaging

Engineering' emphasizes on researching packaging and its forming principles. 'Distribution Packaging'

emphasizes on researching the packaging engineering system which mainly takes the application of the

packaging function into account. Therefore, whether researching packaging or the packaging engineering system,

the packaging function is the key component and aim. Furthermore, it is the main method of researching the

system structure of 'Packaging Science'.

The packaging function is the foundation of packaging. Its capabilities and values have been displayed through

the life cycles of packaging [3]. These functions are scientifically set up through the understanding and analysis

of the life process of packaging by man. Through the concept and purpose of the packaging function, it has been

categorized into storage and transportation, sales, consumption, social and manufacturing function etc. The

attributes of these functions are parallel. However, its contents need to follow a key function - the protective

function [4]. The basic goal for packaging has always been to protect a product during distribution. The process

of researching these functions, understanding their theories and principles, materials form, research methods and

technique skills have structured the theory of Packaging Technology and Science. It can be called 'Packaging

Science'.,
PACKAGE FORMING AND ITS PRINCIPLES

'Package forming' is the research objective of Packaging Engineering. In the study of package forming,

according to the classification of knowledge and the characteristics of courses, the systems of Packaging

Engineering have been divided into four fields: Principles of Packaging and Materials, Packaging Sales Design,

Packaging Transportation Design and Packaging Process.

'Packaging Principles and Materials' is the technical foundation of package forming. It is the 'internal

correlation' of packaging elements which is needed to be put into the primary position as packaging clarifies its

functions. From packaging material, packaging auxiliaries, the space and the contents, to the analysis of their

interaction, Packaging Principles and Materials is also the foundation to guide package design. Because of the

key position of the protective function, the focus of knowledge of the packaging principles is 'Packaging

Protection Principles and Techniques'. It consists of the protection of physical stability, the protection of

chemical stability, the protection of biological stability, the protection of structure stability (under dead or kinetic

loads) and the protection of comprehensive stabilities etc.

One point that is needed to be emphasized is that the theory of Packaging Principles is not about the general

knowledge of craft processing but about the knowledge of design. Apparently, it is different in those subjects
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which focus on craft processing, for example Food Engineering. Furthermore, within the research of 'Packaging

Principles and Techniques', 'Packaging Materials' is an important element of packaging and is the foundation

from which the package contents rely upon [5]. 'Packaging Materials' is the generic name for the materials

which form packaging and its auxiliary components. It is generated from Materials Science, and also is based

upon the specific fields of "Packaging Science". Its technical form is very active and is correlated to the various

research of the packaging function. Consequently, 'Packaging Materials' and 'Packaging Principles and

Techniques' both become the foundation of packaging engineering which is the 'Technical Science of Packaging

Principles and Materials' .

PACKAGE DESIGN

The Packaging Programme is the core of Packaging Engineering. It structures the fields of Package Design and

the process of package forming. On the basis of understanding the theory of packaging functions, the packaging

for sale and for transportation is different, with the emphasis on different functions respectively. The

transportation package is a package which relates to commodity circulation. Its main purposes are to take

guarantee on the safety of the contents for transportation and storage, and also to keep the process of storage,

transport, handling, sorting, interchange and inspection convenient and efficient. Within it, Mechanics is an

important theoretical foundation with emphasis on keeping the storage and transport function of the package.

The sales package is a package which relates to the process of product sales. Its main purposes are to promote

the product sales, to keep the safety of products, and also to assure the whole process of distribution, shelving,

carrying, consuming and recycling is convenient and efficient. Within it, artwork is an important consideration

on the sales function of packaging. Therefore, Package Design includes two main units which are Package

Design for Sales and Package Design for transportation.

PACKAGING PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY

Processing technology is a technical science that researches the procedures of material production,

manufacturing process and the mechanical manipulation of equipment. Also it researches the process, methods

and techniques on developing the raw material or the semi-processed product into the processed product [6].

There are various kinds of products within the industry and consequently, there are various kinds of processing

techniques formed on their manufacturing processes. It all constitutes the important fields of developing human

science technology and civilization. On the process of package forming, the theories of Packaging Processing

and Technology playa critical part. It is the implementation field in package forming which is tightly connected

with Packaging Engineering Technology. Its fields of knowledge are both comprehensive and broad and include

Packaging Machinery, Package Printing, Packaging Automatic Control, Packaging Materials and Packaging

Container Manufacturing etc.

The core field of Packaging Processing and Technology is Packaging Processing. This is a technical science that

processes the raw materials or semi-processed materials into complete packaging according to the adopted

packaging programme in the high-quality, efficient, economic and modem approaches. Overall, within the

various engineering techniques of processing packaging, Packaging Processing is the primary guide.
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3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

THE STRUCTURE OF PACKAGING ENGINEERING SYSTEMS

From what has been analyzed above, it is clear to understand the internal structure of Packaging Engineering

Systems. Within it, 'Packaging Principles and Materials' playa critical role in Packaging Engineering. It

contains two essential elements: one is Packaging Protection Principles and Techniques, the other is Packaging

Materials. Moreover, Packaging Design is the main body of Packaging Engineering. Due to its function

characteristics, Packaging Design is divided into the Sales Package Design and the Transportation Package

Design. The principles of Packaging Processing and Technology have developed actively into many fields. It

consists of Packaging Automatic Control, Package Printing, Packaging Machinery, Packaging Materials and

Container Manufacturing. Also the principles of Packaging Processing and Technology are correlated closely

with Package Design. Packaging Processing Technology is the key field of Packaging Process. It is based upon

the programme of Package Design. Likewise, Package Design needs to follow the possibility of implementing

the Package Process as the premise [3].

THE INFLUENCE OF THE STRUCTURE OF PACKAGING ENGINEERING SYSTEMS UPON
PACKAGING EDUCATION

Packaging Engineering has been scientifically and systematically established and has become the foundation of

Packaging Engineering Education. The undergraduate Degree in Packaging Engineering Education is a broad

science subject involving design and craft. Its core course is Packaging Engineering.

t

However, because of the different teaching characteristics and sociality of subjects, it is also reasonable for some

universities to choose 'Packaging Science' as their main subject [7]. Even so, the systems of Packaging Science

and Technology are the main basis of establishing the Packaging Engineering Programmes. Meanwhile, the

layout of the Packaging Engineering Programme is more suited to the Packaging Engineering Systems [8], as

shown in the following Table 1. It describes a complete structure of Packaging Engineering Systems. For

example, 'Principles of Protective Packaging and Techniques' and 'Packaging Technology and Equipment' are

derived from the analysis of the structure of Packaging Engineering Systems.

Table 1 Undergraduate Degree Programmes Structure in Packaging Engineering

Foundation Courses Packaging Materials
Principles of Protective Packaging and Techniques
Package Design for Sales

Packaging Design Courses Package Design for Transportation

Packaging Container Structure Design and
Manufacturing

Packaging Process Technology Courses Packaging Technology and Equipment
Package Printing
The Concept of Packaging Engineering Systems
(Package and Environmental Concerns)
Packaging Economics



4. CONCLUSIONS

General Courses Packaging Management and law
Package Testing
English for Packaging
Packaging Machinery
Computer Aided Design (CAD) for Packaging
Foundation of Automatic Control for Packaging

Optional Course Packaging for Food and Drugs

As shown in the above table, the programmes of Packaging Materials and Package Protection Principles and

Techniques are the solid foundations of Packaging Engineering. Separating Packaging Design for Sales and

Package Design for Transportation enriches the main body of Packaging Engineering. The setup of Packaging

Technology and Equipment enforces the depth of the programmes and also this combination is both efficient and

effective [9]. Packaging Container Structure Design and Manufacturing and Package Printing have become the

foundation stone in the current packaging industry. These two special courses assure the packaging programme

is highly focused on practical applications. The General Courses and Optional Course display the comprehensive

characteristics of the packaging programme and will benefit the graduates in their future career.

Through analyzing the influence of the structures of Packaging Engineering Systems upon packaging education,

it demonstrates the importance of researching the basic theories and structures of Packaging Engineering

Systems in developing Packaging Education. Also this is a most critical and useful approach to discover the view

of Science Development. However, there still is tremendous scope in researching further the basic theories and

structures of Packaging Science and Technology, which need to be considered in the future.

[3] Liu Yu-sheng, Luo Yarning; "The Reform of Chinese Higher Education and Development of Packaging
Education"; Packaging Engineering, 2002-5
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International Packaging Institute Neuhausen/Switzerland

Dr. Ingo Bueren, Dr. Martina Hirayama, Roland Luxemburger

A New Institution for Advanced Packaging Education in the Frame of the Bologna Proposals

No doubt, the packaging industry needs more experts to take technology to the limits of
materials, machines and equipment, contained goods compliance and management systems.
The very widespread complexity of the packaging technology and business, which has to deal
with questions of applied sciences, technologies from food and pharmaceutical to printing and
electronics, regulatory affairs and marketing impacts needs to be handled more and more by
persons, who are not shy to accept all these fields equally and are educated accordingly.

The opening of the IPI International Packaging Institute at NeuhauseniSwitzerland in 2005 for
the education and training of this style technical managers and executives, combined with
technology management and R&D, is based on awarded innovative pedagogical concepts and
offers all methods of teaching and learning in the 21st century. Yet it is in full compliance
with the actual Bologna proposals.

The IPI offers certified study courses in packaging technologies and a "Master of Engineering
in Packaging Technology" at their sites in NeuhauseniSwitzerland.
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+49711 89232169
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Development of active EVOH films containing natural antioxidants.
Kinetics of the active agent release into diverse food simulants
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ABSTRACT

r

The addition of synthetic antioxidant compounds in plastics is a common practice as a way to protect
polymeric degradation during package manufacture. However, the potential migration of these substances to the
packaged product has been and is an issue that should be considered to maintain food quality and safety. In this
line, several studies have been focused on their substitution by natural antioxidants such as tocopherol, which
besides protecting the plastic, their migration into food can produce an antioxidant effect in the product.

In this work, natural phenolic substances such as catechin, quercetin or thymol have been selected as
antioxidant agents (AD) to be incorporated into hydrophilic EVDH copolymers with the purpose of producing a
beneficial antioxidant effect on food Films with diverse concentrations of these substances were prepared by flat
extrusion, compression molding and casting. Films were exposed to several food simulants listed in European
Regulations, water, 10% ethanol, 95% ethanol and isooctane and their release was monitored by UV-visible
spectroscopy. Also, the antioxidant activity of the films was monitored by testing their radical scavenging
capacity by the DPPH test.

The results obtained by UV-vis spectroscopy showed that the release was dependent on the AD
concentration, the film manufacture process and the food simulant. In general, the release extent increased with
the initial A D concentration and the gentleness of manufacturing conditions. The release was faster and more
pronounced as the ethanol content of the food simulant increased The values obtained for the release into the
alternative fatty food simulant was discrepant, with practically null migration into isooctane. These results were
confirmed by the DPPH test, corroborating the AD properties of the films developed

INTRODUCTION
Most food deteriorate in quality during transport, processing and storage, oxidative reactions being

relevant in limiting the shelflife of perishable foods. The aim of packaging is to reduce or delay food loss which
in the case of oxygen sensitive products is mainly carried out by limiting the presence of oxygen in the package
headspace. Recently, other strategies are being considered including the use of an active package.

Active packaging employs a packaging material or device that interacts with the environment and the
product to extend product shelf life. Such new technologies are based on modii)ting the gas environment by
removing gases from or adding gases to the headspace inside a package or by retaining or releasing compounds
into the food. Active packaging technologies offer new opportunities for the food industry, in the preservation of
foods. Presently active packaging systems include oxygen scavengers, carbon dioxide emitters/absorbers,
moisture absorbers, ethylene absorbers, ethanol emitters, flavour releasing/absorbing systems, time-temperature
indicators, antimicrobial containing films {l)... The aim of this work is to create an antioxidant active
packaging, to protect food from oxidation without the need of reducing oxygen concentration to trace levels.

Most of the active packaging developments base their activity on the mass transport properties of plastic
materials. It is well known that polymer residues and additives can migrate from the package to the food
potentially changing the product's quality and/or safety. With this principle, a chemical compound can be
purposely incorporated into a packaging material to be released into the food and to protect it from deterioration.
Instead of adding these compounds directly to the food, the active compound is delivered during
commercialization at the appropriate rate and it is concentrated in the product surface where it is more necessary.

mailto:carol@iata.csic.es.rgavara@iata.csic.es


Release Tests: To determine the kinetics of AO release into food, specific migration tests into several
food stimulant liquids included in the European Legislation were carried out. The AO release kinetics from the
films into water, 10% v/v aqueous ethanol, 95% aqueous ethanol and isooctane were monitored by UV
spectroscopy. Double sided, total immersion migration tests were performed as follows: 24 cm2 piece of each
plastic sample and 90 mL of the studied simulant (area-to-volume ratio = 6 drn2/L) were placed in a glass vial as
migration cell. Periodically, extractions (and replacement with fresh simulant) of 3 mL of the simulant were
analyzed by UV-visible spectroscopy, and their radical scavenging capacity by the DPPH· test described below.

Nowadays synthetic antioxidants are already incorporated at minimum concentrations to preserve the package
materials from degradation although their migration is a not-desired effect. Phenolic compounds are commonly
found in plants, and they have been reported to possess multiple biological effects, including antioxidant activity
(2). Quercetin dihydrate, catechin hydrate and thymol can be found in a lot of plants, but mainly in onion, green
tea and thyme, respectively.

In this work, our purpose is to introduce a natural antioxidant which acts protecting the contained food
and eventually can act as antioxidant within the polymer during package manufacture. The active packaging film
under development consists of a hydrophilic plastic film, ethylene-vinyl alcohol copolymer, EVOH44,
containing some of the natural antioxidants above mentioned.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals and Reagents: Quercetin dihydrate, catechin, thymol, ethanol, 2-propanol, isooctane and

DPPH- (2,2-diphenyl-I-picrylhydrazyl, were supplied by Sigma (Barcelona, Spain). Water was obtained from a
Milli-Q Plus purification system (Millipore, Molsheim, France). Ethylene vinyl alcohol copolymer with a 44%
ethylene molar content (EVOH44) was gently supplied from The Nippon Synthetic Chemical Company, (Osaka,
Japan).

Samples preparation: The antioxidant agents (AO) were incorporated into hydrophilic EVOH44 films
at two different concentrations: 1 and 5% for quercetin and thymol, and 0.5 and 2% for catechin. Films were
prepared by flat extrusion, compression molding and by casting. The AO and the polymer were melt mixed
during the extrusion process in a Rheomix-Haake extruder at 200°C. EVOH was grinded and mixed with the AO
powder previous to compression in a Carver hot plate press (Carver, Wabash, IN, USA) at 220oe. Polymer and
antioxidants were dissolved in 2-propanol/water (I: I) and films were obtained by solvent evaporation at 80°C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Antioxidant activity: The antioxidant activity of the active films was evaluated through their radical
scavenging ability according to the method of Okada and Okada with a slight modification (3), wherein the
bleaching rate of a stable free radical, 2,2-diphenyl-I-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH·) was measured at a characteristic
wavelength in the presence of the sample. In its radical form, DPPH· absorbs at 5 I7 nm, but upon reduction by
an antioxidant or a radical species its absorption decreases. The assay mixture contained 2.7 mL of simulant
(containing the antioxidant) and 0,3 mL of 2mM DPPH ethanol solution daily prepared. After 15 minutes of
incubation at room temperature in the dark, the absorbance was recorded at 5 I7 nm. Results were expressed as
percentage decrease with respect to control values, and were determined by the following expression: %
inhibition= [(Acontrol- Asample)/Acontrol]xlOO. Standard solutions of ascorbic acid in the diverse simulants were
also measured. Results were expressed as equivalent concentration of ascorbic acid.

The release of antioxidants to four food simulant from EVOH films prepared by diverse procedures was
monitored during storage at room temperature. The results are discussed as a function of their initial
concentration, the manufacturing procedure and the food simulant.

An important factor on the release of compounds from the polymer matrix into the simulant is the initial
concentration of the antioxidant in the film. In all tests, the higher the initial antioxidant concentration the higher
the AO amount released. As an example, figure 1 shows the release of catechin from two different films obtained
by flat extrusion into the 10% ethanol solution. As it can be seen, the process appears to advance with a similar
profile, becoming constant around the 10th day. Similar curves were obtained in all cases, although the steady
concentrations depended on the compound, its concentration and the food simulant.
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Figure 1. Release of catechin from extruded EVOH44 films into 10% ethanol.
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Figure2. Effect of film manufacture process on the release from films into 10% ethanol.

A second important factor to be considered is the procedure of obtaining the materials since the thermal
treatment and the volatility of the active agents may affect the initial concentration in films. As an example,
figure 2 compares the amount of catechin released from the diverse EVOH films prepared. As previously
commented, the migration of catechin is much higher for the more concentrated films. Nevertheless, this figure
also shows a significant effect of the film obtaining procedure. This difference can be explained in terms of the
thermal treatment undergone by the active agent. Cast films, the samples with the highest release, were obtained
by solution of polymer and AO at 50°C followed by solvent evaporation at 80°C in a flat surface. Extruded films
were the second in AO release activity, probably due to the temperature (200°C) at which the polymer and the
antioxidants were heated during mechanically mixed for about 1 minute. Compression moulded samples were
obtained by pressing the mixture of EVOH powder and the AO at 220°C for 5 minutes, and these were the films
showing the lesser activity.
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Different results were observed for thymol due to its volatility. The extruded films lost a significant part
of the volatile compound during film cooling. The solvent evaporation during film casting also resulted in a
decrease of the initial antioxidant concentration. Therefore, thymol containing films obtained by compression
moulding were the most active systems. In this technique, the samples are enclosed between stainless steels
plates during the entire thermal process, reducing the AD loss by evaporation.

Since the free radical-scavenging activity of the phenolic AD selected is considered to be due to their
hydrogen-donating ability, the method based on the reduction of DPPH·, a stable free radical, was selected to
evaluate the antioxidant activity in the food simulants. Table I presents the antioxidant activity of Quercetin
containing films expressed as % Inhibition of the DPPH. In this table, it is possible to observe the effect of all
factors on the AD activity of the films after a long-storage. Besides the already commented effects of
concentration and film making process, the effect of the type of food was clearly noticeable. The films were
very active in alcohol containing simulants and showed a lesser activity in aqueous products. However, the
activity towards fatty food products is uncertain since the values observed in ethanol 95% and isooctane were
clearly discrepant. Similar disagreement has been observed in other migration studies (4). The 100% values
indicated that the ethanol solutions scavenge all DPPH· radicals. For this reason, we decided to express the
results in equivalent concentrations of ascorbic acid, as figure 3 shows. This activity was observed to be
proportional to the AD concentration in the diverse simulants.

Tablel.Percentage of Inhibition of the DPPH Radical by quercetin dihydrate containing films measured in the
dive rse food simulant after 10 days of exposure.

1% 5%
Extrusion Compression Casting Extrusion Compression Casting

Isooctane 0 0 0 0 0 0

Water 1.4 3.3 2.2 7.6 11.3 10

10% 10.9 15.8 9.7 18 18.6 27.7
ethanol

95% 100 100 100 100 100 100
ethanol
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Figure 3. Effect of the food stimulant on the antioxidant activity offilms with 1% quercetin obtained by casting.

The AD release presented a similar profile with all simulants and antioxidants. The accumulation of
antioxidant followed an "exponential growth to a maximum" type of profile, although the extent and kinetics
varied markedly between samples as figures 3 shows. The antioxidant activity is represented as equivalent
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concentration of ascorbic acid obtained by calibration using the DPPH· method. In agreement with results shown
in table I, the migration took place in a major extent in ethanolic simulants, followed by the aqueous simulant
and this by isooctane. The reason for this dependency can be explained first by the higher solubility of the
antioxidants in alcohols. Also the presence of water results in the plasticization of the EVOH film which
increases the AO release rate. In the films exposed to isooctane, both the low solubility of the antioxidants and
the low interaction with the polymer results in a nearly null release. As can be seen, there was also an observable
difference in the kinetics of the process. After the first 24 hours, the release into alcohol reached values above
the maximum results obtained for the other simulants. At the steady state, the equivalent antioxidant
concentration in ethanol was ca. three times higher than that in 10% alcohol. The migration of the compounds in
isooctane was so low and/or slow that the antioxidant activity, ifany, was below the experimental error.

CONCLUSIONS
Active films have been obtained successfully by addition of natural antioxidants into hydrophilic EVOH

copolymers. The films released the active agent as a function of diverse factors including antioxidant
concentration, the manufacture process and the type of food stimulant to which the film is exposed. Casting
appears to be the more effective way of obtaining the films with their antioxidant capacity intact. Also, the
antioxidant release proceeded faster in polar compounds (aqueous or alcoholic beverages). However, the activity
of the films exposed to fatty foods is ambiguous since the tests carried out with the two fatty simulants (ethanol
95% and isooctane) presented opposite results.
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Natural extracts in active packaging to prevent off-flavours generated from
the oxidation of hazelnuts and amaranth

Sarah Pastorelli, Sandro Valzacchi, Claudia Contini, Cristina Sanchez*,
Cristina Nerin* and Catherine Simoneau

The aim of the present work was the evaluation of the efficiency of antioxidant activity of
different active films. Two natural extract were used at two concentration levels for the
development of antioxidant films. Hazelnuts and amaranth were chosen as model products
because of their high sensitivity to oxidation which allows the formation of different classes
of off- flavours. Hexanal was chosen shelf life indicator for both model food.

Hazelnuts were stored in different pouches (virgin film, film with antioxidant A at low level,
film with antioxidant A at high level, film with antioxidant B at low level, film with
antioxidant B at high level) under UV light for 15 days in order to accelerate product
degradation. The same storage conditions were used for amaranth but the conservation was
tested comparing virgin film and film with only antioxidant B at high level.

Model foods were analyzed at 5 different times and hexanal content was determined by solid
phase micro-extraction (SPME) technique and confirmed by GC-MS.

Hazelnuts and amaranth packaged with antioxidant films showed a significant reduction of
hexanal content comparing with the ones packaged at the same conditions in virgin film.

The results confirm the effectiveness of the two natural extracts tested in prolonging shelf-life
of food liable to oxidation.
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